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Abstract
From Promise to Staqnation: East India Suqar 1792-1865.

During the early 1790s, the East lndia Company saw the possibility of a

lucrative trade in East lndia sugar at a time when high sugar prices and the finite

nature of the sugar resources of the British West India colonies, had became a

matter of concern to British consumers. Periodically from 1796 through to the

early 1820s, the emancipist lobby saw the possibility of large-scale sugar imports

from the east as a way in which Britain could be supplied with sugar without

recourse to the slave grown product. lndia's potential as a sugar producer was

also a matter of concern to the West lndian planters and merchants, consequently

they sought to create and maintain a tariff barrier to protect their British market.

With the abolition of slave ownership in the British Caribbean colonies and

the resultant diminishment of sugar production, from 1836 British lndia was

perceived by some influential groups in Britain as having the potential to produce

large quantities of sugar to supply a British market at a time when industrialization

was approaching its mature stage. This potential, although not as large as the

more optimistic hoped, was considerable and came to a peak in the late 1840s.

No sooner had the sub-continent begun to produce sugar in quantity, when the

body politic in Britain opted for free trade policies. The Sugar Act of 1846 lowered

tariff barriers until in 1654 all sugar entered the British market at the same level of

duty.

The opening chapter examines the East lndia Company's role in the early

years of this trade explaining the intimate connections between the intra-Asian

sugar trade and sugar trade between the sub-contínent, Europe and the American

west coast. Two subsequent chapters look at the British home and re-export

market, initially discussing the linkage between the protection of the West lndian

product though restrictive tariffs and the community of interests of the various

groups within the British body politic with relationship to this trade. The second of

these two chapters is a discussion of the emergence of free trade policies and the

effect of these on East lndia sugar imports to Britain.

Chapters four to six examine the development and failure of the two phases

of European involvement c.1790-1809 and c.1828-1853. The discussion looks at

the emergence of agricultural and trade policies of the government of British lndia,

and the capitalisation of the industrialised sugar industry that emerges 1836-53.

Other issues such as the agricultural, economic and commercial problems

v



encountered by this industry are examined. Chapter seven is a discussion of the

role of the indigenous sugar industry, the nature of its product, the structure of the

internal market, and the inability of European and indigenous sectors to form an

equitable relationshi P.

The thesis is an attempt to relate the various components of the East lndia

sugar trade to each other and explain why this trade failed to make a substantial

impact in the British market place until the 1840s. Having established a major

share of this market and enjoyed a short period of fluorescence 1840-1853, the

sub-continental sugar industry stagnated until only a handful of European

enterprises and the then diminishing sector of the indigenous industry continued to

export sugar to Britain. During the last forty years of the century British lndia,

capable of supplying Britain with 70,000 tons per annum in the late 1840's,

became a "reserve" supplier only. The Sub-continent from time to time, sent large

quantities to Britain, these, however, were rare occasions, brought about by the

failure of regular sources in South America, the Caribbean or beet fields of Europe.
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Arithia, adhat, arot
Arrack, Toddy

Aurangs
Bigah
Bandies
Ballast or gruff cargo

Bepari, Dalal or Pykar
Candy
Chini
Cwt.
Drawback
Free on Board (F.O.B)
Gurpatta
Gur, Goor, Khaur,
Jaggery, Behli, Dhosa
Halwai
Hat, Haut
Home Charges

Karkhana
Kharkhanedars

Kothi
Mahajins
Mofussil
Muscovado
Parghanah
Picul, Chinese
Ryot
Shakkar-Shukkur
Shroff
Sugar candy
Zamindars, Jotedars

Zamindari Agriculture

Ryotwari Agriculture
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Glossary of Terms

Commission agent and facilitator of commerce
lndigenous spirit distilled from molasses of cane and
palm sugar
Area of collection surrounding E. L Co. depot.
Variable Land measure Bengal
Bullock carts
Heavy goods i.e. sugar, saltpetre, rice stowed a the
bottom of the hold to assist vessel stability
Minor merchant or middleman
Measure of weight Madras Province 500 lb or 227 Kg
lndigenous cured Sugar
112 Lbs 1-20 long tons or 50.9 Kg.
Refund of sugar import revenue
Total cost of cargo when loaded at point of departure
Crystalline sugar made from date gur.

lndigenous raw sugars
lndigenous sugar boiler
Periodical markets
Annualfee paid by government of British lndia to Home
Government for military and administrative costs.
Indigenous Refinery
Manufacturer of lndigenous khand or Proprietor of
Khandisari
Branch of indigenous firm or bank
Money lenders
Hinterland, "up-country"
Brown crystalline undrained sugar
Sub-division Ad ministrative District
133.3 Lb or 60.5 Kg c.1790-1830.
Peasant cultivator
lndigenous crystalline sugar similar to Muscovado
Banker
White to brown sugar of large crystalline structure
lndigenous traditíonal title hofders with responsibility for
paying govemment land revenue
System of mode of tenure and traditional relationship
between peasant cultivator and traditional land
titleholder common to Bengal
Ditto, common to northern districts of Madras province
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lntroduction

The subject of this thesis is the export of 'East lndia' sugars to the British

market between the late eighteenth and the mid-nineteenth centuries. lt draws

extensively from the published papers of the East lndia Company; reports of

Parliamentary Committees of Enquiry and on unpublished material from the lndia

Otfice archives. ïhe subject derÍves its significance from the degree of importance

assígned by contemporaries to the importation of 'East India' sugars into the United

Kingdom during this period. lt was initially imported as an altematjve to slave-

produced sugar of the West lndies and subsequently as a new source of sweetener,

when it appeared that the West lndian plantations, post emancipation, would be

incapable of fuf ly satisfying the rapidly expanding British market after 1836. ln

consequence, East lndia-meaning primaríly, but by no means exclusively, the lndian

sub-continent-was looked upon as the potential new 'sugar bowl' for the world's

largest single market. ln the event, however, no such outcome transpired, despite

periodic enthusíasm for the trade's potential and considerable investment in the sub-

continent in schemes to expand and develop the region's already substantial

manufacture of sugar. By the eighteen fifties - and perhaps at an earlier date - it

had become apparent that whatever quantities of 'East lndía' sugars might be

exported to Britain, the sub-continent would remain at best a marginal supplier. The

following pages are an explanation of why this was so, beginning with the first

stirrings about lndia's potentíal in the 1790's and concluding with developments in

the 1840's and 1850's that effectively spelt the end of such hopes.

Broadly stated, my argument is that a number of fiactors account for East lndia

suga/s failure to gain a major share of the British market, despite the high hopes
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Among the historical works dealing with sugar globally, the sub-continent is at

times dealt with in a brief but informative manner.E This, however; is not true of H. C

Princen Geerligs (1912) and Noel Deerr (1949-50); both discuss sub-continental

sugar production in some depth.e The latter holds a special place in the canon of

sugar histories, and its author had an intimate relationship with the sugar industry in

British lndia. As a sugar technologist and chemist, Deerr gained experience in

British Guiana, Hawaii, Mauritius, Cuba and finally lndia, where he worked for 19

years from 1922to 1936, for Begg Sutherland and Co., as superintendent of their

sugar factories.lo ln this comprehensive work on the global history of sugar, the

production of sugar in the sub-continent and the technology installed there is

discussed in some detail. Volume 1 traces lndia's long history of sugar production,

explaining something of its ancient origin and confirming it as a thriving industry

centuries before the coming of European influences. ln the same volume there is a

short discussion of the growth and failure of British involvement in sugar production

in lndia 1836-1850. This discussion notes the location of some of the most important

factories with a short account of some leading Europeans in this industry. lndia, as

the author points out, was not well represented in the body politic in Britain. Deer

argues that in the mid nineteenth century British lndia in general, and those involved

in the lndian sugar industry in particular, had but two champions in the British

parliament, Mr B. Disraeti and Lord Bentinck)l

There is also a significant body of scholarship regarding industrial

development, or the lack of it, in nineteenth century lndia, a debate in which the

tJ. H. Gailoway, The Sugør Ctme Indastry, (Cambridge, 1989).
n H. C. Princen Geerligs, The Worlds Sugarcane Industry, (London, 1912); Noel Deen, The History of Sugar'

Volumes, I and 11(London, 1949-50).
ro John Howard Payne, "Ì.{oel Deen: Classic Papers of a Sugar Cane Technologist", Sugar, Series 5,

(Amsterdam, 1983), pp. i-5.
1r Noel Deen, The History oJ Sugm Two Volumes, p.57.
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potential of the sugar industry to bring new technology and skills to lndia is largely

ignored. Some publications deal fleetingly with this subject. Romesh Dutt, for

example,l2 in a short discussion of the Se/ecf Committee on Sugar and Coffee

Planting oÍ 1847-48, remarks that the outcome was of little help to lndia. He does

not, however, discuss the potential of the industry or the loss to lndia of imported

industrial technology, when the industry failed. Volume 2 of The Cambridge

Economic History of lndia has a comprehensive discussion on the demise of the

spinning and weaving industries and the rise of the jute and cotton industry later in

the century.13 However, the loss to the sub-continent of the technology the sugar

industry introduced in the 1840s, once again does not feature in this discussion.

tndustrialisation in lndia, however, was discussed in Volume 3 of the 1985

edition o'î Modern Asian Sfudres, an edition almost entirely taken up by South Asia

scholarship. Rajnarayan Chandavarkar for example, aüempts to find an explanation

for lndia's economic development and progress to industrialisation, which does not

solely rely on Maxist, and functionalist explanations.la ln his concluding remarks,

while agreeing with those who look to the subservience of the lndia to the British

imperial economy. Chandavarkar also gives considerable weight to factors such as,

long-term social and commercial structures, the condition of the world market, the

demands of the British internal economy and class structure, as elements shaping

the development of the lndian economy and industrialisation.ls ln the same edition

Colin Simmonsl6 laments the shallowness of scholarship of industrialisation and its

12 Romesh llutt, The Economic History of India in the llictorian Age, (London, 1956).
t3 Morris D. Morris, in DharmaD. Kurma (ed.), The Cambridge Economic History of India, (Cambridge, 1983),
toRa¡narayan Chandavarkar, "lndustrialization in lndia Before 1847: Conventional Approaches and

Alternative Perspectives," Modern Asian Studies, 19,3 (1985), pp.623-669.
t" lbid, pp. 666-668.
t6qolin'dimmons, De-lndustrialization,' and the lndian Economy, c. 1850-1 947 , Modern Asian Studies,

19, 3, (1985), pp. 593-622.
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technology in nineteenth century lndia. Although Simmons does not discuss the

failed sugar industry, he does point out that even where introductions of technology

failed, such failures should not be ignored. They too, can make a contribution toward

overcoming the confusíon that surrounds the blending in lndia of capital, custom and

government, an area of study that lndianists have hitherto largely neglected,

This thesis seeks to add to the knowledge of the process of industrialisation in

lndia in two ways, by examining the relationship between indigenous sugar

producers, refiners and merchants and the sector manufacturing industrialised sugar.

It also seeks to throw some light on questions relating to lndia's role in the ditfusion

of technology by offering a detailed discussion of the extent of technology employed

in the making of industrialised sugar between 1828 and 1855. With regard to the

sugar industry, it seeks to show that the explanation of Britain's conversion to the

gospel of free trade is not of itself a sufficient explanation for the failure of the export

sector of the sub-continental sugar industry in the mid nineteenth century.

The Thesis in Summary.

The first chapter, "The Opening Phase: Freights, War and Monopoly 1792-

1814,' discusses the sugar trade during this period and introduces the East lndia

Company in its role as a trader and producer of sugar. Specificalty, it will be argued

that, while the company sought to promote sugar, they were constrained by a

number of factors that meant that East lndia sugar had only very limited access to

the British market during this period. Chief amongst these was the West lndia tobby,

which from the outset, in the shape of West lndian stockholders and their supporters,

vigorously opposed the directors and stockholders favouring imports of East India

sugar. The chapter also discusses the complex web of intra-Asian trade, explaining

the relationships between the lntra-Asian trade and the Asia-European trade and the



I
role of sugar in these two arms of trade. Much of the discussion is of the political

economy of sugar, predominantly as a ballast cargo, and the effect of war and

monopoly on freight costs between the sub-continent and Europe. Specifically, it will

be argued that the Company sought to promote sugar as a commodity on the lndia-

Britain route, while at the same time enhancing the intra-presidency sugar trade

through replacement of sugar imports from Southern China and Southeast Asia with

the sugar grown and manufactured in Bengal. However, the role that sugar played in

the intra-presidency sugar trade made it difficult to do this without irnpairing the trade

links between India and China.

tn a discussíon on the commercial economy of freight between lndia and

Britain, ¡t will be shown that there were two separate periods in whích differing factors

affected freight costs. The years 1790 to 1801 were, for the most part, a period of

high sugar prices ín Britain, during which there was some easing of the E.l.C's

monopoly restrictions through the provision of cargo space in lndia built ships to

supplement those of the E.l.C's. own lndiamen. The second period, 1802 to 1814,

was one during which cargo space between the sub-continent and Britain was at a

premium, particularly for sugar and other gruff or heavy cargoes. This was brought

about by greater adherence to the E. l. C's monopoly, which brought with it additional

freight cost, as did hígh insurance premiums due to war in Europe. Such costs

contributed substantially more than discriminatory duties to the inability of East lndia

sugar to obtain a larger share of the British market. ¡t will also be argued that sugar

as a ballast cargo was subject to the same cost factors as other cargo and should

not be perceived as a cargo carried with little or no cost.

Chapter 2, "The BrÍtish Sugar Market and the Political Economy of East lndia

Sugar 1792-1836,' discusses the difficulties met by importers of East lndia sugar in
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the British home and re-export markets and explains that this was also a factor in

limiting the supply of East lndia sugar on the British markets during this period. The

interplay of forces and events within Britain with regard to the place of East lndia

sugar in the British market is complex. The chapter sets out to explain this

complexity by examining the correlation between the costs inherent in importing

sugar in a trade environment within a closed imperial trade system which offered

protection with a high price tag attached by using sugar imports as a vehicle to raise

import revenue. lntimately linked with the latter was the use of drawbacks and

bounties financed from this revenue, and paid to sugar refiners and merchants to re-

export to Europe sugar made too expensive for the working poor by high import duty.

Of similar importance is the relationship between the various groups in the British

body politic and the dispute that encompasses the period 1790-1834, between those

that favoured or opposed slavery in the British colonies. lt is this cornbination of

protection, prices, revenue raising and subsidy that worked to prevent the free

access of East lndia sugar, but these issues, in combination with the emancipation

movements, helped to create a niche market for East lndia khand.

It will also be shown that the East lndia Company, despite holding a strong

position in the body politic during much of the eighteenth century, was unwilling to

press claims for equal duties before 1807, due to profitable trade links with West

lndian slavers. After this date, the now politically weakened Company, burdened by

debt, was unable to resist the West lndian lobby in their efforts to establish and

maintain discriminatory duties. lt will also be argued that the high rate of import duty

imposed on sugar through the period 1801-1836 was an integral part of government

policy of protection and revenue collection. The revenue requirements of the British

exchequer were intimately linked with the economic welfare of the West lndies, a
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reliable source for sugar and among the top fve sources of import revenue. The

combination of economic factors and the intimate links of influential groups in the

body politic drove the policy of protection and discriminatory duties.

Chapter 3, "East lndia Sugar Exports and the British Sugar Market 1836-

1865," discusses the political economy of sugar in Britain during this period. The

chapter surveys key changes to British sugar duty legislation and relates them to the

pol1ical economy of the British sugar market. ln so doing, it advances an argument

about the extent to which these factors impacted upon the evolution of the trade in

East lndia sugar. ln explaining the effect of these changes on sucrose imports from

the sub-continent, it is argued that during the period 1840-1846 the British

plantations, the only sugar producers allowed access to the home rnarket without

prohibitive import duties, could not produce sugar in sufficient quantities to supply the

British market. Consequently, the period 1845- 54 was one of legislative change to

the duty regime and to the origin of sugar entering this market. lt is also argued that

to create profits and give an acceptable return on capital invested in buildings and

technology in lndia, East lndia sugar needed to be possessed of characteristics

which rendered it either suitable for refining or for re-export to Europe. Legislation in

1B4S brought radical change to the way in which customs graded sugar imports,

impacting on the European factories in lndia. TheActof 1846, which allowed sugar

to enter the home market irrespective of its origin, convinced the sugar trade that

massive quantities of foreign sugar would flood the market. Prices, already unstable,

went into free fall. Coincidental with this instability was a financial crisis in 1847-48.

The combined effect of these occurrences effectively brought to an end production in

many of the European refineries in Bengal. Lastly, although most of the European

sector of the sugar industry collapsed, the indigenous industry, having increased its
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capac¡ty by virtue of the export boom of the 1840s, contínued to supply the British

market with considerable quantities o'l khand and other sugars until the early 1860s,

Chapter 4, "The lntroduction of West lndian sugar Making Technology in

Bengal and Madras and Company Economic Policy in the Emerging Colonial State c.

1776-1810' moves the discussion from Europe to the sub-continent, where it is

argued that the fundamental key to the history of East lndia sugar production and the

British market is ultimately to be found. The chapter discusses the first wave of

European sugar makers seeking to use West lndian technology to manufacture

sugar in Bengal and Madras, circa 1787-1809. The chapter also discusses the

implementation of land policy in a period during which the old mercantile

administration of Bengal enters into its early colonial phase. lt is argued that a

correlation between these changes and the economic policies of the Company

government effectively stifled the development of a European sugar industry based

on West lndian technology in the sub-continent, while at the same time offering little

incentive to European investment in the production and export of indigenous or "pre-

industrial" sugar.

It is argued that, given some stimulus from the Bengal government, a sugar

plantation sector might have emerged as the base for the production of the raw

material for an industry manufacturing sugar with West lndian technology. Such an

industry might well have made a significant contribution to lmperial trade and through

its economic contribution gained some political influence in the British body politic.

lnstead, sugar production in the sub-continent remained an industry geared almost

exclusively to the sub-continental market. Not until 1836 was the sub-continent

considered to have the potential to be a reliable larg+scale supplier for the large

British market.
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Chapter S, 'lndustrialised Sugar Production and lnfrastructure in the Sub-

continent 1g2g-1g50,' examines the scope, capitalisation and some aspects of the

operation of this industrial sugar making technology in North-eastern lndia and

Madras during this period. ln so doing, it elaborates and deepens the argument of

the previous chapter that the situation in the sub-continent was, in the final analysis,

the key to the prospects of turning lndia into the sugar bowl of the United Kingdom'

The innovative technology installed in Bengal and Madras is discussed and,

as far as possible, an indication of the extent of capital is given. To emphasise the

size of this investment and the advanced nature of the technology, a comparison is

made between the European sector in Bengal and Madras and contemporary

industries in Java and Mauritius. The operation of this machinery is also discussed,

with particular reference to both the milling and sugar house technology

It is argued that this industry and its capital investment by British

entrepreneurs should not be perceived as an attempt by colonists to construct an

industry using only cheap and basic equipment. lnstead, it was a huge investment in

capital and equipment, much of which was equivalent to world's best practice' The

period of operation of this technology was short; some had barely come on steam

when a financial collapse occurred in Bengal in 1847-8. Yet it developed suffìciently

to produce considerable quantities of sugar, rum and molasses, much of which

entered B¡tish consumption or passed through the British emporium to Europe. ln

late 1g47 colonial trade was particularly hard hit by a financial crisis which was

precipitated by a series of events, amongst which were over investment in British

railway infrastructure, the lrish potato famine and poor harvests in Britain, all of which

contributed to a severe shortage of capital and a crisis of confidence in Calcutta as

well as in the UK.
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Chapter 6, "lndustrialised Sugar Production in British lndia 1829-1850:

Agricultural, Economic and Logistical Barriers" elaborates upon the argument

pursued in the previous two chapters, that is to say the centrality of developments in

the sub-continent to the overall story. lt discusses several problems within the sub-

continent with which the European sugar industry was forced to grapple. For

example, zamindari agriculture was a system substantially different from the freehold

ti¡e encountered in many sugar colonies where planters could grow æne

unencumbered by traditional mores. Under this Bengali system, land leased for

cane cultivation came complete with peasant cultivators growing subsistence crops

for familial survival. Planters also encountered a harsh climate where canes, when

they did not fail altogether, often produced yields considerably lower than those of

other regions. Not all of these entrepreneurs attempted to grow cane: many

processed raw sugar produced by indigenous cultivators to export quality. This

group would also find the sub-continent a difficult environment in which to build an

industry and maintain long-term viability.

This in turn forms the basis for a discussion of the nature of the capital

invested during this period, and the investment in human resources through the skills

of managers, engineers and vacuum pan operators.

Chapter 7, "The lndigenous Sugars of British lndia: lndigenous Merchants and

the Sugar Markets of the Sub-continent 1792-1865' discusses the indigenous sugar

industry of the sub-continent, and the role of indigenous sugar the international

market. lt also continues the argument of earlier chapters that the crux of the

problems related to the failure of European and lndian capitalists to create a viable,

long-term, export sugar industry lay in the sub-continent. ln the period circa 1780 to

1810 and 1828 to 1850, entrepreneurs invested much capital and spent a great deal
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of their physical and mental energy in attempts to manufacture sugar using initially

West lndian technology, and later more advanced industrial technology capable of

manufacturing sugar in the sub-continent. These entrepreneurs, particularly those

involved in the sugar boom of1840 to 1848, believed they could draw an almost

endless supply of raw sugar from indigenous cultivators, or build a plantation industry

utilising the large pool of cheap labour. ln their calculations, the production capacity

and export potential of the indigenous industry received little thought they sought

only to siphon off its products and value add them in their industrial sugar plants,

This chapter will demonstrate the productive capacity of that indigenous

industry. lt will be argued that indigenous involvement in the sugar industry did not

cease at the door of the kart<hana (indigenous refinery) or the (hat) or seasonal

sugar market, the point, where European merchants purchased sugar for processing

and export to Britain. The importance of indigenous merchants and capitalists to

sugar production in the sub-continent was paramount. They made possible the

manufacture of large quantities of raw sugar, by securing supplies at source. They

did this by providing cash advances to cultivators: in effect, by vertical integrating the

product from cane field to market. Without their resourcefulness, raw sugar for the

indigenous karkhanas and most of the feedstock for the European factories would

not have been available.

The opportunity for pre-industrial khandisari sugar to compete successfully in

the British market, was not fully exploíted during the 1820s. After 1836, however,

sugar of this kind was the major component of lndian sugar exports, and continued

to be until the combination of cheap colonial sugars and advanced technology forced

this pre-industrial sugar from the British market.
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ln fact, the volume of pre-industrial sugar manufacture was of considerable

magnitude, it not only provided khandisari sugar for export and raw material for the

European processing plants, it also produced large quantities of sugar for internal

consumption and for export overland to western and central lndia, to some regions of

Asiatic Russia through Afghanistan and to Nepal.

This thesis seeks to tell the story of East lndia sugar exports to Britain from

the cargoes of 1792to the decline of the trade in the 1860s. To achieve this end, the

discussion and argument embraces all aspects of this branch of commerce, from

sugar produced from cane and palm trees in the sub-continent through to the British

market.
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Chapter l.

The Opening Phase: Freights, War and Monopoly 1792'1814.

The history of the attempts to integrate the production of sugar in the lndian

sub-continent with the requirements of the British market effectively begins in the

early 17g0s. The high prices and apparent shortage of sugar supplies in Britain

were an important component of the East lndia Company's decision to consider

shipping sugar from Bengal. This improvement in the economics of sugar

production was of even greater importance to the West lndian sugar planters,

they too benefited from the prevailing high prÍces, in that it allowed them to pay

off some of the accumulated debts of the previous decade.l The increased

demand for sugar was not confined to Britain. European markets were also

buoyant and attracted a high level of re-exports from Britain of raw and value-

added sugar. The East lndia Company had reason to believe that the high

demand for sugar in Britain would be a long-term phenomenon: for quÍte apart

from good prices there was also an increase in per capita consumption. By the

second half of the eighteenth century, the drinking of tea laced with sugar had

become virtually a national addiction, the origins of which lay in the social eating

habits of the better sorts, to whom sugar was not only a sweetener in tea, but

also a liberal ingredient in cakes, comfits, pastries and desserts. Consumption of

such luxuries was, however, beyond the means of the working poor, but the

drinking of hot sweet tea was enjoyed by all.2

\Mth the foregoing conditions prevailing, the East lndia Company and East

lndia merchants had every reason to believe that sugar could be integrated into

I Lowell J. Ragatz, The Fqll of the Planter Class in the British Cat'ibbean, 1763-1833, (New York, 1928),

pp. 205-6.
2 Sydn"y Ivltntz, Sweetness attd Power, (f{ew York, 1985). p. 117
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East lndia fteíght manifests profitably, particularly as ballast. The idea of using

sugar for this purpose between lndia and BritaÍn had been under consideration by

trade commíttees within the Gompany for some time. This committee saw sugar

as an altemative to redwood or stones the usual form of ballast, the fonner sold

at considerable loss and the latter had no value at all.3

Simultaneous with these discussions, the strong Brítish re-export market

received a further boost when Britain's main competitor, France, lost her principal

source of supply, the West lndian island colony of St Domingo.a A loss brought

about through a successful revolt of the slave population, inspired by ideals of

liberty and equality that pervaded the revolution in metropolitan France.

Consequently, the once abundant tropical produce of the ísland ceased to flow to

French ports.s

The idea of importing sugar from lndia, however, was not solely a response

to the sugar shortage and attendant commercial opportunities. lt was in part, a

response to requests from East lndia merchants resident in lndia seeking to

reverse the fortunes of the once vibrant trade in Bengal sugar to SoutheastAsia,

the Red Sea and Persian Gulf.6 Just as sugar featured strongly in trans-Atlantic

trade, it had grown in importance in South Asia where it had become a common

commodity in and through the sub-continent. Considerable amounts of sugar

were exported and then re-exported Ín foreign vessels from the ports of the

3, Pop"rs Respecting the Culture and Manufacture of Sugar in British India, þondon, 1822) Hereafter

E.I.S. Appenctix I, p. 26, Extract, of a Letter Commercial Department London to Bengal
o tAia ipp"nai" t p.O, Report of the Committee of Warehouse. Prior to the rebellion, several continental

markets iãceived sugar from St Domingo via French merchants; by 1792, these same markets were selling

sugar from the British sugar islands.
5 lowell !. Rzgatz, Plaøer Class, p.206. The economy of the sugar plantation in the British West Indies in

the 1780s was on the verge of economic collapse, until the slave revolt in St. Domingo brought a dramatic

change to their fortunes.
6aL^s. .lppendix l, pp. 13-19, Exhract Fort William Revenue consultation 5-6-1776.
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British Presidencies to Copenhagen, Hamburg and Ostend, by the Country tradeT

and in Arab dhows, to the markets in the Red Sea, Persian Gulf and East Aftica.

It was, however, the amount of Bengal sugar exported directly to European

destinations that worríed the Company and íts stockholders, their preference was

for thís sugar to come to Britain in the holds of theír chartered Indiamen, not as

was the case, in American, Danish and other foreign ships. Such an outcome

would mean that as the sugar passed through the British emporium to Europe

ports, then British merchants, refiners and workers would become beneficíaries.

Shortly after the commencement of East lndia sugar imports the re-export

market was further strengthened, when in 1793 war between Britain and

Revolutionary France began. Sugar supplies to France were disrupted and

prices increased, especially after 1794 when all the French sugar islands fell

temporarily into British hands. From 1793 to 1799, war and shortage in Britain

and on the continent, strengthened the position of British merchants and refiners,

effectively increasing the re-export of value added or raw sugar to the European

market.E

This first chapter will be a discussion of all aspects of the trade in East

lndia sugar between 1792 and 1814, and the political economy of freight where ít

interacts with sugar. lt will be shown that a whole series of irnpediments

prevented any speedy or substantial growth in the trade in sugar between British

TThe Country Trade was comprised of ships operating under license from the East i9ndai Company, usually

officered by Britons. These ships operated largely independent of the Company on the routes from the Indian

Presidencies through mainland and archipelagic South East Asia to Canton. See: Mchael Greenberg, British

Trade cmd the Opening of China (Wesrport Connecticut, 1979). I[ B Morse, The Chronicle of the Eøst

India Compatry Trading to Chitw, Vols. I-6, (London, 1926-29). Tan Chung, "The British-India-China

Trade Triangle'1771-1E40",Indian Economic and Social History Review, ll. 4 (1974) pp. 411-431. P. J.

Marshall, "Private British Trade in the Indian Ocean Before 1800," pp. 237-259, in Om Prakash (ed.),

European Commercial Expanston in Early Modern Asia, (Newbury, 1997). Northcote C. Parlsnson Trade

in tie Easterru Seos, 1793-18,13 (Cambridge, 1937). C. D. Cowan, "Early Penang and the Rise of
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lndia and Britain during this period. The discussion with regard to trade and íts

impediments will be divided into four component parts. The first part will look at

the role of sugar in the trade between the British lndian presidencies. The

second, intimately connected to the first, will discuss the intra-Asian trade in

sugar. The third will examine the role of American and other neutral ships as

they carried sub-continental and other Asian produced sugar from British lndian

ports, dírectly or via the American east coast to Europe. This section of the

sugar trade is of particular interest as a medium through which British funds

could be repatriated from lndia to Britain. The fourth section will discuss the

pol1ical economy of East lndia freight, with particularly reference to the cost

burden of war and the lndia monopoly.

Specifically, it will be argued that the promotion of the sugar trade in south

Asia was not intended by the East India Company to be exclusively between the

sub-continent and Britain. They also sought to promote the inter-Presidency

sugar trade through replacement of imported Asian sugar with the domestic

product. Their intention was to stimulate cultivation and manufacture of sugar in

Bengal, with its attendant economic benefits to cane cultjvators, sugar

manufacturers and to commerce, and to enhance the land revenues of the

presidency. The intra-Presidency sugar trade and sugar exports from lndia to

Britain were intricately woven into the web of intra-Asian trade. Consequently,

the Company faced the difficult task of promoting both arms of the sugar trade

without impaíring the trade links between lndia and China. These trade links

were vital to the interests of the Company; along them travelled the commodities

SingaporelS0 5-t832," JMBRAS, Vol., )O(IL ParL 2, (1970), pp. l-204. E. H. Prichard, The Crucial Years

of Anglo-Chinese Re lati ons I 7 5 t- I I 0 0. (WashinSon, I 93 6).
t-Seyirour Dreyscher, Econocide: British Slovery in the Era of Abolition, (Pittsburgh, 1977), p- 716.
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that generated capital to finance the profitable China tea trade.e The ships that

carried commodities from lndia, unloaded Chinese produced cargo in Bombay

and Madras on the return leg from Canton, consequently, these two ports

became entrepots for Asian sugar and other commodities, and Calcutta

consumed Chinese sugar candY.

ln the discussion of the political economy of freight, ¡t will be argued that

there were two separate periods, each having differing factors with regard to

freight costs. The first, 1790 to 1801, for the most part a period of high sugar

prices in Britain, one during the India monopoly was not rigidfy enforced. The

second period, 1802 to 1813, was one during which cargo space between the

sub-contÍnent and Britain was at a premium, particularly for sugar and other

"gruff or heavy cargoes, a situation brought about by closer adherence to

monopoly. This factor, and higher freight costs brought about by war, such as

increased insurance premiums, convoy duty and other costs and contingencies,

increased the cost of East lndia sugar in the British market.

A Brief Overview of tnternational Trade as it Affected East lndia Sugal

c.1793.

This first chapter sets out to explain sugar as a trade commodity in the

complex web of Asian trade, and its place in the trade between Asia, Europe and

the Untied States of Amerie¿. For much of this period, maritime trade in Asia

was touched by, and adapted to, hostilities between the European powers.

Confliqts that reached into Asia and atfected the operation of trade, tended to

create a favourable environment for ships of neutral states. These ships carried

sugar and other Asian produce through oceans patrolled by naval ships and

t Tao Chung, "Trade Triangle (1?17-i840),'(1974),pp.427-429 passim. Indian opium and cotton, when
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privateers of the hostile powers to the American east coast or direct to Ostend,

Hamburg, Copenhagen and ports in the Mediterranean. This was a war of global

proportions, whích waged continuously from 1793 to 1815 with the exception of a

short break in 1802, (the peace of Amiens). A conflict during which, Britaín and

France attempted to inflict economic sanctions on each othe/s commerce.

European merchant communities in Asia, though far from their homelands, were

expected to give patriotic support to their countries of origin and obey the rules of

commerce adopted by their home govemment. They were called upon to both

desist or to assist the caniage of enemy goods via neutral flags through their

nations' maritime blockades. Many of them, however, kept such rules more in

breach than observance, continuing to trade in those commodities their European

and Asian customers required.lo

Sugar played a vital part in this trade as stabilising ballast. lt should,

however, be made clear from the outset that much of the sugar in the holds of

these ships had a somewhat different nature to that produced in the Americas. lt

was frequently quite different from the coarse brown muscovado or the whíte

clayed sugar packed in banels (hogsheads) or boxes in the holds of ships

crossing the Atlantic to the ports of London, Bristol, Liverpool, Glasgow,

Greenoch or Leith. lnstead, some was white Chinese sugar or pale coloured

sugar from Java or large crystalline sugar candies of both these producers; the

sugars produced in Manila or Siam, however, was not unlike the West lndian

muscovado. Some was a fine-grained white to yelfow sugar produced by almost

numberless sub-continental karkhanaq (indigenous sugar refineries, see

sold in Canton, created the capital that financed the East India Company's trade with China.
to Ole Feldbaeh "Dutch Batavian Trade via Copenhagen 1795-1807: A Study of Colonial Trade and

Neutrality," The Scondina'ttiem Economic Reviø,v, Vol. Wl, No. 1, pp.43-75' pp.45-46
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glossary of terms page V1 1 1) which will be referred to frequently in this thesis as

khand or khandísan sugar. Some of this South Asian sugar was also similar to

West lndian muscovado, called shukker or shakkar. ln the sub-continent raw

unrefined sugar was known by a variety of names, such as gur, goor or iaggery.

These low-grade, dark brown sugars, when exported to Britain, were commonly

referred to as Rhaur.11 The sugar that played the most significant role in the East

lndia sugar trade from 1792 to 1860 was, however, the fine-grained, light

coloured khandisari sugar; these will be refened to as pre-industrÍal sugar. Other

sugars were also produced, initially by Europeans using West lndian methods,

and from 1828, the production of the modem sugarhouses will be refened to as

industrial sugar; which also has a prominent place in this story.

Before the sugar trade from lndia to Britain could begin in eamest, there

were barriers to be overcome. The largest of these would be the opposition of the

other main branch of the British mercantile trading world of the late eighteenth

century, the West Indians. Their opposition was almost a given, with their

economy largely dependent on sugar (Chapter 2 below);1z therefore conflict

between the mercantile interests of the two Indies was almost inevitable.13 As the

tt George WaIt, The Commercial Products of India, (New Delhi, 1908), p. 128,92 and 1109. Khand is the

general na¡ne for sugar, which r¿urges from misn or chini, a sugar with small white crystalline structure, to

kaza khond, a sugü of larger crystalline struçture. It is usually not possible to strictly define the whiteness of
khqnd, or how fine it was, but where this is possible a further description such as fine or coarse will be given.
t' E. I. S, Appendix I pp. 56-7 , Board of Trade Consultations 7 August 1792. The Board believed that the

monopoly position of the West Indian planters was quite legitimate up to 1790. From this point, however,

with the West Indies seemingly unable to keep up with demand in the British market, East India sugar should

be given equality in duties.tt The following publications have been consulted with regard to the West Indian economy and the

profitability of the sugar industry in the islands. Phillip D. Curtin, The British Sugar Duties and West Indian

Prosperity," The Journal of Economic History Vol., XIV No. I (Winter, 1,954) pp. 157-164, Gisela Eisener,

Jamaica 1830-1930: A Study of Economic Growth, flilestport, 1961), William A GreerL "The Planter Class

and British West Indian Sugar Productior¡ Before and After Emancþatioq" The Economic History Review,

Second Series, Vol. )C(VI, No. 3 (August, 1973), pp. M8-463, R. R Ward, The Profitabilþ of Sugar

Planting in the British West Indies 1650-1834 " Economic History Retùø,v, Second Series, 31 (May, 1978)

pp. 197-213.
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long-term and virtually sole supplier of sugar to the British market, the West lndies

could not be expected to stand idly by while the monopolísts of the East sought

entrance into what they perceived as their "charter of monopol/. Their opposition

in the East lndia Gourt, and later in parlíament, would be considerable. For the

East lndia Company too, it was not a simple matter of enhancing their trading

prospects by adding sugar to their cargo manifests. They too, had a vital interest

in the welfare of the West lndían sugar trade; Bengali textiles and other Asian

goods were a medium through which the slavers purchased the "black gold". A

serious conflict between the East and West lndians over East lndia sugar imports

could put this profitable trade in jeopardy.l4 15

At the start of our period, sugar offered East lndia and Asian based

merchants a particularly useful commodity as a profitable ballast or gruff cargo,

which helped to facilítate the trade links of the Asian Country trade. These ships,

owned by European or Asian merchants, manned by lascar seamen and staffed

with British officers, canied much of the commodity trade on the routes to and

from Canton in Southem China, through Southeast Asia to lndia, the Red Sea

and Persian Gulf (Map page 35). From 1792, sugar began to fulfil similar role

between lndia and Britain, offering profitability and utility. Ballast cargo was vítal

in saíling vessels; they required a heavy or gruff cargo loaded near the bottom of

the hull to provide stability and good handling at sea. ln addition, bills could be

to Seymo,rr Dreyscher, (1977>, p. 179. In 1807, just prior to parliament's vote to abolish the slave trade in

the British Empire, an East India merchant wrote to Lord Melville @undas), explaining the close trade links

between the East India Company and the slave trade. He pointed out that the sale of cloth and piece goods to

this trade was higþly profitable for East India merchants. He pointed out that there was f,50,000 worth of
goods in warehouses and another f100,000 on the high seas, all earma¡ked for this trade.
It Di"ott Peter F. "The Politics of Emancipation: The Movement for the Abolition of Slavery in the British

West Indíes 1807-1833," PhD. Dissertation, (O>dord, l97l), p.59. Circa 7770 a slave ship cost É13.i34 to

outfit, of this total13,415 was East India goods, or 26 percent of the total cost. During 1878, the value of
goods shipped to Africa from Britain was close to f,890,000. Of this total, Ê190,000, or 21.3 percent, went

to the slave trade, p. 59.
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ra¡sed in Calcutta against the value of sugar, allowing both Company and private

funds an additional avenue through which to repatriate capital to Britain, or as a

means to remit the Company's "home charges" (primarily the cost of the British

army ganisoned in lndia) to the British govemment'

East lndia Sugar 1792: Discussion and Decision'

For East lndia stockholders with commercial interests in the West lndian

sugar plantatíon industry, competition with East lndia sugar presented a serious

threat. Consequently, when the proposal came before the General Court of the

United Company of Merchants of England Trading to the East lndies, their

opposition was vigorous. The meeting at Leadenhall Street, London, at noon on

15 March 1792, did not set out to address a wide range of issues with regard to

importing East lndia sugar. An agenda was framed in the hope of confining the

meeting to a resolution relating to equalisation of sugar duties paid by both East

and West lndian imports. The proposal requested the Lords of the Treasury to

reduce the import duty on East lndia sugar from the 837.81 pence ad valorem to

the British West lndian or "British Plantation" rate then Ê15 per ton for

muscovado and Ê31.16 for white clayed sugar. The carrot otfered to the

government for such a change was that the admittance of East lndia sugar on

equal duty to West lndian would help alleviate a shortage then encountered by

British consumers.tt ln addition, equalisation offered an opportunity to enhance

government revenues since increased consumption would bring in more revenue

and, should Company profits increase substantially through sugar imports, the

public purse would benefit because twenty-five percent of all profit in excess of

16 Lowell J. Ragatz, plmter Class, (1928), p. 206. The high price of sugar due to the St. Domingo crisis

caused much alarm among .onrrr-è.r. Gtor.tr called upon the planters of the West Indies to greatly
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eight percent went into government revenue.tt lt was also pointed out that high

sugar duties ensured East lndia sugar and some other lndian produce were

carried in the holds of foreígn vessels sailing from lndian Presidency ports direct

to Europe or via the Atlantic coast of the USA. Such ships were not subject to

the British Navigation Acts and were thus able to avoid duties payable in

Britain.lE

An additional factor likely to influence votes was the sharp dívision in the

East lndia Court on the issue of ship charters. The combination of this dispute

and West lndian objections to East lndia sugar imports would ensure any

discussíon could not be confined to one subject. The dispute on charters was

between the "old Ship owners" and the would-be -new owners." The former,

long-term holders of ship charters were fighting to retaín their hold on the

lucrative charter arrangements, while the other faction sought to break down this

cartel and participate in the lucrative chartering of ships to the East lndia

Company.rs The group representative of the "new owners' also happened to be

in support of the importation of East lndia sugar.

Randle Jackson,2o one of those who a proposed the resolution, was aware

of West lndian anxiety and sought to give assurances that the Company was not

seeking confrontation. He pointed to the linkage between tea and sugar

consumption, reminding West lndian stockholders that they also risked loss if the

highly profitable tea trade declined because the working poor were unable to

increase supply. Refiners, wonied about a possible shortfall of supply, called for East India sugar to be

admitted at equal rates of duty to West Indian sugars.
fîn. i.i. Àpi. I pp.2-3. Próceedings of the General Court of the East India Company 15úMarch 1792.

" Ib¡d.
ln Jean SuttorL Lords of the Eøsf, (London, i981), pp. 35ó
2o C.H. phillips, The East India Company, 1784-1834, (Manchester, 1961) p. ll9. Randall Jaclcson was

ele6ed to a directorship of the Company in 1802. One of David Scott's supporters, he sought to bring a

greater degree of flexibility to the shipping between Britain and India.
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atford sugar to sweeten their tea.21 This close correlation between tea and sugar

in Britain was also inextricably linked to the Company's lucrative trade network in

Asia. Jackson explained that Bengal merchants used sugar as an exchange

medium in the cotton trade between Calcutta and Bombay, the raw material of

the textile industry of Bengal at that time being an important item in the trade.

Sugar cultivatÍon in Bengal, he saíd, "had declined to such a degree, that there

was insufficient available to facilitate this trade." This dearth necessitated

shipment of bullion from Britain and tended to deplete the Company's silver

reserves. The decline of Bengal's sugar industry had also allowed the Dutch with

their Batavia sugar to dominate the intra-Asian trade. Other nations had also

taken advantage of the situation, an example being Company troops in Madras,

who now received their sugar rations from Portuguese traders based ¡n Goa.22

Randle Jackson obviously had a good understanding of the role of sugar in the

inter-Presidency trade, but if he was aware of it, he did not speak of the role

cotton and sugar cargoes played in the trade between lndia and China.

Mr. G. Dallas, later Sir George,23 spoke of the possible consequences of

importing large quantities of East lndia sugar, warning of a serious confrontation

between the East and West lndian mercantile interests.2a Francis Baring, Deputy

Chair of the Board and a loyal supporter of the West lndian lobby,2526 opposed

the resolution. He, however, took a more pragmatic view explaining that the

2r A Regulm Series of Debates that have Taken Place ol India House, (Londorq 1793\, p.22.
2'Ibid,p.23.
ttc. H. Phillips, (1961), p.110. Sir George Dallas sought to ease monopoly restriction on shipping between

lndia and Britain. He and Thomas Henchman were the authors of pamphlets in 1801-2 supporting the use of
India built ships in the trade.
to Tan Chung "Trade Triangle," (1974), p. 27.
25 Peter F. Dixon, "Politics of Emancipation", (1971). pp. 3940. Fearing the growing inlluence of the slave

emancipation movement, around 1799 the planter interests of the West Indies formed an association in

London that soon become known as the West Indian Committee.
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resolution should not ask for equalisation of duties, but seek instead some

modification in favour of East India sugar. The West lndians, he argued, would

perceive any attempt to equalise duties "as an attempt to undersell them in the

sugar market.' He believed a gradual growth of this trade was possible, pointing

out that the East lndies, in the short term, was unlikely to supply large quantities

of sugar to the British market.27 As will be seen in chapter four below, he would

be proved correct. Strong opposition was encountered from West lndian

stockholders; this indeed, was a harbinger of future discord.zB The mood of the

meeting, however, was to proceed with the resolution. Lord Kinnard, from the

chair, reflected this when he announced that during the course of the meeting he

had shifted position on importation of East lndia sugar, stating: "the opposition of

the West lndian faction had helped bring him to the belief that it could be done

profitably, why else would these gentleman ol business oppose it so

vigorously?"2s The meeting voted in favour of the resolution to request the

treasury to equalíse the duties.

A reply was received on April 19h of the same year, in the shape of a

refusal from the Lords of the Treasury to accede to their resolution.3o At a

subsequent meeting a few days later, the Gourt heard this decision. The majority

expressed their disappointment and moved on to a discussion of other issues

relevant to the sugar trade of the East lndies, particularly the question of shipping

2u lb¡d, p.4I-2. Baring consistently supported the West Indian interests in parliament, as well as attending

many meetings of the West Indian Committee.
27 A Series ofDebates, (1793), P. 33.
tt Ño.t Deen, History oÍ Sul* Vols. 2 (1950), p. 42r. The first account of v/est Indian planters unitLng to

influence the British-p".tiur"nt dates from 167-0. From 1690, the Jamaica coffee house in St. Michael's

Alley, Cornhill was used as a place where people with interests in the West Indies met. It later became The

planter,s Club. Other West Indian organisations were the Society of West India Merchants and the Society

of West Indian planters and Merchanis. The minute books of the Society of West Indian Merchants date

from 11-4-17ó9, and the latter Society from 1785. The two societies did not actually a.malgamate until 1843'

ze A Series ofDebøtes, (1793), p. 36.
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and the cost of freight between the East lndies and Britain.3r These and other

issues, extensively aired at these two meetings, is the subject of much of the

discussion in this and the subsequent chapter.

Perceptions and Realities 1790-92

Much of the discussion in this thesis will be Euro centric, in that it will

examine polÍtical and commercíal activity emanating from London, the city from

which the British Empire and the East lndia Company were administered. lt was

also the European emporÍum of all British imperial, and much of the Eastem trade,

the focal point of a commercial triangle, the points of which were Britain, lndia and

Canton in China. lt was here that a growing complex of East lndÍa docks and

warehouses received ships loaded with tea and other Asian commodities to be

consumed in Britain or re-exported. Facilities built up during the late 1790s and

early 1800s, which enabled the Company to store sugar or any commodity, for

long periods, offering the commodity for sale only when prices trended upward.32

As we shafl see, this was particularly helpful with regard to good quality khand,

which unlike muscovado was a dry sugar that could be stored for lengthy periods

with out deteriorati on.

The prospect of competition from Bengal sugar was bound to bring the

merchant comrnunities of the two lndies into some level of confrontation. lt was,

perhaps, equally inevitable that the corrupt practises of Gompany officials in

Bengal and the fortunes made by CIive and the nabobs, would be used by the

30 lbid,p3B
3t lbid.p.sa
tt S"leit Committee East Indian Afiairs 1812-13 p. 219, Evidence of John ViviarL Solicitor in Excise. With

their extensive warehousing facilities, the East Indian Company could store Asian products including sugar,

until the market looked favourable. In this way, they were able to release the sugar to sales when prices

trended upward. Any zugar stored for long periods by necessity had to be dry and clean, damp sugars such as

khaur or undrained muscovado deteriorated. Better quality indigenous sugars fitted this description, hence
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West lndia lobby in their attempts to sway opinion in their favour with regard to

the sugar duty question. This perception and that of the fertility of Bengal, a ]and

where more than one crop a year was possible, helped to create a image of the

vast Gangiatic ptains as an agricultural El Dorado, able to supply Britain with

unlimited quantities of sugar and other produce.33 As will be shown in chapter

four, such perceptíons were something of a moveable feast and could be

manipulated to serve changing circumstances.

The Company's knowledge of the productive capacity of Bengal as a sugar

producer, was limited in 1790, but their understandíng of the capability of the

Presídencies sugar production, was similar to that of Baring; that Bengal could

not quickly become a major supplier to the British market. This, however, was not

a perception held by many West lndian planters, amongst whom Bengal's

perceived fertility was causing deep angst, and tended to increase their

opposition to imports of East lndia sugar.* The Company, for its part, sought to

clarify the situation by explaíning their limited objectives in the British market, with

the view to promoting economic activity through the cultivation of the agricultural

produce of Bengal. Sugar cuttivation not only produced an exportable

commodity, it also enhanced Company revenue, since sugar cane cultivation

attracted higher land tax than most other crops.3s Afihough the Company had a

level of awareness via internal customs records of Bengal's actual capacity for

the re-iszuing of instructions to their agents to buy only good, dry, clean sugar for exportation to Britain' As

per East Indian Sugar (1822) appendix I arLdZ passim.
itE.I.S App. I pp.lO-Zt, Board of Trade Consultations 31 August 1792,Letter from the B. O. T. Calcutta to

Governoi General in Council. A resident in India wrote home in 1790 that India could supply zufficient sugar

for twenty ships in the coming season and 200 hundred ships during the season 1792'3.
3a Zachary Mâcaulay, East ond West Indisn Sugar: A Refutation of the Claims of West Indian Planters lo

Discriminatory Duties, (London, 1823), Appendix A, p. 10a. In a repof from the Jamaica Assembly tabled

in the House of Commons in 1805, Bengal is described as a veritable agricultural El Dorado, The report

called attention to the great fertility of the region and its many other natural advantages: abundant inigation,

cheap labour and good intemal transport via its riverrine systems.
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sugar production and cultivatíon, not until 1793 would more detailed information

become available (chapter 7 below), only then would they have some indication

of khandisari and raw sugar production.36 This information would prove to be in

sta¡|1 contrast to the impression held by many West lndÍan planters.

The sub-continent produced considerable arnounts of sugar, but was not a

large-scale exporter of sugar in the period 1792-1814. This is clearly shown in

the table below. For example, from1800-1814 the sub-continent was actually a

net importer for five of these fifteen years. lt is then, important to perceive the

sub-continent at the tum of the eighteenth century in its Asian context and not

Table i: Value of Exports and lmports of Sugar to and from British tenitories in the Sub-

continent 1795-6-18l 3-14.
Year Value

lmports
Estimated
Tonnaoe

Value Exports Estimated
Tonnaoe

1795-6* Nia €90,360 æ0.13 2.999

1796-7* N/a 152,250 25.08 6.070

1797-8* N/a 97,432 24.O4 3.993

1798-9* N/a 169,783 21.96 7,731

1799-0" N/a 193,191 17.52 11,026

1 800-1 " 8282.637 10,196 98.155 21.69 4,469

1801-2* 131,310 4,737 77.801 19.61 3,967

1802-3* 250,152 9.O24 171.323 29.26 5,855

18034* 126.724 4.571 1 81,139 25.92 6,988

1804-5* 16,922 610 136,860 26.75 5.166

18056* 257.368 9,284 282,903 25.17 11.239

1806-7 209.849 7,570 277,393 25.66 10,810

1807-8* 157,577 5,684 113,029 17.16 6,586

1808-9* 143,055 5,160 90,382 31.44 2.875

1 809-1 0* 146,703 5.292 130,877 23.36 5.602

1810-1 1* 101,694 3,668 77,500 22.38 3,643

1811-1 97.M8 3,524 94.616 23.06 4,103

1812-13* 170,356 6,145 145,531 20.49 7.102

1813-14* 199,482 7j94 105.226 21.67 4,856

The estimation of import and export tonnage is based on the values given on in E.l.S pages 62-

68, which have been converted to sterling @ I Sicca Rupees to one pound. lmport prices per ton

are based on values given by H. B. Morse of î27,27 per ton, see note 48 below Export tonnages

on the FOB price in Calcutta paid by the Company
Appendix 1 table 30.

in each year. For fuller information, see

,5¿ 1S. App I p. 16. Report of the Committee of Warehouses 29 February l792Land sultivæed with sugar

cale paid up to four times the rent of maly other crops.
tu lbid, pp. 23-24. The Governor General in Council instructed the Calcutt¿ Board of Trade to instruct its

officers'ù ,ug- producing areas of Bengal to gather detailed information on sugar cultivation and

manufacture in their districts.
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Be compared with the Caribbean sugar colonies. The lndian sub-continent

produced sugar mainly for domestic consumption, exporting only 4,000 to 1 1, 000

tons per annum between 1800 and 1814. Her ports, as mentioned above, acted

as entrepots for the sugar of other Asian and Southeast Asian producers. ln this

trade, Calcutta received Some imports of Asian sugar, mostly Sugar candy, and

was an exit port for the sugar of the interior, while Bombay filled the role of an

Asian emporium. Madras also produced small amounts of sugar, and imported

and re-exported Sugar and sugar candy from Canton and Southeast Asia.37

lndian Ports as Entrepots in the lntra-Asian sugar Trade.

The British merchants of Calcutta and East lndia stockholders in London

were at this time almost entirely preoccupied with the sugar trade between lndia

and Britain. Company servants, however, in their discussions on the promotion

of sugar cultivation and manufacture in Bengal, took a more holistic view. They

looked at the possibility of making incursions into the British market, increased

penetration of the European market and had an eye on the possibility of

improving the sugar trade between the lndian Presidencies. To achieve the

latter, they proposed that additional Bengal sugar be shipped in the holds of

Country ships sailing from Calcutta to Madras and Bombay where they loaded

cotton for Canton.38 lf this trade could be encouraged it would increase land

revenue in Bengal, which in turn would provide capital to pay for the expensive

government establishments of Bombay and Madras.3e To facilitate this the

3t Sugar candy is a sugar comprised of large crystals, which in British India found a market among wealtþ

Indians and British residents

"E1S. App. I p. 12,EotlWilliamRevenue Consultations, 5h June 1776.
ttrbid, p:;6,Bångaf Commercial and Shipping Consultations 14ü'July 1790 Enclosure.
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Calcutta Government requested that the two Presídencies reduce town duties on

goods imported from Calcutta.ao

As noted above, Bombay and to a lesser extent Madras, were well-

established entrepots, which handled considerable quantities of Asian sugar; for

internal consumption and re-export to ports in the Red Sea, Persian Gulf and

East Africa.al An indication of the nature and origin of these exports is available

from the records of these two ports 1785 to '1790. For example, Bombay

imported sugarwíth an average annual value of 18,064 Sicca Rupees, of which

15 percent was Bengali, 44 percent Batavian 32 percent Chinese wíth small

amounts coming from Bassur and lsle de France (Mauritius).a2 lmports to

Madras 1785 to 1789, show that of the 480 tons ímported, 37 percent was

Bengal sugar, 38 percent came from a variety of small ports within the sub-

continent, while Manila, China and Batavia contributed some 25 percent.a3

lmports of candy to Madras also indicate a heavy bias in favour of Bengal: some

564 tons were imported of which 68 percent was from Bengal, 23 per cent from

China and Batavia, smaller sub-continental producers contributed 9 percent.#

These figures were indicative of potential for increased penetration of Bengali

sugar and candy, this and the potential of the British market offered Company

officials and private traders reason for optimism.

Sub-continental Sugar lmports and the Role of Sugar in the Country Trade.

The concept of import replacement by Bengali sugar products, however,

ran counter to long-standing trade lÍnks of the Gountry trade in which Chinese

oo lb¡d.
utlbid, p. 27 Report to the Committee of Warehotses,2g-2-1.792,
otlbid, p. 32, Bombay Revenue Consultation s, 2-l I -17 9 0,
nIbid, p. 34, ForI St. George Revenue Consultations: An Account of the Quantity of Sugar Imported into

Bombay.
*Ibid, p. -15, Fort St. George Revenue Consultations: Account of Sugar Candy Imported into Bombay.
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sugar was a primarily a ballast cargo. ln essence, self-sufficiency and the

economic operation of the Country trade were not mutually compatible. Country

shÍps also requíred ballast, many sailed from Canton with near empty hulls, and

the high quality pre-industrial sugars of China were both profitable cargo and

heavy ballast. Not all of the sugar canied from Canton, however, competed with

the domestic tndian product, as indicated in table ii beloq some was re-exported

Table ii: from British lndian Ports to Persian Gulf and Red Sea. . 
€

The same method of calculation applies to this table as to table íabove

to the ports of East Africa, the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf (see map page 35).

During the perìod 1802-1814, table i indicates that some 2,000 tons perannum of

this imported sugar was consumed in the sub-continent (for more compete data

see Appendix 1, Table 3).

Those whose task it was to formulate the Company's trade with regard to

sugar might well have desired a high level of lmport replacement, but as long as

sugar served a key role in the triangular trade between Britain, lndia and Canton,

they could not seriously seek to reduce the level of imports. The country trade

routes from the sub-continent to Canton were the means by which capital was

generated to facílitate the tea trade from China to London; the only branch of

Company trade that made solid profits.aG

^5 lbid, pp. 66-74 passim.
* 11 B. Morse, The Chronicles of the East India Compmry Trading to China vol. I (1926-29), p. 116-117'

The tea trade with China had been building up since the end of the seventeenth century and had grown to

some 12,736 tonnes in 1780. In 1784, the Commutation Act reduced the excise on tea. It had been set at

Ê2T.O4percentonCompanysalesand !28.75 percenf ongrosssalesplusÉ0.05.75perpoundweight. The

ngw tax\¡r'as just 12.5 percent. See also: Tan Chung, "The Britain-China-India trade Triangle (1771-1840)"

p.411 The gfowth in the China tea trade to Britain, through the reductions in duty brought about by the

Value Est. TonsEst. Tons YearYear Value
70.661 2,5491.782 1808-949.4141802-3

3.75516-9-10 104,11538,1 95 1,3781803-4
45.579 1,6441.607 1810-1 11804=5 46,306

2,4571811-12 68,112118,512 4,2751805.6
4.7321812-13 131,1764.9941 806-7 138,437

94.882 3,4232,207 1813-141 807-8 61,180
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They canied cotton and opium of western lndia and Bengal to China,aT thís and

other legitimate ítems of trade

were sold openfy through the Co-Hong, the group of Chinese merchants

appointed by the Emperor. Opium, however, was banned by the imperial

government and smuggled into China by the private shíps; the Company

controlled sales in the Sub-continent, but were not ínvolved in the shipment ol or

smuggling into China.as

The Country ships were privately owned vessels operating between Canton

and the ports of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, they called at rnany Southeast

Asia ports on both legs of the joumey.ot As already noted, the main cargo on the

return leg was Chinese and Southeast Asian sugar, an indication of the extent of

sugar in this trade can be gained from the early post monopoly period, 1817-18 to

1820-21, when the value of this sugar was €750, 398 on importation to sub-

continental ports. Of this Bornbay received 8719, 062, most of thís amount was

white sugar, while Calcutta and Madras largely imported Chinese candy.

Bombay's imports during this period were to the value of 8647,156. 
50 This sugar

was worth 5 taels per picul in Canton,sl 1133.3 pounds or 60.6 Kg) or 827.72 per

ton. Based on these figures, Bombay imported 23,360 tons or 5,835 tons of

Chinese sugar per annum during this period. During 1801-1839, the total value

of imports from China to Bombay was Rs. 24,47,08,000. Of this total, sÍlver

4t W. H Coates, The OId Country Trade of the East Indie¿ (London, 1911) pp. 79-80; the largest single item

of cargo canied fromBombayto Canton was raw cottorL other items were sandalwood, Olibanurl
Putchocþ Mynt, Asafoetida" Mother-of-Pearl, Elephant's TeetlU Sha¡k's fins, Comelians, False Amber, and

Rose Madoes.
a8 Michael Greenberg, Opening, (1979) p. 9
on W. H Coates, (1911) pp. 84-93 passþ indicates that during the period L790-1825 about one third of the

tonnage on the country trade was owned by Parsee and other Indian capitalists.
5o E I S. Appendix [V, passim.

" H. B. Morse, Chronicles, Vol. 11 p.203, Vol. 111 p.384, Vol. 1Vpp. 100, 119. 140, 196,249 and

passim.
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The latter were active between Manila and Madras, carrying a consíderable trade

in piece goods either via Sao Thome or via British Indian ports at the Company's

discretion,se The small quantities of sugar for the period 1802-3 to 1808-9,

shown in (Appendix 1, Table 3) as Manila sugar, were a product of this trade.60

Another feature, which added to the complexity of intra-Asian trade during

this period, was changing allÍances. ln 1807 for example, Portugal commenced

hostilities with Spain, then under French domination. Britain and Denmark were

also at war. Consequently, Tranquebar and Serampore were taken over by the

British. The Portuguese were no longer able to enter the now hostile port ot

Manila and the Danish ships lost the protection of neutrality.ol From 1808, a new

phase in the trading relationship between Britain and Spaín began, when these

nations became allies in the war against Napoleon. Consequently, in Asia,

British and Spanish merchants embarked on a new era of trade co-operaüon

between Manila and lndia. Spanish ships were free to take advantage of the Act

of Parliament of 1797, which opened lndÍan ports to ships of all nations friendly to

Britain.62

Of the sugar imports to the major lndian ports from 1812-13, Chinese sugar

was a major contributor, imports from the Dutch East lndies via Penang and

Eastward also increased, as did those of Manila.63 By 1812, Philippine sugar

also became,available in quantity, with 2,975 tons exported during 1813. By

authors suggest that British Indian Agency Houses had sufficient influence in Manila in 1803-4 to arrange for

ships under the neutral Danish flag to load cargoes in Manila bound for Copenhagen.
tt W. E. Cheong, "Changing the Rules," (1970), pp. 17-18.
uo E. L S. App rV, p. 63.
ut W. E. Cheong, "Changing the Rules," (1970), p. 18
u2 Ibid.
u3 E. I. s. App. 4, p. 56
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1818, this had increased to some 11,884 tons.6a Having a value of E2etoE37

per ton,65 it too was a profitable ballast cargo on the Manila-Madras route. There

was a trend from 1807 to 1821 of increased amounts of good quality sugar

arriving in lndian ports from other regions of Asia. Some of this was re-exported

to Britain, an occurence that had repercussions in Britain where it came to the

notice of the West lndia lobby (chapter 2 below).

The imports of sugar from Asian producers are indicative of the ditficulty

faced by the Company in its efforts to promote sugar production in Bengal; they

acted as a disincentive to domestic production and restricted the growth of

Bengal sugar in the markets of the other two presidencies. Without a stable and

sustaíned market growth, there was little encouragement for cane cuftivators or

for the improvement of the quality of sugar.

lndian Sugar Exports and the Gommercial Economy of Freight

One of the most serious impediments to the East lndia sugar trade can be

seen by examining the commercial economy of freight. The cost of war and the

lndia monopoly and the operation of ships between Britain and the sub-contÍnent,

proved to be a sígnificant impediment to the growth of the sugar trade. The cost

and ínefficiencies inherent in monopoly ensured that sugar exports from lndia

were by no means all carried in ships chartered by the East lndia Company, or

exclusively in British vessels. Actually, ships from America and Denmark carried

East lndia sugar several decades before our period and continued to do so until

1812 and 1807 respectively. Vessels from other nations, although on a smaller

scale, were also involved: lmperial Austria, Portugal and Spain, the latter two

64 W. E. Cheong, "The Decline of Manila as a Spanish Entrepot in the Far East, 1785-1826: Its Impact on
the Pattern of Southeast Asia¡r Trade," pp. 142-158, The Journql of Southeasl Asion Studies Vol., 2, No., 2
(September, I97 1), p.146.
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nations arriving in íncreasing numbers fom 1808, after the two countries broke

free of French domination. British vessels also came under a variety of

headings; but were all subject to the Company's monopoly until 1813, but not in

an equal manner. Consequently, they should also be considered in their various

categories; East India Company's regular ships armed and purpose built for the

East lndies trade, Company chartered extra ships from 1802, ordinary merchant

vessels, either lightly armed or unarmed, lndia buílt ships, privately owned

vessels buÍlt and registered as lndian not British vessels, usually prohibited from

the lndia to BritaÍn route. These vessels operated with a degree of feedom

between 1796 and 1802, and in a limited capacity until the end of the monopoly.

During the period 1792-1814, sugar was not always canied purely as

stabilising ballast. When the price was high in Europe, it served at once as

ballast and a profitable cargo and, as a means of remitting capital of British

merchants home. Between 1792 and 1799 when itwas profitable in its own right,

private merchants used lndia built ships or neutral vessels to carry sugar to

London and to European ports. After a dramatic fall in the value of all colonial

products in late 1799, through to the cessation of the lndia monopoly, it served

primarily as a ballast cargo to stabilise ships lightly loaded with spices, rolls of

silk, silk and cotton piece goods and other Asian commodities. An explanation of

the different channels through whích sugar was exported from lndia and the cost

structure of each, will substantiate the argument that the combined etfect of

monopoly and war, 1793 to 1815, contributed significantly to the failure of East

lndia sugar to become a major export commodity.

6s lbid.
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The Company's initial exports of East India sugar to Europe 1791-3

coincided with negotiations on the lndia monopoly, the renewal of which was

bitterly opposed by private English East lndía merchants particularly those in

Calcutta. lt was here, far from the reality of the British capital, where the

merchant community confident the charter would be terminated or substantially

eased in 1793, invested heavily in lndian products in readíness to exploit the new

commercial environment.æ Events in Europe, however, swung the argument in

favour of the status quo. By late 1792, with the French invasion of the Austrian

Netherlands underway, it had become obvious in London that war beh¡¡een the

two nations was inevitable.GT The coming of war encouraged the Pitt

government, in need of ships, sailors and finance to prosecute the war, to renew

the monopoly. The grateful Company rewarded the govemment by providing all

three.68 Pitt and his cabinet were obviously not prepared to countenance radical

change to Asian trading polícy while the nation was at war.

This outcome left merchants in Calcutta with much capital tied up in goods,

the main avenue through which to tum this stock to capital was via the

Company's expensive lndiamen. Consequently, they sought cheaper avenues to

ship cargoes and repatriate capital to Europe, neutral vessels and lndia built

ships offered this altemative. Neutral vessels were a solution to some of the

more irksome restrictions inherent in the lndia monopoly: in that they allowed

some freedom in the manner in which merchants loaded vessels, cheaper freight

costs and avoided delays caused by convoys.ut The East lndia Company, for its

part, allowed remittance of capital through Company bills based on the value of

6u Ole Feldbaeh "Danish Asian Trade" (1997), p. 309.
ut 

S. T. Bindoff, The Scheldt Questiort to 1859, (Londo4 7945), pp. 744-5
ut C. H. Phillips, (1961), pp.87-88,
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cargoes being shipped home under the terms of the monopoly. Their purpose in

thís was to encourage reinvestment of capítal eamed in lndia within the

Company's lndian territories.

Although some easíng of monopoly restrictions had been incorporated in

the terms of renewal of the charter of monopoly in 1¡gz, í. e. private merchants

were allowed 3,000 tons of cargo space per annum in the lndíamen. However,

this easing of restriction was not seen as sufficient and merchants sought ways

to circumvent monopoly restrictíons. Even before the 17g3 concessions, in fact

from 1785, they had been actively achievíng this by shipping cargo via foreign

vessels. ln Danish ships sailing initially from Tranquebar, or Serampore from the

mid 1790s, and American vessels saíling from Madras, Bombay and Calcutta,

sugar became a major trade commodity, as profitable ballast or main cargo, the

latter during the 1790s, a period of peak demand and high prices ín Europe.

Danish involvement ín the remittance trade was reflected in the large rise in

value of Danish cargoes from lndia, 1793-97. In the five years preceding 17gA,

the total value of Danish cargoes landed in Copenhagen was rix dollars

2,906,672' The next five year period, 179g-1797, saw an increase to rix dollars

8,331,437 ' From 1798 to 1802, however, the value fell to rix dollars Z,1g2.OO4,7o

a period during which the British increasingly íntercepted Danish cargoes,

challenging their neutral status, particularly those from Batavia. The period also

includes the short Peace of Amiens during which neutral status did not offer the

same level of advantage. Sugar represented 13 percent of total Danish cargo, or

rix dollars 275,500t.71 During the three-year period January 179S to \¡ay 129g,

6e 
Ole Feldbaek, "Danish Asian Trade," (1997), p.309

:". Ibid, Table 4, p. 308
" E. L S. App. IV, p. 37.
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some 5,150-ton of fine Bengal sugar financed by British residents was shipped to

Copenhagen and Hamburg. The officials of the Gompany in Calcutta, aware of

the scope of thís quasi-legal trade: "supposed [these cargoes] to be princípalfy on

account of British subjects residing in Galcutta"Tz but did nothing in practical

terms to prevent the trade. Between 1795-6 and 1800-01, some 24,667 tons of

sugar left British lndian ports bound for Copenhagen wíth 21,257 tons going to

Hamburg.737a From 1793 to 1807, twenty-eight ships of the Danish Asiatic

Company saíted from lndia; the main component of their cargo until 1800 was

lndian píece goods, khandisari sugar, redwood and salþetre was canied as

ballast. During the same period fifty-seven private ships, generally small and

swift vessels able to avoid the British navy also sailed from lndia to Europe.75

These vessels were free to carry cargo of any description; sugar prices were

buoyant in Europe throughout the period, ensuring that sugar featured as both a

profitable commodity and ballast.

The Americans in the Remittance Trade.

American ships engaged in the East lndia trade operated on a free-lance

basis, carrying any cargo that would show a profit. Protected by the neutrality of

theAmerican flag from 1793 to 1812, their involvement in the remittance of the

funds of British residents in lndia was larger than that of the Danish. The first

American vessel, appropriately named the United States, visited lndia in 1784

'2Ibid,p.39.
7t Ibid, These figures are based on tables of sugar exports pp. 66-67, and on sugar prices per ton calculated

from figures in Appendix IV pp. 37-39 passim.
to p. p. (1812-13) (150), UII.395: Extracts of the External Commerce of Bengal 1795-6, (1796) p. 3. An

additional advantage derived fiom this trade was the enhanced exchange rate between sterling a¡d the rix

dolla¡.
tt Ole Feldbaek "Danish Asian Trade, (1997) pp. 308-311 passim.
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and by the 1790s American ships were a familiar sight in British lndian ports.76

Prior to the ratification of the Jay Treaty in 1796 their reception, although friendly,

was on a grace and favour basis. 77

Between 1796 and the war of 1912, East lndia company and shipping

interests in Britain protested strongly at the Americans' wide ínterpretation or the

spirit of the treaty. The British govemment, however, díd not insist on the strict

implementation, havíng no wish to antagonise the United States whÍle Britain and

France were at war. The govemment was aware that British courts had a

tendency to give a wide interpretation of the Jay Treaty when cases of American

breaches æme before them.78 This situation offered considerable advantage to

American merchants and an opportuníty to British resídents looking for an

avenue for capital remittance.

American involvement in trade in and through lndia increased considerably

during the 1790s, as did the agitation in London for a stricter interpretation of the

treaty. The East lndia Company, for example, made strong representations to

government. Charles Grant and Edward Parry, deputy chair and chairman of the

Company, contended that the American ships were carrying goods from India

that rightly belonged in British vessels, such goods being the property of British

merchants.Ts The Americans for the most part actually operated within the terms

of the treaty; in effect, they were providers of shipping and warehousing service

for British merchants. LÍttle of the East lndia sugar they brought to the American

76 Holden Furber, "The Beginnings of American Trade with India, 1784-1872,- The New England Quarterly,
(June, 1938), pp. 235-265, p. 235.
ttG.Bhagat.AmericansinIndiaITS4-1860,(NewYork, 

1970),pp.28-2g.TheJayTreatyofferedAmerica
access to Indian ports on the basis all exports from India would go direct to the east Coast of America not to
European ports, the coasting trade around India being excluded. The key clause in this treaty for the British
was article xiii; this stipulated that American ships would not have direct access between Indian and European
ports.
78 Holden Furber (1938), pp. 247 -262passim.
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east coast was consumed in America, but was transhipped to European ports.

The volume of American exports of tndian or re-export of Asían produce from

lndia was considerable. ln 1795-6, the value of these exports was f243.625 and

by 1803-4, this had risen to â845,000.80 Sugar exports from Calcutta to America

during this period had a value of €504,358.81 Grant and Parry claimed the extent

of sugar exports in American vessels from all British lndian ports to be

€606.625.82 American records show similar amounts entering the USA, some

21,909 tons of sugar being imported from the British East lndies (Appendix 1,

Table 6).83 Fine sugar in lndia at this time cost around â30 per ton.e By

multiplying this value by the American imports, East lndia sugar to the value of

8657,27O was imported into the United States, 1795-1804. During the same

period a total of 249.831 tons of brown sugar and 72,422 oÍ |oaf, white clayed

sugar and sugar candy was also imported into America from all sources

(Appendix 1, Tables 5 and 6).85 Between 1800 and 1807 some 514,670 tons of

sugar were imported, 418,261 tons of muscovado and 96,458 of loaf, sugar

candy and semi refined.so Total exports from America for the same period were

some 322,446 tons, nearly all of it foreign muscovado or equivalent.eT The

annual average consumpÜon was some 20,032 tons; consequently, little East

lndia sugar was actually consumed in the USA. Mrtually all imports on Amerícan

" Ibid, p.2s9.
to Home Miscellaneous, Volume 49{ Copies of letters from Grant and Parry to the fulI Cour! October 14th
1807 and October 1808, Cited in lbid, p. 258.
81¿. L ,s., App.rY p.66.
t' Holden Furber, (1938), Note 74, p.262. Sugar exports amounted to 500,000 Sicca rupees for the period
1796-1803 and Sr. 853,000 in 1803-4.
e3 The World's Sagar Production and Cotrsumplion Showing the Statisticql Positiott of Sugar ø the Close of
the Nineteenth Century: From the Summqry of Commerce and Fincmcefor November 1902, U.S.A. Buremt
of Statistics, (Washington 1903). pp. 1366-7.
to E.I. S., Appendix 1, passim.
85 The World's Sugø'Production and Consumption, (1903) p. 1,366.
86 lbid, pp. 1365-66.
t' Ibid, p. 1379.
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ships were fine khand,tt a sugar in demand in Europe.tnto High demand and firm

prices, ensured fine East lndia sugar was treated ín accord with the terms of

cfause xiii of the Jay Treaty. lf this sugar as Grant and parry insisted, was the

property of British residents, then merchants coutd hardly be blamed for usíng

American ships at a time when the East lndia Company was insisting on the letter

of the law with regard to the lndia monopoly.

The opportunity American ships presented to circumvent monopoly, was

the cost advantages of their neutral status, cheaper ínsurance and lower freight

rates- One advantage, consequent on the sugar being the property of British

residents, was access to the network of British merchants and brokers in lndia.el

This network ensured cargoes were available for loading when American ships

arrived at the port,e2 reducing demurrage and delay, an event that came to the

notice of British shipping interests as early as 17g1.e3 Neutrals could sail when

ready, instead, as was the practice of lndiamen, waiting unül the fleet of lndiamen

were loaded or a convoy assembled. An addítional advantage was their smaller

llø.LS. App. I p. 100, Bengal Board -ng2.
"' Curtis P. Nettels, The Emergence ZS_IBI5, (New yorþ 1962). p.235. During
the period, 1790-93 the value of American re-exports r $539,000 to $2,110,000. In llgl,it rose to
$6,526,000, 1796 $26'300'000 and peaked in 1806 at $60,283,000. For the fifteen year period t7g3-t1o7,the total value of all re-exports was $493,000,000, sving an average per annum for the period of
$32,800.000* 

seymour Dreyscher, (rg77), p. 130. An exarnple of the extent to which inEurope is evident in Holland. Before the French invasion of the Netherl inAmsterdam were lower than in London. During 1797-1g00, and lg04-06, ct,
were 40 Þercent hieher.

'r P. P. 1ìArZ-r:¡'vm 393. ExÍracf of the Exrernol commerce of Bengal I7gg, p.g. The ofEcers and crew
and

dles
read

e to arrange withs h I'i.ri::l',''î
I of Conzumers of Sugar at the New London Tavern1 r Mp told the meeting that American ships were able

to overcome delays in Calcutta because their agents had cargoes ready to loaJwhen the ship a¡rived.
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size and shallower draught. Unlike the large lndiamen, they were able to foad at

virtually any port. At Galcutta, for example, small ships could be loaded at the

wharfs of the inner harbour by cheap coolie labour;sa lndiamen with deeper

draught were loaded from lighters at Cox's harbour nearer the sea. According to

Gompany records, these lighters were manned by expensive European labour.ss

Sugar loaded at the inner harbour cost Ê0.08 per ton to load, at Cot's harbour

Ê0.58 per ton.s6

Clearly, American ships had a cost advantage over their British

counterparts on the lndian-Europe routes, as they did on Atlantic routes. Curtis

P. Nettels cities a report of 1805 which compared the cost of British and

American vessels operating on a round trip between Britain and the United

States. His example is of a 250 ton vessel: the American ship cost Ê513, its

British counterpart, Ê1.083.ei The cost difference for insurance premiums

between neutral ships and those of belligerent nations was considerable. For

example, sugar carried in British ships between the British sugar islands and

northern Europe cost Ê9 per ton; the cost to Meditenanean ports was Ê12.5A per

ton. On the direct route West lndies to Britain, the cost per ton,'inclusive of

freight insurance and other mercantile charges, was Ê8.50 in 1791-2, a

eu Williarn Milburr¡ Orientol Commerce: Or the East India Traders Complete Guide, (London, 1825). pp.

278-9. Ships were allowed to tie up at the inner anchorage of Calcutta for a period of ten days. After this

time had elapse.d, they were charged an additional mooring or chain fee. During the months March to
October, this fee was I,1 per day, November to February the fee was f,0.E0 per day-

'5 E.LS. Appendix I p. 57. The lighters were sloop rigged vessels owned by the Compan¡ each had at least

two Europeans as master and mate with the manual work performed by Indian labour.
nulbid, p.5,1, Board of Trade Consultations 7 August 1792.
e7 curris P. Nettels, (1962), p. 235.
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peacetime rate. From 17gg to1806, this increased to 812 to Ê15 per tone8,

easing in 1802-3to Ê10 per ton, during the short period of the peace of Amiens.ee

tnsurance rates on British ships between Bengal and Britain were also

high, as will be shown below. American ships through this period were able to

c¿rry freight at $l American per ton per month, or €11 per ton,100 a clear cost

advantage over British owned and operated vessels. Prior to closure of Ostend

in 17g3, American ships leased by Brítish merchants developed a brisk trade in

sugar and other lndian goods. This direct route to European rnarkets avoided

the cost of trans-shipment in British ports and otfered considerable savings to

British merchants. For example, a sugar cargo of 800 tons canied in a British

bottom and directed through London in accord with the British navigation laws

cost an extra 822,817 ín freíght costs, commissions and additional insurance for

the leg between London and Ostend.1ol

Table 111 below indicates the peak period when sugar became a

commodity through which to remit capital was 17934 to 1807-8, and on a

reduced scale until 1812 due to the embargo on British goods entering the USA,

that Presídent Jefferson forced through congress. The threat of the imposition of

double duties from 1 81102 and ¡n 1812war between Britain and the USA brought

this trade to a halt for several years.

et Sel*yn H. H. Caning!on, The Sugar Industry and the Abolition oJthe Slave Trade, 1775-1810,

(Gainesvitte Iil. 2OO2r. P. 271 Table 10.5 indicates that insurance cost as a percentage of gtoss eamings in

the West Indian trade rose from2.lZ percent in 1792 to a¡ average of 12 percent in the year 1795-1798.
t Sir William Young, West India Common Place Book 1807, in E. I. S. Appendix 3, p. 129- The rate per

long ton fo¡ 1793-4 was f,12, 1795-6 was f,12.50, 1797-8 f 13, 1799-1800 fl3.50, 1801-2 !'14,1804 514,

1805 Í14.50 and 1806 fl5 per ton.
roo Bengal Sugar: An Accouttt of the Method and Fscpense of Caltivattng Sugar Cane in Bengal, (London.

1794), p.p. 13-14.

'ot lbid, pp. 9-10.
t02 AmdÈs Tripathi, Trade mtd Finance in the Bengal Presidency 1793-1833, (Calcutt4 1956), p. 110.

Company direciors ordered the government in Bengal to impose double duties on all foreign ships in 1808.

This ordãr was not applied to customs duties in India until the East India Court reafErmed the order in 1810.



Value Est. tonsYearValue Est. tonsYear
146.210 5.5401805-06e16.088 5341795-6
121.850 4.8411806-0741.793 1,6661796-7

1.3601807-08 34,7652,70465,1171797-8
1191808-09 2,0ß9,725213,5751798-9
3791809-10 11,9144,70482,4171 799-00
1901810-1 1 4,4443.17368,8311800-01

4.295 1921,785 1811-1238,9261801-02
7.Oß 3053.221 1812-1363,1731802-03

Nil3.il5 1813-14106,6641803-04
Nit

lUJ
1814-153,16582,035180+05
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Table l ll from lndian Ports in American Vessels 1795'6-1819'20

The estimated tonnages are arrived
I to the pound sterling, this total
Calcutta as shown in table 1 above.

From the late 1780s through to 1793, the main European ports receiv¡ng

East lndia goods in neutral ships were Ostend, Hamburg and Copenhagen.

Ostend closed in early 1793; Copenhagen rema¡ned a major outlet until 1800, but

diminished gradually unt¡l 1807 when the trade ceased with the onset of war

between Denmark and Britain. The Orders ¡n Council of 1807-9, calling on all

neutral shipping trading with Europe to proceed via British ports where they paid

British import duties, were the principle cause of the falling off of sugar shipments

in American vessels and a major contributor to the hostilities o'l 1812.104

Grant, Parry and many Directors of the Company opposed the American

exploitation of article X111 of the Jay treaty, but this trade offered British lndia an

avenue into Europe during the difficult period of trade embargo, particularly in the

early years of the nineteenth century when British warehouses were filled with

Asian goods. As pointed out in chapter two below, it boosted British coffers by

facilitating capital exchange when the value of these goods filtered through the

European mercantile traders and bankers back to London. The khandisari sugar

sold in many European markets helped to establish a market niche that could

Not until 1g 1 1 were customs regulations fully in place to enforce these instructions, by which time the Anglo-

American conflict had reduced American trade with lndia to practically nil.
to' E. L S. App lv pp.66-72

at by converting sicca rupee values in the original records @
is divided by the average price paid by the Company FOB
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have growrì after 1815, but this opportunity was not exploited fully. The blame for

this was, in large part, due to the land and economic policies of the Company

govemment (see chapter four below).

British Ships in the Sugar Trade and the Economic lmpact of War and

Monopoly.

In chapter two below, the impact of duties on the East lndia sugar trade will

be fully discussed and it wíll be shown that the impact of these was not crucial

until 1814. The following section of this chapter, however, will argue that the cost

brought about by war and the lndia monopoly actually contributed more

significantly than the duty regime to the faílure of East lndia sugar to gain a larger

share of the British market.

The nature of sugar exports from lndia to Britain bore little similarity to most

other Asian commodities; carried primarily as ballast, ¡t d¡d not offer the same

scale of profits as silk, indigo, spice, drugslo5 or until the early nineteenth century

piece goods. As mentioned above, only during the period 1793-99, when sugar

prices in Europe were high, was profit from sugar as main cargo possible.

Because sugar was a commodity utilised primarily as stabilising ballast, has led

some historians to believe that ¡t incurred little transportation cost. Their

argument would be along these lines; ballast was a standard requirement in

sailing ships, thus sugar as a replacement for ballast such as stones or redwood,

should not be calculated in the cost structure of freight. S. Dreyscher (1977) and

10a Anthony Webster, "The Political Economy of Trade Liberalisation: the East India Company and the

Charter Act of 1813," pp. 404-419, Economic History Review, Second Series, )fliü 3, (1990), p. 405.
to5 One of the major items listed as drugs was Asia¡ rhubarb: for detail on this plant and its value as a drug

see G. R Porter, The Tropic Agriculturist, (London 1833), pp 396-402; see also Michael Greenberg The

Opening, (1979), p. 54. Drugs in East India Company records refer to rhubarb, cassia, camphor but not

oiiu¡¡. 
-George 

Dodó, The Food of Londora (Londoru i856). p. 399 also lists some articles classified as

drugs in 1856, such as gum, opiun¡ sc¿firmony, colocyntl¡ mastic, asphaltun¡ ba¡k, castor oil, senna,

Camomile and aloes.
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Shahid Amin (1984) both concluded that sugar incurred only minimal freight

cost,106 while K Achaya's opinion is that it incurred no cost at all.107 A close

reading of charter arrangements and the audited Company accounts, may throw

some light on the actual cost of sugar shipments-

The deliberations of the Committee of Private trade in January 1807 a body

setting the charter rate of regular ships, fixed this rate at EM per ton full burthen.

This price inctuded kentledge (permanent iron ballast), war contingencies,

convoy duty and war time insurance.l08 A typical ship chartered for the coast and

bay, Britain to Calcutta via Madras, averaged around 750 tons burthen, with 92

tons of kentledge. When chartered at full burthen tonnage, the basis of the

charter was 826.50 per ton, with kentledge plus other contingencies costing an

additíonal Ê5-6 pounds per ton, an actual charter cost per ton of Ê31 or Ê1.55 per

cwt for afl cargo.1oe This is borne out by Gompany's freight records for 1804-08,

which shows the percentage cost per ton of heavy freight to be higher than lighter

commodities; Bengal silk on regular ships was 3.30 percent, piece goods 9'41,

sugar 71.g6 and saltpetre72.29 percent.110 The audited cost of ballast cargoes

on Company ships was extremely high. For example, during the períod 1793-4

to1809-1 O, 24.752 tons of saltpetre was loaded in lndia to fulfil the contract with

the Board of Ordinance, freight costs inclusive of all mercantile charges came to

ESg.41 per ton.111 The 63,320 tons of sugar shipped to Britain in Company

1065. Dreyscher, (1977), p. 179, and Shahid /ur.irn, Sugarcane and Sugør in Goraklpur, (Delhi, 1984), pp 15-

16.
tot K. Achay4 The Food Industries of British India, @e1ltt,7994), pp. 25 and32'
Los Select Comminee on the East htdian Company's Affairs I8I1-12 Appendix M, evtdence of John Bebb,

Director of the East India Company , p. 99.
to1E.,f.S App 1 p. 56, Board of Trade Consultations,T Augusl7792.
lro Select Committee Affairs, 1811-12, pp' 137-8.
tLt lbid, AppendixIV, p. 50.
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lndiamen and extra ships 1791-181 1 , cost in a range 817.86 to Ê81.94, or around

Ê34 per ton.112

The use of sugar as a ballast diminished 1793-1815, due to additíonal

demand for saltpetre on both regular and extra shÍps. Peak demand for saltpetre

came between 1805-6 and 1809-10, when an average oÍ 2,844 tons was shipped

to fulfil Board of Ordinances needs. The much higher figure than during the

previous five-year period, when an average of 718 tons were loaded,1l3 a

reflection of the state of conflict in Europe. Ballast carried on ships loaded with

light Asian cargoes was usually a ratio of 5 tons of light cargo to three of heavy or

ballast cargo.ttn This ratio in an eight hundred-ton regular ship, usually loaded

with 92 tons of kentledge, called 'lor 220 tons of ballast. The seasonal fleet of 14

regular ships varied between 500 to 1 ,2OO tons per ship and an estírnate of their

annual ballast requirements was around 6,000 tons, which included 1,300 tons of

kenledge. The annual average ol 2,844 tons of saltpetre during this period left

1,g56 tons available for sugar or grain per annum. W¡th a few lndia built ships

and some extra ships on the Company's tndia to Britain route, it is impossible to

give an accurate figure, the period 1807 to 1815, however, saw total sugar

cargoes oÍ 1g,477 tons or an annual average of 2,160 tons. There was little, if

any profit in ballast cargoes, sugar was possibly cheaper to handle than saltpetre,

but the Company's saltpetre contract with the government ensured saltpetre had

preference over sugar.

The cost structure of chartering indiamen was a relic of earlier days when

large profits were made on virtually every voyage and the type of ballast used

'12 E. I. s., App. tv, p.34.
1ti Select CommitÍee Affairs, I8I I-12, þpendix IV, p' 500
tta Zachary Macaulay, (1823) P. 98.
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was not considered a cost input. These charter arrangements, however, were

not economically viable by the 1790s, and even less so during the long conflict

1793 to 1815. With the lndia monopoly no loner retuming profits, all cargo,

ballast or fine, was factored the economy of East lndia freights. Therefore, sugar

and saltpetre were usually loss-making cargoes detractíng from the bottom line.

The issue of sugar ballast and its freight cost was again raised in 1823, on

this occasion by Huskisson, President of the Board of Trade.l1s Huskisson was

actually refening to privately owned ships rather than chartered Indiamen. He

understood that ballast cargo was essential to the operation of ships on the lndia-

Britain route where ships canied predominantly light cargoes, but he seemed to

believe that these cargoes could be shipped at liüle or no cost. He failed to take

into account several factors: the cost of the initial purchase, usually high (chapter

7 below), the cost of loadíng and unloading, losses through deterioration during

the voyage, agents' fees and insurance. When other heavy cargoes such as rice

or saltpetre were available, the ship owner or his agent took a commercial

decision as to which ballast or "gruffl cargo would offer the best profit or, as was

often the case, sustain the smallest loss. The ship owner incurred operational

costs irrespective of what was under the hatches. lt is true that sugar was

frequently shipped at lower rates than light cargo, but it still incuned freight costs.

The cost of shipping, as has already been discussed, encouraged

merchants to find altemative and cheaper means of exporting commodities to

Europe, neutral vessels were the cheapest of these altematives; a factor

recognised by the Company. ln 1796, in response to this threat, the Company

allowed a limited number of lndia built ships to carry cargoes from lndia to Britain.

rr5 Hansard's Parliamentary Debotes Vol., D( (1823), p.466
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Company's manifests. Such ships, however, were exposed to high wartime

insurance, with up-front freight costs in lndia of seventy-five percent'

Merchants criticised the cost of monopoly in the early 1800's, but as

Amales Tripathi points out, the Company was quick to point to war and the

irregularity of voyages occasioned by war as the cause of high freíght costs.

They also argued that the alternative, the lndia built ships, were not significantly

cheaper, due in part to the profit some of their accusers, private merchants, who

as directors of insurance companies, were the beneficiaries. These merchants

had gained from significant increases to premiums; and the Company accused

them of mutcting the private trade from lndia.121 Freight cost on the Gompany's

regular ships, as opposed to the lndia buift ships, was not paid by the merchants

until the goods were sold in England. In addition to hígh insurance, the up-front

payments in India effectively increased costs by 2-3 percent. The average cost

per ton 1BO2-g for lndia buílt ships, was 821.50. British built extra ships, when

available, were chartered by the Company at 816.09 per ton, thís was the

minimum, and the rate was usually higher, regular lndiamen cost Ê30.85 per ton-

122 Conflict þetween the Company and private merchants from the late

eighteenth century until the end of the lndia monopoly was constant, the shortage

of shipping caused by its restrictions was chief among their complaints'123

Other factors also contributed to the high cost of freight. For example, the

outfitting of a 500-ton lndiaman in the 1790's cost Ê41,785 and a 1,2}O'ton cost

121 Amales Tripathi, Trade and Finsnce, (1956), p. 108.
uz-grfr"1 çorn¡¡ittáe, Aflairs Appendix lV p. 82,-evidence of Mr John Innes, East India merchant; and lbid p.

g7 evidence of Mr nictrar¿ Campbell Bazett, East India merchant. Bazett claimed that without the

monopoly, ships could be provided àt tZS to 30 for the round trip, or f,8 to 9 out and Í19 to 20 home'
t^ ili;,Ápp*ak 47, Supplement to the Report, p. 79-80. Evidence of Mr John Innes, private Eastlndia

merchant, þen March O 
-1AOS. 

Innes complainè¿ of a variety of problems associated with monopoly

restrictions, hsurance and the way in which the slov/ payment by the Company of its bills on East India goods

operated.
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864,124.124 Another factor was the low cargo take-up on the outward journey to

lndia, which ftom 1795 to 1802 was only 183 tons per ship. From 1802 to 1810

this increased to 1,359 tons per ship, still a mere fraction of available hold

space.t'u The West lndian routes did not suffer frorn the latter since the

opportunity for freight in both directions was much greater,l2u Convoy duties and

the delays inherent in the convoy system also added to freight costs. lnsurance

costs were another serious problem. The Company claimed to save money by

carrying its own insurance risk, but they incurred considerable losses of ships

and cargoes through war and storm. From 1782-3 to 1 809-10 over î1 ,027 ,2O9 of

cargo were lost. On shippíng routes between India and Britain, many ships were

lost to privateers from the lsle de France until 1810 and off the coast of Europe

until 1915.127 Piracy, or the ability of a ship to repel pirates, contributed

significantly to the long term cost structure of freight. All lndiarnen and some

extra ships were armed, which called for larger crews to man ordinance. Costs

per ton in the Baltic, where shipping was free from piracy much earlier than many

other routes, were significantly lower. On routes free from privateers, ships

carried smaller crews, which resulted in a higher ratio of cargo tons per man."t

With smaller numbers of ships visiting Indian ports in the early 1800s, the

correlation between sugar, ballast and ship numbers became apparent. Between

1806-7 and 1813-14, American sugar exports from the sub-continent were much

12a Russell Miller, Esst Indiamea (New Jersey, 1980), pp. 148-50, for further details of East Indiamen and

their operation see: J. R. Bruijn and F. S. Gaastra (eds.), .Sftrps, Sailors ønd Spices, East India Companies

and Titeir Shtpping in the 16th, ITth and I&h Centuriøs, (Amsterdarn" 1993). J. R. Bruijr! The East

Indiamen, (Nedlands, 1 987).
r25 SelectCommittee, Affairs 18l1-12, Appendix 47 p- 444.
126 Douglas C. North *Sources of Productivity Change in Ocean Shipping, 1600-1850," pp.953-970, The

Jountal of Political Economy, VoL 76 (September/October, 1968),p.62-
t27 ELg Appendix 2, p. 16: In 1809-10 I I ships were lost, eight regular Indiamen and three extra ships.

""Ibid, pp. 959-60.
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smaller than the earlier period, at î185,360 or 7,314 tons'12e lmports of East

lndia sugar to Britain for the same period were some 22,730 tons or around

Ê568,OOO.130 During the same period the sugar trade was thriving on the Asian

trade routes. The Persian Gulf and Red Sea routes from Calcutta saw sugar

exports worth 8226.726; with Bombay exporting 8373.501 to similar destinations.

The sugar exports from Canton to Bombay, Calcutta and Madras amounted to

î727,126; with total of Asian sugar exports to lndia worth Ê1,026,855. Although

just one commodity ín the intra-Asian trade, and carried primarily as a ballast,

sugar was a valuable part of a thriving commerce that operated free of monopoly'

ln a period when Asian trade flourished, commerce between lndia, America and

Europe stagnated.

The discussions of East lndia Company's various committees ín the early to

mid 1790s with regard to the sugar trade in and through lndia had something of a

holistic nature. Sugar imports to Britain had not been the dominant feature, they

understood the need to coordination several other factors: these were; Asian

imports, promotion of cane cultivation and sugar manufacture, domestic

replacement of imported sugar and the encouragement of sugar in the intra-

presidency trade. This did not eventuate. Such hopes foundered on policy

changes in Bengal (Chapter 4 below), and the insistence of the "old ship owners,"

the dominant party in the East lndia Court from 1 802, of full implementation of the

monopoly. lndia built ships which offered a cheaper altemative to the

expensÍvely chartered lndiamen were virtually excluded, extra ships, more of

which the Company had the right to charter, were not taken up in sufficient

tze lbid. App. IV pp. 68-72.
,.0 p.p. ttizt Åorzo (M2) XVII.178 1823,1822 XVI[.579 Accounts of Sugar Imported and Exported

from GB, and the Amount of Duties Received.
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CHAPTER 2

The British Sugar Market and the Political Economy of East lndia

Sugar 1792-1836.

ln this chapter the discussion moves from South Asia to the British home

and re-export market to examine the difficulties encountered by East lndia sugar

importers, expfaining that in addition to high freight costs and shortages in cargo

capacity caused by war and monopoly, other factors domestic to Britain also

limited the market opportunities of East lndia sugar. Prominent among these were

the activities of the West lndian lobby, a body comprised of planters, merchants

and members of the body politic sympathetic to the cause of the British Caribbean

sugar colonies. This lobby sought to maintain the dominant role of West lndian

sugar in the British market by the continuation of sugar duty legislation, which for

much of this period discriminated in their favour. West lndian planters also

belíeved they had an exclusive right or "charter of monopoly'' to import sugar into

Britain by virtue of their long established supply and the restrictions the British

Navigation Laws placed upon their trade. The response to these activities of the

East lndia Company, East lndia merchants and their representatives in parliament

is also an íngredient necessary to the understanding of the political economy of

sugar during this period. As will be shown, efforts by the West lndia lobby to

contaín East lndia sugar imports dÍd not cease v'rhen the India monopoly ended in

1813; the campaign continued until just before equalisation of East and West

lndian Sugar duties in 1836. The "charter of monopoly'', perceived or real,

remained immovable until 1825, when quite suddenly the govemment allowed

sugar from the Indian Ocean island colony of Mauritius to enter the British home

market at the same duty as West lndian. Contemporary with this change, a
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gradual movement toward free trade gathered pace until it became the dominant

theme of British economic policy in the 1840s.

During the 1830s, concem was growing over the ability of the West lndies

to supply the British market, due to labour shortages and increased production

costs brought about by slave emancipation. Consequently, by 1836 with West

lndían planters in receipt of compensation for emancipated slaves and legislation

in place that freed them from some of the worst aspects of the British Navigation

laws, the mood of the British body politic changed. Sugar produced in Bengal and

some other British possessions in the East Indies entered the British home market

paying "British plantation duty'' equal to that of the British West lndies and

Maurítius.

Specifically I will argue five major points: one, that despite efforts by the

West lndian lobby to exclude the sugar of the East lndies from Britain, this sugar

found and maintained a niche in the British home and re-export markets. Two, an

explanation of the duty regime as it affected East lndian sugar, will show that

although detrimental, it was not a significant factor until 1814. The duty, when

paid on a strict ad-valorem basis from 17921o 1800, added significantly to its cost,

however, during the years 1800-1809 the actual duty differential was small.

Three, the East lndia Company, influential in the British body politic during much of

the eighteenth century, was unable or unwilling to resist the West lndian lobby in

their efforts to maintain a virtual monopoly of the British domestic sugar market,

179g-1822. Four, protection of the British sugar market in favour of West lndian

sugar imports 1800 to 1836, was an integral part of British economic policy. This

policy ensured that revenue requirements of the British exchequer and the

economic welfare of the West lndies had an intimate linkage, in that the West

lndies as a reliable source of sugarwere, in effect, a generator of a significant
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amount of import revenue. Consequently, any measure of relaxation to the

protected West lndian product in favour of the East lndies, added an element of

risk to revenue receipts. Fifthly, and indicative of the complex nature of the

polítics of the East lndia sugar trade, the British trade policy makers sought to

bolster the West Indian economy by maintaining their virtual sugar monopoly,

while at the same time attempting to make concessions sufficient to facilitate the

economics of East lndia shipping, 1823-1836.

Khand and the Establishment of a Niche Market

The market for sugar in Britain and Europe was strong during the years

1792-17gg, but as will be shown in chapter 4 below, sugar manufactured by West

lndia technology in European owned establishments and the cheaper raw

indigenous sugars of the sub-continent referred to as khaur, gur or iaggery, were

not usually profitable when exported to Britain. Fine Khandisari sugar, however,

although not cheap at source, established a niche in the British market in the

17g0s, in part at least, because as semi refined clean sugar it offered a cheaper

alternative to refined sugar.

The high price of sugar in this period brought changes to consumer patterns

that to some extent enabled khand to establish this niche. For example, in the

period 1782-1791, the average price of best West lndian muscovado was Ê79 per

ton; from 1792-1800, ¡t increased to Ê86 per ton, an increase of 9 percent. At the

lower end, however, low quality muscovadoes increased from t43.40 per ton in

the first period to €63.20 in the second, an increase o'Í 45 percent'1 An

accÐmpaniment to the increase in the cost of sugar was that of increased import

duties, as is shown in table 1V below and in detail in (Appendix 1, Table 9).

These increases had little effect on the wealthy, they could still afford the very

I L. J Ragatz, Planler Class, (1928), Chart 21 p. 358.
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Table lV Paid West lndian 1790-1799,

expens¡ve refined or better quality clayed sugars, but some sections of the

commun¡ty, those whom contemporary's called the middling sorts, turned to

cheaper sugars, while the working poor had no alternative but to reduce

consumption. Even the wealthy would experience some change: instead of white

refined sugar, raw or muscovado sugar began to be part of the recipe in food

preparations and conserves, apparently with little or no difference in tastJ.

ln this high price env¡ronment, an ideal market opportunity existed for a

sugar that was pale in colour, clean and dry but cheaper than expensive refined

sugar. The Khandisarisugars of the sub-continent were just such a product, as

was, although to a lesser extent, white sugar from China, Manila or Batavia re-

exported via lndia 1815-1821. (These Asian sugars shared similar characteristics

to khand, they were much cheaper than refined sugar, slightly cheaper than clayed

West lndian and cleaner and whiter than West lndian muscovado). Along with the

best of the West Indian muscovadoes, their place in sugar consumption was that

of (direct consumption) grocery sugar. They were more expensive than the darker

muscovadoes; for example, high quality khand had an average wholesale price of

ÊBS per ton in the period 1794-1803 compared with Ê75 per ton for West lndian

muscovado.s ft is also probable lhal khand displaced sorne of the white clayed

West lndian sugar in the grocers'shops.

2 Command Paper (8706) 1894, Report of Customs and TqriÍÍs, p.215.
3 NoelDeerr, History,Yol.2 P.430'
n Anne WilsórL The-Book of Marmatade, (Totnes, 1995), pp. 72-3. The higb cost of sugar in the 1790s, led

to muscovado replacing double refined in confectionery manufacture for the upper classes. Recipes using

moist brown ,ug- -ãk" an apperirance in the Housekeepers Valuoble Present (1800). Tte use of
muscovado did not noticeably aitèr the taste or colour. It did, however, reduce the price and make them

available to the middling sotti. ny 1900, a common perception had a¡isen that marmalades made with moist

brown sugar being traditional.
5 L. J. Ragatz, (1928), Chart 20 p. 350.
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ln the establishment of this market, khand received a measure of

assistance from the sugar abstention campaign of the 1790s, part of the anti-

slavery movement. The motivation behÍnd this campaign was to give women an

active role and a personal stake in a campaign aímed to bring about the

emancipation of slaves in the British West lndies. The activists personally

abstained and encouraged others to desist from consuming sugar growrì in the

West lndies by slave labour.6 Grocers, for altruistic reasons or for commercial

advantage,t began to stock the East lndia product, advertising it as a sugar made

without slavery.8s Thomas Clarkson, a leading advocate of abolition, claimed

some 3OO,OO0 people as abstainers ftom West lndian sugar on his retum form a

tour around Britain tn 1791-2J0 Apart from this obviously partisan source, there

are no other known figures. However, by 1795, West lndian groups began to

express concem about East lndia sugar: "[Although this sugar] very greatly

exceeded in price the British plantation sugar, [it was] consumed voluntarily by the

inhabitants of Great Britain."111' By 1800, khand appears to have established its

market despite the ad-valorem nature of import duty, its price 1796 to 1806, was

Ê4 to Ê16 perton cheaperthan West lndian muscovado (Appendix l,Tables 10

and 11). The finite sources, supply costs and low profit margins of the East lndia

6 Clare Midgely, Women Against SIavery 1780-1870, (Londor¡ 1992) pp. 35-39.
t Hoh Cheung and Lorna Mui, "Andrew Melrose Tea Dealer and Groce¡ of Edinburgh 1812-1833," pp. 30-

46 Business History, Vol. D( No. I January 7967, p- 43. In the 1790's, grocers began the practise of tie-in

sale; this t1rye of transaction offered the customer 3 pounds of sugar sold at cost price for every 1 pound of
tea purchased. It is possible that some of the larger grocers purchasing both and zugar from East India

Company were able to make a deal involving lower prices for sugar.
t Clare Nfidgely Women, (1992), p.39
n Lists of grocers stocking East Indian sugar during the 1790's are available in Durham Records, University

of Durham Box 55, File 7, cited in P. F. Dixon (1971) p. 59.
10 Clare lvfidgely (L992), p.38.
1r P. F. Dixoq (1971) p. 60.

" ClueMdgely, (1992)p.39. Pro-Westlndianpublications, suchas TheGentlemøt'sMøgazine tookissue

with women involved in this campaigrr in its December l79l and February 1792 publication. The Times n
March 1792 pnnted a long letter complaining that merchant interests were offering support for the womer\

while at the same time purchasing cotton and other slave grown products.
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trade, however, ensured this niche East lndia sugar established in the British

market remained quite small.

East lndia Sugar and the Ad-valorem Nature of Sugar Duties

A changing and complex web of legislative measures constantly regulated

the sugar duty regime 1790-1854 with the period 1792-1822 punctuated by

changes. A complexity reflected in East lndía Company's chronicle of this

period,13 which devoted almost three pages to the minutíae of legislative changes.

This duty regime, as we shall see, effecüvely reduced the penetration of East lndia

sugar in the home market. However, despite the disadvantages inherent in a

complex system of duties, draw-backs and bounties desígned to favour the West

f ndian product, khand was able to give West lndian clayed sugar a run for its

money ín the home and re-export markets.

Consumption in Great Britain 1801-1822 was of the order of 3,199,579

tons;14 292,316 tons were of foreign origin, mainly from the sugar islands captured

by Britain during the 1793-1815 warwith France. The East lndies supplied only

125,248 tons or 4 perCent.'u The lion'S share, Some 2,782,015 tons or 87 percent,

came from the British West lndies (Appendix 1, Table 12). Yet despite the small

extent of market penetration, East lndia sugar was subjected to a great deal of

political lobbying from the West lndians, a reaction far outweighing its actual

importance. From 1792 through to 1836, the subject of East lndia sugar occupied

much time and attention of the body politic and the public. Many publications,

petitions and endless speeches, often spoken in anger, emanated ftom groups

opposed to or in fiavour of the admittance of East lndia sugar at the same duty as

West lndian. This trifling four percent held the attention of the British body politic

13 E.I S. App.IVpp. I-3.
1o p.p. f S57, )OOffI][I:. Accounts Relating to the Conmmption of Tea ørd Sugm in the Urited Kingdom

1801-1856.
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in both houses of parliament and in meetings of e>rctra-parliamentary bodies, until

equalisation of duties in 1836 ended these acrimonious debates.

The emotive issue of slavery, particularly its more bestial side such as

whippings and summary hangings, ensured any debate would quÍckly become

highly charged with accusation and counter accusation. The West lndians,

however, did not see themselves as monsters or abusers of human rights, but

considered they were loyal citizens of the crown who had invested a great deal of

capital in plantations which contributed to the greater good of the mother

country.16 Their just reward for this investment was, in their opinion, the

continuation of the right to be the sole supplier of sugar to Britain. They also

believed the mother country was indebted to them for their loyalty during the

American War of Independence and their adherence to the Navigation Laws. As

Selwyn H. H. Canington points out, the conflict between Britain and herAmerican

colonies damaged the West Indian economy by íncreasing the price of lumber and

provisions.rT

Their argument for continued protection on purely economic grounds was

also strong. From the late seventeenth century, as the output of the plantations

grew, the economies of Britain and the British West lndies became intimately

linked. British manufactures were exported to the West lndiesls and vessels

transporting these goods returned loaded with sugar, coffee, ætton and indigo.re

The West lndian colonists, however, frequently grumbled of the burdens imposed

t5p. p. 1850, (280) LII.457 , Retum of Quantities of Sugar Adnittedfor Home Consumption 1801-1849.
tt In additioo to otlrer publications already cite4 the following books were consulted with regard to British

slavery and its abotition. David Turley, The Culture of English Antislavery 1780-1860, (London" 1991),

Rogei T. Anstey, The Atlantic Slave Trade and British Abolition 1760-1810, (Londor¡ 1975); Michael

Cræon, (ed.), Rools and Brqnches: Crrrent Directions in Slave Sndies, (Toronto, 1979), Suzane Meirs,

Britain and the Ending of the Slave Trade, (Londoq 1975), James Walviq Black lvory, (Londoa 1992).
tt Selwyn H. H. Carrington, (2002) pp. a4-54.
tt Eric Wi[iu*r, Capitalism and Slavery, (New Yorþ 1961), pp. 85-107 passim. The wealth of British West

Indian planters accumulated through their sugar plantations, gave them entrance into the upper echelons of
British society and access to influential people during the eighteenth century.
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by the Navigation Laws and strengthened by the Prohibitory Act forbidding trade

between the sugar island and the now independent American colonies.2o The

former, which came into being in the seventeenth century to curtail Dutch

penetration of the British mercantile trade, compelled the British colonies to ship

their produce to British ports in British bottoms. Another ímpediment to the

efficiencies of sugar production was the ban on the refining at plantation level-

Itself a product of an earlier dispute between planter ínterests and British sugar

refiners. The export to Britain of clayed sugar had continued unaffected,zl but by

1BOO, the raw muscovado was the predominant import (see Appendix 6 for the

process of claying). Consequently, the practice of shipping raw sugar in

hogsheads ínstead of sacks or boxes became the usual means of stowage; an

uneconomic practise that led to the loss of ten to fifteen percent of bulk through

the drainage of molasses during the voyag e.*t Hogshead, as containers were

also a poor utilisation of cargo space. The vessel Houghton le Spring illustrates

this inefficiency. On a voyage from St. Kitts to London in 1847, the vessel canied

443 tons of sugar in hogsheads: on a voyage from Pemambuco to London, on this

occasion loaded with sugar in bags, the vessel could cÆry 520 tons. An additional

cost impost was the high tum around time for ships loading cargo in the West

lndían islands as compared with Brazilian and Cuban sugar ports. ln the latter, the

delay was of the order of 14 to 21 days, but in many British West lndian islands,

where ports were little more than open sea roads, the tum around time was from

rn lb¡d, p. 53. In 1790, Pitt assessed the annualincome of Britain from the West Indian plantations at 80

percent of British overseas earnings.
2o Sel*yn H. H. Carrington (2002), p. 2. The Act came into force December 1775, proscribed the movement

of goods between the British sugar islands and the American colonies.
2tNoel Deen History. Vol. 2 (1950), p. 430. Duty paid on refined sugar entering Great Britain 1787-91

Ê4.g3, 17gt-96 f5.02, 1797 f5.Q9,7798 t5.75,7799-7802 f,5.18, 1803 Í6.72,7804 Í7.42,1805 t7.56,

1806 to 1836 1,8.40.

'2 W. J. Evans, The Sugar Planters Mqmn| (London, 1847), p'214.
tt p. P. The Select Committee on the Distillstion of Sugø andMolasses, Fourth Report 1808IV, p. 318.

The ban on refined sugar from the West Indies led to the transportation of sugar in hogsheads as undrained
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70 to 100 days.za The Navigation Laws were a serious impediment to the island

colonies, but Eric William's view that this legislation kept the British West lndies in

a state of "permanent vaSsalage," is too extreme;2u the Acts, however, were a

restriction on trade.

The proposed entry of East lndia sugar to the British market in the early

1790's could not have come at a worse time for the West lndian planters. After

two decades of depression, sugar prices had substantially increased; this

promised a return to the prosperity of earlier in the century.26 The improvement is

clearly reflected in British import figures: West lndian sugar, as a proportion of

total British imports, rose from 14 percent in 1788 lo23 percent in 1791, surging to

32 percenlin 17g2.2t W¡th this high level of growth, many plantations, for the first

time in a decade, had an opportunity to shed some of the debt accumulated before

1796. Little wonder they vigorously defended their perceived monopoly, especially

against an interloper, none other than the East lndia Company, the holder of the

greatest of all monoPolies.

The West Indian lobbyists belonged to two schools: the most realistic was

comprised of those with an in depth knowledge of trade, an example being Francis

Baring, Banker and Deputy Chair of the East lndia Company in 1792, he

understood that lndia could not produce large quantities of exportable sugar in the

short term (Chapter 1 above). A second school of thought held the view that

muscovado. The estimated cost per annr¡m of molasses lost by drainage during the voyage was f,600,000; a

further Ê300,000 was also lost through freight costs due to muscovado being much heavier than clayed sugar.
2a Select Commifiee Sugar and Coffee Ptanting in Her Maiesty's Tenitories in the East and Wesl Indies,

Mauritius qnd Ceylon 1847-48, Eight Report, p. X.
2t EncWilliams, Capitalism, p. 56. From 7793,theWest Indian colonies could access European ports south

of Cape Finisterre.

'u Sel*p H. H. Carringtor\ (2002) , p. 37 , the "highest point of cultivation and improvement" were said to be

the years 1774-l776,just prior to the War Of Independørce.
27 

S. Dreyscher,(1977), p. 116.
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Bengal was a potential agricultural EI Dorado, they feared a deluge of East lndia

sugar;tt this group would lead the opposition to East lndia sugar imports'

It was, however, neither an East nor a West lndian that began what tumed

out to be a long running campaign over sugar duties; the ad-valorem nature of the

import duties came into being simply because sugar was not enumerated

separately in the Act governing East lndia ímports. Sugar, along with such items

as silk and cotton piece goods, was for customs purposes classified as a

manufactured article and as such carried an import duty of 837.21 ad-valorem.ze

The Company, as we have seen (chapter one above), was unable to obtain equal

duty with West lndian sugar. This refusal effectively meant it would continue to

pay duty on a strict ad-valorem basis until 180330 when a duty rate per ton became

the largest component although an ad-valorem component remained.3l

Ad-valorem taxes based on the actual value of the item pay higher rates

than fixed taxes; only as long as the value of the item taxed is high. This was the

case for East lndia sugar 1793-99, a period during which West lndian muscovado

was worth up to î87 per ton, from 1800-1801, however, its price fell to Ê30.00.

During the same period East lndia sugarsold atÊ60 to 9115 perton inclusiveof

duty, falling in 18OO-1 801 to 828 per ton, the prices in the first period clearly reflect

the ad-valorem natUre of duties at a time when Sugar was expensive.32

By 1S00 the ad-valorem basis for duty had ceased to favour the West

lndians, as it had during the late 1790s when the duty was as follows: West lndian

brown was 817,50 duty per ton, white clayed sugar 923.40 per ton and alf East

2t lbid, p. 157. The West Indians .rilere not the only group to fear India's potential as a sugar producer.

Simila¡ f"*, *uy have been a factor in the decision of France to retum to slavery after 1815. The French

possibly held a view that the motive for Britain's stand on abolishing slavery was to promote India as a source

ãf t.opic"t products at the expense of the French islands. This would have left the French dependent on

Britain for much of their tropical food imports

" E. L S. App. rV p. l.
30Command Paper (8706) 1894, Report of Cusloms and Tarffi' p.215-6
t'Ibid, p. zt6,
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lndia sugar 837.81 ad valorem plus 82.50 per ton.33 ln 1800-01, the price fell to

Ê40 per ton, East lndian sugar then paid î16.02 per ton duty, while West lndian

sugar on a fixed basis then paid 820. From 1800 to 1803 sugar prices were

frequently þetween Ê35€50 per ton,3a at €35 per ton East lndia sugar paid €15.33

duty, while West lndian continued to pay the fixed rate of Ê20 per ton. At such

times East lndia sugar hefd the advantage, the reality, was of similar duty levels,

with khand only holding the advantage when prices were at the bottom of the

range. tn 1803, the ad-valorem rate on East lndia sugar duties fell to an

insigníficant level of Ê1 .20 per cwt plus t1.31 ordinary duty per cwt, or Ê26'50 per

ton for all East lndian sugar, West lndian muscovado paid 824 per ton and white

clayed 827 per ton. lt was the latter lhat khand competed with, this rate of duty

helped to ensure it a place on the shelves of the grocery shops.35

Protection, Revenue, Subsidy and East lndia Sugar 1800-f 825.

By the end of the eighteenth century, sugar had become one of the top five

sources of govemment revenue, and sugar duties would increase substantially as

the British exchequer sought to finance war and service a burgeoning national

debt.36 Gonsequently, the British government was unlikely to jeopardise this

lucrative source of revenue, especially during time of war, by changing the duty

regime in favour of East lndia sugar. The question of balance between two of the

major importers may have also been a consideration if as Javier Cuenca Esterban

suggests: "without the accumutated credits from lndia transfers since 1757,

Britain's financing of land warfare during the French wars could have been

3, Wi[ia- Rleed, The History of Sugar and Sugar Yielding Planls, (London, 1866) pp. 146-7.

'3 Act to Amend Sugar Duties 1797,37tt' Geo. 111, Cap. 15.
tol-. 

J. Ragatz,(1928), Chart l9 p. 340.
tt E. L S App.rv p. 3.
,u G. R pórr"r, Progress of the Nation, (Londoo lS47) p. 552. In 1801, sugar revenue was worth

f2,782,232; a tax that eguates to 25 new pence per person per year.
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comprom¡sed."37 Transfers of capital from lndia, however, were through

commodity imports, insurance, mercantile charges, re-exports and as we have

seen in chapter 1, via lndían exports in neutral vessels through European ports,

therefore it ís possible that the govemment were not at the time fully aware of the

extent of transfers. Whatever the state of knovvledge, imports from the East

lndíes brought to the exchequer a retum through tea and a variety of Asian

products, the West lndies were largely a source of sugar revenue. ln effect, sugar

was central to West lndían economy, while in the medium term at least, sugar

remained peripheral in the East lndia trade. A balance between the interests of

the two Indies may have been part of the rationale, but other simpler

considerations probably ínfluenced the govemment, the collection of revenues

being chief among these. Sugar offered a particular advantage to revenue

collection, in that as a bulky commodity, unlike tea and other highly taxed imports,

it could not þe easily smuggled.3s

The govemment, however, could not use sugar imports as a revenue milch

cow without the consent of influential groups in the British body politic, such as

West lndian planters, merchants and shippers, the British refining industry and the

landed interests. The latter were supportive of the West lndians but saw sugar as

a competitor to their wheat, especially when sugar went to the distilleries, as was

the case 1808 to 181 1.3s ln a discussion of the influential groups within the British

37 Javier Cuenca Esterban, "The British Balance of Payments, 1772-782'.Indian Transfers and War Finance,

pp. 5E-86 Economic History Review, LlV, 1 (2001) p. 5E.
3s An indication of the extent of smuggling can be gained from \{. A. Cole, "Trends in Eighteenth century

Smuggling," Economic History Review, Second Series X (1958) pp. 395-410.and "The A¡ithmetic of
Eighteenth Century Smugqling" Economic History Review, Second Series :o<vüi (1975), pp. 4449. See also

ftoh Cheung and Loma Mui, 'Trends in Eighteenth Century Smuggling' Reconsidered," Economic History

Review, Second Series >ocvüi, pp.2843. These articles are predominantþ on tea imports and do not put

precise figures on the total extent of smuggling. Javier Cuenca Esterbarl "The British Balance of Payments,

l'172-I82o," p. 60 Table 1. In common with the authors of the above article, Esterban also admits to

problems with the lack of data during the eighteenth century. He, however, attempts to put some rneat on the

tones of illegal imports indicating that in the period 178+ 1820 the total cost to revenue may have been

84,479,000.
tnP F. Dixon, (Oldìcrd, 1971) p. 181 and S. Dreyscher Econocide, p. 140
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body polític and their intenelationships with regard to slave emancipation, Peter F.

Dixon explains how they were able to reconcile their divergent interests and find a

form of consensus over trade, revenue collection and competition between the

products of the colonial plantation and the British cornfield.æ

High duties and the costs and inefficiencies of the West lndian mercantile

system, saw sugar becorne less affordable to the bulk of the British population, the

working poor, a group which by 1800 consumed only small quantities, (Appendix 1

Table 20). Consequently, as productíon grew from the late 1780s, due to the

introduction of new varieties of cane,al sugar surplus to the requirements of British

domestic consumption, both raw and value added, was moved through re-exports

to Europe.

The govemment had long recognised the need for, and the value ol this re-

export trade and from 1776 began to offer incentives. From this time up to the

early 1790s, "British plantation" muscovado enjoyed a drawback of import duty

when re-exported. ln the last decade of the century, however, the proportion of

duty returned as a drawback decreased'42

An increase in ímport duty drawbacks became a matter of urgency in the

early 1800s, largely due to the high stocks of West sugar lndian in British

warehouses, brought on by increased imports due to hígh yielding canes

introduced toward the end of the century (above), and the embargo on British

imports imposed by the Napoleonic system adopted in 1906. The problem was

exacerbated in 1799 by the collapse of mercantile houses in Hamburg43 dealing

oolbid, pp. 45-52 passim.
ot W. 

^À. 
Greeq "The Planter Class and British West Indian Sugar Productioq Before and After

Emancipatior¡" pp. 448-463 Ihe.Economic Hislory Review Second Series, Volume WLL No. 3, (August,

1973), p.454.
a2 Command Paper (8706) 1894, Report of Customs and Tariffs, p.214'
a3 Thomas Tooke, A Hßnry of Priies and the State of the Circulation, 1793-1837, Vol. L Q-ondoa 1838),

pp. 233-4. Eigþ-two houses failed in Hamburg August -November 1799. The combined loss was f2.5

million. The loss at sea of the frigate Lutine, carrying $ 600,000 to }larnburg added to the shadow of gloom.
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extensívely in sugar; which in tum affected the fnancial viability of some West

lndian merchants;e particularly those of Liverpool. Later that year parliament

granted exchequer bills of Ê500,000 to cover losses incuned, secured on the

g2,0OO,OO0 of colonial products built up in the merchants' warehouses.as To

prevent further deterÍoration of the West lndian sugar economy, the govemment

also increased subsidies for re-exportaÜon of raw and value-added sugar.

Table V Re-export Bounties, Drawbacks, Net Sugar Revenue and Totaf Yield of lmport
Revenue GB.18O1-1822.

reland excluded. Column I Refined Bounties Column 2 Raw sugar Duty Drawbacks Golumn 3
Net Revenue from sugar duties. Golumn 4 TotalYield of Sugar Revenue. * From 1821 raw sugar

drawbacks diminished and are included with bounties.

The amount of subsidy on re-exported raw sugar increased once more to full

drawback in 1803, the same legislation awarded re-export bounties ol Ê25 per ton

for bastard sugar (sugar discoloured by heat during the refining process), 822'Íor

powdered sugar and f,38 per ton for single and double refined.a8 The importance

4 W. Reed, Sugm Yielding, (1866) pp.146-7.
ot lbid, p. t47.
ou p.p. tBZ7, t8O7-20 (442) XVll.178 and 7823, 1822 (63). )ilII.579: Accaunts of Sugar Imported and

Exportedfrom GB. And the Amount of Duties Received.
o7 P.P. (Command) 8706, (1394) Report of Customs md Tarffi.
ot p. p. IBZE, (125),W.527, Accouttt of Qacmtity of Sugar Imported and Exportedfrom G.B. and lrelcmd,

and Amount of Duties Received. Bounties would increase gradually until by 1810, they were worth f3l
bastard, Í27.75 powdered, single refined and loaf and f60.05 double refined. By 1823, they had fallen to f30
bastard, f46 single refined and f,54 per ton double refined. Seymour Dreyscher, (1977),Tahle24, p. 127. In

1787, some 186,040 tons of foreign colonial sugar went from the Atlantic sugar colonies to Europe. Of this,

Column 4Column 2 Column 3Year Column 1

16.784.637E 486.54 Ê2,395,1061 801 î. 60ø,776
8.757.184968,690 2.302,3391802 902,111'

1.O14,047 7,698,9581 ,191 .967 737,6241 803
3.029.4U 10,799.O411.143.051 €138,5501807
4.074.531 12.647.89959,3101 808 934,220
3.273.995 12,606.782219,0091 809 996,220

14.375.388123.334 3,117,3301810 1,124.251
14.395.600119,991 3.339,218392,1491811

260.761 3,939,939 13.O25,502693,6s01812
3.481.350 13,936,5371j62.794 120,7851813
3.276.513 11,365.8751.133.958 139,6611814
2.957.403 11.817 .71887,2461815 1,465,289
3.166.851 11.276.3521.492.800 47,3421816

1 1.896,31143.788 3,967,154,1817 1,641,736
13.398.85242.713 2,331,4721 818 1,683,158

3,507,844 13,855,0191.265.788 21,3621819
3.477,770 12,974,3571.608.480 11,ß71820
3.494.470 11.857.6241.381.721 *

1821
12,734,5604,410,O701822* 916,872
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of sugar duties as a component of revenue and the extent of sugar bounties and

drawbacks is evident in the table above. ln a further attempt to lower the stockpile

in 1808 and 181 1 , parliament allowed sugar to into distilleries.nt In 1808, however,

the measure proved to be a complete failure, prices of British West lndia sugar

rose by 810 per ton and a further 40,000 hogsheads was added to the stockpile.

Any change in the duty regime tended to bring on speculative trading, see chapter

4 below)

From 1784 through to 1797 ímport revenue from all sources was in a range

Ê3 to Ê4 million, but in 1799 it increased considerably to f7 million, uo sugar a

component part of revenues since 1660,51 also increased substantially. ln 1797

and 98, for example, sugar duties increased by t2.50 and Ê1.83 per ton. Furher

imposts came in 1799, when two Acts not only increased the revenue, they also

discriminated in favour of the West lndies. The East lndia Warehousing Act

brought an increase of 2 percent on all East lndia sugar imports payable by the

East lndia Company.s2 The second act increased duty on West lndian

muscovado by a further Ê0.65 per ton, with an additional Ê3.93 per ton on white

clayed West lndian sugar, and Ê0.67 per ton extra on East lndia sugar. The

discriminatory element of these acts lay in an additional tax on re-exports of East

India sugar of €5.98 per ton. Discrimination against East lndia sugar at this point

is clear: the levy on foreign re-exported sugar was much lower at 82.4553 an

impost repealed the following year.

only 3,720 tons of muscovado went via Britain, In 1800-01, 155,910 tons crossed the Atlantic and 59,246

tons went via Britain. In 1802 (Peacetime), there were some 177,I40 tons, of which 93,8E4 went via Britain.

In 1805-ó, there were 158,250 tons with 45,892 going viaBritain.
on Seymour Dreyscher, Fronocide, p. 180'
50 Command Paper (8706) 1894, Report of Customs and Tarffi, pp.48-9
t'rbid,p.zt2
t' E. L S. App IV p.3 3fth Geo. 111 Cap. 63.
tt lbid
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It is probable the West lndían Committee sought to stem the increase in the

re-export market to Europe for East lndia sugar. This trade started as a trickle Ín

1792, had risen to 6,087 ton by 1798, some síxty percent of all East lndia sugar

exports to Britain.sa These amounted to only 10 percent of total re-exports, but

they had the potential to become a significant threat to the West Indians in what

had by 1800, become a highfy competitive market'

ln 1803,55 the worst aspects of the ad-valorem duty ended. The new act

contained a remnant of ad-valorem; the duty was now 832 per ton on all East lndia

sugar and 824 per ton on West lndian muscovado. This act, however, proved to

be harmful only to khaur or muscovadoes; good khandsan sugar still maintained

its niche in grocery shops.s6 An additional revenue burden came in 1803, the so-

called temporary war duties (table V1 below), which would remain until May 1816,

when they became permanent. sT

Table VlWar Duties: amounts ton in addition to normal

The East lndia Company in 1806 cried foul when a higher war duty was imPosed

on East India than on West lndian sugar, in 1807 they again protested when the

govemment awarded an additional E2 per ton to on re-exported West lndian

muscovado.60 By 1809, West lndian muscovado paid €36.60 duty per ton, white

clayed €40, East India 840.80 per ton.61 A combination of duty, freight costs,

insurance premiums and shortages of vessels 1803 to 1813, contributed to a fall

5a p.p. IBI2-13 (136), Vol. WII.2lI Accounts and Papers Relnting to East India Company's Shipping,

Coastirug Trade, Privileged and Privme ftade, and Commerce with GB. Americct øtd Europe, I8l2-1 3
ttE.I.S App IV p. 3 Sugar Duties Act 43, Geo. l1t. Cap. 88.
56 Zachary Macaulay, (1823), P. 12.
5rE.IS.App.IVp.i. fn"."ÀAswere: 54'r'Cr€o. 111Cap.64and5511'C'eo. 111Cap.3
5t lb¡d,
tn Ibid,4grh. Geo. 111, Cap 98.

'o lbid, p. 2, Sugar Duty Aø tgOT 4l*. Cap Geo.22.
6r Command Paper (870ó) 1894, Report of Cttstoms and Tarffi p.216

18091805 1 8061803 1804War duties
wt €11 E/t 810.40.*wtæ E/t€4*80.30 Ê0,50î2
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off in the East lndia sugar trade, the annual average importation being 4,669 tons

compared with 6,190 from 1793 to1802.6

Despite the many changes to duty, the West lndians did not have a duty

barrier between their imports and those of the East lndies, in the first decade of

the nineteenth century; a problem again brought to their notice during the

parliamentary inquiry into the India monopoly. ln 1810 East India merchants,

Henry Trail, Henry Fawcett, John lnnes and R.C Bazett, told this Select

Committee, how sugar imports would substantially increase at the cessation of

should the lndia monopoly.63 Further intelligence of sugar in Bengal came from

John Gladstone, a merchant and a Member of Parliament with both East and

West lndian investments. In 1812, he informed Ellis, a prominent West lndian

lobbyist, the price of khaur in Calcutta was only Ê10.70 per ton and Banares fine

khand was î24.55 per ton.e This intelligence and the evidence of the East lndia

merchants, once again conjured up the vision of a "British sugar bowl' in the sub-

continent, just at a time when sugar values were showing sings of improvement

(see Appendix 1 Table 13 Gazette average prices).

From 1813 to 1815 the duty on East lndia sugars went through a virtual

roller coaster of changes: May 1813 saw the duty on West lndian muscovado

increase by E3 per ton to Ê30, with East lndia sugar at Ê33; 1814-15 saw West

lndian sugar duty unchanged, while East India duties moved both up and down

from quarter to quarter. At its high point, ít reached Ê39, at its lowest paying the

same duty as West lndian, Ê30.65 A spokesperson for the movement for the

abolition of slavery directly línked these changes in duty to the East lndia charter

negotiations, claiming: "The changes to the East lndia Charter in 1813 that

62Customs House Report: Sugar Imported Into Greal Brilain 1793-1822 (London, 1822)
63 

Select Committee on ktst Indiqn Afføirs, (I8I I-12), Fourth Report p,292.
64 E I S. App. IV, p. 56.
6s 

Command Paper (8706) 1894, p.216.
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allowed free trade between lndia and Britain struck fear into the hearts of the West

lndians."66 Concerned by the probable increase in shipping on the lndia route,

post monopoly, Charles Ellis entered into correspondence with the Chairman of

the Committee of Liverpool merchants, at that time petitioning for the opening up

of the East lndia trade. This correspondence led to an agreement that would

potentially give the West lndian a protective tariff of €10 per ton below East lndia

sugar, and secured the votes of the West lndians in favour of the cessation of

monopoly.6T

The Gompany's ResPonse.

The East lndia Company remained luke-warm on the promotion of the East

lndia sugar trade through much of this period, and at some stages positively

discouraged discussion on the subject, it did so because it did not want to

complicate the on going and delicate negotiations with regard to the renewal of its

lndia monopoly. The sugar trade from the outset proved problematical. The West

lndian shareholders opposed its inception (chapter one above). The Directors of

the Company also came under attack from sections of the East lndia Court that

favoured the East lndia sugar trade. This group wanted a vigorous campaign to

obtain equalisation of duty between East and West lndian sugar. An influential

group calling itself "Consumers and Traders in Suga/ held frequent meetings at

the New London Tavern Gheapside6s and described themselves as Free

Traders.os The free trade they sought, however, was not proto-Cobdenism;

instead, it was an attempt to loosen the bonds of monopoly and free up the charter

system that favoured the "old ship owners."

66 Zachary Macaulay, (1823), p.17.

'7 trbid, p. tz.
68 A Series of Debates (London, 1793) Appendix X, p. 208'213 passim.
un lbid, p.213.
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Prior to the 1807 Act prohibíting the British from trading in slaves between

Africa and the British West lndies, the East India directors (chapter 1 above), had

good economic reasons not to confront the West lndians on the question of sugar

duties because of lucrative economic links with the slave trade. However, when

this economic imperative ceased, the East lndia Company did not bring the

question of equal duties before the House of Commons until 1823 (below).

Political debate, post 1807 continued to be volatile during díscussions on

the issue of slavery. ln such an atmosphere, the East lndia ínterests were not in a

position to address the problem of equal duties and equal access to the British

market without aligning themselves with groups favouring abolition, A serious

political assault on the subject of equal sugar duties may have inspired further

attacks upon slavery and, perhaps, fumed into a debate on the morality or

economic rationale of monopoly. The complex and sometimes contradictory

interests or motives of the leading actors further compounded the problem of

mounting any political move in parliament. Many politicians, merchants and

capitalists among the body politic had financial interests in both the East and West

Indies.70 The monopolist of the East certainly had no moral authority to afrack the

sugar monopolist of the West, nor was such an attack wise. Both had a mutual

interest in maintaining monopoly; an attack on one monopoly could soon translate

to an attack on all monopolies.Tl Among the mercantile interests, only those at

out-port e.g. Hull, Liverpool, Greenoch etc., was dísadvantaged by monopoly; they

supported its termina tion.72

70 p. F. Dixon (1971) p. 59 This community of interests between East and West Indians is evident in voting

patterns in the House of Commons lE20-32 i.e. of the 184 members of parliament with East India

connections, some 23 of them also had West Indian investments, including prominent and influential figures

such as John Gladstone, Alexander Baring and Edwa¡d Ellice-
7t Zachuy Macaulay, (1823), p. 19. In November 1813 the announcement in the Commons of an additional

duty impãst on East India Sugar was not opposed, when an East India spokesperson Fawell MP attempted to

speaþ "he was not heard due to the noise of the chamber."
72 P.F. Dixon, p. 62.
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The East lndia sugar trade threatened to complicate the delicate

negotiations for the renewal of the charter 1809-13, consequenfly the directors

sought to margínalíze it as an issue. As we have seen, some private merchants

believed sugar was a commodity with growth potential: Grant and Parry chairman

and deputy chair of the Company did not accept this. ln their submission, sugar

was but a minor commodity. They obviously wished to show the West lndian

lobby that East lndia sugar offered no signillcant threat to their sugar monopoly as

long as the lndia monopoly continued. References to lndia's sugar potential were

written in terms intended to reassure the West lndians, observíng, "Sugar was not

a profitable trade item, should its export be encouraged, it could only be at the

expense of the West lndies."73 \Â/hat they implied, however, was that free trade

would bring the risk of increased shipping and additional sugar exports from lndia.

To Grant and Parry, East lndia sugar was a mere pawn in the game played out to

retain the lndia monopoly, an unimportant sacrifice.Ta

The West lndian interests kept their bargain with the Committee of

Liverpool merchants and opposed the renewal of monopoly, but they were one

group among many opposing monopoly. Other powerful lobby groups also

opposition the monopoly, such as the Union of Provincial Businessmen,

Birmingham industrialists and the East lndia merchants of Liverpool, Hull and

other out-ports. A broad stratum of mercantile and industrial groups were ín

opposition to the Company, such groups were seeking to free up trade and create

new market opportunities outside of formal empire. Consequently, the EIG

73 
Select Committee Affairs of the East India Company 1871-72, Statement to the Committee by Grant and

Parry, p. 127.
7o Ainslee Embree, Chorles Grqnt and British Rule in India, (London. 1962), p. 158 Grant believed that free

trade, or the loss of the India monopoly, would undermine British rule in India.
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received poor and uncoord¡nated support from the usualfy influential London

merchants and were unable to prevent the loss of the tndia monopoly. 75

The once great trading Gompany once lauded for its contribution to Britaín's

economic well-being was, by 1814, deeply in debt, the primary cause of which was

territorial acquisition through war in the sub-continent. The Company, which once

raised capital to support the British govemment (chapter one above), was now a

deþtor seeking government loans to keep it afloat.iG Monopoly and protectionism

would continue for two more decades--the West lndian sugar monopoly and the

E.l. Company's China monopoly continued untíl 1833-during the second decade

of the nineteenth century, however, monopoly and enclosed imperial protectionÍsm

would gradualty be seen as anachronisms.TT

The export of East lndia sugar to Brìtain started with a flourish in 1792,

however, at no time between this date and the proposal of Company chairman

Whitmore for parliament to examine sugar duties in 1823, was the importation of

East lndia sugar seen as a priority. Consequently, the sugar trade did not bring

the Company into serious conflict with the mercantile and planter interests of the

West lndies.78 The West lndians, as we have seen were not passive 1792 -1813,

and they remained vigílant post monopoly. The new trade environment would

t' Anthony Webster, "Political Economy," (1990) pp. 404-479), p. 405. See also P. J Cain and A. G.

Hopkins, " The Political Economy of British Expansion Overseas, 1750-1914," The Economic History

Retiew,2'd Series, Vol. )OOü[,No.4, (November, 1980),pp. 403490. Amongthosegfoupsinopposition

to the renewal of the monopoly, were the Birmingham manufrcturers who were suffering recession due to the

blockade of Europe and the result of Orders in Council on American trade. They opposed the monopoly in

the belief that freer trade would bring stronger markets within the Empire to replace or supplement those

presentþ in jeopardy.
tt Philip Lawsor¡ (Londor¡ 1993) p. 137. Amales Tripathi, Trade and Finsnce, (Calcutta, 1956), p. 98 and

p. 105.
7t Ralph Davies, The Inùtstrial Revolutiot¡ and British Overseas Trade, {-eicester, 1979), chapter 4

discusses how British merchants and industrialists sought wider markets for their products, one of the

catalysts in the break with the established trading system that incorporated mercantilism and monopoly.
7* 1n7822, tle East India Company was instrumental in the publicationof East India Sugar: Papers

Respecting the Culnre and Marru/acttne of Sugør in British India. This publication, extensively quoted in

thiJthesis, was written in response to a bill laid before the House :r;.l822that would continue the increased

level of duty imposed on East India sugar for another year. The book fails to make a strong case for East

India sugar per se, but does show how important sugar was as a ballast cargo.
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inevitably lead to increased numbers of ships retuming from lndia, which ín turn

would require ballast cargoes and sugar remained one of the commodities most

likely to fill this rofe. Consequently, the West lndia lobby kept up the pressure to

establish a duty differential sufficient to give them a clear buffer of protection.

These etforts bore fruit ín 1814 when a dífferential of [10 per ton for muscovado

came into being, which as it turned out, would be the level it would hold until 1830,

it then fell to €8 per ton.7e

The Trade Environment Post Monopoly.

The breakdown of the Napoleonic economic system began as soon as it

came into being ín 1806, by 1813 sugar imports were freely flowing to Baltic ports,

coincidental with the climax of negotiations leading to the cessation of the more

restrictive aspects of the lndia monopoly. This ease of access offered advantages

to foreign Caribbean and Brazilian sugar producers also.

One of the first areas of difficulty was the sugar produced in French and

Dutch islands captured by Britain; because merchants re-exporting refined and

good quality clayed sugar, wanted this sugar, particularly that of Martinique, to

pass through the British emporium at a rate of duty close to that of British

plantation. High quality Martinique sugar, if sent directly to Europe, would impinge

on their re-export market since its quality was equal to, or better than, British West

lndian white clayed.8o From 1814, Martinique sugar that produced in the recently

occupied isles of St Eustasia and St. Martin entered Britain paying only slightly

higher duty than "British plantation" sugar,81 (for quantities see foreign sugar

Appendix l Table 12).

'o R Doriet, (1979) Chapter Mpassinr
to Zachary Macaulay, (1823), p.1la.

" Ibid,pp.19-20.
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Competition from Cuba and Brazil also increased substantially 1814-1823;

an eventuality reflected in the decline of sugar re-exports from Great Britain to

European destinations. The direct passage of Cuban and Brazilian sugar to

European markets post 1815, circumvented addítional cost incuned during the war

years of trans-shipment via British ports; West lndian re-exports, however,

continued to incur these costs. Consequently, total re-exports of sugar fell from

46,004 tons in 1814 to a mere 14,491 by 1823, sugar refìned from British West

tndian muscovado being amongst the worst affected (Appendix 1, Table 15¡.82 An

indication of the growing capacity of Cuba's exports is apparent in the export

figures 1811-1823, when the number of cases of sugar exported from Havana

increased by nearly a third from 206,487 to 300,211.83 Competition in the re-

export market from East lndia khand also increased post monopoly. European

markets were famíliar v,lth khand thanks to the thousands of tons canied there in

American and Danish ships 1790-1808 (Chapter 1 above)-84

On the home market, fine East lndia sugar, invariably of a quality similar to

West lndian clayed, continued to enjoy a slight price advantage in the grocery

trade. ln the re-export trade too, its quality was recognised; it could be re-

exported without recourse to value adding. lt is quite probable that the concern of

the West lndian lobby was less with the limited penetration of khand in Britain,

than in the re-export trade. ln 1814 some 52,900 tons of raw sugar were re-

exported to Europe, of this the West lndian contribution was 52 percent, foreign

sugar 44 percent and East lndia a mere 4 percent.Es By 1821 sugar stocks built

82L. 
J. Ragat z (1928), p.33 6.

g3lbid, 
pp.337-8 see also Dale Tomich, Slavery in the Circuit of Sugør: Martinique anà lhe V[rorld Economy

ßSO-IAaA, @altimore, 1990) p. 15. In 1791 Cuba produced 16,731metric ton¡es by 1815-19 this had

increased to 44,734
8a p. p. Ig2t (4gO) XVII.I97, Sugar Imported and Exportedfron G.B. and P. P. 1830 (313) )OffII.3
indicate the main customers for re-exported East India sugar were those of Hamburg, Holland and Russian

Baltic ports.
tt E. L S. App. lY pp.22-29.
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up during the war were disposed of, and re-exports of West lndian sugar

decreased appreciably, recovering a little 1 826-28: by 1830, they had become and

would remained insignificant.sG During the period 1821-1824, foreign sugar

dominated re-erports of un-refined sugar (Appendix 1 Table 17). Re-exports of

West lndían clayed sugar 1819-1825, continued stronglywith an annual average

of 7,577 tons, in the same period re-exports of East lndia sugar averaged 5,751

tons87. ln addition to penetration of the re-export market, khand continued to hold

its market in Britain, providing it was fine clean Banaras, Mau or Azamgarh khand,

which sold to the grocery trade at E4 per ton above West lndian muscovado.ss

The cessation of the lndia monopoly West lndian concerns were raísed

further because of the increase in vessel numbers; reductions in freight costs,

through lower insurance premiums and the removal of wartime diminution such as

convoys. A consequence of these changes was, freight rates of î2O to Ê30 per

ton IBOO-1815 became Ê10 per ton in 1818 and fell turther to Ê5-7 by the late

1 820s.

Selwyn H. H. Carrington's research indicates that the West lndian sugar

economy had been in decline after 1787 and many plantations carried a large debt

burden by 1810. Amongst the problems besetting the sugar colonies he lists;

falling productivity, the increased cost of food, lumber and other consumable,

shortages and the high cost of slave labour, poor prices for sugar and rum and

high import duties in Britain.se lf indeed Carrington's thesis is correct, the West

lndia Committee were fighting for the economic survival of the British Caribbean

sugar islands. The buffer of Ê10 per ton offered them some solace, but any threat

t. p. p. 1844 (153) )OV.201 Oumtity of Sugar Enteredfor Home Consumptiott 1830-43 and Qaantity of
British Refined Sugar and Molasses Exported'
*t p. p. ¡ZZS çWj, XVII.369: Account of the Quantities of British Plantøtion cnd Foreign Sugar Imported

and ExportedÍrom Great Britain 18I9'1828.
8t L. J. Ragatz, (1928), pp. 350 and 358.
t' Sel*yn tt. H. CaningtoU QOO2), for a summary of these problems see chapter II pp. 277-2E9 passim.
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to their British market was bound to bring a flurry of West Indian lobbying, as it did

in 1820. On this occasion, the area of concern was the high quality clean sugar

imported into Bombay and Madras from Java, Manila and China by the ships of

the country trade. This high quality sugar was an attractive balfast ærgo to East

lndia merchants. Being dry and clean, it did not deliquesce (liquefy) ín the ships

holds and it found a ready market in the British grocery and re-export trades.so

Post monopoly good dry Bengal sugar was in short supply in Bombay and

Madras due to export demand in Calcutta; consequently, it did not fieature strongly

in the lndian port-to-port trade (see Appendix 1 Table 42).t' Despite this, sugar

exports to Britain from Bombay and, to a lesser extent, Madras, negligible before

1g14,would during the next seven years, average 1087 tons per yearn. Between

1914 and 1821 , the ports became a gateway through which Asian sugars entered

the British maket.

The government's response to West lndian complaints was to enact

legislative changes in 1821. One of which was to insist that all East lndia sugar

admitted for home consumption had a certificate declaring its origin to be the

Bengal territories of the East lndia Company.s3 The sugars from Java, China and

the Philippines, obviously did not comply, consequently these became foreign for

duty purposes and paid Ê63 per ton import duty. The second measure increased

the duty on Khand by [5 per ton. When in 1814 the differential was first

established, all East lndia sugar paid a single rate of duty, an arrangement that

gave fine khand an advantage over West lndian clayed sugars. Negotiations

between the West lndian lobby and the government in 1821, eventuated in the

'o E.LS App.,p.45.
n'Ibid, p. 45 and p, 47 .

ntlbid, pp. 70-73. To arrive at the figure of f24.63 per ton the sicca rupee values in the East India archives

are givãn an average value of eight to the pound sterling, then divided by the average cost in the tables on

tlese pages.

"tlbid, pl.
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first Fife House agreement,ea and led to khand paying the additional Ê5 per ton

between 1821 and 1823. This effectively ensured all East lndia sugars, khaur,

khand and any lndian sugar made using West lndian technology, paid a

differential of €10 per ton over West lndian equivalents.tsso To achieve this,

colour instead of crystalline formation became the basis by which customs

adjudged duty. Although khand usually attracted this higher duty, the reality was

that the measure was impractical, khand varied enormously in both colour and

texture. To effectively grade East lndia sugar thoroughly, customs had to open

virtualty every bag, faced with this time consuming problem they ceased to actually

grade East lndia sugar in 1823, and the govemment legislated to revert to the pre-

1821 practise of one single grade in 1825.e7

The President of the Board of trade Huskisson recognísed both the

impracticability of the legislation and the damage inflicting on the East lndia trade.

He sought to balance West Indian concerns with the ballast requirements of the

East lndia trade.e8 Contemporary with Huskisson's efforts, the West lndians were

becoming anxious about the recommendations from a Se/ecf Committee calling for

the opening up of port-to-port trade in lndia and the China trade to all Britísh

vessels.ee (Petty restrictions enabled the Company to retain a high level of control

over the lndian trade. For example, the lícense to trade between lndian ports was

granted to the captain, in the event of his death, a new licence was needed. Ship

owners wanted the license to be given to the actual vessel).100 Such

eo F. S. Dixos (1971) p. 57

''E.LS App. IV p. 3, Sugar Duty Act July I82L, I &. Z Geo. fV Cap 106. The duty on East India muscovado

becomes f,40 per ton East lndia khqnd is now adjudged as white or clayed sugar at i45 ton. West Indian

muscovado f30 per ton and white or clayed f35 ton.
e6 Command Paper (8706) 1894, Report of Customs and Tariffs, p. 216
e7 Parliamentary Debates Volume L)O(VItr (1845), p.220 28-2-1845. Deacon Hume MP.

" P. F. Dixon, (1971), p. 58.
ee Select Committee of the House of Commons (East Indies and China) ISZI, (746) VI. 191 Third Reporr.
r00 Report of the Committee of the East India Associqtion, Appointed to Take Into Coraideration Íhe

Restrictions of the Eøst hdia Trade, (Liverpool, 1822) pp. 8-19.
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recommendations, if implemented, would bring additional vessels to the lndia

route and an increase in sugar imports. The Company, however, would not

consider a breach of its remaining monopoly rights unless lndian country ships

gained access to British ports and sugar duties were equalised. The Prime

Minister, Lord Liverpool, however, was unwilling to reduce West lndian protection;

consequently, the question of trade reform between Asia, Britain and the West

lndian colonies was to remain unresolved for the time being.101

ln this political climate, it is possible that the West lndian lobby was less

reluctant to find a compromise over limited ballast requirements. Negotiations on

the question of ballast and protection continued intermittently 1821-1823, Ied by

prominent West lndians Charles Ellis MP, with James Cropper, an East lndia

merchant and leading abolitíonist, leading the East Indies group. By 1823,

Huskisson was able to steer the protagonist toward a compromise, which in effect

became the second Fife House agreement. This saw the removal of the E5

additional duty on khand, certificates of origin, however, remained.1o2 The

agreement included a promised review should British consumptíon of East India

sugar increase by fifty percent over the next three yearslot and an understanding

that the duty ditferential would remain until the East lndia charter again came

before the parliament in 1833.104

This agreement actually offered the East lndians sorne improvement on the

existing situation, which would allow the market of fine indígenous sugars in Britain

to grow without undue pressure from the West lndia lobby. The agreement was

based to some degree on calculations provided by John Gladstone, statistics that

lor Amales Tripathi (1956) p. 189
to' C. R. Fay, Haskisson qnd His Age, þondorL 1951) p. 379. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss

the amelioration of slavery; the question of duties also received some attention.
t03 Boyd Hilton, Corn, Cash qnd Commerce: The Economic Policies of the Tory GovernmenÍs 1815-1830,

(ûdord, 1977), pp. 198-99.
roa Parliamentary Debates Volume L>O(VItr (1845) 28'2-1845, p. 211, Mr Hogg MP.
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indicated British home consumption of East lndia sugar in 1821to be 3.4 percent,

and five percent 1817-20.105

Britísh consumption 1824-1826 was some 177,465 tons;106 Gladstone's

statistical yardstick indicated that the West lndians were prepared to accept East

lndia imports up to 7.5 percent of home consumption, or around 13,300 tons per

annum over the next three years.tot Fortuitously for East lndia importers,

separation of Mauritius sugar imports from those of Bengal in the annual tabular

statistics occuned in 1825 when Mauritius sugar began to enter the British market

at the same duty as West Indian sugar (below). This event effectively meant that

the whole of the 7.5 percent could come from Bengal. Although the duration of

this agreement was for three years, it surely created a precedent that allowed East

lndia sugar imports to grow without undue pressure from the West Indian lobby. A

signíficant increase, however, did not transpire. ln 1826, for example, the now

separated East lndia imports were only 4.6 percent of home consumption and did

not rise above five percent until after 1836.10E The differential of Ê10 per tom

above West lndian sugar effectively retarded growth, but the agreement offered

merchants a surety that had not previously existed, a virtual quota of the British

market. A concerted approach by British merchants to work cooperatívely with

indigenous merchants and capitalists and establish a price for khand attractive to

both parties, may well have led to sugar prices in Bengal beÍng contained

sufficiently to ensure a viable export trade to the benefit of culüvators, indigenous

refiners and East lndia merchants. ln the absence of such arrangements khand

production was insufficient to meet demand and the price reflected this shortage

iot Gludstone to Huskisson March 1823, Huskisson Papers British Museum Additional Manuscript Mss.

38744,cited in F.S. Dixon (1971), p. 57 .

106 Command Paper (8706), 1894, Report of Customs and Tariffs p.225.
to7 F.S. Dixon (19710\) p. 57 Note 3.

"t p. P.1852-53 (461) XCDí567 Return of the Quantity of Sugar Importedfor Home Consumption and

Rates of Duty I 800- I 852.
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(see Chapter 4 below). The duty from 1823 was [63 per ton on foreign sugar, €37

on East lndia and 827 on West lndian muscovado giving the West lndians an

advantage of €10 per ton.loe

The Road to Equalisation: 1825-f 836.

The West Indians had achieved an acceptable compromise at Fife House in

1823, which left their cherished monopoly largely intact. This victory, however,

proved to be short-lived. A gradual breakdown of the virtual West lndian sugar

monopoly began almost by stealth in 1825 when Mauritius sugar came to Britain at

the same rate of duty as West lndian sugar."o lnitíally the admittance of

Mauritiusltt sugar at 'British plantation' rates did not concern the West lndian

lobby,l12 exports from the island were quite small, only 4,686 tons came to Britain

in 1825113. By 1830, to the alarm of the West lndian planter, exports had grown to

24,2g5 tons.11a Maur¡tius, however, was to be the only exception, the British body

politic continued to look sympathetically on the West lndian cause, even when the

Company's China monopoly ended in 1833.11u In 1836, however, with someÊ20

million compensation paid to West lndian planters for emancipated slaves and

sugar production in decline, the mood of the parliament changed. The Chancellor

roe Command Paper (8706) 1894, Report of Customs and Tariffs.P. 276.
tro For the case made for equalisation of Mauritius sugar duties and petitions from planters and supporting

letters from Governor Farquhar see: P.P. 1825 (236) XiX.437 Papers Relating to the Colonial Trade oJ

Mauritius.

"' E. W, Combes, The Evohûion of Sugar Cane in Møuritias, (Reduit, 1937), p. /. Sir Robeú Farquhar, a

very active Governor of Mauritius, was on his return to Britain in 1824 elected as a Member of Pa¡liament.

His tireless campaign on behalf of the sugar producers of Mauritius was a significant factor in getting the

duties of suga¡ from the island reduced to the same level as that from the West Indies.

'/tG. R. Porier, The Nature and Properties of Sugar Cane, (Londor¡ 1843), p. 197. West India¡r planters

expressed considera.ble concern that Mauritius might produce sugar in sufñcient quantities to damage their

market share. Parliamentary Debqtes Vol. )(il, p. 1041. In an attempt to allay the concerns of the West

Indians Huskisson offered an opinion that he expecred Mauritius to produce between 6,000 and 7,200 tons

per yeqr.

'tr p. P., lB52-53 (461) XCDi567 Renm of the Qaenrtity of Sugar Importedfor Home Conatmptiott with

Rate of Duty1800-1852-

"t lbid.
t15 Parliamentary Debates Vol. D(XVIII (1545) 28-2-1845 p. 2I I. l:N.4r. Hogg MP. In a debate on the changes

to the grading of sugar by customs, Hogg pointed out that after the monopoly ceased in 1833, East India

sugar, although promised equalisation, did not receive this because the government was stifl concemed about

the effect of emancipation on the West Indian colonies.
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of the Exchequer Mr. Spring Rice, later Lord Monteagle, proposed without prior

notice, that East lndia sugar would be admitted as "Brítish plantation sugar."116

During the debate that followed, no one actually spoke against the measure and it

passed without a division."t After several decades of acrimonious debate during

which the question of equalisation of sugar dutíes frequently became a pretext to

discuss the vexed question of slavery, ttt this quiet acquiescence of the West

lndia lobby reflected the reality of the times.

Sugar Duties and Supply and Demand 1792-1836.

The díscussion ín this chapter has examined many short-term ebbs and

flows in the fortunes of East lndia sugar, yet despite these movements

government policy, tends to have a consistent theme. Although the West lndian

lobby was unrelenting with its pressure to protect the British market from all other

sugars, to successive govemments revenue was of paramount importance, and

the overarching reason for their refusal to accommodate East lndia sugar

importers.

One of the less attractive by-products of thís policy was that it tended to

keep domestic sugar prices high and contributed to a reduction of the

consumption by the working poor, which in tum contributed to the surplus in British

warehouses (Appendix 1 Table 20 indicates the conelation behueen low

consumption and the working poor). As we have seen, a part solution to this

problem was to subsidise re-exports of raw and value added sugar to the tune of

Ir6British Plantation sugar r¡/as a description given by parliament to sugar grown in the original British West
Indian sugar colonies. Other colonies such as those capture and retained in the French wa¡s and later
Mauritius and the East Indies came under this heading.
tt7 Parliamentsry Debates (1836) ToI., XXXX, p.724.

"' Ibid VoI. I X, (1523), pp.463-4 Huskisson opposed Whitmore's proposal that a Select Committee be

appointed to inquire into the sugar duties between the East and West Indies on the basis that it would
degenerate into a debate on slavery. Parliamentary Debates Volume X (1824) pp. 730-737 passim.

Huskisson's concern that the debate on suga.r duties would become a bitter debate on the merits of slavery

rather than one on duties was born out in May 1E24 when Whitmore rose to propose a committee to enquire
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Ê1 million annually. ltwas a measure the govemmentcould afford, from 1801 to

1814, net income from sugar duties assisted the govemment coffers to the tune of

847,077,783 (see Appendix 1 Table 16). Although this expenditure assisted

British refiners and merchants, and perhaps the planters through larger

throughput, it was, in effect, a subsidy paid by the British taxpayer to European

sugar consumers.ttt

The Liverpool East lndia Committee, when arguing for the lifting of some

trade restriction in the East lndian trade in 1822, noted the correlation between

high sugar prices, consumption and revenue. The committee, pointing to the

years 1814-15, a period of high sugar prices 875.40 and 862.40 per ton

respectively, argued that home consumption of 237,318 tons, was much lower

than in 1819 and 1820 when the average price was Ê36.40 to 841.60 per ton and

consumption was 291,759 tons.r2o Hume a close associate of Huskisson at the

Board of trade suggested that a reduction of sugar duties might serve to relieve

the distress of the poor during the current trade depression.r2r The government

would not accept this. Huskísson told the House that statÍstics to January 1823

indicated consumption at 165,000 tons for 1822, an increase of nine percent over

1814.122 His figures based on a comparison of one year with another, however,

proved wrong. Figures from the period 1801 to 1814 show per capita

consumption averaged 18.45 pounds per annum, a level that would not occur

again until the period 1845-9 when the average was 22.5 pounds (Appendix 1

Tables 18-19).123

into sugar export bounties. The speech dealt primarily with slavery, bounties featured only as a minor part of
the debate.
trn P. P. Vol. )oo(Vltr (1857) Consztmption of Tea and Sugar 1801-1856. pp. 7-2.
t20 Report of the Committee of the East Indiq Association p.28.
12t Parliametttary Debates, Vol. E 1822, pp.76-8 passim.
t2' Ibid, p.786.t" 

P. P., )oo(ulr (1857), Conxmption Teø cmd Sugør, p.7.
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High duties, be they for revenue purposes, to protect the West lndían sugar

monopoly or to subsidise the re-export of sugar surpluses were an expensive

exercise for British consumers and had a consíderable effect on the consumption.

High import duty effectively excluded foreign raw or imported refined sugar from

the British market; consequently, foreign sugar was value added in Britain under

bond and re-exported.12a British colonial sugars with larger crystals, particularly

those of Barbados and Jamaica, were either value added by clayíng, or re-melted,

refined, re-exported or consumed in Britain by the wealthier section of society.125

The British government, due in part to poor statistics on consumption or

more probably its perceived need to protect the revenue base West Indian sugar

provided, did little to assist imports of East lndía sugar. During the period 1815-

30, some 14O,OOO tons of East lndia sugars were imported. Some 10,000 tons

came from Mauritius before the separation of East lndia and Mauritíus sugar in

1825, 75,000 tons was consumed in the UK, much of it through the grocery

trade.126 Khaur, when imported, was either refinedl2T or went to the brewers or

refiners, although sugar use by these industries was not always legal. Forty-six

percent or 65,000 tons found its way to Europe, much of ít was re-exported as

high quality clayed sugar,t" The re-exportation of East India sugar received no

government incentive, the only exception being a small amount re-exported to

I2a p. p. 1850 (280) LtI.457 Account of Imports and Exports of Sugar for Home Cottsumption and Rates of
Duty1793.1849. Inls03,theimportdutyonacwt.offoreignmuscovadowas12.20risingtoJ3.l5in
1836, that on refined sugar \¡/as 96.72 per cwt in 1803 rising to f8'40 by 1836.
t25 p. p. 1845 (86) Vol. )(LVi.519, pp. 3-4. Letter to G. Delavaud Secretary Board of Trade London June

eú t822,from eight East India houses.
t'u Hoh Cheung and Lorna Mui, "Andrew Melrose Tea Dealer," pp. 35 and 39-40. Sales of Khond were by

no means restricted to London and nearby regions. Melrose in association with James Richardson a sugar

refiner, dealt directly with the East India Company to purchase tea and sugar at their London sales. Melrose

had excellent links with carriers operating out of Edinburgh to many a¡eas of Scotland.
127 Wifliam Thomas Brande, A Mamtol on Chemistry, (London, 1819), p.35a. Brande, a professor of
chemistry and an expert in sugar refining, writes that: "sugar from the East Indies is unsuitable for refining to

white sugar because they do not crystallise so perfectly as other sugars, and approach in this respect the

nature ofgrape sugars.t" p. p. f eZi (:f S) XVII.369, Account of Qrrcntiþt of Brilish Plqntqtion ond Foreign &rgcn Impor-ted emd

Exported, 1819-1828.
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lreland. Not until 1828 was any drawback allowed for sugar carried as ballast

from lndia, then only límited amounts of East lndia sugars received the same

drawback as re-exported West lndian raws.ttt

Protection from foreign sugar and the export bounty system, intended no

doubt to assist the West lndian planter, benefited consumers in Europe and the

re¡ning and shipping trades.13o ln 1833 another sugar bill was passed,131 it

consolidated sugar revenues and made the bounty system a little less lucrative for

the refiners. These measures primarily assisted refiners re-exporting sugar what

was by thís juncture foreign, Brazilian and Guban grown sugar, they also served to

maintain a higher price in the British domestic market, which offered a measure of

economic support to British West Indian planters.

The high cost of refined sugar and the virtual exclusion of foreign sugar

from the British market, created an opportunity for fine, clean sugars of the sub-

continent, particularly among sections of the community with higher disposable

incomes, the lower middle class, artisans and mechanics, for example; a socio-

economic group that would grow during the mature stage of industrialisation.

The discussion of the British sugar market and the place of East lndia sugar

in this market will continue in Chapter 3, which examines the period 1836-1865,

one of considerable change to British economic and trade policy.

12e Select Committee Sugar and Coffee 1847-48, Eight Report Appendix IV p. 20. Act nine, Geo fV, cap 93,

1828,
t'o Sit \ryiliam Young, West India Common Place Book, (Londo4 1807) in E.I.S Appendix 3 p. 130. Each

cwt of raw sugar circa 1806 produced 56lb refined, 22lbbastard or ground sugar, 26 lb molasses and 5 lb

waste. The profit from raw sugars refined in Britain from 1796 to 1806 was between €21.80 and f'39 per ton.

All this profit went to refiners and the grocery trades; the West Indian planters received little if any of these

subsidies. P. P. 1833 (590). )OOfltr.55l Report of Experiments on Sugar Refining by Professor Andrew

(Jre. Tests conducted in 1832 indicated that refiners received a drawback of duty of Ê10,945 plus export

bonuses of Ê4,966 from 9,100 hogsheads of sugar. One cwt. of West Indian sugar yielded some 78.4 pounds

(35.ó kg.) of refined sugar, 14.5 pounds (ó,6 kg.) of bastard sugar, 17 pounds (7.7 kg) of treacle and 2

pounds (lkg.) of waste
i31 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee 1847-48, Eighth Report, Appendix }ltr, p. 2l L Acts 3 7 4 William IV,

cap 58 28-8-1833, (No. 11).
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Chapter 3

East lndia Sugar and the British Sugar Market, 1836-1865.

This chapter will survey the key changes to sugar import duty legíslation

and relate these changes to the political economy of sugar in Britain during this

period. Briefly stated, the argument so far has been that East lndia sugar was

constrained by import duties, which dÍscrimínated in favour of "British plantation

sugar,' ínitially from the West lndies and from 1825, sugar from the lndian Ocean

island of Mauritius. From 1836 onwards, East lndia sugar was also allowed into

the British home market at the same rate of duty as British West lndia sugar, a

change that occuned in an effort to bolster supply at a time when production in

the West lndies was diminíshing as a result of labour shortages and additional

costs brought about by slave emancipation. ln the immediate aftermath of

equalisation 1836-1839, sugar exports from the sub-continent were predominantly

of indigenous khand, khaur and shakkar. From 1840, however, industrialised

sugar manufactured in modem factories in Bengal, and from 1842 in Madras,

began to enter the British market in increasing quantities. East lndia imports

would no longer be restricted to a few thousand tons per year as they were before

1836; butwould growten fold during this period.

ln explaining the role of East lndia sugar in the British home and re-export

market and the complexities of the market place, discussion will tum on four main

points. One: the period 1840-1845 was one in which "British Plantation" sugar

(now including East lndia sugar), the only sugar allowed access to the home

market, could not be produced in sufficient quantities to supply a growing British

population. Subsequent legislative changes in 1845 to the prevailing duty regime
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and to the origin of sugar entering this market, had an effect of greatly

accentuating what was already a híghly volatile market place.

Two: in order to give a good refum on capital investments in buildings and

technology in lndia, East lndia sugar needed to be possessed of characteristics

which offered a high yield in crystalfíne sugar to the British refining industy or

enabled the sugar to be re-exported without need for further refinement.

Legislative changes in 1845, undermined this profitability. The system of grading

then adopted by customs worked against sugar made in vacuum pan refineries by

imposing a higher duty on their most profitable grades. Because of the new

legislative situation, the manufacturing capacity of the modem refineries of British

India was under-utilised. From thís time, the bulk of their produce, in common

with that of the West lndies, consisted of muscovadoes, a type of sugar that

tended to deliquesce during transportation and competed at the lower end of the

market.

Thirdly: the period 1847-9 was one of accentuated price volatility in the

British market. The most disruptive element was the Sugar Act of 1846, which

allowed sugar to enter the home market irrespective of its origin, a legislative

change that convinced the trade that a massive quantity of foreign sugar would

flood the market. Sugar prices, traditionatly volatile in times of shortage,

depression or over supply, went into free fall. Coincidental with this instability was

a financial crisis in 1847-48, a crisis, which severely effected France, Britain, and

British colonies, and was particularly severe in Bengal. The cornbined effect of

these occurrences brought to an end production in many of the European

plantations and refineries in that part of lndia.
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Fourthly: after much of the European sector of the Indian sugar industry

closed between 1848 and 1853, the indigenous índustry, having substantially

increased its exports to Britain due to the açort boom of the 1840s, continued to

supply the British market with considerable quantities of khandisari sugar. This

market opportunity began to fade in the late 1850s, as the British refining índustry

progressively employed new technology to exploit the increased availability of

relatively cheap colonial raws in the British market post 1854. This ínvestment

resulted in improved output and profitabil¡ty. Consequently, by 1860 cheaper

sugars designed specifically for the growing domestic market, had vírtually

replaced khand from its niche in the grocery trade. ln 1862-64, a series of events

brought another period of volatility and change to the British sugar market, chief

among which was the anival in Britain of large quanüties of refined beet sugar

from Europe.l These changes completed the elimination of khand from the British

home market. As a product of traditional technology with fixed production costs, it

could not compete with the products manufactured by a technology developed as

a result of European industrialisation.

The British Market Place.

The British market during the 1840s proved to be a volatile trading

environment, subject to winds of change that blew strongly, if inconsistently,

through Britain. Changes or rumours of change brought fluctuations in price and

dernand. Climatic conditions in Jamaica, Cuba or other major sugar growing

countries also brought short-term price fluctuations. This volatility bore heavily on

I A strong indication of the growttr and scope of the nineteenth century Europea¡ beet industry is shown in
John Perkins "The Agriculturai Revolution in Germany 1850-1914 Journal of Economic Hßtory, vol. X No.
I (1981) pp. 7l-118, and by the same author "The Political Economy of Sugar beet in Imperial Germany,
pp. 31-45 in Bill Albert a¡d Adrian Graves (eds). Crisls md Chmge in the International Sugar Econorny
I 860- I 9 I 4, (Norwici¡ 1984). Two other chapters in this publication also discuss European beet sugar

production: Roger Munting, pp. 2l-30 " The State and the Beet Sugar Industry in Russia before 1914," and

I\,fichael Palairet, pp. 47-58" Beet Sugar and Peasant Economy in the Balkans before 1914,"
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East lndia sugar producers. This was because the British owned industry was

dependant on the advance purchase of raw indigenous sugar. There was thence

a long time lag between ínitial capital outlay and the tull retum on investmen[

To those with experience of the colonial sugar trade, volatility was a

recunent feature. Nonetheless ln the face of such difficulties, East lndia

merchants and entrepreneurs investing in the nascent sugar industry in Bengal

and Madras remained confident of the prospects of the industry. They believed

moreover, in the continuation of the protected nature of the British market Events

were to prove their trust misplaced.

This was a market long subjected to protection, subsidy and high import

duties (Appendix 1 Tables 25-26), all of which tended to keep retail sugar prices

at high levels. By the early 1830s, these problems were further compounded by

supply shorbges. Sugar entered British ports from many sources both within the

imperial tariff system and from foreign countries. The latter, com¡ng mainly from

Cuba and Brazil, d¡d not enter the British domestic market, but was value added

through refining and re-exported. The West lndies had supplied much of the

sugar for value added re-exports 1800 to 1832, but, as their production began to

fall, virtually all West lndian sugar was consumed in BritaÍn and consisted of

muscovadoes ranging from low grade brown to the strong crystalline sugars of

Jamaica and Barbados.

The closed nature of the market and its finite supply position contributed to

price volatility. ln 1820 for example, the net value of sugar was 824.80 per ton, by

1836, it was Ê40.8 per ton, and by 1840 t49 per ton. ln late 1847, however, with

protection reduced, its value was only Ê28.60. lncreases in sugar prices can
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appear almost insignificant when presented in tabular form (see Appendix I Table

18). Even small increases reduced the consumption of the working poor.

Prior to 1835 the duty structure not only discriminated against imports of

East lndia sugar, it also contributed to anomalies that began to work in favour of

the East lndies after 1836. Khand, the fine powdered indigenous sugar classified

by customs as muscovado, became the prefened sugar of some secÜons of the

middle class, artisans and mechanic groups in society. The legislative changes of

1825 (until they were removed in 1845) also allowed high quality índusfialised

sugars produced by the advanced technology in Bengal and Madras to enter as

muscovado. Some of their product was almost equivalent to refined sugar.

ln Britain the term muscovado covered a wide range of sugar from dark

brown to straw-coloured and even small crystalline white sugar, the latter two

suitable for immediate retail through the grocery trade. The great variety was, as

we have seen in chapter two above, due to the trade and cargo practises of the

East and West lndies, and as we shall see below, to some extent the import laws

in the UK. Merchants and brokers dealing with this range of sugar had through

custom and practise, gauged sugar quality by rubbing the sugar between thumb

and finger, by this means they ascertained "grain" crystal size and judged if it was

SOft Or hard, "weak or Strong."2 CuStOmS men, acCOrding tO the praCtiCeS

established since 1825, generally disregarded colour and judged the grade for

duty purposes by crystal size (grain) and feel, with dampness an important guide.3

With large variations occuning in sugars classified by customs as muscovado,

brokers were in need of considerable skills to ascertain the yield of crystallisable

2 John ScofFern, The Manttfacture of Sugur in the Colonies qnd at Home, (Londor¡ 1845). p. 98
3 Select Committee Sugar cmd Coffee, Third Reporg p.247.
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sugar or recognise the best end-use of each batch.a ln the 1830s, means of

measuring the crystallisable yield of sugar were appearing, such as early

polariscopes. These, however, would not become effective until the second half

of the nineteenth century, as was also the case with chemícal tesüng to determine

the actual sugar content.s (For an analysis of the various constituents of cane

sugar 1847-8, see Appendix 5 Table 1)- The Dutch had abandoned the rule of

thumb method by 1839. ln its place they developed a system of visual gauges;

these consisted of a series of sealed jars in which various grades of sugar were

easily visible.6 Each sealed jar was numbered according to colour and crystal

size; using these jars the customs officer or broker could compare the sugar in

bags, boxes or hogsheads and grade them accordingly.T The British Surueyor

General customs was aware of this method and had been given two of these

Dutch grading jars numbers 18 and 19 at a meeting with the Prime Minister SÍr

Robert Peel in 1845. He, however, choose not to instruct hís department to use of

them.I

a quite apart from the requirements of the refining industry and direct consumption of refined, raw and

grocery sugars there were other outlets that consumed considerable quantities of sugar. One of these is

discussed by Sir Robert Peel in Pwliænentary Debates Vol., L)O(V Series 3 1844, p. 999. An Autumnal
peak in sugar consumption through fruit preservation and jam making indicated this particular means of
consumption. John Burnet, Plenty ætd Wmt, (1966), p. 107: The British food processing industry was still
quite small in the 1840s, but some well known confectionery and biscuit manufrcturers zuch as Huntley and

Palmer I 826, and Carr's of Carlisle 1 83 I were already quite large consumers of sugar.
5 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, (1847-48) Fourth Report Appendi* No. 1', pp. 153-158 passim.

Report from Professors Brande and Cooper on a new Polariscopes being developed by Dr Jennings
6 W. M. F. Mansvelt, The Origin of the Dutch Sugar Standard, (N/P, 1925) pp. 3-15 passim. The

Nederlandsche [landel-Maatschappij, (Netherlands Trading Society) in 1E39, were concerned about the

conducted of sugar brokers who graded their imports of Java sugar, and requested a flrm of sugar brokers

Messers A E. De Wit and Zoonen and C Rueb and Company of Rotterdam to create a method to accurately

measrrre the quality of the Societies sugar imports. A standard gauge of 2I sealed glass sample jars was the

result. Later this became eighteen jars, jar number one contained dark low brown zugar while number

eighteen contained white sugar. In the provision of this information, I acknowledge the assistance of my

supervisor Dr G. R. Knight of Adelaide UniversiÚ.
1 Setect Committee Sugar and Coffee. (1847-8) First Report, p.247,In 1845-6 three contemporary experts in

sugar chemistry, Professors Ure and Brande and Dr, Cooper, attempted unsuccessfülly to develop a reliable

system by which to ascertain ttre actual sugar content of the va¡ious sugars for customs.
tIbid, p.245, Evidence ofMr. C. Dowding, Surveyor General of Customs.
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Winds of Change 1840-1846.

Colonial planters and merchants were manibstly confident of the

conünuation of the imperial system of tarifE and the Navigation Acts when they

invested theír capital ín the nascent lndian sugar indusfy in the early 1840s. The

idea that a volte-face in British commercial policy would sweep away imperial

preferences and change the BrÍtish sugar market fom an emporium for British

colonial sugar into an intemational market was inconceivable.e Yet despite their

strongly held views, gradual change had been ongoing since the 1820s and

would continue until the equalisation of all duties in 1854 and the abolition of

sugar duties in 1874. A key step in these changes came between 1846 and 1854,

with the transition from protected imperial system to one of free trade,l0 a time of

transition in British economic thought and of legislative change. Chief among

these changes were the repeal of the Com Laws, lowering imports duties to

ensure the availability of low cost raw materials for British industry, and a

"cheaper breakfast table' for the British worker, and agreements with foreign

nations, to open markets for the products of British industrialisation, such as, the

Cobden Treaty with France in 1860, the world's first "most favoured nation treaty."

These issues are all beyond the scope of this thesis. The manner in which this

legislation threw open the British sugar market to intemational competition, and

the serious repercussions this had on the lndian sugar industry are, however,

profoundly relevant, as is the question of the sutficíency of supply and cost of

e Noel Deerr, HßÍory, Vol tr, p.446. Deen points out that Tory and Whig parties did not included the sugar

trade in their free trade policies. In his opinion sugar as a commodity became involved in the free trade part

by default, not as part ofany parties policy.
tÓ Amoog publicæions consulted in connection with free trade were: D. C. M. Plag Finnrce, Trade and

Politics in Britoin's Foreign Policy 1815-1914, (Otrord, 1968), *The Imperialism of Free Trade: Some

Reservations," Economic History Review, Second Jeries, 321 (1968), pp. 296-306, and "The National

Economy and British Imperial Exparsion before I9l4u, Joumal of Imperial and Commonweahh History, n-

(1973/4), pp, 3-14. James Foreman-Peck, "Foreign Investment and Imperial Exploitatign: Balance of
Payments Rèconstruction for Nrneteenth Century Britain and Indi4 The Economic History Review, Second

Series August 1989 Vol. 42, No. 3,pp.354'374.
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sugar in the British market 1840-1846. lt was to deal with the latter issues that SÍr

Robert Peel and Lord John Russell (respectively Tory and \Â/hig prime ministers,)

implemented changes to sugar imports and duty legislation in 1845-46 and 1848.

Through 1840-41 Peel and his close associates had held steadfastly to the

view that the British West lndies, supplemented by sugar from Mauritius and

lndia, coufd supply sufficient sugar for the British market place to keep prices at

an acceptable level.rl This policy had a strong element of risk, in that it limited

the total amount of sugar available in Britain, which at the time was experiencing

population growth, and increased per capita income for some sections of society.

Both threatened to bring growth in sugar consumption at a rate greater than the

production capacity of the Briüsh plantations. By 184É, the conelation between

supply and demand would prove Sir Robert Peel's gamble on continued

protection for the sugar of the West lndies, lndia and Mauritius to be wrong.

Although the average price increase amounted to only 0.5 new pence per pound,

a tríflíng amount for the middle class, but for much of the working class struggling

on low per capita incomes, any increase ensured the amount of sugar in their diet

continued to be very lowlz (See appendix 1 , Tables18, 19 and 20). 13

From 1836 to 1839, penetration of British home market by East lndian

sugar increased considerably. Whereas in 1835 only 5,373 tons were imported:

I 1 W. P. Morrell, British Coloniat Policy in the Age of Peel and Russell, (London, 1966), p ' l7l .

tt J.n" Cobden-Unwin, (ed). The Hungry Forties: Life lJnder the Bread lax, (London, 1904),

passim. The authors of the letters and intewiews in this monograph were all alive during

the 1840s, and they clearly indicate the inadequate diet and low standa¡d of Iiving among

the working poor during this period-
tt G. R. porrá, The Progreis of tþe Nation, (-ondo4 1847) pp. 555-556. Porter suggests that consumption

lB4O-44 was thirteen põunds per capit4 with the middle and upper classes consuming 40 pounds and the

working poor a ."r" ri* po*d.. P. P. Vol. )OOÕ/Itr (185Ð, Conwmption of Tea and Sugar- Data in thisxx fl:
author suggest that the working class during this p A

conelatioããf the data from theie trvo sources indiðates working class consumption 1835-39 of 7.98 pound

per head, and the period 1840-44 to be 7 .79 per head.
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this had increased to 22,179 in 1839. From 1840 to 44, however, the rate of

increase was considerable, showing an annual average of 48,797 tons. Sir

Robert Peel's hope of India filling the breach was apparenüy bearing fruit.

Unfortunately, this proved not to be the case. Mauritius, for example, had

exported to Britain an average of 30,216 tons in 1835-1839; this fell slightly 1840-

1844 to an average of 29,438 tons. The British West lndies, by far the major

contributor to Britain's needs for almost two hundred years, produced for British

consumption an annual average of 168,080 tons in 1835-1839; this fell

dramatically, between 1840 and 1844to 118,337 tons; slave emancipation being

the primary cause. The net result was that total home consumption 1836 to 1844

remained in a range of 180,000 to 205,000 tons compared with 185,000 to

2O1,OOO a decade earlier when the populations was 2 million less.la

The problem of sugar supply in the British lsles came sharply into focus in

1843 when the Trade and Navigational Sfafisflcs became available, figures that

showed home consumption of 202,000 tons, almost equal to the 204,000 tons

imported (Appendix 1, Table 18).tutu With West lndian production falling, the tight

margin between supply and demand in the British sugar market was becoming

apparent and would continue to deteriorate so long as the policy of drawing all

sugar for home consumption from the "British plantaüons' continued (Appendix 1

table 19). Shortage of supply inevitably led to higher prices and added to the

distress of the working poor in a period vvhich historians have often called "the

hungry forties".17 From 1835 through to 18M, there was a secular trend for prices

tÞ. r. itesz) Vol., )oO(vI[, 1801-1856, Consumptionof Teaand Sugar, p. 5
15 Select Conmittee Sugar and Coffee, 1847-8, Third Repor! p. 77, Evidence ofWilliam Scott, sugar broker-
lt P. P. (1346) Volume )CIV. 445 Accounts Relating lo Sugar in Bond. During the mid 1840's, the stock of
sugar in bond varied between 46,897 tons and 61,176 tons or from 24 to 3l percent of a¡nual consumption.
r7 For problems with diet and food supply during the nineteenth century see: -J. C. Drummond and Anne

Wilbrahar4 Ihe Engtishmqn's Food: a History of Five Centuries of Englßh Diet, (Londor1l939),F. L
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to remain at the high end of the range and for per capita consumption to fall

(Appendix 1 tables 18 and 19).

To ensure adequate supply, some level of foreign sugar imports was

required: to accord with the mood of the people, these, however, would need to

be free of the taint of slavery. To achieve this end, the legislation stipulated that

only sugar growrì by free labour would be admitted, the duty would be 89.40 per

ton above "Briüsh plantation' muscovado and Ê11.80 above the white clayed

duty." This sugar, designated "produced by free labour," required a certificate of

authentication issued by a British consul in its country of origin. Problems

associated with appointing consuls and prinÜng and issuing relevant certificates in

countries of origin meant that only 3,866 tons anive on the British market in 1845.

Of this, Java contributed some 765 tons, the Philippines 2, 951 tons and China

108 tons (Appendix 1, Table 23)Jt This made very little ditference to the market

price; the price fell early in the year by E1 per ton, the yearly average of 847 per

ton was due entirelyto the decrease in import dutyof Ê.11.40 perton in 1845.20

The measure barely affected East lndia sugar producers; additional supply meant

new competition, but experience had taught them that significant increase in

sugar supplies, other than those coming from slave plantations would take a

period of years.z1

Fíby, A History of Food Adulterqtion ønd Analysis, (London, 1934), John Bumet Plenîy and Want: A Social

History of Diet in Britainfrom I8I5 to the Present Day, (London, 1966).
rs Pqrliamentary Debates, Third series L)O(V, (1844), p. 16l. The Chancellor pointed during the debate for
the admittance of free grown sugar into home consumptiorl "That [the Bill] was not entirely outside the

West Indians interests [in that the bill] would act as a check on the high price of sugar."
tt p. p. (1852-3), (9s4) XCD( .597 Return of the Quaintþ of Sugar, Molasses and Rum Imported and
Amouttt of Duty Received, 1842-53.
20 Selecl Committee Sugar and Coffee, 1847'48 Third Report p 77, Evidence ofW. Scott, sugar broker.
tt fUi¿, firrt Report, p. tOS *a I 14, Evidence of H. ¿t. Kemshead. Citing The Economtst London 15ú April
1848, Kemshead pointed out that the amount of free labour sugar available for export world widq was in

1847 485,000 tons. Of this 280,0o0 tons was produced in the British Empire, 75,000 in Java, 30,000 in the

Philippines and 100,000 tons of European beet zugar.
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East lndia Sugar in the British Market.

For "British plantation sugaf the ten-year period 1835-1844 was one of

buoyant prices. lnclusive of duty, muscovado had a range from 857 to Ê73 per

ton (Appendíx 1 Table 18). This period proved to be beneficÍal for almost all sugar

producers in the sub-continent, particularly khandisari sugar and the emerging

industrial sugar of the new factories. Khaur, or low brown sugar, was not -as it

would later be the case- a significant component of imports to the British maket

during this ten-year period.

lnitially all sugar produced in the European factories in the sub-continent

passed through British customs at the same duty as musc¡vado, a situation that

had its origins in the problems associated with import legislation during the period

1821 to 1825 (Chapter 2 above).n This situation favoured the better equipped

industrialised European factories most of which possessed a vacuum pan, whose

experienced sugar makers were able to manufacture and export sugar refined

and value added by the process of liquoring or claying and sun drying (for this

process see Appendix 6). By this means they produced a grade of almost white

sugar, close in quality to British refined, which importantly did not deliquesce on

the voyage.

ln March 1845, the Peel administration sought to make changes to the

existing sugar duty structure. lts aims were two'fold. The first of which was to

make sugar more atfordable to all sections of the British public by lowering the

duty on British plantation muscovado from 825.40 to Ê14 per ton. ln this, he

succeeded. Retail sugar prices fell by between 812 and f13 per ton,æ

" p. p. lBS2 (442). LI.617, Account of the Imports to UK of Sugor, Molasses, Rum, Coffee qnd Cocoa

r 800-1851.

" Ibid, Third report, p. 78, Evidence of W. Scott.
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consumption rose from the 1844 level of 206,472 to 242,834 tons.2a Peel's

second aim was to close the loophote that had existed since 1825, which allowed

some imports of high quality sugar to enter Britain at the same duty as

muscovado. The new legislation established three grades of "British plantation"

sugar. Single refined sugar with a duty of 918,60 per ton, equal to white clayed at

Ê16.40 (see appendix 6) and muscovado at î.14 per ton.2s This legislation offered

the best of all possible worlds for Peel's Tories. lt contained a continued element

of protection to the beleaguered West lndian producers, while at the same time

offering a more effective way to levy British sugar duties. ln effect, it increased

the import duty for large crystalline light coloured sugar produced in some

industrialised sugar factories in British lndÍa and the high guality 'Demerara

crystals" (a light brown damp sugar of large crystals produced in British Guiana by

vacuum plan technology). ln 1833 the first vacuum pan sugar imported was

"Demerara crystals" from the estate of a rich merchant with trading interests in

both the East and West Indies, Sir John Gladstone at Vreed-en-Hoop in

Demerara (Guyana). Customs classified this sugar as refined, most of it was

returned to British Guiana, but the portion that entered the British home market

paid €168 per ton duty.26 The new legislation offered considerable improvement,

this sugar would now enter Britain at a duty rate of either t18-60 or Ê16-40 per ton

depending on the lightness of its colour. This would be of no help to Gladstone,

his base of operation was now the Jessore district of Bengal, and the clean pale

coloured vacuum pan sugars of lndia, would all pay increased duty íf their

importation were to continue.

2o P.P. )OoÕlltr (1 857), Consumption of Tea and Sugør p.5
tt lbid, pp. 6-7.
26 Noel Deerr, History Vol. 2 p. 467.
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There is little doubt that the exploitation of the previous system of duties by

the industrialised sugar producers in lndia was Sir Robert Peel's targel His

curious remarks about Galcutta and sugar consumption in Scotland, which will be

elucidated shorfly, are, I believe, a product of lobbyíng by groups opposed to

imports of industrial sugar ftom lndia and the East lndia merchants seekíng to

continue imports of traditionally manufactured khand.

Refineríes recently erected near Calcutta and other places, for

making a fine sugar very nearly equal to refined, but just so much

under it as to be admitted at the other rate of duty. ln addition, this

has so far already superseded the use of the refined or lump sugar,

which in Scotland none other hardly is bought [sicJ.27

The main thrust of Peel's legislation grew out of a belief that lower Ímport duties

would increase consumption and Iead to an improvement in revenues, thus help

to reduce the almost continuous deficits of the late 1830s and early 1840s.28

Reduced duties on sugar and other foods would tend to make food cheaper for

the working class and thus reduce pressure on wages, and make it possible for

additional sugar to enter the market without stimulating the economies of the

slave colonies and infuriating the emancipationists.

This component of the bill reduced the sugar taritf while keeping slave

growrì sugar from the British market, given the political climate within his party and

the groundswell of opposition to the entry of slave grown sugar, was both

pragmatic and economÍcally responsible.2e For the industrialised sugar industry of

2' Parliam"ntary Debates (1844) Third Series Vol. L)O(V p. 1003.
tt Lucy brown, "The Board of Trade and the Tariff Problem 184042," The English Historicol Reviev, 6E

(1953), pp. 394-421, P.397 .

2e TheÁct of 1846 was perceived by many in the anti-slave lobby as abetrayal of the emancipated colonies;

see Duncan C. Rice, *Humanity Sold for Sugar: The British Abolitionist Response to Free Trade in Slave

Grown Sugar." The Historical Journol Æ, 3 (1970), pp. 412'43I .
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Bengal and Madras, however, it came as a severe blow. They were a component

of the imperial system of trade, and as such had every reason to be confident of

Peel's support. lt was therefore somewhat out of character when the prime

minister spoke in pejorative terms of the capital invested in sugar manufacfuring

plants in lndia. Was he misinformed? Did he become confused due to pressure

from the Scottish refiners, who sought to prevent East lndia sugar dominating

their local market, while at the same time the East lndia lobby sought to exclude

indigenou s khand being classified as equal to white clayed.

While the main thrust of Peel's legislation was obviously to bring cheaper

sugar to consumers. Of equal importance was the protection of the revenue base

by preventing industrial sugar from entering Britain at the same duty as

muscovado. Someone or some group had apparently convinced Peel that the

large quantities of high quality sugar almost equivalent to refined, manufactured in

the vicinity of Calcutta, was the same sugar being sold through the grocery trade

in Scotland.30

Peel was on the homs of a dilemma, how to balance the interest of the

refiners and the East lndians, while retaining a measure of protection for West

lndian pfanters still suffering from emancipatton. Khand had been exempted from

this legislation by using whiteness and grain or crystal size as the criteria by which

the two higher grades were adjudged (Ãne khand consisted of a powdery whitish

sugar with some crystalline material). West lndian muscovado, which in general

had not improved over the previous twenty years,tt was under considerable threat

from sugar produced by the vacuum pan process in Bengal, Madras and some

West lndia plantations. Consequently, by 18/.4 the bulk of West lndian imports,

30 Parliamentary Debates (1844) Third Series Vol. L)O(V p. 1003
3r Select Committee Sugm and Coffee, Fifth Repoa p. 148, Evidence of It Nebbs Brownq sugar Broker 23-

3-1848.
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low-grade muscovadoes were selling at the bottom of market.32 The entrance to

the market of a greater variety of sugars, certainly called for a grading system that

was more specific. A vacuum pan in the hands of an experienced operative was

capable of producing sugar higher in crystalline content than much of the low

West lndia muscovadoes, but at a similar cost. His speech, however, seems to

indicate that his sympathies were with the West lndian planters and their older

technology, not capital invested in the modem technology of the plants in lndia or

Demerara:

The produce of these processes of manufacture, the result of the

application of capital, are brought into our market in competition with

the ordinary produce of the West Indian colonies at the same rate of

duty.33

Certainly, lt was true that the vacuum pan factories were taking advantage of the

old sugar revenue system, but d¡d this loophole reduce import revenues

significantly? Peel believed it did. The reality, however, was somewhat different.

For example, in 1847 three years after his speech, of the 60,000 tons leaving the

sub-continent only 20,000 were of vacuum pan sugar. In 1844 this total was

much lower, it is true vacuum pan sugar was a large crystalline sugar usually

purchased by the refining industry. However, only a small amount of this high

quality sugar was imported, most of these imports were either value added or

mixed with British refined sugar and re-exported, it was not sold to British

grocers.'o lt is almost certain, however, that the sugar Sir Robert Peel reported

as widely consumed in Scotland, was not the product of the vacuum pan, but high

" rbid, p.14r andl49.
33Pmliamentary Debates (1844) Third Series Vol. L)O(V p. i003.
ra Select Commiuee Sugar and Coffee Fifth Report Evidence of H. Nebbs-Browne, p. 149 and 152. Fnst

Report evidence of H. Crosley p.240. The best qualrty East India vacuum pan sugar yielded refined sugar

equal to the best Cuban or Brazilian.
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qual¡ty khand. Transport costs between lndia and Northem Britain were an

important factor, this ensured supply at lower cost than in London and some other

ports.3s Unlike ships leaving London and other southern ports for lndia with

virtually empty holds, those leavíng the Cfyde and Liverpool canied textiles

outward-bound, their cargo capacity was fully utilised both ways. Consequently,

the grocery shops of Scotland and North-westem England had continuous access

to khand at a slightly lower price than those of London; this concerned the

refiners. The West lndians concem lay with the threat East India sugar imports

posed in Liverpool and the Scottish sugar ports, a market they had dominated for

over one hundred and fifty years. As we have seen above, Peel had held

discussions with customs; in these discussions, he may have been acquainted

wíth their views with regard to imports of East lndia vacuum pan sugar. Mr C.

Dowling the Surveyor General of Customs was not at all favourable to East lndia

vacuum pan sugan but that it should all have been classified as equal to white

clayed, not muscovado.36 Equally, Peel's actions could have been those of a

shrewd politician. At a particularly difficult time for the Tories, Peel was prepared

to sacrifice a handful of factories in Bengal to placate West lndian planters, most

of whom were using the older sugarhouse technology, avoid antagonising the

emancipationists, while at once pleasing East lndia merchants by continuing to

classify khand as muscovado.

Peel, however, knew nothing of the economics of sugar production in the

lndustrialised sugar factories of lndia, his disapproval of the capitally intensive

Indian industry was based on the belief that much of its products were designed to

thwart the revenue. ln all probability he was poorly informed, and should not be

s lbid, First Report p. 180 Evidence of Nathaniel Alexander, p. 180
tulb¡d, tp.247, Evidence ofMr C, Dowling Surveyor General of Customs.
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we shall see in chapter 6 below, was already under pressure fom factors

domestic to the sub-continent.

At a time when many refineries were beginning operation or reaching peak

production (Chapters 5 and 6 below) they were forced to change from a

combination of liquored, sun dried clean sugar and muscovado to only producing

muscovado. The strong grained Bengal yellow or Cossipore sugar continued to

be imported as muscovado; they contained very little invert sugar and produced a

high yield of refined sugartt and were considered comparable to the large grained

Havana sugars.oo

Quite apart from the economics of refinery operation, the changes also

brought to East lndia sugar imports, as Laurence Hardmanal explained, problems

and delays with customs. From 1825 to 1845 customs surveyo/s classified

"British plantation" sugar as either muscovado or refined sugar, an easy task, the

difference between the two grades was considerable. From 1845, however, they

were expected to examine and grade sugar into three separate grades, the

difference between good muscovado and some sugar classified as equal to white

clayed lay in the eye of the customs surveyor, who as shown above, had no

instruments to guide him. As a result, there were serious delays and many

disputes between customs and importers. These delays causêd serious financial

loss to importers, particularly in late 1847 and 1848, a period during which prices

were falling quite rapidly and delays of even of a few weeks led to considerable

tn lbid, Fifth ReporÇ p. 152, Evidence of H. N. Browne, zugar broker. Browne points outtlrat refiners

purchase only the best colonial sugars for refining under bond, such high quality sugars can be mixed with

iefined zugar without firrther value adding. The refiner can gain as much as 1,1.05 per cwt just by reselling

the sugar on the export market as refined.* Ib¡d,First Reporq p,239, Evidence ofll Crosley, engineer and sugar refining specialist.
tt Ibid, First Report, Evidence of L. Hardman pp, 85-88 passim.
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reductions in the value of the consignm ent.a Variation of judgement was

inevitable; one batch might pass through as muscovado with an almost identical

batch classified as white clayed. The legislative changes of 1845 tended to

detract from the profitability of the manufacturing operations in British lndia, and

helped to tip the balance toward their closure in the late 1840s. Perhaps the most

significant problem associated with this change, was a tendency for sugar makers

to produce sugar that fell easily within the category of muscovado, this led to a

retum to the pre-1836 days when muscovado rich in molasses lost value through

draining or deliquesced on the long voyage to Britain.a3

East lndia Sugar in a Free Trade Environment 1846'65

It would be wrong to ascribe all the problems faced on the British market by

industrialised East lndian sugar in the late 1840s simply to the 1846 Act- Firstly,

India sugars were caught up in a general trade depression in the late 1840s,

secondly, and very importantly, technical developments in British refining enable

refiners to handle colonial sugar efficiently and profitably. This development not

only had repercussions for industrialised East lndia sugar, but also because the

cheaper British refined sugar resembled khand rather closely and was cheaper in

price; it also had repercussions for the pre-industial East lndia sugar.

The protected British market obviously offered a degree of stability and

certaínty to sugar producers of the British Empire who were privileged to have

access to the market, in that it reduced competition from foreígn sugar. The price

falls in 1847-8, however, although laid at the door of the 1846 act, were not

entirely due to the liberalisation of the British sugar market. They were due in

n2 D. Mori"r Evans, Commercial Crisis (1818), p. 145-6 Bengal low to fine white and brown as stated in the

"price Current," inclusive of duty, were 1,4.0 to 1,58 per ton January 1847, by December prices had fallen to

9281o 1,49.
ar Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report passim. I\{any of the planters and refiners appearing

before the committee spoke of losses of quantity and quality of sugar in ship's holds.
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large part to a trade depression in Westem European and in colonial trade

combined with a larger than usual cane harvest in the British West Indies and

Mauritius. This combination of events reduced the value of all sugars particularly

sugar produced in industrial sugar factories of British lndia.

The financial crisis of 1847 (which will be explained in chapter 6 below)

caught the merchant community completely unaware,4 as did the magnitude of

the slump in sugar prices during 1847. The trade was, in fact, buoyant in 1 845; a

severe hunicane and a drought in Cuba devastated crops there and precipitated a

rise in the price of British muscovado in the last quarter of that year from Ê30 to

835 exclusive of duty. Through 1846 the price held up even when the news broke

in July of the admittance of slave-grown sugar.as Although foreign sugar could

now freely enter, until the repeal of the Navigation Acts in 1849, sugar could not

qualify for the lower Ímport duty unless imported in British ships. Ship owners,

having received no prior notice of the legislative change; and in view of shipping

requirements due to the lrish potato famine, were unable to make British vessels

available to bring sugar from Brazil or Cuba in 1846.Æ

The first strong signs of volatility appeared in January 1847, due in part to

the legalisation to allow the use of sugar in the distilling spirituous liquor.

Rumours of this event had been strong the previous year, and large tonnages of

unrefined khaur, (a low quality raw brown indigenous sugar) anived in BrÍtain in

early 1847.+7 Brewers also entered the market, although the use of sugar in

M Pctrliænentary Debates (IS4S) Vol. XCV 1848 p. 382,the tone of the speech given by the Chancellor of
the Exchequer was that the crisis of 1847-48, was not entirely unforeseen.
a5 Select Còmmittee Sugar and Coffee 1847-48, Third Report, p. 78: Evidence of Vy'. Scott, sugar broker.
ou lbid. See also P. P, 185+55 Volume LYn Accumt of Coloniøl Merchntdise Imported, md Retainedfor
Home Constmption and Erported from Britain I84I-1850. The tonnage imported during 1846 actually fell

from 291,044 in 1845 to 281,125 but sugar consumption in Britain rose from 242,830 in 1845 to 26l,Ql2 n
1846.q 

Select Committee Sugar and Coffee 184748 Third report, p. 79, Evidence of W. Scott, sugar broker.
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brewing was not yet legal. Æ These activities added to speculation (as it tumed

out the amount used by brewers and distillers was small).as Although this brought

some volatilíty to the market, this would probably have passed quickly had it not

been for the Sugar Act of 1846.

The general perception of the sugar duty legislation of 1846, according to

merchants, sugar brokers and planters, was that there would be but one outcome,

the immediate entrance into the British home market of large amounts of slave-

growrì sugar. This prediction proved to be conect but not quite as quickly as

predicted, imports for home consumption in 1845 were 242,830:, in 1846 they

increased to 261,012 tons.so ln 1847, however, 410,476 tons were imported with

288,975 tons retained. Of this increase, 120,49 was foreígn sugar, 48,701 ol

which was retained, 14,686 tons were free grown, the rest slave growrì (Appendix

1 Table 21). What made the expected flood of imports seem much greater was

an increase in 1 847 ol sugar from Mauritius and West lndies; both had large cane

crops. The combíned imports increased by 75,241 tons over the previous year

(Appendix 1, Table 38).ut Consequently, the predicted deluge arrived earlier than

those that had an intimate knowledge of the trade might have expected. This

deluge reduced the price of all grades especially sugar produced in the

industrialised sugar factories in the sub-continent Hardest hit were the grades

that found a market in the refineries. The problem lay with the quality of the

foreign sugar; particularly the yellow muscovadoes from Cuba, Porto Rico and

48 lb¡d,Fifth Report, p. 155 and p. 158, Evidence ofH. Nebbs Browne, sugar broker.
nt lbid,First Report p. :S, eløid"o"e of John Bagshaw MP. Bagshaw submitted a costing that indicated that

grain was a cheapei source of raw material for distilling than for distilling by

úetween 4 and .l new pence per gallon depending on the seas 86, Evidence of
William Scott. The advantagei ofisrng sugar instead of grain reduced through

government regulations forbidding their simultaneous use. This compelled the distiller to clear one of these

iaw material ¡ãfore he could employ the other; a practice neither convenient nor cost effective
to p. p. (1854-55) Vol. LVII, Foreign and Colonial Merchandise Imported, Retainedfor Home Consamption

and Re-exported, I I 4 I -5 0.
tt lb¡d.
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Brazil. These large crystalfíne sugars had previously been refined and re-

exported. From 1846, they competed on the British home market with the better

quality sugars of the British colonies, and were available in large quantity. They

invariably produced more crystallisable sugar than much British East or West

lndian sugar.s2

Table V11 British Duties 18ß-1854.

Equal to White Clayed, NEWC: Not Equal to White , EBC: Equal to Brown
NEBC: Not Equalto Brown Clayed.

Added to these problems was a trade depression in Europe and the British

coloníes 1847-1848 (Chapter 6 below). The result of which was that by late 1847

and for much of 1848, the value of East lndia muscovado was thirly percent lower

and fine khand fifteen percent lower than in early 1847.54 ln more specific terms,

based on 1847 gazette prices, good strong graíned brown East lndia sugar, the

product of the industrial sugar factories, fell from €37 to 831, indigenous khand

s2 Select Commifiee Sugar and Coffee Third Report p. 81, Evidence of W. Scott, sugar broker. Scott claimed

that good quality yellow imported Cuban, Brazilian and Costa Rica zugars were also classified as

muscovado. These sugars would yield 95 pounds of refined sugar per cwt of raw, compared with the best

British plantation zugar that yielded 78 pounds. h 18¿ló, this in efiect reduced the level of protection to ten
ne\il pence per cwt. As protection for British plantation sug¿u lvas phased out between 1846 and 1854,

foreign sugar began to have a slight price advantage over British West Indian zugar. In Ibid Paft I II,
Crosley zubmitted evidence that by using a vacur¡m chest, a device in which sugar u/as placed on a tray and

water percolated through it in a reduced atmospheric pressure, he could obtain 102 pounds of purified zugar

from one cwt. of Havana yellow but only 80 pounds from the best British muscovado.
53 

Command Paper 8706 (1894) Report of Customs and Tarifls, p. 218.
to Morier Evans, Financial Crists, (1849), pp. 145-7. The Price Current index of 1847 shows Bengal low to
fine white and browrL inclusive of duty selling at t2,00 to t2.90 per cwt in January and f1.80 to Í2.77 n
March. By December, the ralge was f,i. 4O-f2.45 per cwt.

Other British Territories Foreion SuqarBritish Plantation Per ton.
EBCEWC NEWC EWC EBC NEBC EWC NEBCYEAR

î14.O Ê16.33 Ê14.0 c 824.4 Ê1.05 €-184ô 816.33
1.016.33 14.O 16.33 14.O 23.41847

818.20 17.0 15.80 21.60 20.0 18.401848 15.20 13,0
12.O 17.O 15.600 14.45 19.80 18.45 16.0I 849 14.00

14.30 13.20 18.0 17.0 15.401 850 12.80 11.0 15.40
11.60 10.0 14.00 13.00 12.0 16.20 14.40 14.O1 851

15.20 13.60 13.01852 11.60 10.0 13.40 12.40 11.40
13.0 11.80 11.0 14.O 13.0 12.O1 853 11.60 10.0

11.40 14.80 13.60 12.60 16.10 15.0 13.601854 13.40
EoualisationFull

NEBCEWC NEWC
812.00 811

æ
5n/1854 Ê14.00
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from €56 to 849 and good quality khaurlorm Ê39 to Ê20 per ton, low qualíty khaur

found no market.s5

The industrial sugar manufacturers in the sub-continent were probably

unaware of the additional imports from the British colonies; their impression was

of foreign sugar flooding the British market with prices falling. These conditions,

when combíned with a colonial depression and the virtually absence of carry-on

finance in Bengal (chapter 6 below), epnvinced many entrepreneurs of their

potential exposure to furffrer losses. Many did not wait to see if the crisÍs would

pass, instead they hastily cut their losses and closed their factories.

The period 1846-54 saw a rapid decrease ín sugar imports to BrÍtain ftom

the industrial sugar factories of the sub-continent. Khand, however, was able to

maintain its place in the grocery trade, but its future was also limíted. The Act of

1846 ensured that the British market, the largest sugar-consuming nation in the

nineteenth century, was abundantly supplied with colonial cane sugar at

competitive prices. This coincided with a period durÍng which the British refining

industry was moving from predominantly open pan refining toward installing the

new sugar house technology, much of which was developed in the European beet

indusfy. These technological innovations brought improved productive capacity

and the introduction of new grades of sugar to the domestic market at low prices.

Khand in the British Market 1836-65.

The main theme of this chapter up to this point has been of industrialised

sugar exports from lndia to Britain and how changes to legislation affected this

sugar. ln chapters six and seven below, however, ¡t will be clearly demonsfated

that lndustrialised sugar represented only about th¡rty percent of sub-continental

55 Select Committee Sugør md Coffee First Report p. 36, Evidence of John Bagshaw M. P
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exports to Britain. With pre-índustrial sugar holding the lion's share, a discussion

of sugar in the British market would be incomplete iÍ khandisan sugar was

omitted.

It has been argued in previous chapters, that despite a raft of problems

between 1790-c. -1855, a window of opportunity existed within the British

domestic market for clean light coloured sugar, which could be sold directly to

consumers without value adding. From the 1790s, this was an opportunity only

partially exploited, in that better quality pale khandisari sugar established a niche

market ín the UK, particularly amongst the middle class and those sections of the

working class with higher disposable income, such as artisans and mechanics,

Having become an established taste among these societal groups, consumption

of khand was almost certain to increase as these groups increased in size in

response to employment opportunities created during the mature stage of the

industrial age. The growth of consumption of pale-coloured pre-industrial sugar

was due to such groups having a per capita income high enough to consume

khandisari sugar as a substitute for the still expensive refined product. Simply

put, khand was of better quality than most muscovadoes, but cheaper than British

refined sugar.56 This long established taste for khand was assisted in 1836 by

lower import duties on East lndia sugar. From this date through to the late 1850s,

large quantities of clean, fine grained, pale coloured khandisari sugar passed

through the grocery shops of Britain onto the breakfast table of consumers. This

clean pre,industrial sugar would retain its market share in Britain as long as it had

a price advantage over refined sugar.

tu J. C. Drummond and Anne Wilbraharq The Englishman's Food, (1939), pp.394'5. The calorie intake

and per capita income of artisans during the early and middle decades of the nineteenth century was much

higher than that of unskilled or semi-skilled workers.
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The high retail cost of refined sugar in Britain between 1792 and 1865 was

due to a number of factors. Amongst which, were high import duty on refined

sugar of Ê176 per ton, the raw materiaf of refined sugar, colonial rnuscovadoes,

was also subject to high import duties and the process of refinement produced a

high level of low priced by-products. lnfrastructure and labour cost and the

continued use in many refineries of outdated technology until the mid 1850s, also

contributed to the cost of refined sugar. Khand, however, could be consumed

without fu rther refi nement,

More specifically, it was waste through caramelisation (sugar bumt through

over-heating during refinement) called "bastard sugar" and the production of

treacle an uncrystallisable or inverted sucrose, inherent to the processes

employed in most British refineries for much of this period. The older fumace

heated open pan technology was giving way to steam heated pans during this

period, but the more efficient vacuum pans were not yet in general use.57 The

yield of refined sugar from open pans 1818to 1855 was as follows; W. T. Brande,

(an eminent professor of chemistry), recorded the yield of refined sugar from

colonial muscovadoes in 1818 as 58 percent refined, 16 percent bastard sugar,

22 treacle and 4 percent waste.s8 Fourteen years later in 1832, Professor Andrew

Ure, at the request of the govemment, tested colonial muscovadoes to ascertain

the actual yield in connection with the benefits accruing to refiners from the

system of drawbacks and bounties on re.exported sugar. His results were

obtained using a mefting pan that was theoretically, an improved design over that

used by Brande, it had a double bottom, and consequently the melted raws were

not exposed to the fierce heat. Because this indirect heat reduced caramelisation,

57Noel Deen,Hislory,Yol.2p.560. In 1800, thereweresome 100 sugarrefineriesintheLondonarea,by

1827, however, only ten had installed vacuum apparatuses, the rest used the older open pan technology.
t* Willia* Thomas Brande, (1819), p. 358.
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the yield of bastard sugar should have been lower. Ure's tests, however, revealed

the following: - refined 55-65 percent, bastard sugar 14-19 percent and treacle 14-

1g and waste 5to I percent. ltshould be noted, good qualityclayed Brazilian or

Montsenat sugar gave a higher yield of refined sugar than any other colonial

muscovadoes, at 70 and 73 percent respectively.se During the mid 1850s, in

refineries where vacuum technology had not replaced the older open pans, the

average yield of refined sugar and by-products had still not significantly changed.

For example, the range of yíelds was refined 54 percent, bastard sugar 16,

molasses 25 and waste 5 percent up to refined 61, bastard sugar 17, Molasses 19

and waste 3 percent.60 The old open pan method, whether heated by steam or

fiercer direct heat, offered little improvement vacuum pan technology, as ít

replaced the open pans produced significantly better results. Khand did not incur

these wastes and additionat costs, ít could be sold wholesale without value adding

at E8 to Ê10 per ton cheaper than British refined (Appendix 1, Table 43).

Khand also oftered other advantages to retailers, not only was it a cheap

clean altemative to refined, it was also useful to mix with darker muscovadoes to

enhance their value by giving them a lighter cleaner appearance. The market

penetration of khand was also assisted by the expansion of the grocery trade,

which from the early nineteenth century had become a separate branch of

retailing. Grocers' customers were predominantly middle class, chandlers and

tallymen (street traders who sold grocery and other items in small quantities, often

on credit) served the working poor. This was a commercial environment that by

te p. p. 1833, Vol. )OOüf, Report of the Experiments on Sugor Refining by Professor Andrew Ure,pp.7-12

passim
60 Lock Wanrford Charles C, Wigner G. W. and Harland R. H. Szgør Growing and Refning, (Londoq

7882). p 222
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the 1830s had become very competitive;G1 to survive and profit, grocers frequently

"handled" sugar, a euphemísm for mixing or adulterating sugar to enhance its

value. Khand, as mentioned above, was often used to enhance or ímprove sugar

quality and colour; other agents were used to adulterate muscovado and refined

sugar. Amongst these were flour, sand and rice, all of which reduced the

nutritional value of sugar.6263 Adulteration also had an effect on revenue.

Estimates suggest that it reduced revenue collections by around Ê500,000 per

annum with regard to sugar and î4to î7 million when taken over all.il

Competition and the broadening of the customer base through this period

had led to increased product diversity. With regard to sugar, this meant the

grocer would carry an increased range, amongst which were the ubiquitous brown

muscovado, expensive large crystalline sugars from Grenada or Jamaica and

powdered sugar, the peak demand for this sugar being the autumn preserving

season.uu Khand as a fine-grained, clean sugar was also ideal for this purpose.

With the growth of the groc,ery trade, and competition between grocery

shops, promotional techniques became commonplace. These ranged from

grocers use of high quality sugars as a "decoy duck'or in modern parlance a loss

leader,66 or another ruse, also quite common to high street grocers, was to display

East lndian sugar eandy in omate glass jars claiming the candy to be typical of all

East lndia sugars. Such trickery helped to engender a belief among the public of

ut lohoBurnet Plenty øndWqnt, (Londoq 1966), 86.
62 Arthur Hif Hassal, Adalteration Detected, (London, 1857), p. 159.
63 For the extent ofadulter¿tion by potato sugar and other non-sucrose adulterants in the middle decades of
the nineteenth century see: Select Committee on Food Adulteration 185+55. Arthur Hill Hassal, Foú snd

its Adulterants, Comprising the Report of the Sanitation Committee of the Lancet (Londor¡ 1855) pp. 12'

3l.and AdulterationDetecied (London, 1S57). John Scoffem, The Manufacture of Sugar in the Colonies

ond at Home, (London, 1847). Jamesl{tlI. The Analysis qnd Aùtlrcrmion of Food, (London, 1881). Iohn

Bwnet Plenty qnd Want, (London, 1966) chapter 5 pp. 72-90 passim.
ua JohnBurnet, (1900) p. 87.
ut Hoh Cheung and Lorna Mui, "Andrew Melrose," Business History, p- 44.
ó6 

Select Committee Sugør and Cffie Third Report, p. 86, Evidence of William Scott Sugar Broker.
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East lndia sugar being superior to British refined sugar.67 Many sugar brokers,

grocers and consumers believed it to be sweeter than British refined sugar.6æe

This perception made it one of the most popular sugars in London and other

larger urban centres.To The sweeter taste was due to two reasons; the small

mealy texture of khand, which allowed it to dissolve more readily in tea or on the

palate, and the absence in dry khandisari sugar of the less sweet grape sugar, a

product of chemical changes in raw muscovado,Tl This perception of khand was

also helped through poor quality control at British sugar refiners, whose product

was frequently contaminated by deposits of lime, these were due to carelessness

at the refinery, such deposits of up to 2 percent by volume, reduced sweetness; at

ten percent lime contamination sugar tastes bitter.72

The popularity of khand in the grocery trade, undoubtedly contributed to the

importation of a cheaper substitute, also of suFcontinental origin derived from

gu¿ this sugar did not go through the same process as khand (see appendix 3),

but was cleansed of its dark colour by an applícation of aquatic weed. What

remained was a clean but gritty sugar. Unlike khand, this sugar was not

defecated or re-boiled, just cleansed of its molasses; the loss of crystalline

ut 
Johtt ScofFern, Sugør in the Colonies, (1847), p.97 .

u'Pernamentsry Debates VolumeL)O(VItr, (1845) p.221. Mr. Hogg MP, one ofthe spokespersoß for the

East India interests in the Commons, described khmd as the refined sugar of the poorer and the middling

sorts. Ilogg pointed out that if the duty alterations of 1E45 made this sugar liable to higher duty by virtue of
it being adjudged as equal to white clayed, would, in efect, be a tax on the poor. "The rich," he said, "ate

sugar iefined from the strong-grained muscovado of the West Indies. They would escape the new duty, but

the whiter sugars of East India" went into direct consumption by the lower classes. The poor were being

taxed to the benefit of the rich."
un John Scoffer¡, (1845), p. 99. See also Select Committee sugør and Coffee, Third Report, pp.478-9

Appendix No 6. The term sweetrress with regard to sugar in the mid nineteenth century is a little
problemæical. H. Crossly, a refining engineer, uses this term when he means crystallisable content when he

õo*pat"r the lower yield of refined sugar from West Indian muscovado and East Indian khand with that of
Havana and Brazilian zugar.
7o p. p. Vol., )OO(VII (1857) Consumption of Tea and Sugar, p. 15. This report suggest that prior to the

building of a railway system heavy food imports such as sugar were not widely consumed in areas distant

from the main populæion centres.
7r J. Scoffern (1845), p. 32 .See Also A. H. Hassall (1855), Hassall believed the dry naþ,tre of khand ensured

that it did decompose and become contaminated with the less sweet grape sugar during the voyage, p. 16.
72 SelectCommittee onFoodAdulterationts54-55, Vol., VIII, Evidence ofR. D. Thomson, pp. 94-5.
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content must have been quite significant. This whítish small-grain sugar could be

purchased at Calcutta in 1845-6, for Ê19.80 to t24.60 per ton, a much cheaper

mixing agent than khand, which at that time cost t27.40 to Ê33.60 per ton.73

With fine East lndia sugars both popular and profitable, it is small wonder

that East lndia merchants were wonied in 1845 that the legislative changes would

see khand reclassified as white clayed or other refÏned. Concerns were raised

during debates on this legislative measure, some members, clearly drawing on

the experiences of the 1820s, claimed that the import of khand was to be

restricted to prop up the ailing West Indies.Ta Sir Robert Peel, however, indicated

that khand would not be adversely atfected (above). The words colour, grain

(crystal size) and saccharine matter (crystalline content) appeared in the

legislation as the criteria by which customs adjudged sugar grades, this ensured

thaL khand with its fine mealy texture, would continue to pass through customs as

muscovado.T5

A number of factors favourable to the consumption of sugar occuned in

Britain in the 1840s. Thesewerethe reduction in duty of 1845, all of which was

passed on to consumers, the growth of the railway networkT6 which allowed the

cheap caniage of sugar into regional areas and the spread of the British retailing

industry into smaller towns and rural regions,TT Of equal importance to khand

consumption was the stimulation to consumption through real wages growth,

73 Select Committee Sugar ønd Coffee, First Report, p. 46, Evidence of Leona¡d Wray, sugar planter Tirhut.
7a Porliamentary Debates (Third Series), Vol., L)O(VItr, (1845), Mr Hogg MP p- 221-2-
15 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee 184748, Third Report, g.87, Evidence of William Scott, sugar

broker.
tu p. p. )OOryItr Consumption of Tea and Sugm p. 15. The report puts much weight on the facility

railways offered for moving heavy goods such as sugar. Janet Blackmaq "The Development of the Retail

Grocjr Trade in the Nineteenth centuq/," pp. 110-117 Business History, Vol., D{ No. 2 July, 1967,p. ll4,I'
J. G. Tuckworth, a Sheffield grocer, was able to bring sugar from the ports by rail for f,0'03 per cwt or É0'66

per ton 1859-60.
hJ. Blackmar¡ p. 113. Ci¡ca 1830, a trend begins which saw the numbers of grocers in regional centres

gfowing. These grocers, in addition to their own outlets developed wholesale outlets to supply other grocers

in smaller rural towns or communities, outlets built-up by utilising carriers as commission agents.
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particularly among the growing but less affluent section of the middle class,

building artisans, fitters and mechanics (Appendix 1, table 45). Deane and Cole

(1967), poínt out, that although price indices and data suggest an increase in real

eamings, 1816-1840. There ís a strong probabilitythat actual increases occuned

only in some industries, when all industries are íncfuded and unemployment

factored in, the result is likely to show a decline.T8

Khandisari sugar during the 1840s, was a beneficiary of this growth in

disposable income, but when the British refineries began to overcome the

inefficiencies inherent in the open pan methods oÍ refining and utilised

developments in industrial technology, they too could take advantage of the

growing purchasing power of the masses. From this time, the cost advantage

began to swing away from pre-industrial sugar toward the industrialised product

Equipped with the new technology the British refining industry began to

manufacture a type of sugar in quantities sufficient to fill this growing demand.

Coincidenfly or by design, thís sugar known as "pieces and bastards" was a small-

grained pale sugar not unlike the already popular khand.

This was achieved through the installation of improved vacuum pans and

centrifugals, both a product of almost constant developments in sugarhouse

technology during the nineteenth century. Wth thís technology they could

effectively process cheap raw cane sugar, particularly ftom the low quality sugar

of Brazil, Manila, China and, ironically, lndia.Te The centrifuge enabled them to

throw off molasses and re-cycle them these by-products were previously sold

separately and cheaply as treacle.

78 Phyflis Deane and W. A. Cole, British Economic Growth l6s8-1959, (Londor¡ 1967) pp.26-7
tn G"o.ge Martineau, Sugar; Cane and Beet: an Object Lesson, (Londo4 1910), p. 80
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The wide variety of cheap colonial cane sugars available post 1846 could

be selected for their crystalline content or cheapness, immersed in water and

thoroughly mixed by mechanical stiners. After heaüng to a temperature just

below boiling poínt, the liquor was passed through a bag filter to remove coarse

particles, then through bone charcoal filtration where it emerged as clear liquor. lt

was then boiled to crystal under vacuum. As George Martineau explains: "British

refiners, unlíke there European competitors, ignored the [traditional] process of

defecation [the removal of dirt and other impurities in separate heated cistems]

and threw the whole weight upon the process of charcoal filtration," this allowed

the refining process to be speeded up considerably.Eo The crystallising sugar,

when adjudged ready by the pan man, was forced from the pan using the air

pump, into a vessel heated by a steam jacket (still frequently refened to as the

coolÍng pan). Here mechanical agitation encouraged further crystallisation. The

sugar was then decanted into centrifugals, which separated any remaining syrups

from the crystals. This sugar, when dry, was a strong crystalline white sugar,

ready for consumption by the more affluent sections of society.sl To produce

cheaper sugar a similar process was followed with the syrups obtained from the

refined sugar added. The new methods and technology allowed the refiner to

produce a fine-grained whitish sugar for the mass market with syrups an íntegral

part, thus was wastage reduced to a mÍnimum. The older method, as shown

above, produced large amounts of by-products. The yield of good quality

consumable sugar produced from raw sugar during the early 1850s was around

"oIbid, p. Bz.
ttFor the development of British refining technology 1850-1875:see William Reed ^Sngzrr 

Yielding Plcmts,

(18ó6), Cha¡les G. Warnford Loch G. V/. Wigrrer and R. H. Harland, Sugør growing and Refining,

(Londo4 1882), George Martineau, Sugar Cane and Beet an Object Lesson, (Londor¡ t910) and A Shon

history of Sugar (London, 1917), Gill G. Houghton, "Sugar Refining" in G. Philips Bevan (ed), British

Marrufacturing Industries, pp. 104-135 (London, 187ó), John A R. Newlands and B. E. R. Newlands,

Sugar: A Handbookfor Plønters and Refiners, (London, 1909).
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64 percent, by 1866this had increased tooverS2 percent.Ez By 1860-61, sugars

such as "pieces and bastards' significantly altered the traditional sales pattems of

grocery sugar in Britain.E3 No longer was it profitable to sell the clean cured pre-

industrial sugars produced in the sub-continent.sa Grocery sugar consumed by

the growing numbers of the working and lower middle class consisted

predominantly of "pieces and bastards,' while the more expensive white refined

and popular primrose yellow sugars were consumed by the upper and middle

classes. The latter came into being through the newly developed boiling of sugar

at a low temperature in ímproved vacuum pans. Duncan, a sugar refiner of

Greenoch and London, was the pioneer of this technique.ss Developments of this

nature during the 1850s had the effect of considerably reducing consumption of

¡ne East lndia khand in the UK. The clean pre-industrial sugars were losing their

place in the British sugar bowl; they were replaced by new sugars a product of the

new technologies employed by British refineries. This trend is obvious from the

import statistics: low browns become the predominant sugar from 1859 (Appendix

1 Table 22).*

The Brítish sugar market did not loose its volatile nature post 1846. Sugar

duties and therefore the price of refined sugar, gradually fell and British refined

sugar become cheaper lhan khand. Two other events would lead to the virtual

t2philippeChalrnin, TheMakingof asugarGiant,TateandLyle, 1859-1989, (Londo4 1990),p.55
83 Dr Á. It H¿ssal nAdatteration Detected, (1855), described one of the samples he was testing, which was

almost certainly khqnd, "as: pale straw coloured, not very dry, fine grained, the crystals being very small."

James l{ill Anaþsis and Aduheration, û881) p. 114: described pierces and Bastard thus: [These sugars] are

caused to crystallize in very small crystals, and thus to hold a comparatively large percenlage of water as

well as invert zugar. They possess much less sweetening power than raw sugar, but having generally less

colour are enoneously zupposed by the public to combine cheapness with superiority of quality.
8a ANorth Combes, Ihe Evolution of Sugør Cane in Mcuritfus, (Reduit, 1937), pp. 42-3. T\e changes in the

duty regime from 1854 had a detrimental effect on sugar produced in Mauritius; a fair proportion of sugar

*ui 
"qiut 

to No. 19 Holland or almost equal with refined zugar. Consequentl¡ sugar producers in

Mauritius tended to send muscovado sugar to Britain; their high quality sugar \¡/ent to France and Australia

and after 1870 krdia.
tt George Martineau, (1910), P. 82.
tt p.p.ises -69 (l9li LV[.+SS The two coarser grades 3 & 4 were 93 percent of all East India imports in

1868 PP. 1870 (203)LÆ..559. During 1870, grades 3 & 4 came to 92 percent of all East India imports.
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elimination of all but small amounts of khand from the British breakfast table.87

The first was the American Civil war a confiict that brought disruption to the

important textile industries and speculative trading in sugar, both of which tended

to destabilise the market. The war and the attendant shortage of cotton, severely

depressed disposable incomes and changed the sugar consuming habits of the

workers in the textile and allied industries, in that skilled and semi-skilled textile

workers tumed to cheap raw muscovadoes-

A short-lived recovery in the wholesale prices occuned in late 1863 and

early 1864, when sugar dealers speculatively retained large stocks in the belief

that crops in the West lndies, America and Europe would fall well short of

demand.88 The speculation proved expensive, for on November th 1864, again

with no waming, the British govemment signed a sugar convention with France,

Belgium and the Netherlands, agreeing to control the level of drawbacks and

import duties-this agreement was not ratified or implemented.se The short-term

affect was a fall in sugar prÍces, with many sugar traders left holding large stocks

of sugar on a falling market. The situation deteriorated further for sugar traders

when the Chancellor announced a reduction of E4 per ton in the duty on refined

sugar. This precipitated a further fall in prices of Ê6 to 810 per ton on all grades of

sugar. Cheap beet loafsugar from Europe began to come on the British market in

large quantities, and the grocery trade took advantage of this and built up large

stocks of these imports.eo By 1860-1861, European beet sugar production was

87 Command Paper (1884) Report of the Sugør Trøde, p.40 indicates that in 1862 35,966 tons of East India

sugar is admitted for home consumption. P. P. (18ó7-68) Vol. LXVI shows 37, 321 tons of second, third

anã fourth class East India sugar being refined in Britain that year. Sugar stocks left over from the previous

year account for the discrepancy. The flgures show that virtually all sugar from India that year was low

qnality brown sugar.
*t Wi[iam Reed, (1866), pp. t60-l.tþ. p. 1867 LXVI, Declaration of the Results in Sugar Refining in Pursuance of Article 11 of the

Conttention of November I 1864 Beîween Great Britain, Belgrum, France ønd the Netherlmds.
eo W. Reed, (1E66), pp, 161-2.
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some 332,000 tons. This grew rapidly in the next five years to be 659,000 tons by

1865, contributing further to the lowering of retail sugar prices;e1 in 1864 for

example it could be loaded atE28 to Ê28.40 per ton.s2 From 1864 there was little

to restrain beet sugar imports from Europe; the prìce of raw sugar fell almost

continuously: iby1864 ¡twas worth Ê30 a ton, by 1S75 itwas worth onlyÊ21 and

by 1895 a mere Ê9.60 per ton.e3

The shift from consumption of raw to refined sugar increased in proportion

to the large quantities of imported European beet sugar, from 6.19 pounds per

capita in 1872 to 40 pounds ín 1895. ln the same period the price of refined sugar

in Britain fell from 897.6 to Ê13.4 per ton.ea The price of chini in Azamgarh,

however, continued to rise, it cost t21 per ton from 1863 to1866 and increased

further from 1866 to 1874to t22.8Q per ton. At a time when world sugar prices

were decreasing, those of sugar hauts (makets) of the North West Provinces of

lndia were increasing.e5 ln the internationalised sugar market of the UK khand

could not compete, consequently it disappeared from the grocery shelves of

Britain during the second half of the nineteenth century.

After 1864 imports of mostly European refined beet sugar increased

progressiveiv until by 1873 they had reached 100,000 tons (Appendix 1 Table

26).tt East lndia sugar imports to Britain went in the other direction: of the ever-

shrinking total khand became a tiny fraction. Some 9,065 tons of East lndia sugar

entered Britain for home consumption in 1868: of this, only 853 tons were first or

" p. G Chalmi4 " Important Trends in Sugar Diplomacy Before 1914," pp. 9-20 in Bill Albert and Adrian

Graves (eds.), Criws and Chønge in the Internalionøl Sugar Economy 1860-1914, (Norwich and Edinburgtr,

1984). P. lOTable2.2.
nt Wäium Reed, (1 866), p.162-3.
e3 Command Paper 8706 

-Report 
of the Sugar n'ade 7 August 1884 p. 26Table I p. 40 Table xüi Compiled

bv Messers Rueb & Co
,{ 

J. A. R. Newlands and BenjaminE. R. Newlands, Sugar: A Handbook, (1909) p.928-9.
,t J. H. Mackinrosh, Report of the Settlement Operations in Azamgarb (Allahabad, 1881) p. 161 paragraph

584.
e6 Command Paper 1884, Report to Board oJ Trade on the Sugar Trade p- 40'
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second grade;s7 of the 16,091 tons entering in 1870, only 688 tonsss were of the

two highest grades. Virtually all imports from lndia during the last three decades

of the century were low-grade khaur, much of which went directly to the

breweries. When in 1877-8 and 1882 yields were poor in both the West lndies

and among the French beet crops, sugar from the sub-continent was again in

demand, consequently imports increased to 59,050 in 1877 and to 72,479 the

following year. By 1882, they had receded once more to below 20,000 tons

(Appendix 1, Tables 26 and 27). By 1870, the sub-continentwas perceived by

British sugar merchants as a reserve supply to be drawn on when shortages

occurred elsewhere.ee

ln chapter four, the discussion will tum to the sub-continent examining the

attempts of the early sugar pioneers to create a sugar industry circa 1787-1809

based on West lndia technology. There will also be an extensive discussion of

the land ownership and econom¡c policies of the Company government, policies

that not only contributed to difficulties in this first period but also had a significant

effect on industrial sugar makers 1838-1853'

" P.P. (186s-9), vol. LVI.
e8 Command Paper (1871) Vol. L)(II.
nn W. C. Lock et at., (1882), pp. 639-40
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Ghapter 4

The lntroduction of West lndian Sugar Making Technology in

Bengal and Madras c. 1776-1810 and Gompany Economic Policy

in the Emerging Colonial State.

The discussion in this chapter is of the sub-continent, where it will be

argued that the fundamental key to an explanation of the story of East lndia sugar

and its role in the British market place is to be found. From 1776 through to circa

1810, some long-term European residents of lndia and others with sugar making

experience in the West lndies attempted to create a European owned sugar

industry in Bengal and Madras. They were attracted by reports of the fertility, an

abundance of cheap labour. They were also offered some encouragement from

the East lndia Company. This took the shape of help in finding suitable land, a

promise that machinery would be shipped from Britain free of cost, and any sugar

they produced would be purchased by the Company, at an agreed price. ln the

sub-continent, European sugar pioneers would find many difficulties to overcome,

such as, a harsh climate, long internal distances over which to transport their

produce and health difficulties as they sought to create and manage sugar

plantations. Nevertheless, they were confident in their ability to create in lndia a

new British sugar bowl, or, according to one report, to manufacture enough sugar

to supply the whole of Europe.l Such confidence, however, was soon to

dissipate. By the late 1790s, the hopes and expectations of sugar pioneers, East

lndia Company directors and Company servants had foundered on a combination

tE. /. S. App. 1, Report of the Committee of Warehouses, pp- 2-24passim. The report suggests

Bengal may be capable of producing sufficient sugar to meet the consumption needs of much of

Europe.
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of factors, the sum of which added up to the economic impossibility of creating a

sugar industry using West lndían technology in late eighteenth century lndia.

ln addition to the many difficulties involved in the establishment of such an

industry, the 1790s were also a period of transition for the British in lndia. ln this

decade, the British administration sought to steer Bengal from what had proved to

be a predatory mercantile state into what was known as its early colonial phase.

Such a period would prove to be a melting pot of ideas and new policies, many of

which were implemented in the hope of overcoming some of the British excesses

in the administration of Bengal and to consolidate British rule. These changes

would also help to shape the future of the nascent European sugar industry, as

would economic problems related to the commercial imperatives of monopoly, the

cost of freight and shipping shortages in wartime and high import duties in Britain,

the effect of which has been described in Chapters one and two above. However,

policy changes domestic to the Company's lndian territories would have a long-

term and detrimental affect on the lndian sugar industry. Among these were the

formation of land policy, rigid Company control over the economy, and

government measures to contain and control European settlers and merchants.

ln this chapter, it will be argued that European enterprise, even when

financially supported by the Gompany, was unable to cope with the climatic and

geographic problems and costs of producing sugar in the sub-continent. Much of

the sugar produced was poor to medium quality muscovado, a product difficult to

produce and ship to Britain at a profit, even when the British market was at its

most favourable between 1793 and 1800. lt will also be argued that the process

toward settled government of the Company's Indian territories brought with it the

need to seek the cooperation of the holders of traditional land tenure, a group on
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whom the Bengal Permanent Settlement of 1793 was intended to confer the

status of improving landlords. This period of transition also brought into being a

policy that made land ownership difficult for Europeans and effectively prevented

them from gaining permanent title to land on which to create plantations.

Consequently, they lacked collateral and were unable to borrow the funds

necessary to build a sugar industry, which by its nature was capital intensive.

It will also be argued that although the Company's lndia monopoly ceased

in 1813 and East lndia trade grew significantly the legacy of earlier policies and

the Company's continued reluctance to encourage investment by European

planters in capital-intensive agriculture ensured the sugar industry would be

almost entirely composed of small-scale peasant producer cultivators and would

remain a pre-industrial industry. This, in turn, led to a perception among senior

policy makers in Britain that an indigenous industry operated on a pre-industrial

basis was incapable of producing significant amounts of sugar for the British

market, a perception that strengthened the argument of those who favoured the

continuation of the virtual sugar monopoly of the West Indian colonies.

European Pioneers Bengal c.1776-1810.

Although the story of European involvement in East lndia sugar became a

serious topic of discussion in the East lndia Courl o'f 1792, the idea of direct

European involvement in cane growing and sugar manufacture first gained some

prominence in a submission to the Calcutta Supreme Court by the Bengal

Commercial Society in May 1776,2 The document had much to do with the desire

to resurrect a once thriving sugar trade from Bengal to Western lndia, the Persian

Gulf and Red Sea ports. The submission claimed that, despite the decline in the

,p. J. Marshall, "The Bengal Commercial Society of 1775: Private British Trade in the Warren

Hastings Period,' HistoricàtResearcå, Vol. XL11, No. 106, (November, 1969), pp. 173-187' p'

181.
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old trade in sugar, Bengal's fertile soil was stíll capable of growing large quantítíes

of good sugar. The blame was placed on the "primitive" practices of Bengali cane

cultivators and Sugar makers. The suggested remedy was: "European

involvement in the cultivation and production of sugar, using West lndian cane

cultivation and sugar making techniques.'3 A group of merchants, all members of

this Society and backed by considerable capital resources, set about the task with

much enthusiasm. Their efforts were representative of one of four fairly well

known attempts by Europeans to grow cane and manufacture sugar in Bengal on

West lndian lines, during the last quarter of the eighteenth century.

The proposal of the Bengal Commercial Society in 1776, ernbraced

enthusiastically by the government in Calcutta, received a grant of 10,000 bigahs

(3,300 English acres) in Nadia. They invested capital in buildings, introduced

West Indian crushing, and sugar making technology.a Their endeavours,

however, proved a costly failure and contributed to the bankruptcy of several

prominent Calcutta merchants.s The cane at Sukhsagar "Ocean of Delight," near

Santipore, was planted on uncultivated land infested by termites, which resulted in

severe crop losses. The lack of local agricultural knowledge, combined with

mismanagement of the manufacturing facility, contributed significantly to the

project's failure.o With the financial collapse of many of its backers, the cultivation

of cane by West lndian methods ceased. Mr Charles Croftes, an East lndia

merchant and one of the original investors, kept the works in operation for several

3E /. S. App. | , Report of the Committee of Warehouses 26 February 1792, pp. 1216 passim.
4P, J. Marshall, Commercial Society (1969), p.182.
ulbíd, p.183. P.J. Marshall's works have been consulted with regard to the Calcutta Society and at
other times in this thesis, much of the information in this and other chapters, however, is original

research fom Company minute books and District and Regional Reports from nineteenth century

lndia in the Oriental and lndia Office records of the British Líbrary. The four volumes ol East lndia

^Sugar 
(1822) have also been researched in depth.

oE /. S. App.1p. 16 Report of the Committee of Warehouses
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years. The plantation successfully produced some sugar and rum, but this time

the canes were purchased from local cultivators.T ln 1792, a Mr. Barretto, a free

merchant of Portuguese and Maratha origin, became the proprietors;

advertisements for rum at ten percent under London proof, for Ê0.12 per gallon in

casks and Ê0.10 per gallon without casks appeared in the Calcutta press.e The

Committee of Warehouses (a standing committee withín the Company structure

appointed by the Court to enquire into the commercial viability of promoting the

growth and export of sugar from the East lndies to Britain), when preparing their

recommendations to the East lndia Court, took note of the continued operation of

this works. They took this as an indication that Europeans could successfully

manufacture sugar and by-products in Bengal, using West lndian methods.lo Two

other European establishments began to manufacture sugar during the 1770s.

The first was at Umnepur in Twenty Four Pargannahs adjacent to the delta of the

Ganges, where in 1776 four Company servants set up a sugar plantation. The

plantation apparently showed early promise. By 1790, however, this too ended in

failure, probably because of soil salinity.ll Mr. James Christie, a private

merchant, that is to say not in the employ of the Company, also attempted to

establish a plantation, sugar works and rum distillery on a Company grant of

3,000 acres at Apail, in the district of Dinajpur in North-eastern Bengal. ln

common with the other two attempts, he found lndia a difficult environment in

which to build an industry reliant on alien technology. He too failed and

4-9-1792.
e 13-12-1792.

Warehouses 29-2-1792.
13-8-1792. A Report from the Collector of the

Twenty-Four Pargannahs. The Collector believed cane growrì in that district was affected by the
saline nature of the soil and was generally unfit for sugar making. The juice of the canes was
usually distilled into native arrack or made into crude sugar for local consumption.
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apparenfly "died in distress."r2 These early attempts were not directed at the

British market but at recapturing the markets served by the country trade (chapter

one above)

Lieutenant John Patterson, probably the most widely known of the sugar

pioneers in lndia during this era (below), also with West lndian experience, went

to Bengal with the blessing of the Cornpany. The transactions with this individual

in the East lndia Company archives are lengthy and, as we shall see, indicative of

his importance as a marker to the introduction of West lndian technology.l3 He

too failed, after trying initially near Banaras and later at Beerbhoom'o ¡n the district

of Soonamooky, where he established a sugar works in 1792.15 No actual detail

of his operation appears to have survived. His factory was able to begin the

manufacture of sugar in 1794, but he apparently lacked the money to offer cash

crop advances to cultivators. To overcome this, he requested and received a loan

from the Board of Trade in Galcutta of Rs.25,O0O (Ê3,125) in December 1794j6

paterson, however, died in September 1797 before he actually supplied any

sugar to the Company. On his death, his debts to the Company and private

individuals became the responsibility of General Stibbert, his business associatê

and guarantor.lTrB

The enterprises above are perhaps the best known or the most prominent

in contemporary records. There were, however, many others. Some rate but a

12P. J. Marshall, "Commercialsociety," (1989), p' 185
rsE /. S, Appendices 1 and2 passim
,on¡¿ epp.'àp. 10, Bengal Commercial Consultation 1541795. The source of this reference is a

letter written in 1795 aJ confirmation by the Directors in London of a decision made in Calcutta

that Captain Paterson was allowed to set up his plantation at Beerbhoom instead of Banares

o¡iginally agreed.
15tt¡¿, pi Si. 14-2-1792, Letter to the Board of Trade from the Resident at Soonamooky.
t,lt 

ø ia, p.z+2, 29-1 z-17 I 4.

" tb¡d.27,30-12-1797.
," tbid, App. 1, p. 3g- On March 1 802, the Boa d of Trade in Calcutta noted that General Stibbert,

through his solicitors, was still discharging the debts of Patterson.
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single rnention while others remained in business for quite long periods. Amongst

this group was Mr. Robert Heaven, "a gentleman with some thirteen years

experience in the West lndies.' He also came to lndia with the approval of the

directors, planning to grow indigo, cotton and sugar cane, and manufacture

sugar.tt He does not appear again in the records. lt is possible he was amongst

the anonymous group of Europeans mentioned by the Resident at Patna in 1792'

3, who records the presence of three European establishments, along with two

other European sugar works at Arrah and in Tirhut.2o A report from Rungpore in

17gB also mentions the presence of another five European sugar fastories.zl

Another pioneer was James Hanson Keene; he too was said to possess

extensive knowledge of sugar making in the West lndies. He came out in 1794

with the intention to set up a works,z but also failed. By 1801, we find him

working in the Calcutta sugar warehouse, assisting Mr. Horsley, the Company's

sugar inspector.23

One of the few apparently successful introductions of West lndian

technology into lndia during this early period appears to be the sugar works and

plantations at Achipore and Fort Gloucester, both of which belonged to a Mr

Lambert of Lambert, Ross and Company, substantial East India merchants. He

had been resident in lndia for many years.to Unlike many of the establishments

mentioned by the various residents, here we are atforded an inside view. The

refinery had a train of copper pans to evaporate the juice, using milk as a catalyst

nt from Directors in London 27-3-1787.
ent at Patna to B.O.T. Calcutta.

ungpore to B.O.T. Galq.ltta.

Consultations 8-9-1790. Lambert, a senior East

lndia merchant and sugar planter, wrote to Cornwallis in 1790 on the subject of duties paid by

Bengal sugar in Madras and BombaY
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to bring impurities to the surface and limewater to control acidity. When the sugar

was at the point of crystallisation, it was poured into conical moulds, similar to

those in use in the West lndies. After cooling, the stopper in the bottom of the

cone was removed and the molasses drained off. Much of this sugar was

exported as muscovado, but some was also clayed to remove some of the

colouring matter (see Appendix 6 for a description of this process).2u Low prices

and high transport costs undermined the proftability of the venture.

The lntroduction of West lndian Sugar Technology ¡n Madras Presidency

c. 1787-1810.

ln the Madras Presidency, the East lndia Company began to encourage its

collectors and agents to become involved in production of sugar for export ftorn

1795. The main areas of activity were Ganjam (Gangam) at what was then the

extreme norúl-eastern coastal end of the Presidency, Mzagapatam, 150

kilometres down the coast, Masulipatam (Bandar) between the deltas of the

Godavery and Krishna rivers, and in the southern regions of the Presidency near

Salem. The latter was some 270 kilometres from Madras city and 150 kilometres

inland frorn Guddalore (map 2 page 134).

ln the southern regions, particularly the districts of Baramahal and Salem,

there appears to have been a flurry of activity associated with sugar production by

the mid 17g0s. Here both private merchants26 and Company agents were

involved in sugar and rum manufacture.2T ln 1796, the capacity of this area to

2s1engal Sugar: An Account of the Method and Expense of Cultivating Sugar Cane ín Bengal,

(London, 1794) in lbid, App. I , p.78. _ -261oards Cotleictions 1478 to 1483 1796-1800, Vot. 67 Oriental and lndia Offrce Collection Brüsh

Library, þereinafter OIOC) Letter to Alexander Reade, Superintendent of the Bramahal and Salem

Distrióts;from C Witheral. This letter discusses a group of sugar planters and their sugar factory

and rum distlllery in the Salem district.
2TBoards Colledíons 1478 to 1483 12796-1t00 vol.67. OIOC. Extract of a Letter trom Collector to

Revenue Department Fort St. George 4-7-1796.
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produce sugar was brought to the notice of the Revenue Board in Madras: a letter

observed that "the local red sugar cane and another taller bamboo cane produced

good quality sugar," a sample of which had been sent to the Board by a Mr.

Lyte." By early 1796, however, the Company was already expressing concern

over the extent of its financial commitments to sugar production in this area. The

Board of Revenue wrote to the Collector, Alexander Reade, reminding him that he

had a personal stake in some of the sugar ventures and instructing him to send

his accounts to Madras for examination; the board apparently wanted to inquire

into the extent of land revenue invested in sugar ventures. The letter also

expressed concern that the Collector was concentrating on European enterprise,

pointing out their strong preference for the involvement and encouragement of

local cultivators in sugar cane production.2e There is a note of disquiet in the

correspondence between the Board and the collector, whích hints of a suspicion

of corruption.

Already in the 1790s, problems with the operation of exogenous

technology, similar to those that would become manifest in the later phase 1838-

46, were making an appearance. ln 1796 Reade wrote to the Board of Trade

from Salem, complaining that pinions and gudgeons on West lndian mills

constantly broke, as did locally made iron replacements. This problem led to

Europeans falling back on the indigenous mills, which crushed cane at a slower

rate and resulted in reduced sugar production; the hardness of the native canes

was apparently the cause of these breakages.3o The enthusiasm of the Board of

Trade in Madras for sugar production in the Salem district quickly evaporated and

,"tb¡d,Extractof theProceedingsof theBoardof RevenueFortSt. George 4'7'1796O1OC.
2tlb,ió, Ertract of the Proceedings of the Board of Revenue Fort St. George 27-1-1796 OIOC.
*10,4 t-"tter from the Collectoiof Bramahal and Salem Districts to the Board of Trade Madras 21-

11-1796 0toc.
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by 17g7, they sought to end their involvement. Mr Lyte, the superintendent, was

asked if he wished to purchase the works and the associated agreements with

cane cultivators, at what was virtually his own price.31 As it turned out, the sugar

made at Salem was of high quality. The geographical location, however, was not

appropriate. When in late 1797 the Board of Revenue received news that the

Cauvery River was not navigable, the region was deemed too distant from the sea

to be economically viable.32

At Vizagapatam, some 600 kilometres up the coast from Madras city, the

Company also became directly involved in sugar making. A sugar works

equipped with a West lndian cane mill and a train of pans was erected. Mr

Brown, the Collector, kept a close watch on proceedings and Mr Parkinson the

superintendent of the works, secured cane for the mill through cash crop

advances to local cultivators. Brown wrote enthusiastic letters to the Board of

Trade in Madras, explaining that this region had the capacity for large'scale sugar

production. He urged the Company to invest more capital,33 even suggesting in

1798 that they purchaæ a steam engine.3a By 1799, however, the Board of Trade

in Calcutta expressed concern about the level of capital expenditure at

Vizigapatam. They pointed out that on the appointnent of Mr Parkinson as

superintendent, he had been given specific instructions about the extent of

"experiments" with rum distillation and instructed to place the strongest emphasis

on improving indigenous sugar making techniques. His activities with regard to

rum had apparently outgrown the Compant's initial intention; the large-scale

31/ôrd. Extract of a Letter to the Madras Government 11 -11-1797 OIOC.

"'rc¡d, Extract of the Proceedings of the Board of Revenue at Fort St. George 21-12-1797 O¡OC.
æBoards Coltections 1Og7-1099 A 1797-1799 Vol. 47, Extract of the Proceedings of the Board of

Revenue Fort St, George 2-9-1798 O.I.O.C.
uBoards Cottections lOgl-tOgg and 1799-1800 Vol. 47, Letter from W. Brown Collector

Vizagapatam to Board of Revenue Fort St. George, 12-9-1798 O'l.Q.C'
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exports of rum to Britain that he envisaged were not to their liking. By 1799, due

either to the shift in sugar policy in Bengal (below), or early sugar ventures in

Madras showing little sign of success, the Board of Trade in Calcutta instructed

Madras that the development of the sugar industry in the Province "be left to

private individuals."3s The Vizigapatam factory was wound up in 1800, Mr.

Parkinson received instructions to cease sugar making, and was invited to buy the

sugar works.36 He, however, could not raise the capital; the crushing mill, sugar

pans and rum stills were sold at public auction.3T Nonetheless, sugar production

by Europeans in Vizagapatam continued; but the Company's involvement was

now indirect. The collector of revenue made available some working capital to

assist Europeans with the payment of cash advance payments to peasant cane

cultivators.3s

Although, as the Company records show, there was a growing ambiguity

toward West lndian sugar makers in Bengal (as we shall see below), some East

lndia Company directors in London were still encouraging Europeans to try their

luck in lndia. Robert Campbell was one of these. He went out to Madras in

17963e to establish a sugar works and to improve cane cultivation near

Coimbatore situated some 160 kilometres from the west coast city of Calicut.ao

Here, and later in South Arcot at Chidambaram, 150 kilometres west of Madras,

he encountered difficulty from peasant cane cultivators when attempting to

tuE./.S, App.2 p.24, Bengal Revenue Gonsultation,3l-10-1799, Letterfrom Revenue Branctr
Calcutta to Fort St. George Madras.
3ulb¡d, App. l, p. 263. Proceedings of the B.O.T Fort St. George, Letter to Governor in Council
June 1800.
37lbid, p.264, Fort St. ltations 7-6-1800.
36lb¡d,7€-1800, Orde Regard to Vizagapatam Sugar Works.
3e?oards Coltections, Extract of a Commercial Letter to Fort St. George,
Madras 17+1797 O.LO.C.
4H¡lton Brown, Parry'sof Madras, (Madras, 1954). p. 38.
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persuade them to try West lndian methods.al His failure to meet contractual

obligations to the Company raised some concern in Madras, in that he failed to

deliver any sugar. The Board of Trade in Madras did not penalise him; he was

reported to have encountered "the violence of the elements."a2 In 1806, hewas

released from contract. By this juncture, however, it had become apparent sugar

production for the British market in the Madras Presidency was uneconomical.

On release from his contractual arrangements he turned to indigo planting,a3 but

died suddenly in 1808, leaving Thomas Parry, who had given him considerable

financial backing, with little option but to purchase Campbell's sugar and indigo

works in the hope of cutting his losses.# Thomas Parry's involvement with

Campbell proved to be a harbinger of the future. ln the early 1840s, the Agency

House bearing his name became the largest sugar producer in the Presidency.as

The sugar growing areas of Barramapore, particularly those at Ganjam and

Rajamundry, a thousand kilometres northeast of Madras city (see map page 131),

were brought to the notice of the Company by the eminent botanist Dr Roxburgh,

who visited the region in 1792. He reported that many crops, including sugar

cane, indigo and leguminous food plants, grew there in abundance. The region

offered the advantage of sea transport and permanent water for irrigation.ao His

report was particularly positive about Ganjam, where he believed the sugar yield

tt The term ryot is used in this thesis as a generic term to describe peasant cultivators. A more
exact description of their caste divisions and modes of land tenure can þe found in: Sunil Kumar

Sen, Agrarian Relations in lndia (1793-1947), (New Delhi, 1979), Chapter 2 passim.

ß tbid,4 Hilton-Brown, Parry's, (1954), p. 40.
Æ Se/ecf Committee Sugar and Coffee Planting in Her Majesties East and West lndian Possessrbn
and the Mauritius, 1847-48, Third Report, p. 27 , Evidence of John Utlay Ellís, partner in the Parry's
Agency House Madras City.*'e. t S, App. 3 pp. 1¿, Or. W Rexburg's account of the Hindoo Method of Cultivating Sugar
Cane and Manufacturing Sugar and Jaggery, in the Rajahmundry Circar: lnterspersed with Such
Remarks as Tend to Point out the Great Benefit that Might be Expected from lncreasing this
Branch of Agriculture and lmproving the Quality of the Sugar. See also, The Process Observed of
the Natives of the Ganjam District of Making the Sugars of Barramapore.
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to be higher and the problems associated with cane growing less than in Jamaica.

An attractive feature in this region, compared with much of Bengal, was that cane

harvesting and sugar making coincided with a period during which work on other

crops was light.aT

It was at Ganjam that the most sustained effort and greatest single

investment in capital and West lndian technology took place during this first phase

of European involvement. Here a Mr. Colleyas was awarded a contract in 1800 to

produce sugar from canes grown by native cultivators. The Company would

advance to him annually the capital for cash crop advances to the cultivators in

districts adjacent to his works at Munsoocotah.ae He used the best techniques

available in an effort to produce high quality sugar for export, having become

aware of the British refiners' comments on the damp nature of much East lndia

sugar and loss through deterioration in ships' holds.so ln an effort to overcome

these problems through the productíon of dry and good quality sugar, he erected

stone buildings in which to mill cane and crystallise sugar, and to cure and store

sugar prior to export.5152 The sugar-making season in Madras coincided with the

monsoon; therefore, dry facilities were vital. High quality stone buildings were

expensive and Colley, in common with many other Europeans, encountered high

establishment costs. Consequently, he had great ditficulty in supplying sugar at

the prices agreed in his contract. The Company, as has been shown above, did

not offer more than short-term support to the sugar industry in Madras. Colley,

4' lbid, App. 2 p. 45 Fort St George Commercial Consultations 2-5-1793, Letter from Madras
Government to the Honourable Gourt East lndia House London 2-5-1793.
*P. P. 1812-13(150), (151)V111.393, Lrsf ofPersonsWhoHaveProceededtotndiatJnderLiænse
from the East lndia Company as Free Merchants in each year, 1793-1812. Colley does not

had considerable time.
cial 1

14-3 e Sugar Refiners.
Cons Letter from Colley to the

President and Members of the Board of Trade.
t2 \bid. p.262. ln 1801, Colley claims the capital value on his works is Sicca Rs, 44,000.
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however, appears to have been an exception; they continued to make working

capital from locally collected land revenue available for cash crop advances to

cultivators, long after their legal obligation ceased.s3 Colley had the infrastructure

and knew what type of sugar was required for the British market. He also

understood that sugar must be dry before beginning the voyage to prevent

deliquescence (becoming liquid by absorbing moisture from the air in the holds) or

serious weight loss, both frequent occurrence with European manufactured

muscovadoes or raw indigenous sugars.uo Nevertheless, Colley's best efiorts did

not meet with long-term success and his endeavours disappear frorn East India

records after 1810.

The Company's hopes for Ganjam sugar went beyond that of export to

Europe. They also wished to promote the manufacture of sugar candy in the

district as an import replacement fur the candy of Canton and Batavia.

Unfortunately, the local candy proved to be only marginally cheaper and not of as

high quality as the imported variety. .55

Support for Europeans in Madras continued for some time after the policy

shíft away from European involvement in Bengal. The rationale may have been

the abundant river water for inigation, the tropical maritime climate, seen as ideal

for sugar, and the proxímity of all sugar works to the sea, Salem being the

exception. By 1810, however, little of the European sugar industy remained.

The efforts of Company and private individuals failed to produce sugar at a price

that would enable its export to Britain; consequenüy, from 1792 to 1808 the

53lb¡d, App. 1pp 259-60, Letter to Fort St George Board of Trade January 25u1 1800. Colley was
apparently well known to a Mr. J. Ogilvie, an influential Company official.

'"_lbid, App. 1 pp.114-116.
u" lbíd, App. 1 p. 266 Extract from Fort St. George Revenue Consultations 5€-1815.
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Company was able to source only 3,984 tons of exportable sugar from Madras

Province 56

lndigenous and Exotic Ganes and West lndian Cane Agriculture 1792-1800.

The early sugar industry based on West lndian technology and experience

in the sub-continent did not confine itself to making sugar from indigenous raw

sugar. As we have seen, some attempts to create sugar cane plantations were

tried; at such places, a few attempts to improve the quality of canes and introduce

West lndia cane agriculture were tried. These, however, were not pursued and

developed into a viable plantation industry, due in part to the narrow self-interests

of Company policy.

As we have seen, information about indigenous canes and which varieties

suited a particular area in Madras was sparse during the early stages of European

involvement. This, however, was not the case in Bengal, where from the outset a

botanical study was available, due to the expertise of the botanist, Dr Roxburgh.

The sugar cane varieties native to Bengal were, and are still, botanically complex.

Roxburgh, in the light of available knowledge of the 1790s, produced a

reasonably comprehensive study; at this early stage, however, he was unable to

fully catalogue the considerable diversity of canes.St

*tbid, App. lY, p, 74. Table Showing Quality and Value of Sugar Exported to London on the
Account of the East lndia Company.
* Ibid, App.l pp. 97-98, Bengal Bóard of Trade Consultations Ç9-1792. Dr Roxburgh's catalogue
of sugarcane growing in the Bengal Presidency in 1792, lists the main variety. They were
Cadjoolee, a low yielding, hard cane; Santipore, similar to West lndian canes but of lower sugar
yield, Pooree, commonly growrì around Calcutta, also described as similar to West lndian cane
with a lower yield, Cullerah, grown in swampy regions, which yielded a weak insipid juice; and
Punsari a cane common to the drier Banaras region. The canes of the sub-continent were difficult
to identify botanically, since differences between them were minute. lt was not until 1918 that the
five differentfamilies of canes growing in Northeast lndia (Mungo, Nargori, Saretha, Pansahi and
Sunnabile) were identified. Of these, the Pansahi group is not exclusive to lndia; it actually
belongs to the group Saccharum Sinensis. G. Stevenson, The Genefics and Breeding of Sugar
cane (London, 1965) pages 25-26, tells us: the other four groups were classified in the early 1900s
as Saccharum Barberi. Of the five, only the Saretha, which grows in the Punjab and northem
Bihar, is not native to Bengal. The Nargori cane found in waterlogged or swampy land was
certainly the Cullerah identified in 1792.
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Some of the most commonly grown of these canes presented problems to

the West lndian crushing and sugar making technology; amongst these was the

hard outer rind of some canes, which made crushing diffìcult. This hardness, as

we have seen in Madras, tended to cause breakages of gudgeon pins and gears

of imported West lndian cane mills. Another problem was discolouration of the

raw sugar made from Cadjoolee canes, a hard but common variety in Bengal.

The red colour was contained in the outer rind of the cane and, when crushed

with the kolhu mortar and pestle mill (this mill, common to many sugar growing

districts ground the cane into a pulp, see Appendix 3, illustration 6), the colouring

matter became infused in the raw gur and was impossible to remove during

refinement. The low sugar yields of some indigenous canes and difficulties

associated with traditional Indian cane cultivation were a problem.

As consequence of these difficulties, some European planters urged the

Company to assist with the introduction of exotic canes. Planters, particularly

those with West lndian experience, were familiar with the thicker and higher

yielding canes recently introduced to the West lndies, such as red or white

Otahieti, and some had knowledge of the canes of Java or the Malay Straits.ss

The Company responded to this by introducing a new variety in 1795-6, which

originated in southern China and was experimentally cultivated in the Galcutta

botanical gardens under the supervision of Dr. Roxburgh. By 1799, he reported

the distribution and growth of this new variety amongst the cultivators as:" the

utmost possible success."5e ln common with the hard native canes of lndia, it

showed good resístance to white ants and jackals. Field trials at the Company's

sugar farm at Mizapore Cutna, under the supervision of Mr. Cardin, also proved

I Sengat Sugar (1794), p. 66.t'E /. S, App. 1pp. 258-9, Bengal Public Consultations 5-12-1799
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highly successful.60 The canes were exotic only from the point of view that the

actual setts were imported into the sub-continent. They were, however, not

entirely exotic, they actually belonged to the group Saccharum Sinensis, the same

group as the local cane, Pansahi. Their source was a clone widespread in lndo-

China, South China and Taiwan that possessed characleristics identical to

Pansahi.6l

The sum total of agricultural experimentations during the period 1792-1810

was the introduction of this cane and some experiments in the District of

Radnagore with ratoons in 1792-3 (growing canes from the root stock of the

previous crop), which proved unsuccessful due to termites eating the roots during

the dry season.62 Attempts were also made at cane holing (a West lndian mode

of cane planting which involved digging holes about 30 centimetres deep at

intervals, putting manure in the hole and planting the cane setts over this layer of

manure).63 Although no record of the success or failure of this could be found, it

was used later at Behea during the 1880s, where the method proved successful.Ga

The abandonment of direct involvement by the Company in the development of

sugar cane agriculture was another victim of the policy changes that will be

discussed below.

Toward a New Policy

Given the failure of would be European entrepreneurs to successfully

establish themselves in the sub-continent, the Company 6y 1794 began to look to

indigenous suppliers for a type of sugar that could be profitably transported to,

60 rb¡d, p.2s9 3o-9-1801.
t1 G. Stevenson, (1965),pp.25-26.
62 Ratoons are canes grown from the stumps left in the ground from the previous seasons and

allowed to shoot and develop into crop the following season.
*8./.S App. 1pp.111-112, Bengal Board of Trade Consultations ¿¡'9'1792.
ua Anonymous, First Annual Report of the ,Ag¿-cultural Department of Bengal, (Calcutta, 1886) p.

23
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and sold in, Britain. lt become clear that indigenous sugars, particularly fne

khandisari sugar, were beginning to find a place in the British horne market. The

Board of Trade in Calcutta was also beginning to have real doubts that intrusion

of European and their industrialised West Indian sugar factories into the interiors

of Bengal was particularly wise,

The Gompany ordered its Collectors and Political Agents to conduct a

survey throughout the sugar producing districts of Bengal. This survey would

have geographical, botanical and agricultural dimensions (these aspects will be

discussed in Chapter 7 below). The report would also revealed disquiet in the

localities among the traditional leaders in the localities with regard to Company

sugar purchasing policy and the activities of European merchants. Perhaps more

disturbing for the Company's hopes to export khand was the dearth of fine sugar

in Bengal.

Table Vl11 Extract from the Survey of 1792 of the Area under Cane Cultivation and the
Production of Fine and G¿rin the Main Districts of

* Iessore mainly date tree zugar.

Before the results of this survey were available, the Board of Trade in

Calcutta had expressed doubts on the value of West lndian sugar producing

methods in the sub-continent:

The projects of several Europeans in different pursuits, have from the

outset laboured under a great disadvantage, of much money being

6sE/.S App. 1, pp. 180-2, Bengal Public Consultations, Abstract Statement of Sugar and Gur
production in Bengal 1792.

Local Consumption.Amounts in Tons. Produce ofDistrict.
Ene. Acres Susar Gur Sugar GurDistrict
5.064 206 859 7 45Sarun

N/ADinaeeoore 6,045 550 N/A 138

6.699 N/A N/ABurdwan 8,264 1,638

1.134 to23 460 N/AMidnapore
4.847 671 168 N/ABeerbhoom

N/AJessore* Palms 549 N/A
4.637 7.558 773 45"'Total 25.354
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sunk in buildings and expensive establishments; and that this has

been the principal cause of the failure of most.66

The establishments at Sukhsagar, Umnepur and Apail all fitted neatly into the

above category, but the failure of these ventures was only part of the motivation

for this change. The Company had also come to the opinion, by 1792-3, that the

product of the European establishments, usually a muscovado similar to the West

lndian import to Britain, could not be shipped from India and sold at a proft in

London. lf the trade was to show profits, these would come from the export of

indlgenous cured white to pale yellow khandisari sugar, which, unlike the

European manufactured product, suffered only minor weight loss and did not

deliquesce during the voyage.67 This realisation apparently coincided with a

better understanding of the indigenous methods of both cane cultivation and

refining. The "primitive methods" mentioned scornfully by the Calcutta Society

were now seen in a different light.

The whole of the operations of cultivation and refinery show ingenuity

as well as skill, that the implements used are cheap and simple; that

the various canes, the skill in culture, the modes of preparation of

sugar, the general knowledge thereof, and the obtaining of sugar

from the date tree, indicate that the manufacture was known here

long before the nations of Europe or America ever heard of sugar.68

The rationale that brought the Company to this conclusion was, however, based

on information recently gained about cane cultivation, the extent of production and

66 E /.s., App. 1 p. 101fl lbid, pp. 114-116. ln 1792, the Company obtained information on sugar deterioration in transit
from merchants dealing in the gulfs of Suez and Persia. They informed the Company that weight
loss was around 3 percent for dry sugar but higher if the sugar was damp. lbid, p.71. Lambert, an

experienced East lndia merchant, suggested weight loss would remain significant unless the sugar
was well-cured, i.e. dry khand.
æ lb¡d, p. 97, Minute of the Board of Trade 4-9-1792.
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the nature of the internal market. This information gave them an accurate

understanding of the cost of purchasing of sugar in the mofussil (interior),

transportation to Calcutta, processing through warehouses and the cost free on

board (FOB) in Calcutta (see Appendix 1, Table 30).tt

A combination of the continued failure of Europeans to thrive as sugar

makers plus knowledge painstakingly put together in the survey of Recorders and

Agents in the mofussil, inexorably pushed the directors toward a policy of

purchasing khand directly from indigenous merchants. The final act in this

process of establishing policy with regard to European involvement in Bengal may

well have been the failure of Paterson. The extent of Paterson's negotiations

recorded in East lndia Company records are indicative of the belief and trust

some East lndians placed in his abilities. The high opinion of his ability is

reflected in the records thus: "[He was] a person well skilled in the cultivation and

manufacture of Sugar, according to the most approved methods in use in the

West lndies."70 The strongest indication that Paterson was the catalyst for sugar

policy change may be drawn from the following statement: "When Mr. Paterson

shall have delivered a quantity of sugar upon the terms of his contract, the Board

may draw some inference of the advantages he may derive from his West lndian

skill."71 lf indeed they did have so much confidencæ in his ability, it was to prove

unfounded; he was slow to establish a plantation, unable to find sufficient financial

backing and did not deliver one crystal of the sugar to the Gompany. His failure

must have Ient strength to those doubting the economic wisdom of European

sugar ventures.

* F.O.B, 'Free on board' is the price of sugar when loaded aboard ship, including the prime cost,
transport costs to Calcutta, warehouse costs and the cost of loading.

]0 e.t.S. App.1 p.1o1, Bengal Board of Trade Consultation +9-1792.
' 'lbid.
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By 1792, the Company had in its possession a great deal of inforrnation on

all aspects of the East lndia sugar trade, not only from its agents and

administrators throughout the sugar producing regions of Bengal,tt but also from

London sugar refiners,T3 and information on indigenous methods of making sugar

(see appendix 3).74 This information strengthened the perception of the economic

benefits of sugar manufacture with low infrastructure costs, similar to those used

by the indigenous sugar makers. These indigenous methods achieved low cost

outlays and produced a grade of sugar that sold at a better price than the

muscovado produced by the European factories in lndia.

The report of a London refiner, Benjamin Travers, on the quality of sugars

purchased at Rungpore, Banaras and Soonamooky, also added strength to the

argument for the purchase of indigenous khand The report had positive aspects

but pointed to problems of refining some types of East India sugar.

This sugar, which has a very bold grain, indicating strength, cleared

very strong, insomuch as I was able to use three or four large basins of

fresh water with a view to heighten its colour and reduce its grain. 75

Travers saw the Soonamooky sugar offering the best value; it formed into large

crystals more readily than other sugars and produced high quality sugar loaves.

The Banaras and Rungpore sugars were not of the same quality, but they too

were suitable for refining. ln this report the native method of refining sugar came

in for some criticism; "exposure to fierce heat during the initial refining process

caused damage." This could not be rectified, preventing the sugars refined in

?e.t S. App. 1 pp.72-93 and 135-154 passim,

'_",lbid, pp.2O7-8, Report of London Sugar Refiners London 21-9-1792.
'"lbid, pp.210-216, The Memorial of William Fitzmaurice to the Honourable Court of Directors, 6
February 1793. See also lbid, App. 3 pp. 43-79 passim: An Account of the Method and
Çlperience of Cultivating the Sugar Cane in Bengal; in a Letter from a Bengal Planter 1794.

'' lbid, App. 1 p.2Q7, Report of the London Sugar Refiners.
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London from achieving their full potential.T6 These sugars seem to be of large

crystal; they were either shakker or sugar candy, but not fine khand. Export of

this sugar to London is indicative of the fact that in 1792 the Company was

sending sugar similar to the strong-grained muscovado of the Caribbean sugar

colonies. Although some of the sugar refined in London was indigenous, it is also

possible that some was made in Company refineries; at least two were in

operation 1792lo 1794.77 lf indeed the sugar was both indigenous coarse sugar

and sugar made under European supervision, and both presented problems to

the refiner, this information strengthened the case for exporting khand. This

sugar presented no such difficulties; it was a dry, clean, could be sold directly to

the grocery trade and it required no value adding in Britain.Ts

Sugar Policy in the Emerging Golonial State

The 1791 report of the Committee of Warehouses pointed to advantages

for the Company's public image, commerce, its lndian subjects and the financial

administration of the province, ¡f sugar cultivation and manufacture was

encouraged. For example, it would increase the disposable income o'n the ryot,

increase land revenues on which the economics of the Company government

depended and provide sugar for British consumers at a time of shortage.Ts ln the

sub-continent, the Company would be perceived as a protector and champion of

its Bengali subjects through the enhancing of the economic prospects of

'u tbid.n lbid, p. 139 and p. 158, The Company owned and operated at least two sugar works in 1792,
one at Commercolly and another at Patna.
78 Thomas Tooke, A History of Prices, (London, 1838), p. 235. Best quality East lndia white cost

84.80-85,75 per cwt. in London 1798. By late 1799 the price of all sugar had dropped
considerably until by early 1800 fine khand cost between Ê2-50-Ê3.50 per cwt.
7sEl.S App.1p. 16, ReportoftheCommitteeof Warehouses2g-2-1792. Landswheresugarand
mulberry were cultivated paid from 2 to 5 times more rent than land producing grain crops.
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agriculturalist, and in Britain it would be perceived as coming to the aid of

consumers at a time when West lndian sugar was very expensive.

The realities on the ground in lndia, however, were different.

lmplementation of policy there was subject to difficulties foreign to many of the

directors at lndia House. ln India, it was necessary to reconcile the problems of

British government with traditions of the various groups and religions of Bengal. lt

was vital to balance the requirements of commerce with the British

administration's requirement to govern the distant localities without disturbing

traditional mores. The question to be answered was, 'would the intrusion of a

European sugar industry, or European sugar merchants seeking to make

arrangements to purchase sugar, upset the traditional equilibrium?" The

cooperation of the traditional elites was vital to ensure quiet government, since

any threat to their status or prestige might bring disquiet. With this in mind,

implementation of a policy of acquisition of sugar for export, without úndue

interference with the interests of zamindars (for lndian names or terms, see

glossary page V111) and other influential community leaders, was vital. Such

leaders were not only holders of traditional title, they were frequently intimately

involved in the sugar trade. as cultivators of cane on their own holdings, on a

larger scale than the peasant cultivators.so ln many instances they were also the

owners of indigenous refineries (chapter 7 below), were involved in marketing

sugar, and provided cash crop advances at high interest to peasant cultivators. lt

was their interests and influence that might be eroded should the Company

* The term zamindar (zemindar) is also used as a generic term to describe those holding land title

under the Bengal Permanent Settlement. For an understanding of the power and influence of
these landholdêrs and their influence on agrarian society in Bengal: Asok Mitra, "Fifteen Decades
of Agrarian Change in Bengal, pp. 389-425 in Essays in Honour of Professor S. C. Sarkar (New

Delhi, 1976) passim, with particular reference to pp. 397-4O3-
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interfere with traditional ties, by offering cash crop advances at low interest rates

direct to the peasant cultivators.

The concept of direct government subsidies, rural banks or the

organisation of cooperatives of cane cultivators to stimulate sugar cane

production had not formed in the minds of policy makers in the 1790s and would

not evolve until long after this period. However, a suggestion was put forward in

the early 1790s that sugar exports to Europe could be increased if the Company

offered direct financial support to cane growers through cash crop advances at

low rates of interest. A limit of 100,000 acres was recommended. Under this

scheme, many of the traditional mores of cultivators would continue. Gradual

changes would be implemented but only where this could be achieved without

causing communal problems. The cultivators would grow and crush the cane and

European refiners would process the juice, or gur, into muscovado in simple low

cost refineries.sl

lnitially the Company's approach to sugar cultivation and production was to

use local revenues to provide working capital to peasant cultivators through its

Commercial Agents. The Company preference, however, was to purchase at

local markets or through middlemen, but price increases brought about by

European merchants seeking sugar to supply the growing export market

persuaded them to vertically integrate, ensuring sugar supply at source, through

paying cash crop advances directly to the cultivators.s2 The Board of Trade in

Calcutta, however, was not totally wedded to this method. They hoped market

forces would stimulate the peasant cultivators to plant increasing acreage of cane

81 Bengal Sugar, (London, 1794\, pp. 52€6 passim.
Bz E r.S. App. 1 pp.61-2,66-7, 68, 70 and passim.
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and thus stimulate supply.83 They obviousty saw the high demand for sugar

between 1792 and 1794 as a temporary phenomenon.

lnitially the Company was constantly reviewing its options with regard to

sugar, expressing the view that ¡t d¡d not wish to pursue a policy of coercion or

attempt to create a monopoly, as they had in the opium and textile trades. The

advantage of Commercial Agents resident in the sugar districts with access to

finance from land revenue was deemed sufficíent to compete successfully with

private merchants.Ea This policy was to be of short duration.

Reports in 1792 from Collectors in the sugar districts of Bengal, Bihar and

Orissa varied on methods of financing sugar purchases. Some advocated direct

payment of cash crop advances; others believed this method would present

difficulties with accountability and problems of default in the event of those in

receipt of working capital absconding because of crop failure or an accumulation

of debt. Agents from the districts still feeling the effects of the famine of 1770,

where population was still sparse,tu recommended that any cash crop should be

channelled through sugar makers or middlernen, individuals from whom the

Company would be more likely to recover debts,86 ln mid 1792, the Board of

Trade in Calcutta was still inclined towards direct encouragement of small

cultivators and expressed concern that the involvement of middlemen would

continue the problem of debt bondage. The traditíonal practice of small-scale

cane cultivators was to borrow from mahajins (money lenders) to finance

8"lbìd, pp.12}-121and 129-130, Bengal Commercial Consultations23-9-179| Deliberations of the
B.O.T. in respect of the lncrease of Sugar and Letters to Resident at Soonamooky Santipore 22-
10-1792.* lb¡d, pl17, Bengal Commercial Consultations 24-8-1792, Letter to Resident at Banaras.
o" An account of the famine of 1770 is available in W. W. Hunter, The Annals of Rural Bengal,
(London, 1868) pp. 19-45 passim and Appendix B pp. 399421; see also B. B. Chaudhuri,
"Agricultural Growth in Bengal and Bihar, 1770-1860: Growth of Cultivation Since the Famine of
1770, Bengal Past and Presenf, XCV Part 1. 180. (January-June, 1976), 290-340, pp.294-1296
oassim.
&E l.S. App. 1, pp.73-97 passim.
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cultivation and pay the land rent, the latter invariably falling due before the crop

could be harvested. The balance of the account with the lender of the cash crop

advances was settled when the season was over, the lender having secured the

gur to cover the cash advance. At such reckonings, the ryot invariably found his

debt burden had increased.

ln September 1792, the Board of Trade in Calcutta, after considering all

these options, had formed an opinion that payment of cash advances directly to

cultivators was the best way of increasing cane cultivation.sT The Governor

General in Council, in pursuit this of policy, instructed Commercial agents to point

out the benefits to Zamindars of rent enhancements from land cultivated in sugar

cane, while at the same time requesting them not to exploit the buoyant market by

significantly increasing rents. They were also informed that the government was

aware they were discouraging the ryots from accepting cash crop advances from,

or selling their sugar to, the Gompany.s8

The Board of Trade and the Executive Council were, from September to

early November, at one. The opinions of District residents, however, continued to

be both supportive and opposed to cash crop advances- Some wrote of tensions

between landholders and ryots, due to cash crop advances paid by the Company

or private merchants.se The Resident at Santipore reported problems with the

payment of cash crop advances; the ryofs were apparently defauding him.

Having paid them an amount of advances based on an agreed acreage, he had

discovered they had planted less than contracted. This left him with no alternative

8-7_tb¡d, pp.119-123.
88 /brd.'o- 12417-g-17g2. Letter from Governor General in Council to Bengal Board of Revenue.
un bid, p. 125, 11-10-1792 Letter from Resident at Soonamooky to B.O.T. Calcutta, lbid. p. 143.

Bengal'Commercial Consultations 10-2-1793. The Resident at Golllagore informed the Board of
conslderable local resistance from community leaders to the Company's offers of advances direct
to cultivators.
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but to employ people to oversee and measure the plantings.so Other Residents

also encountered similar problems inherent in vertical integration: fraud, failure to

repay or failure to deliver the amounl o'f gur agreed at planting time.

On November 56 1792, the Governor General in Council sent specific

instructions relating to sugar purchases to all relevant Company servants. The

directive noted the concerns of the Board of Trade in Calcutta regarding the

cultivator's inability to finance sugar crops and indebtedness inherent in allowing

the traditional system to continue. Their decision, however, was that the policy

best suited to the needs of the Company government was to purchase all sugar

from sugar boilers and middlemen, who in turn would provide crop advances to

cultivators. Their primary concerns were the risk of bad debts through

absconding ryots and the fear of entering into multiple agreements which, when

conducted in the traditional business ways of the sub-continent, would lead to

complexities and problems. ln future, the Company would restrict its role to one

of a buyer and exporter of sugar, either refined or raw, and would cease to

engage in sugar refinement.el The greatest concern expressed by the Executive

Council was that of corruption. Here it saw the possibility of Company servants,

armed with its authority, buying sugar on their own account and profiting by using

the trading resources of the Company.e2

The fears expressed by the Governor General in council are typical of

Cornwallis, an administrator painfulty aware of the excesses of the past, who

sought to avoid a situation so rife in the earlier eighteenth century administrations

where Gompany servants, either lndian or European, would be tempted into, or

"otbid, pp. 129-30, Letterfrom R
el tb¡d, pi. 134,2-11-1792, Letter B.o.T. Calcutta.
n\bid,'p.1Z1. Bengal Comme Letter from Governor General in

Councilto B.O.T.
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wilfully pursue, corrupt practices for personal enrichment.s3 Of even greater

concern to the Governor General was the way in which its lndian subjects

perceived British rule. The 1790s were a decade during which the transition from

Company to early colonial state occurred, and when political stability and the

legitimisation of the regime began to take precedence over purely mercenary

aims.ea The Gouncil's decision was in response, to some degree at least, to

disquiet expressed by local community leaders, zamindars, taluqdars and larger

farmers at the direct involvement of the Company in vertical integration at local

level.es The government sought at this time to cultivate local relations to facilitate

governance in the localities, as is commented on in the writings of many

historians. Peter Robb, for example, points to the close relationships and the

interdependent links between the landholding elites and the 4¡ots.s6 R.E

Frykenberg explains how, through a policy of indirect contact, the colonial power

sought to maintain the prestige and power of some traditional local elites, while at

once attempting to curtail European ac{ivity in the localities, activities that could

easily upset delicate community relations.eT The title holding elites were intended

to become the class of improving landlords similar to the British gentry, envisaged

* Pnitip Lawson, (1993), p. 129. Cornwallis sought to bring a professional ethos to the
government seryants within Bengal. By offering good salaries and appointments based on merit,

ñe hoped to bring professionalism to public service administration that, by long custom, had used

its position to increase personalwealth.
% Neeladri Bhattacharva, "Colonial State and Agrarian Society," in Burten Stein (ed.), The Ma4ing

of Asrarian Policy in British lndia 1770-190Q (Delh¡, 1992), p.121.* Räjat and Ratna Ray, "Zamindars and Jotedars: A Study of Rural Politics in Bengal," Modern

Asian Sfudieg 15, 3, (1981) pp. 649-721. This article is a study of the importance that the British
placed on property rights in lndia and their desire to establish an "improving" landlord class.* Peter Robb, "Peasanfs Choices? lndian Agrio.rlture and the Limits of Commercialisation in

Nineteenth Century Biher," Economic History Review, XLV (1992), pp. 97-119, Passim. Robb

discusses the close cultural relationships between zamindars, wealthy high caste farmers and

moneylenders, explaining their inter-relationships and obligations to each other. ln the face of this
existing social structure, the British found ít impracticable to implement new systems to purchase

commodities. lnstead, they fell back on the old method of cash crop advances from traditional
lenders, which left the growers open to coercion and exploitation.
tt R. E. Frykenberg, "Traditional Process of Power in South lndia: A Historical Analysis of Local

lnfluence, and Village Strength in South lndia," in R. E. Frykenberg (ed.), Land Controland Social

Strucfure in Indian History, (New Delhi, 1979), pp. 266-7.
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in the Bengal Permanent Settlement, which for the first time gave property rights

rather than traditional rights.eEee At the same time, the administration created an

independent judiciary to give the new class of landlords the protection of law.100

The influence and traditional authority lay with these elites; the government was

not prepared to risk alienating them for the doubtful benefit of paying direct cash

crop advances to facilitate the purchase of sugar.

There were also commercial factors relevant to the shaping of sugar

purchasing policy, in particular the thriving export sugar trade via American and

Danish vessels. This increased demand and tended to drive up sugar prices,

often forcing the Company to increase the price it paid to suppliers. Had the

scheme that gave advances at low interest rates been implemented (above), it

would almost certainly have seen much of the sugar grown with the proceeds of

land revenue find its way into the private trade.101 The aim of the policy was two-

fold: to placate the elites and to ensure the sugar price at source was minimised

by keeping a measure of control over supply, more easily achieved by dealing

through middlemen who could be controlled by contract.

nt D. A Washbrook, " Law and Agrarian Society in lndia: The Gase of Bihar and the Nineteenth

Century Tenancy Debate, Modern Asian Sfudies, 22,2 (1988), pp. 319-354. Washbrook discusses
the use by the British administration of the Permanent Settlement as a means of containing their
lndian subjects in a Defined Space, within defined categories and roles. British administrators, he

argues, saw the primary role of lndia as one of producing agricultural products.
sn -Dietmar 

Rothermund, "The Land Revenue Problem in British lndia," Bengal Past and Present,
(July-December 1969), pp. 210-233, passim. The Permanent Settlement and the relationship
between the Bengal land revenue systems and others in lndia are explained, as is the journey the
Settlement represented from regulation to codification. An explanation of the difference between

Cornwalliss system and the Mogul system is offered. With particular reference to where the

earlier model made allowance for poor harvests; the British system did not.
t* D. A. Washbrook, (1981) p.75.
10rE/.S App. 1 pp. 119-123 passim, Bengal Commercial Consultations 25-9-1792. ln this
submission to the Governor General in Council, the B. O. T. expressed the fear that cultivators
might not repay the advances because of drought or other crop loss, thus incurring a large debt to
the company. The possibility is also raísed that low interest advances would allow them to grow

sugar in excess of the amount advanced by the Company. They could sell this sugar to the
private trade, thus using government revenue to subsidise the private trade.
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This policy, however, was difficult to implement until demand for sugar fell

in 1801. Competition from the private and native merchants ensured some direct

payment of crop advances would continue. The neutral status of Serampore

tended to complicate matters since it offered an outlet for sugar outside the

control of the Gompany government. Sugar grown with the help of Company

advances could still be purchased by European speculators and Indian sugar

merchants, and exported via Serampore.

Gompany Sugar Purchases, 1800-1 833.

From 17921o 1800, demand for sugar in Britain had been strong but in late

1800 early 1801, sugar prices in London, particularly for shakkar or khaur,fell

considerably. This, together with high freight costs, led to a fall off in sugar

purchases by private merchants ,'o' a situation made worse by a glut of colonial

produce in London brought about by the French embàrgo 
'of 

British trade

(Chapters 1 and 2, above). Consequently, there was a build up of East lndia

produce in the London warehouses. Merchant capital was tied up in stock, short-

term market prospects were poor, and the Calcutta-London trade was in

recession.1o3 For the first time the Company government could now fully

implement its sugar purchasing policy and buy all sugar Írom kharkhanedars ot

through middlemen. The regional market in Banaras and Ghazipur was where

they began to concentrate their efforts; its major outlet was Calcutta and low

export demand there ensured lower sugar prices.l0a Another promising

opportunity appeared at this time in the shape of a new agency recently opened

'o'lbid App. 4, p. 39, Report of the Private Trade between Europe, America and Bengal 1€-1795
to 1-5-1800. High freight costs saw sugar originally destined for Britain or exported directly to

Europe or via the Amerícan east coast, resold in Calcutta and redirected to sub-continental or

Asiatic markets.
103lbid, App.2, p. 38, Bengal Secret DeparFnent 94-1801.

'oo Sl-tahid Amin, Suga rcane and Sugar in Gorakhpur: An lnquiry into Peasant Production and

Capitatist Enterprise in Colonial lndia. (Delhi, 1984), pp. 18-19'
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at Mau and Azamgarh. The Resident, however, quickly reported disappointment;

the Company aurangs did not receive sugar in quantity. The same report also

pointed out that Gorakhpur was then being resettled,l05 and the new cultivation

there held out the promise of sugar suitable for export.106 The high cost of

transport to Britain ensured the Company would continue to search for low price

fine sugar.107 Rohilkund looked promising 1803-1806, but its sugar proved to be

"not fine enough."r08

War, monopoly and the cost of shipping kept sugar purchases by private

merchants at a low level until after 1813. Consequently, Company agents

established a strong position in the Azamgarh district, a region that made much

higher quality khand. The Company's bargaining position also improved in other

sugar growing districts 1803 to 1807, while private merchants' purchases of sugar

declined through this period from 29 to 18 percent of exports. Their strongest

influence was, however, in Mau and Azamgarh. ln these districts the number of

karkhanas (indigenous refineries) grew from 95 to 524; only 44 of them were

independent, the rest had contracts with the Company.roe Yet the table below

indicates, the prime cost of sugar through this period was not significantly lower,

The lack of finance available for cash crop advance undoubtedly limited the

supply of khand, and the cost of the Company structure and the distance from

Banares and Azamgarh to Calcutta all added to the price of sugar.

t* B. B. Ghaudhuri, 'Agricultural Growth in Bengal and Bihar, 1770-1860", pp. 290-339, Bengal
Past and Present, part 1 No. 190 January-July (1976) pp.290-291, depopulation caused bythe
severe famine of 1770 and raids by Maghs in the Chittagong region earlier in the eighteenth
century and Maratha raids in the western areas of Bengal in the 1760s contributed to
depopulation. The effect of the framine on cultivation and revenue values in Bengal 1771-72, as

measured by the Amini Commission 1778, æn been seen in R. B. Ramsbotham, Sfudies in the

Land Revenue History of Bengal, ), pp. 132-133.
16E /.S. App. 2.p.4o, 

-Bengal Èubli ovinces) 20-10-1803.

'o'lbid, Appendices 2 and 3 passi 1800 and 1821, the Company urged
its agents to seek only the finer grades of sugar for export to Britain.
1!tøi¿, App.2 p, 39, Bengal Public Gonsultations (Ceded Provinces) 20-10-1803.
tu' shahid Amin (1984) , p.17.
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Table lX Tons of East India Sugar Imported to GB and Value at Sale Per ton, East India Company
and Private 179&.1813

Column 1 Tonnage of East lndia Company sugar. 2 Prime Cost. Column 3 Value at sale
London. Column 4 Tonnage Private Traders Sugar. Column 5 Value at sale GB.

A problem that regularly occurred was the purchase of low quality sugar by

the Company's agents; this sold in London at a considerable loss (Appendix 1,

Table 30). Once again, London protested, po¡nt¡ng out only fine khand, such as

that purchased in Mau, Azamgarh, and some Rungpore Sugar actually kept

losses to a minimum. These sugars sold at Ê51 to €61 per ton, while sugar from

Rungpore, Bishenpore, Banaras and Santípore, which was not as f¡ne, sold for

Ê27 lo€43 per ton.110

The purchase of low quality sugar caused a build up ¡n the Company's

Calcutta warehouses: between 1807 and 1810, however, an outlet for this surplus

was found. This was a period during which saltpetre had preference over sugar

as ballast (Chapter 1 above) and the central depot for saltpetre bound for Britain

was Bombay. Consequently, surplus sugar could now be shipped as dead weight

from Calcutta to Bombay, to be replaced there with saltpetre for the run home.

Here the Bengal sugar could then be profitably disposed of on the regional market

of Western lndia.1r1

3.226.5 66.66.955 È2t.96 r.65.781798
Ê17.s2 r,37.rt 2.804 46.151799 2^334
tzt.69 t44.40 s.488.3 54.541800 5.553

955.5 52.262.790 s21.80 f52,751801
f36.62 1.385.2 40.542.789 f 19.611E02

f29.29 Ã47.36 1.088.4 41.841803 1.375
t.273.8 5 1.383-931 Í24.93 f52.921804

È57.36 1.45 36.555.r37 L26.751805
Ê25.17 Ê43.94 7.8 37.301806 3.290

22.98t25.56 f38.38 399L807 5,275
296.8 29.77) dt, Ê27.16 f36.281808

f43.48 5.95 40.51.581 t31.471809
44.97Ê23.37 f,46.88 4.02.91810 2.026

602.9 47.52s22.38 f38.601811 97
f46.07 482.3 45,013.380 f23.06t812

59.99!20.49 f62.49 1.131.61813 2.378

11oE,.S npp.2,p. 16, Letter, Gommercial Department London to B O T Calcutta August 1gth 18OZ
1" lb¡d, p.'iz, ô'ommercial Letter London to B.O.T. Calcutta, June 29h 1810.
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bondage, a curse to cultivators from time immemorial. The cultivators had only a

few implements and their labour to offer as collateral, the loss of a crop and failure

to repay cash advances led in a few years to debt bondage. The cooperation of

the landed elites was seen as of such value to the British administration that the

economic prosperity of the ryot was left to the tender mercies of the wealthy

farmers, middlemen or mahajins (money lenders), all of whom provided cash crop

advances at high interest.lla

Company Sugar Policy Post Monopoly

Placating the elites in the localities was but one of the factors driving

Company policy during this period, as we shall see below. The success or failure

of this aspect of policy is, however, beyond the parameters set for this thesis.

One outcome of the policy was to ensure a shortage of good quality sugar for

export whenever demand increased, as indeed ¡t d¡d post monopoly when peace

came in 1815.

With the cessation of the monopoly and the onset of peace, American

trade recommenced 1815-16115 and shipments to Europe116 resumed in

earnest.117 The increased demand for sugar could not readily be met by the

indigenous industry, consequently the value of chini rose in Calcutta lrom 827 in

tto Research from the publications listed below and available in lndia Office records indicate

interest rates on agricultural loans during the nineteenth century were in a range 35 to 75 percent.

W W Hunter, A Sfafisfica/ Account of Bengal Vol. 111 Rajshahiand Bogra, (London, 1876), p.89,

W. W. Hunter, A Sfafisfícal Account of BengalVol. V, Dr'sfricfs of Dacca, Bakarganj, Fureedpore,
and Maimansinh, (London, 1875), p. 216. T. Alexander Sfaf¡sfical Descriptive and Historical

Account of the Northwest Provinces of lndia, Vol. Vl, (Calcutta, 1882), p. 141. F. H. Fisher,

Sfafisfica/ and Historical Ac:count of the lVorfh-wesfem Provinces of [ndia, Vol., Xlll Part 1,

Azamgarh, (Allahabad 1883), p.127. F. H Fisher and J. P. Hewett, Descriptive and Historical
Repott of the Northwesf Provinces of lndiaYo pp' 101-102.
115' Report of the Se/ecf Committee of the of the East lndia

Company (1830), p.28. The tonnage of Ameri ritish ports in lndia

increased from a negligible levelto 15,145 in 1816-17, 18,003 in 1817-18 and23,944 in 1818-19.
rluE/.S App. lV, p.45, Report on the External Trade of Bengal Exclusive of the Trade on the
Account of the East lndia Company. During 1816-17,716 tons of sugar was shipped to

Continental Europe and 4,8092 to USA. During 1817-18,1,222tons went to Europe and 5,081 to

USA.
\t'rbid. p. 4J.
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1815 to Ê36.40 a ton by ß2A (Appendix 1, Table 31).ttt The enhanced level of

competition saw merchants attempting to purchase fine sugar even in those

regions which had become the Company's almost sole preserve, Mau and

Azamgarh. Khand was in short supply and this poaching of the Company's

preserves may have been the catalyst for the government to restrict foreign ships,

"to load only for ballast requirements."lle The period 1815 through to 1819 was

one during which Company sugar exports were small, as can be seen in the table

below.

Table x Tons of East lndia Sugar lmported to GB and Value at Sale Per ton, East India
and Private 1812-1821

Column 1 Tonnage of East lndia Company sugar. Column 2 Prime Cost. Column 3 Value at sale
London. Column 4 Tonnage Private Traders Sugar. Column 5 Value at sale GB.

From 1821, Company sugar exports began to rise, as did the cost, due in part to

competition from private merchants. The benefit of lower freight rates obtained by

private merchants, however, was not enjoyed by the Company. Their chartered

ships, even in the mid 1820's, still cost Ê18 to 820 per ton, while private ships of

British, American and European origin carried cargo for Ê6 to 810 per ton.121

Despite these problems, the Company continued to provide sugar as ballast

t,:?f;lJ 

3lo3l* 
rables of the Príce of Ghini on the calcutta market 1812-1822.

12otb¡d,'p.79.
t" Se/ecf Committee House of Lords: Affaîrs, 1830, Evidence of Captain Maxfleld, pp.406412
passim

Column3 Column 4 Column 5Year Column 1 Column 20
f23.06 9M.07 482.3 45.011812 3,380
Ê20.49 f62.49 1,131.ó 59.991813 2,378

669.7 70.372,t27 f2t.67 t79.691814
!25.92 957.26 6.051.6 61.781815 166

Ê29.46 Í43.30 4.538.5 45.411816 947
3-652.5 47.68138 929.29 t47.661817

f46.18 4.9t2.4 44.56954 ß2.I21818
!29.55 938.83 5.732.4 34.381819 1,037
Í31.t3 f36.30 7.117.6 29.521820 979

f28.88 7.082.6 26.31'"u1821 1.986 828.64
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cargoes up to the cessation of monopoly. ln the last two years of commercial

activity, 1831 and 1832,they exported 5,918 and 5,1}2tons of fine sugar.1z

Sugar manufacturers of Azamgarh were still receiving Company advances

of between Rs.5O0, 000 and 600,000 in 1831.1tt An indication of the influence of

the Company's purchasing power is evident from the effect on prices when their

purchases ceased.l2a Local sugar in 1831 was worth 80 rupees (€8.80) per ton

but in 1832, it fell to Rs. 47 (85.17) per ton. A gradual price recovery occurred

overthe nextfive years and, by 1837, sugarsold in the local markets for 12 sers

(approximately 24 pounds imperial) per, or 92 rupees (€10.12) per ton. The price

recovery was due to local merchants securing an altemative market in central

lndia.12s

Simply put, whenever export demand increased khandisari sugar became

more expensive. The merchants reacted by purchasing cheaper grades of sugar

to ballast their vessels, particularly khaur.126 This dark brown sugar frequently

deliquesced into a glutinous mass in the ships' holds, and served to give East

lndia sugar a bad reputation. ln that it strengthened the hand of the West lndians

by allowing them to speak of East lndia sugar in derisory terms, i.e. they could

ask: "how could lndia be perceived as a supplier of the British market when much

of its sugar was virtually unfit for use"?127 This image, however, did not impede

'o J.R. Mcculloch, A Dicfionary of Produc:tsTheoretical, Historicaland af Commerce, VoL 11

(fhiladelphia, 18521. p. 627 .
to Anonymous, Report of the Coltector of Azamgarh on the Settlement of the Ceded Portion of the

District Commonly Called Chuklah Azamgarh (Agra, 1837) Paragraph 8.
t'o J. R. Mc0ulloch, A Dictionary of ProducÍs Theoretical, Historical and of Commerce, Vol. 2
(Philadelphia, 1852), p. 652. ln 1830 the Company imported into Great Britain 5,918 tons, in 1831

5,124 andin 1832, the last year of sugar shipments, 2,500 tons.
t25tbid.
12u E. l. S. App lV, p. 43. Report of the Sugar Trade 1816-17; Khaur was carried as ballast, khand
and shukkerwere in short suPPlY.1" John Gladstone, a prominent West lndian merchant, resorted to constant derogatory

references to the poor quality of East lndia khaur in the letters between himself and James

Cropper, a fervent advocate of slave abolition, on the subject of the protection of West lndian
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the sales of fine khandisari sugar. lts niche market among some sections of

British consumers remained secure.

Gompany Policy and the Sugar Trade1821-1836.

The combined factors of war, monopoly and Company policy etfectively

ensured that an lndian capitalíst investing in a karkhana could not rely on the

export market via Calcutta from 1792 to 1823. Demand for the product was

spasmodic. Consequently, indigenous producers sought markets within the sub-

continent or in the caravan export tade, both of which offered stable demand.

The European export market, when it was buoyant, offered the prospect of

additional profits, but their productive capacity did not allow them to quickly

respond to this additional demand. Cultivators had to be persuaded to alter their

cropping pattems and additional capital was raised or diverted from other areas of

commerce to pay cash crop advances. Until the enhanced levels of production

reached the market, prices remained high: this was good for the merchanfs

profits, but limited sugar exports to Britain and Europe. Consequently, the sub-

continental sugar market was an unstable one, frequently punctuated by high

prices. Substantial European investment in vertical integration in tandem with the

indigenous capitalists may well have stimulated sufficient demand to overcome

the boom and bust nature of the European export sector of thís trade.

The Gompany's sugar purchasing policy was based on self-interest and its

fear of social disruption in the sugar growing regions. The abandonment of

European enterprises and West lndian technology, and their reluctance to

implement a system of state financed vertical integration were at the root of the

sugar with discriminating duty. John Gladstone and James Cropper, The Correspondence

BJtween John Gtadstone esq. MP and James Cropper esq., on the Present Sfate of 9lavery in the

British West Indies and the lJnited Sfafes of America, and the Importation of Sugar from the British

Seftlements in India, Second Edition, (Shannon, 1972) Passim.
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inability of sugar producers to respond when demand grew. Although it is far from

certain that European enterprise would have succeeded in producing sufficient

sugar for an export market, policies set in place in 1792 ensured that such an

industry would not develop. ln the following section, it will be argued that the

sugar purchasing and economic and land ownership policies pursued until around

1830 prevented the development of an East lndia European planter influence in

the British body politic. Such a group was needed to counter the strong influence

of long established groups such as the West lndian Committee.

The East lndia Planter Economy: Problems and Limitations.

Although the Company in Leadenhall Street put little actual effort into

encouraging the attempts to introduce West lndian sugar technology into the sub-

continent 1787 to 1810, they were probably behind the attempts to stimulate the

introduction of West lndian technology in 1823-4 and improve the prospects of

East lndian sugar in the British market. One publication gave a detailed

explanation of East lndia sugar from 1765 to 1822, another offered

encouragement to Europeans to invest in sugar manufacturing in lndia.128 The

latter made claims of high profits for sugar manufacturers in India, providing they

installed the latest sugar making technology, but avoided expensive stone

buildings; obviously, they drew on experience gained from the earlier European

attempts.l2e This document, however, did not discuss a factor of almost equal

"ugor example, Zachary Macaulay, (1829). East lndia Sugar: Papers Respecting the Culture and
Manufacture of Sugar in British lndia, (1822). Report of the Committee of the East lndia

Associafion, Appointed to Take Into Consideration the Resfncfions of the East Índia Trade,

(Liverpool, 1822).Ix Eàst lndia Sugar or an lnquiry Respecting the Means of lmproving the Quality and Reducing

the Cost of Sugai Rarsed by Free Labour in The Fasf /nd¡es (London, ß24). The author claimed

that he could manufacture and deliver muscovado sugar from his plantation to Galcutta at €13'50
per ton. With additional cost factors such as freight, insurance, mercantile charges and 3.!
þercent loss of bulk during voyage, the sugar could be sold at Ê32.90 in Britaín, a profìt of Ê12.36

þer ton. Fixed capital in lndia in machinery and building was Ê800 and floating or operating capital

È3,544.
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importance, that of land tenure and the availability of capital to stimulate an

industry, which was by nature capital intensive.

A sugar plantation required several hundred acres of land, and planters the

capital to develop the land and build infrastructure; usually the planter required

Ioan capital and loans needed collateral. The problem with regard to collateral lay

with land tenure and the origin of the problem of land tenure lay in Company

regulations made in the last half of the eighteenth century. For example, in 1766,

a regulation was made which forbade Company servants from holding land title;

the prevention of the corrupt practices of many British was the target of this

regulation. ln 1793 regulation 38 and in 1795 regulation 48 widened this

prohibition. These regulations applied to all British residentsl3o and were part of

the process toward Permanent Land Settlement laws in Bengal.

This correlation between secure tenure and investment in the capitally

intensive sugar industry did not appear for the first time in 1823-4, it had been

brought to the attention of the Company in 1792 by the Committee of Warehouses

during their enquiries into the viability of sugar planting and manufacture. Aware

of the traditional lndia concept of ownership, they recommended that European

sugar planters receive a secure land grant on unoccupied wastelands, an

arrangement that would not disturb traditional loyalties. Despite this

recommendation, temporary exceptions granted in the last quarter of the

eighteenth century apart, Sukhsagar and Apail, grants of this nature were not

made available untilthe 1830s.131

The Permanent Settlement did not turn out to be a vehicle through which

the Zamindar class were able to act as Cornwallis intended, and acquire the

tæHouse of Commons Se/ecf Committee on the Affairs of the East lndia Company (1831)

Evidence of Thomas Bracken, East lndia Merchant. p. 9.
t"t 

, E. l. S. App.1, p. 14, Report of the Committee of Warehouses 29-2-1792.
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status of English landlords. lt was they who were ultimately responsible for the

payment of land revenue after 1793, initially this revenue was set too high leaving

many zamindars unable to meet payments. When this occurred they were

forcibly sold-up. The changes of ownership that resulted proved to have a

disruptive influence, and the situation did not settle down until inflation reduced

the revenue in real terms in the 1820s.132 Government regulations and problems

associated with the Permanent Settlement were not conducive to capitalist

plantation farming.

From 1792 to 1830, only one property in Bengal was held as freehold by

Europeans. This property grew sugareåne in the 1790s but by the late 1820s,

cultivation was predominantly of rice.133 A combination of insecure land tenure

and the poor financial resources of many would-be European sugar planters left

them bereft of collateral.l3a At the heart of this problem, as will be shown below,

was the reluctance of the Company government to allow any form of European

colonisationlts ¡n Bengal until the late 1830s (problems met with by commercial

sugar planting on this form of tenure, will be discussed in chapter 6 below). 136

tt' R"y Rajat and Ratna, 'Zamindars and Jotedars: A Study of Rural Pofitics in Bengal,"pp.8l-1O7
Modern Asian Studie,s, 9, 1, (1975) passim.
lsse/ecf CommÌttee, Affairs 1831, p. 15. Evidence of Thomas Bracken, East lndia Merchant.
Warren Hastings awarded the estate at Fort Gloucester in perpetuity to Mr. Lambert, an English
merchant exempt fom revenue charges. ln 1830, it was the property of the Agency House Scott
and Go.tu hid, p.6.
rs Ainslee Embree, Charles Grant, (1962), p. 166. Grantand Dundas both opposed British
colonisation of lndia. pp. 168-169 Grant felt that continued monopoly would enable the lndian
population to slowly assimifate westem values. On the other hand, free trade would lead to
colonisation, u/hich would be accompanied by demands from the setters for the type of freedoms
Britons enjoyed at home. Once introduced to the sub-continent these freedoms would also be
applied to the lndian population. Grant felttheywere not sophisticated enough to handle these
freedoms, consequently a breakdown of the established order would occur with attendant
oroblems for the continuation of British rule.Is Se/ecf Committee of the House of Lords Appointed to Consider the Petition of the East tndia

Company for Relief. (1840), pp. 69-71, Evidence of Andrew Sym, planter Gorakhpur: Sym and a

small group of European and lndian entrepreneurs were granted large-scale leases of 50 years
duration on land designated wastes in the Gorakhpur region. Sym had outright title or an interest
in some 60,000 acres. These land holdings enabled his to obtain substantial mortgages from a

Calcutta Agency House to develop 25,000 acres of this land for cropping.
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Another barrier to the development of a West lndia style sugar industry lay

with the banking and financial institutions of Bengal, in that they were few in

number and possessed only small capital reserves.137 Banks or Agency Houses

(financial institutions which reinvested British residents' funds within Bengal or

remitted them to Britain) may have lent money to sugar planters based on

secured property tenure. This, however, was by no means certain, since sugar

planting was not an attractive proposition. The West lndies held a virtual

monopoly of the British home market, consequently lending institutions tended to

view sugar as ballast, rather than as in mainstream commodity. lt otfered little

hope of growth pre-1836.138 Indigo, unlike sugar, offered high returns, albeit with

high risks. Agency Houses, however, continued to invest heavily in this crop

throughout this period.l3e The Company government was also very heavily

involved in the purchase of indigo as a vehicle for fund remittance throughout the

1820s. The scale of the involvement of the Company government and private

interests in what was an unstable commodity contributed to the collapse of the

Agency Houses in the early 1830s, when stocks in Britain far exceeded

"t N. K. Sinha, The Economic History of Bengal, 1793-1848 Vol., ll!. (Calcutta, 1970). The banks
set up in Bengal during the late eighteenth century failed in the first ten years of operation. The
Bank of Hindustan, the banking arm of Alexander and Co, one of the main Agency Houses, did
survive for over forty years. This, too, failed when the Agency House collapsed, 1830-34. The
primary source of funds for these banks was the savings of public servants with addítional funds
being deposited by lndian merchants. Other agency houses had banking arms but were unstable
ínstitutions with much capital exposed in indígo plantations. pp. 5660 passim. Amiya Kumar
Bagchi, "Transition from lndian to British lndian Systems of Banking, Modern Asian Studies 19.3
(1965), pp.501-519. During the first decades of the nineteenth century, there were close ties
Oetweén ihe Agency houseJand the banking sector proper. The first joint stock bank, the Bank of
Bengal, opened in 1809, with Bank of Calcutta, a government sponsored ban( as its parent and a

charter from the East India Company. The leading agency houses were among the major
shareholders and directors of these houses were direetors of the bank. p. 507.
1æ Amales Tripathi, Trade and Finance, (1956) p. 190. Tripathi points out that European
merchants could hold land in the name of their lndian gomastas. This, however, caused problems

from time to time before the law courts. This means of circumventing the Company regulations
was not open to capital deficient sugar planters.
r3eB. S. Singh, European Agency Houses in Bengat (1783-1833), (Calcutta, 1966). Singh
described the fragile financial position of the agency houses and their financial collapse, 1828-33.
A major cause of their demise was their exposure to indigo, a commodity that experienced wild
fluctuations in price due to over-supply.
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demand.lao Financial support for a sugar industry, be it pre-industrial or

employing West lndian technology, may have provided an alternative means for

capital remittance, possibly less prone to risk than investment in lndigo.

Lending agencies, given security of tenure and therefore less exposure to

complete loss of capital in the event of default, may well have loaned capital to

commercial sugar planters and, in so doing, widened the planter base and

increased export earnings which in turn, may have served to lower interest

rates,lar Capital was available in Bengal for such enterpriseslSl5 to 1833, as A.

Tripathi points out. "[This capital] alternatively sought opportunities for trade and

investment and found the former barred by the Company's remittance trade and

the latter by the laws against European ownership of land."142 Simply put, from

17g3 to the late 1820s, the economic management of Bengal was attuned to the

remittance trade. The Company government and those who administered lndia

did not favour European settlement or have common cause with those who did.

British administrators in lndia were culturally bound to the home country, lndia

was not their permanent home, but a place to enhance their financial and cultural

status. The British community in lndia, as P. J. Marshall points out, "was not a

settler or creole community, acquiring land and sinking roots into lndia that went

deeper with each generation."la3 lnstead they were transient and homeward

looking.

t4 p. J. Marshall, The New Cambridge History on lndia ll.2: Bengal the British Bridgehead,

Eastern lndia1740-1828, (Cambridge, 1987), p. 109'
tol Selecf Committee Affairs 1937, Evidence of Bracken, private merchant, pp. 12-16 passim, also
pp. 181-2 and pp. 2534 Evidence of William Chaplin and Robert Davidson East lndia merchants,

both said that land tenure was related directly to problems of raising capital.
ra2 Amales Tri
r€ p, J Marsh lndia under the East lndia Company, pp. 89-108, Modern

Asian Studies, 31, 1 (1997) P. 91
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ln the post monopoly era, the policies of the Company government

continued to offer liüle assistance to the establishment of export sugar production,

be it one using West lndian or pre-industrial technology. lndia, as we shall see,

was perceived by many within the body politic, through the prism of orientalism,

as a society where progress was hampered by societal mores, a perception

exploited by the West lndian lobby as they sought to prevent access of East lndia

sugar to their protected British market on equal terms.

ln 1823, for example, when the Company at last gave serious support in

parliament to the equalisation of East and West lndian sugar import duties, these

perceptions of the sub-continent were at the root of some comments in the

debate. ln this debate, the West lndian lobby sought to cast doubts on the sub-

continent as a reliable source for sugar. ln reality, they no longer feared the

production potential of lndia's pre-industrial industry; their concern was lndia's

potential as a gateway for Asian sugar (Chapter 2 above). Although the West

lndia lobby, in common with much of the British body politic, were subject to

orientalist perceptions, their main goalwas to keep their sugar monopoly in place.

An example of these orientalist perceptions is evident from the reply of

William Huskisson, President of the Board of Trade and architect of Britain's

economic policy 1823-1827144, to the motion of Whitmore (President East lndia

Company and Vice President of the slave abolition movement¡14s to appoint a

14 Anna L. Lingelbach, 'William Huskisson as President of the Board of Trade,' The American

Historical Review, Volume XLlll No. 4, (July, 1938), pp.759-774. p. 760 and770-t* E¡c Williams, Capitalism, (1961) P, 68. \Mth strong abolitionists such as Zadtary Macaulay,
the Thornton family, James Cropper and Thomas Whitmore associated with East lndía interests it
was hardly surprising that an attack on the sugar monopoly should come at this time. As RagaE
(1826) pp 357-361 points out, West lndian arguments about the detrimental nature of the
Navigation Laws were not as strong in 1823. This legislation, the Reciprocity of Dutíes Act of
1E23, was the first major breach in the British Navigation Laws, allowed a measure of feedom of
trade between the West lndies and the United States; this was one of Huskisson's economic
reforms. See also David B. Davies: James Cropper and the British Anti-Slavery movement 1821-
1823," Journalof Negro History, Vol. XLV No. 4 *October 1960) pp.2410-258 passim.
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comm¡ttee to look into the sugar duties. ln reply to Whitmore's suggestion that

increased sugar production might serve to replace the livelihoods of Bengal

spinners and weavers, lost through textile and yarn imports from Britain.

Huskisson commented: "The manufacturers of muslins did not possess the skill or

were prevented by caste" from producing quantities of sugar sufficient to make up

any production decrease in the West lndies, should they lose their sugar

monopoly."1a6 Huskisson, in 1823, may not have been aware that many Bengali

spinners and weavers had turned to peasant cultivation, and as such may well

have helped to increase sugar cane production in the event of a lower tariff barrier

in Britain. This is perhaps, a point in his defence.laT His comments that caste

was an impediment to sugar production, although without foundation, were

indicative of perceptions of lndia in Britain.la8 However, it should not be entirely

discounted that his opposition, in part at least, was a result of his recent election

as the member for Liverpool; his constituents' interests lay with the West lndian

planters and merchants.

The West lndian lobby's strongest card in 1823 was the perceived inability

of the largely pre-industrial industry on the sub-continent to produce sugar in

1ßParliamentary Debates, Vol., lX, (London, 1823) New Series, pp.463467 passim.
147 P. J. Marshall, The Bitish Bridgehead, p. 13. lt is quite possible the Huskisson was not fully
aware of the depressive effect of British textiles on wêavers and spinners in Bengal. The eftect on

the livelihoods of Bengali weavers was quite pronounced by 1817-18 when, for the first time,
imports of British textiles surpassed exports of Bengal textiles. Not until the mid 1820's did
imports begin to affect spinners. By 1828, British cotton yarn imports were causing a serious
decline in the employment of Bengal weavers. There is a large body of work on the subject of de-
industrialisation in the nineteenth century, amongst which are: A. K. Bagchi, " De-lndusFialisation
in lndia in the Nineteenth Century: Some Theoretical lmplications," Journal of Development
Sfudres,"Xll, 2 (1976), pp. 135-164 and "A Mehologícal Critique of A. M. Bagchí,' IESHR XlV,2
(9lg)pp. 10s-146.t*fhe source of Huskisson's information about caste is not known. ln research for this thesis, no

evidence was found to suggest that caste had any effect on indigenous sugar production. lt is true
that high caste Hindus would not consume sugar that was not made in the traditional or ritually
pure manner. ln the 1840's in Madras province, there were some difficulties with the harvesting of
palm juice from the Brab tree, a major source of sugar in that province. Climbing and tapping the
trees'was restricted to one particular caste. See Se/ecf Commiftee Sugar and Cofîee (1847-8)

Third Reporl, p 27, Evidence of J. U. Ellis, partner Parry and Co. Agency House and sugar
manufacturers.
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quantity. Mr Robertson MP, for example, explained to the House, that the sub-

continent was unable to supply sufficient sugar for her own consumption and

imported large quantities of sugar from Ghina, Manila and Batav¡a.tan He also

mentioned white ant infestation and the difficulties this brought to æne

cultivation,ls0 probably quoting from European sugar planting experience two

decades earlier. ln an attempt to show that sugar production in the sub-continent,

in common with the West lndies, was not entirely free from slavery, he described

the caste system as a " wretched system of slavery." Another West lndian

supporter, Mr Marryatt MP, was concerned at the threat represented by the vast

population of British lndia. He feared the consequences for trade should another

charismatic leader similar to Tippoo Sultan arise, telling the House, 'there might

be a struggle which led to independence." His implication was that the loyalties of

the British West lndian colonists rendered the islands a more reliable source of

sugar than the sub-continent.l5l

The West lndian lobby was exploiting perceptions of India that had their

genesis in the period 1760-1793, perceptions that undoubtedly helped to shape

British trade policy with the sub-continent. Amongst these views was the long-

standing and widespread perception that the sutscontinent and all Asian counhies

were backward. The conuption, greed and fortunes amassed by Company

servants, exemplified by the NabObs,tu' were also negative perceptions. The

latter had probably faded somewhat in the public memory by the 1820s, but it is

r€ Much of this sugar was sugar candy. European residents of Bengalthought locally made sugar

candy to be inferior. Some of it was the sugar canied by the China fleet on its retum joumey from

Cantón, much of which was re-exported from lndia to Europe, the Middle East or East African

destinations. Some was re-exported to Brítain 181+1821.
1ûParliamentary DebatesVol,, lX (1823) p.456
151 lbid. o.461.tt' petêi Thorotd, The London Rich: The Creation of a Great City from 1666 to the Present,
(London, 1999) pp.128, 131-32,145, 184 and passim. Nabobs usually referred to Brítons who

iived in lndia during the period prior to the lndia Act of 1884. They were perceived as having gone

a bit'native" and of having made a fortune in the sub-continent.
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unlikely that if was entirely forgotten. The long-term opposition of, and pressure

exerted by, commercial groups opposed to the lndia monopoly was another

factor. Such groups, with some justification, believed that the monopoly restricted

the potential of Bengal as a market place for British manufactures.

Arguably, the most important perception among the British intelligentsia

was their view of British lndia as an oriental other, a concept that became deeply

etched in the psyche of many. Linda Colley uses the tiger as a metaphor for this

otherness, in connection with the concern many Britons felt with regard to British

expansion in lndia. The Company and informed people in Britain, aware that few

Britons were actually present in lndia, and that administration and defence of the

vast territories under Company control was possible only as long as the Company

retained the cooperation of its lndian administrators and sepoy soldiers. "For the

British', she writes, "the tiger evoked lndia most tellingly at this stage [before circa

18251 because it was dangerous, beyond knowing and beyond control."153

J Majeed, in a discussion of the contribution of British residents to this

concept of otherness, argues that Sir William Jones, a Supreme Court judge in

Calcutta 1789-1794 and oriental scholar, was a major contributor.rsa He and his

colleagues of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal promoted the oriental otherness

of the lndian past. They studied ancient Hindu texts and myths. They believed a

historical narrative could be recovered; Jones's publications of these exotic myths

and stories were widely read in Britain. He was a scholar of great intellect, who

sought to inform and add to the sparse body of knowledge with regard to lslamic,

Hindu and Sanskrit texts. J Majeed is surely implying his British audience was not

able to receive this knowledge in the spirit in which he imparted it. A. J Arberry

tut Linda Colley, Captives: Britain, Empire and the World, 1600-1850, (London, 2002) p.265.
lsa J. Ma¡eed, ' James Mill's the History of British lndia as a Rhetoric of Reform," Modern Asian
Sfudreg 24.2 (1990), pp.209-224, p.209.
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was strongly alluding to this when he wrote, "London in the late eighteenth

century was far too narrow and shadowy a stage for the manifestation of his

brilliant spirit."155

The eighteenth century excesses in of British administrators in lndia and

the growing sense of trusteeship felt by succeeding generations towards British

lndia were to have an outworking in the British parliament in the form of

legisla¡on. Successive British governments, subjected to both parliamentary and

public pressure, became, in effect, the conscience of Britain toward lndia. Pitts

lndia Act of 1884 and the changes to the monopoly of 1793,1813 and 1833 were,

to some degree, this conscience in action.156

One of the great areas of debate and disagreement with regard to the

formation of British lndian policy was that between the conservatives and the

utilitarians, the latter led by Jeremy Bentham and James Mill. They sought to

bring modernity to government and economic management of British India, while

the conservatives initially led by Burke, were concerned that the introduction

modernity, might adversely affect their perception of the ordered society of the

lndian village.l57 The concept of separateness and essential difference between

the orient and Britain was strengthened by this scholarly debate between

conservatives and modernists. lt engendered a negative understanding of

oriental despotism and its relationship to the Asian mode of production-this

tended to suggest inefficient peasant sugar production; not a helpful concept

when trying to promote the indigenous sugar industry of lndia as a serious

1554. J. Arberry, Asiatic Jones, (London, 1

1s P. J. Marshall, The British Bridgehead,
ttt Clive Dewey, "lmages of the Village Comm
Asian Studies 6, 3, (1972\, pp.291-328. See
lndia were that it should be ruled by lndian

froperty.' See George D. Bearce, Britlsh Attitudes Towards tndia 1784-1858. (London, 1961)

pp. 16-19.
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supplier to the British market).1s8 Ronald lnden, in a discussion on lndology, ¡s

critical of the negative aspects of South Asian historical discourse, which almost

certainly had its origins in the debate between conservatives and utilitarians circa

1790-1830. He argues:

lndological discourse, hold, (or simply assume) that the essence of

lndia civilisation is just the opposite of the West's. lt is the irrational

(but rationalizable) institution of "caste 'and the Indological religion that

accompanies it, Hinduism. Human agency in lndia is displaced by

lndological discourse not onto a reified state or market but onto

substantialized caste. 
1 5e

The concept of caste and the inability of the oriental mode of production to

serve the British market are writ large in Huskisson's speech of opposition to

Whitmore's motion. To him, oriental otherness represented a substantial barrier

to large-scale sugar production in the sub-continent. Such perceptions did not

diminish, but actually grew in strength as the utilitarian viewpoint became

ascendant toward the middle of the nineteenth century.

The negative public perceptions of lndia were strengthened by adverse

publicity with regard to some traditional lndian mores. For example, suffee

(widow burning) and the assassination cult ol Thuggee both horrified the British

public. Governor General Bentinck banned the former in 1829; the latter was

largely eliminated through the efforts of Captain Sleeman,l60 who also introduced

exotic sugar canes to the Nurbudda valley in 1828 (Chapter 7 below).

ls8 Ronald lnden, "Orientalist Constructions of lndia," pp. 401Æ Modern Asian Studies, 29, 2

ft986), p.421.
"" Ibid, pp.4o2-3.
tuo C. E. Carrington, The British Oyerseas; Exploits of a Nation of Shopkeepers, (Cambridge,

1968), pp.429-30.
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ln 1833, the China monopoly ended and, although monopoly was

consigned to history, the Company retained a strong economic role in lndia.

Merchants sought to break Company control of economy and they began to

agitate for further trade concessions and increased European settlement. They

saw expansion of the planter sector as prerequisite to the province competing on

better terms with tropical produce from planter colonies.lol There were some

attempts at settlement; a few British entrepreneurs received grants of wasteland

(land not settled or cultivated by indigenous farmers) in Gorakhpur and Deyrah

Dhoon (above). Both regions, however, were a great distance from the coast and

any sugar produced there would incur considerable transport costs. These

measures, if enacted some ten years earlier on land in Bengal proper, may have

brought into being a planter sector capable of substantially improving the

economic base of the province, which in turn may have allowed for more political

leverage in London.

ln the colonial metropole, many groups vied for the attention of the British

government, such as the powerful West lndians, the Canadian timber lobby and a

small but growing influence from Australian wool and wheat growers. Of the

groups domestic to Britain, the landed interests, the Manchester textile group,

Birmingham industrialists, the shipping interests of London and those of the out-

ports, all exerted some level of influence. The East lndia interests, as shown in

chapters one and two above, were divided. Many had investments in both the

lndies and the East lndia Company was a spent force in trade negotiations by the

mid 1820s. The Company and East lndia merchants, be they supporters or

opponents of monopoly, did not have the unity of purpose or influence to strongly

ttt P. J. Marshall, British Bridgehead, p. 113.
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argue for East lndia sugar in the corridors of power. A strong planter group,

however, growing and marketing commodities and contributing considerably to

the trade and welfare of Britain, may have been more effective.162 Such a group

could not flourish while the Company and private merchants were preoccupied

with the remittance of funds and the promotion of profitable but high risk crops

such as indigo.163 Although the new Charter Act of 1833 offered European

planters a substantial measure of freedom of movement and removed restrictions

on land ownership, in reality, it offered them little more than the right to have a

presence in the sub-continent. For planters, it was an incomplete victory; the

Company government remained unsympathetic and offered them little economic

assistance.l6a

Chapter 5 will discuss the period 1836-46 when the conditions for

investrnent in sugar production in British lndia were optimum. lt will catalogue

and explain the extent of investment in plant and infrastructure in Bengal and

Madras during this period.

t*R. K. Renford, The Non-Qfficial British in lndia to 1920, (Delhi, 1 987), p. 1 6. ln 1 832, there were

467 European indigo planters and assistants in Bengal. By 1852, a lower figure of 273 British

born residents were employed in planting and manufacture in the interiors of Bengal.
16" lbid. oo. 105€.
'* b¡d, pi.lz-t+.
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GHAPTER 5

lndustrialised Sugar Technology and lnfrastructure in the Sub'

continent 1828-1853.

ln chapter four, the first phase of European attempts to build an export

sugar industry in the sub-continent based on West lndian technology in the sub-

continent circa 1780-1810 was discussed, as were the policies, which, directly or

indirecüy, led its stagnation. This chapter examines the second phase, when

attempts were made to establish an indusfialised sugar industy 1828-1853-

Unlike the period 1792-1836, discriminatory duties, monopoly and opposition to

the entry of East lndia sugar to the British home market did not hamper lndian

sugar exports to Britain. From 1836 to 1846, the political and economic climate

was favourable to the development of such an industry in the sub-continenL ln

effect, the chapter is an examination of the capitalisation of the industry and its

technology, with which investors hoped to create a new "British sugar bowl' in the

sub-continent. tn so doing, it elaborates and deepens the argument of the

previous chapter that conditions and events in the sub-continent were, in the final

analysis, one of the most significant factors influencing the long-term viability of

the industry.

The entrepreneurs investing capital in the sub-continent post 1836, as in

the late eighteenth century, often had considerable experience in the West lndies,

some were established British residents using locally generated capital, and in

contrast to the earlier phase, there was some direct involvement ín the

industrialised manufacture of sugar by at least one Bengali Entrepreneur. The

ínvestors, however, would not find a tabula rasa, as those who pioneered the

sugar industry of the Americas did. lnstead, they would meet with a long
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established and thriving indigenous industry, which will be described in chapter

seven.l Some sugar growing regions of the sub-continent, particularly those in

Madras, had a símilar tropícal maritime climate to the Caribbean, but much of the

sub-continent was substantially ditferent, being subject to frosts, inundation and

droughts.

ln attempting to establish this industy, the entrepreneurs would take one of

two paths: producing sugar ín an industrialised sugarhouse by processing sugar

cane grown by lndian cultivators under their own supervision on land they had

leased Írom Zamindars. The other group purchased raw sugar from indigenous

merchants or directly from cultivator manuf;acturers to produce industrialised

sugar for expor[ they were in effect "refiners." The agricultural, climatic and the

commercial environments of the sub-continent would demonstrate to both groups

that the task of creating a 'British sugar bowl" in Bengal and Madras would be

extremely difficult.

During this period, capital and technology flowed into British lndia in

unprecedented amounts and, almost immediately, tall smoking chimneys

appeared on the skyline of the Northeast lndian plaÍns announcing the presence

of steam engines and the operation of indusûialised sugar technology.

Contemporary observers may have believed they were witnessing the birth of an

industrial age in British lndia. From the outskirts of Calcutta, the then

administrative capital of lndia, through Jessore in modem Bangladesh, in Santipur

(Santipar), in Burdwan modern West Bengal, around Patna, Jaunpur and

MÍrzapur in Bihar and northward to Gorakhpur, now in Uttar Pradesh, these

I Noel Deerr, History Vol. I pp.49-50. Sugar production in Bengal dates from circa 300 BCE. Maguelonne

Toussaint-Samay, A History of Food, (Cambridge, 1992) p.552, citing Natu¡al History oJ Su-hng, seventh

century CE, the Emperor Tai-Hung sent artisans to Bengal to acquire knowledge of sugar making.
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chimneys became a common síght. From the outset, it should be emphasised

that many of these factories were equipped with technology, which in modem

parlance was equivalent to world's best practice. A comparison with

contemporary industries in their Asian context, such as Mauritius and Java, will

show the modemity of the industrial sugar refining industry in Bengal and Madras.

Although this endeavour was a short lived episode in the history of British rule in

lndia, it developed sufficiently to produce considerabte quantities of sugar, rurn

and molasses, much of it consumed in Britain or passed through the British

emporium to other destinations.

The New lndustry and lb TechnologY

From 1836 to 1845, four factors atfacted investors to the suÞcontinent to

create an industrialised sugar industry. These were: diminishing sugar production

in the West lndíes, exclusion of foreign sugar through high tarifü, high sugar

prices in the British market2 decreased fteight costs between lndia and Britain.s.

During the first four decades of the nineteenth century, British planters and

merchants struggled to attract capital to lndia; their only way of increasing the size

of their businesses was by using capital generated within the Presidencies. This

changed quite suddenly when an inflow of speculative British investment capital

occurred in the early 1840s,4 a period during which Britain appeared to be almost

2 p. p. (1g57) Vol. )OO(VI[, Tea md Sugar Consumption in UK pp.74. This document offers a detailed

edited history of the protected British ma¡ket, 1E01-1E56'
t Report o¡ íne SAeã Committee of the House of Lords Appointed to Consider the Petition of the East India

Company"for Relrcf, (1840), Evidlnce of Andrew Sym, p. 68. Sugar cost É3.15 perton when c¿nied as

ballast cargo, 183G1840.
4 Select Cámmiaee Sugar and Coflee (1847-8), First Report, p. 185, Evidence of Nathaniel Alexander, East

India merchant. The capital that fuelled the sugar boom in Bengal was British in origin and invested as a

direct result of the *nfid"n"" British lenders felt about the continuaúon of imperial protection after the

election of Peel. This capital had interest rates as low as 2to 3 percent when the usual rate in Bengal was 10

to 12 percent . Ibid, First Report p. 119, Evidence of Henry St. George Tucker, Chairman of the East India

Co^p-y. Tucker believed ih"t 'nhil" the reduction in duty in 1E3ó u¡as an important factor, low interest

rates during the early 1840s and low freight rates v/ere also an important contribution.
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"awash" with capital.s The extent of these funds was such that an obseruer long

associated with the British capital maket remarked; "There had been a larger

continuance of a plentiful supply of money than had occuned in the memory of

the oldest capitalists [sic]."6 A sugar industry in the sub-continent with what

promised to be low production costs and a protected British market with high

wholesate prices and finíte supply, appeared an atFactive investment The

investors had no need to fear competÍtion from the major sugar producers Cuba,

Brazil, Java or other foreign West lndies islands, high import tarifß saw to that.

Conditions were indeed favourable and, had every appearance of remainíng so

for the medium term at least. There invesFnent in India appeared almost gilt

edged. The Tory govemment, elected in 1841 when this índustry was just getting

in its stride, was sympathetic to colonial trade and protection.T This government,

t Blair B. Kling, Partuer in Empire (Calcutta, 1981), p. 2ll. G. J. Gordoq the secretary of the Union Bank
in Calcutta" reported that during 184344 there was an unprecedented inflow of funds to Bengal. This
forced interest ¡ates down and reduced the amount of business the bank transacted through its own bills.
t D. Morier Evans, The Commercial Crisis of 1847-1848, Second Edition (London, 7849),p.2.
7 Select Committee Sugar and Cofiee, (1847-8), First Report p. 10 Evidence of H. M Kemshead, Chairman

Dhobah Sugar Company and Nathaniel Alexander, East India merchant, p. 185. The move from a regime of
colonial protection to one ofgradual equalisation ofsugar duties c¿:ne as a complete surprise to the planter

community in India. See also W. P. Morrell, British Colonial Policy, (19ó6), pp. 771-2. The election of the
Tories was largely because the nation was ti¡ed of the Whig administration. The sugar duty question

beca¡ne the trigger that precipitated the Whigs' downfall. Peel and his faction opposed any scheme that
allowed slave grown sugar into Britain. They believed that Mar:ritius and India could produce enough sugar

to make up for the deficiency from the British'West Indies. Supported by West Indian planters a¡d others

who had a stake in the continuation of the old colonial system, Peel was able to defeat the measu¡e. This
gave the colonists confidence that the system of imperial preferences would remain in place, Robert Stewart,

"The Ten Hours and the Sugar Crisis of 1844: Government and the House of Commons in the Age of
Reforu!" The Historical Joumal XI, 1, (1969), pp. 35-57. P. 35-, ãrrd D. R. Fisher, '?eel and the
Conservative Partt'' The Sugar Crisis of 1844 Reconsidered." Historical Jrnrnal, 18.2, (1975), pp. 279-

308. The proposal to reduce the duty on foreþ grown sugar and to allow slave grown sugar into Britain
was defeated by 317 to 281 votes. This defeat became the catalyst that propelled Peel into power. In the

subsequent election, Peel and the Tories fought on a platform of protectionism and Protestantism. See also

p. 38. As late as 1844 the support for the Peel government seemed rock solid. They received majorities of
100 in the House, and the opposition appeared unable to make any progress. There was, in early 1844, no
indication to sugar planters in the British colonies thæ any çþ¡nge to the system of imperial preferences

would take place. Noel Deen History Vol. 2, p.446. The study of earlier parliamentary debates shows that
the idea of free trade in zugar had never entered into the philosophy of either party. No one anticipated the

wave of Cobdenism and Manchester economics, which was to distress the \Vest Indies and to delay until the
1930s the establishment of an industrialised sugar industry.
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although a coalition of diverse interest groups, had a comfortabfe majority and a

leader perceived as a protector of the colonial interests, Sir Robert Peel.8

The extent of this capítal and the industry brought into being was

considerable. Of the many factories erected in North-eastem lndia and Madras

between 1828 and 1S53 (Appendix 4 Table 1), almost alf were equipped with

steam engines.e A few grew cane or purchased it from peasant cultivators and

crushed ¡t with steam driven mills, others used steam power to operate equipment

in the sugarhouse ítself. The plantation sugarhouses and industrialÍsed sugar

factories were equipped with the whole range of sugar making equipment some

of it older technology but much of it based on the latest designs. Among these

were, horizontal steam driven cane-crushing mills, defee¿tion cistems, steam

heated evaporation pans, filfation systems, pumps and other equipment. They

were housed in expensive stone buildings with tall chimneys to cany away the

smoke of steam engines, along with curing houses to dry and prepare the sugar

for export. In the Tirhut district, then in North Bihar, now eastem Uttiar Pradesh,

indigo planters formed themselves into an association to purchase the equipment

to manufacture índustrialised sugar; they also purchased steam powered water

pumps for irrigation. 10.

Only a small fraction of this expenditure went into sugar ptantations. Most

was invested in factories (refineries), which purchased raw cane or palm gw trom

indigenous cultivators and merchants at sugar hafs (seasonal markets) up

country, or in the Calcutta market. ln many of these factories, the sugar produced

8 Anmtal Register (London, 7841), p. 147. The Tories won 368 seats to the opposition's292, a clear

¡najority of76 seats.

'eoooy-our, Bengal Hukaru, (Calcutta 29ú November 1845). The publication lists over 100 steam engines

in India 1836-1850, of these 25 were in sugarhouses, 6 at ports, 8 collieries, 6 flour and rice mills,4paper
factories, 8 government departments, 20 on ocean going vesselq 22 onnver steamerg l0 in agency house

packets, 2l in tugs and pleasure craft, and 15 in miscellaneous use.
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was not just colonial muscovado commonly made in the British West lndies, it

also included sugars of sufficiently high quality, that from 1845 it would be

classified by British customs as equal to "single refined,' or'white clayed'. Some

factories were also equipped to distil molasses into rum for export to Britain; while

in Madras they distilled palm sugar molasses into country spirit (arrack) for

domestic consumPtion.

An indication of the volume of machinery entering the suFcontinent is

available in the following table, the figures, however, do not include the cost of

installation or erection of expensive buildings, nor do they include the value of

Table Xl of and Millworkfrom Brihin to lndÌa 183547

equipment, which, by 1840 was frequently fabricated in Bengal, where the cost of

manufacture was higher, but the close proximity of the manufacturer undoubtedly,

offered advantages in the case of repairs or replacement. Amongst these items

were malleable irOn CiSterns, evaporatOrS, ClarifyerS,lt even the moSt

sophisticated apparatus, the vacuum pan was fabricated by the engineering

company Jessop and Co. in Galcutta,l4 J. Bagshaw MP informed the Select

Committee of 1847-8 that steam engines were also manufactured in Calcutta

during this period.15

Although a discussion of sugar mill and sugarhouse technology ¡n lndian

has been briefly touched upon by other sources, a more comprehensive survey of

the industry will be given. Some indication of the capital required to set up a sub-

10 Leona¡d Wrty, The Practical Sagar Plante¿ (London, tSaB), p. 264.
1tp.p. 1852, 1f ,i+¡ >OOC.377, Account of Exporß and Imports Great Britain and the Colonies, 1846-50

" Ibid.
BS. H. Robinson, (1849). pp.l80'1.
tolbid,
15 

Select CommÌltee Sugar and Coflee, Fifst Report, p 36, Evidence of John BagshawM.P'

1847183547 1846183545
î239.5798102.8658858.147î615,437"Exports to lndia
8139,848''8198.975Exports ex Britein
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continental plantation sugarhouse is available courtesy of S. H. Robinson, a sugar

planter at Burdwan. This complex, complete with two condensing engines, a

crushing mill, a seven foot vacuum pan, and other equipment had a total cost up

to the point of production of Ê11,000.16 An indication of the scale of investment

can be gained when it is realised that 80 European plants were located during

research for this thesis. Sixteen were equipped with vacuum pans, two operated

more than one, many installed one or more \A&atL Gadesden or Wetzal

evaporators or perhaps a Knellor system, only two were not equipped with a

steam engine (Appendix 4 Table 1). Robinson's calculations when used as a

guide indicate an invesfnent of 8880,000 in buildings and technology. The figure

of Ê11.000 per plant, however, does not accurately reflect investment at the larger

establishments Dhobah Sugar Company, Gladstone-Wylie, Cossipore and some

factories in Madras. At these places, capital investrnent was considerably higher.

ln addition, capital investments were made in rum disülleries in Bengal and anack

distilleries in Madras.

The largest cluster of European run plantations was in the district of Tirhut

and the pargannahs of the district of Sarun bordering Tirhut (Eastern Uttar

Pradesh). Here some 86 indigo planters grew cane and processed.it into sugar,tt

38 are known to have possessed steam engines, and in all probability, virtually all

had at least one small condensing engine.l8 One of these establishment owned

by Mr A. Nowell, invested Ê25,OOO in buildings and machinery.le

tu S. tL Robi¡son, (1849) p. 86, and Noel Deerr History Vol. l, p. 56. Robinson had considerable

experience in India, both here and in Mauritius, his name was still visible on rusting machinery many years

later.
tTlhaclær's Bengal Directory (Calcutte l88l), In the Tirhut region of Muzaffapur and Darbhangw ctrca

1850, there were 86 European indigo/sugar plantations.
18 A Wyatt, Statistics for the Distict of Sanm Consisting of the Circars of Sarun and Champmcm, (Calcutt4

1848), paragraph 3. The report shows ten steam engine indigo sugar factories in the district. A. rffyatt

Ceogr;pncal qnd Stqtisticat Report of the District of Tirlwt (Calcutta, 1E4E), pp. 5E-9 Index b, This report
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The actt¡al horsepower of each engine depended entirely on the amount of

equipment installed. For example, a factory equipped with both crushing mills

and vacuum pans would need a farger engine, but with WeEal or Knellor

evaporators, a smaller one would suffice. The commonest range of horsepower

in the British East lndies appears to have been 10, 12, 16 and 2O.20 Leonard

Wray, in a discussion of the capabilities of steam engines in the 1840s, pointed

out that by that time high-pressure models had begun to replace the old low-

pressure condensing engines. ln his opínion, a ten horsepower engine with a

cylinder of twelve inches diameter operatÍng at 25 pounds per square inch

produced 1s-horse power, enough to drive a mill and operate a vacuum pan or

several Wetzal evaporators. An engine with a thirty-inch cylinder would produce

16 horsepower, sufficient to drive a crushing mill, a vacuum pan or as many as six

We2al evaporators.zl The high-pressure engines were better suited to lndian

condÍtions because they used less water and fuel than the earlier condensing

engines; another reason why these engines may have been common was that by

the late 1830s, problems associated with high pressure engines such as bursting

boilers were not as frequent.z Although these engines were complex in that

high-pressure operation called for them to be equipped with safety valves stop

cocks and fioats, but they were capable of generating enough steam to power a

number of appliances.23

records 29 similar installations, most of which had outst¿tions where they purchased and stored raw gur

prior to transportation to the mein factory.
7e Select Committee Sugø and Coffee,First Report, p. 32 Evidence of John Bagshaw MP'
2Dlbid,Eudertce ofMr. H. Hunter, sugar planter, I\{auritius.
2lleona¡dWray, Sugør Plmtfe¿ (1848) p.295.
22G. R. Porter, Nøture andProperties, (1843), p. 146.
23 Lock Wa¡nford Charles C, Wigner G. W. and R. H. Ela¡land, Sugør Growing and Refming (London'

1882), p. 155 gar

crystallisation ans

equipped with bY

the hot ai¡ from the boiler flue.
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The range of equipment installed at plantation sugarhouses in Tirhut and

Sarun, both over a thousand kilometres distant from the sea was considerable,

consisting of vacuum pans, Wyatl WeEal, Gadesden or possibly Knellor

evaporators and steam powered crushing mills. From 1843 to 1848, Robinson

believed that the total invesfnent in machinery and infrastructure was at least t1

million.2a

Having acquainted the reader with the range of equipment a brief overuiew

of the mid nineteenth century sugar mill and sugarhouse is at this stage

appropriate. lt may well be that the very idea of a large and powerful sugar mÍll

tends to give an impression that this arm of sugar technology circa 1850, was in

an advanced stage when compared with the improvements in sugar house

technology. As will be shown below, this was notthe case-

The Sugarhouse

The most commonly used form of evaporation in the British colonies at the

time of the expansion in lndia was still the Jamaica or English train of open pans.

These pans built over the fiue of a fumace heated by coal, timber or dried cane

trash, had an advantage over the early single pans, in that they allowed quasi-

continuous production and were heated fom a common source. The problem

with such pans was that they were subjected to direct heat, which was difficult to

control. This propensity to overheat caused the loss of some product through

caramelisation (buming or darkening the sugar). ln an effort to overcome this

probfem, less direct methods of heating the syrups gradually came into being. By

the late eighteenth century, pioneers developed the use of steam from boilers as

the heat source. Open pans were heated by a steam fïlled hollow metal jacket

tos. H. Robinson, QsaQ p.lll
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surround¡ng the pan, by steam piped into a pan with a double bottom or into a

serpentine pipe below the level of the juice, effectively separating the juice from

the fierce heat of the fire. A valve fitted between the pan and the heat source

allowed the pan man greater confol: he could shut of the steam or allow cold

water to enter, by utilising heat in this way caramelising of syrups was

theoretically lessened, increasing the amount of quality finished product (see

chapter seven above).z5 lt is also possible that some of the pans installed in lndia

could be swivelled, an adaptation that allowed the sugar maker to Ínvert the pan

and empty its contents quickly into the cooling boxes, thereby afso lessened the

risk of caramelis¡ng.t"

The vacuum pan" (lllustration page 191) was quite different from the open

pan. Although often situated at the end of the process as the apparatus used to

bring the juice to the point of crystallisation, it could also be used to thicken the

juice after defecation, and the now much thicker juice was transfened to another

vacuum pan to finish the crystallising process. lt came into to its own, however,

as an apparatus to bring the syrup to the point of crystallísation. Clarified and

thickened syrup, when heated under vacuum, could be brought to the boil at a

lower temperature 140 to 160 Fahrenheit, compared wifi 212to 250 in an open

pan. The syrup, by use of the vacuum pump, was sucked into the pan to the

required depth by the attached air pump, the inlet valve was then closed and the

pump a vacuum created. During the boiling to crystal process, condensed steam

passed through the double bottom of the vessels and through pipes within the

25 Noel Deerr, History, Vol. 2, p.556 Thomas 'Wood claimed to be the fust to use a double bottomed pan in

17S5. P. P. 1833 (590). )OOfltr.55I Report of the Experiments on Sagar Refining by Professor Andrew
(Jre. Ure used a pan with a double bottom and a control valve, which allowed better control of the

temperature.
2Î\oel Deerr, History Vol 2, PP. 556-7.
,, Ib¡d, E. C. Howa¡d invented the concept of the vacuum pan and patented it in 1813-
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vessel, aS the temperature rose and steam was given off, the air pump

maintained a constant vacuum by removing these vapours. The lower

temperature and indirect nature of the heat allowed the liquor to come to the point

of crystallisation without the risk of caramelisation.2t The early models of vacuum

pans were difficult to operate, e¡nsuming large amounts of water and energy, and

were not entirely suitable for use in the colonies where both were at a premium. lt

is possible that vacuum pans installed in the sub- continent were of a later type,

havíng a new system of condensation invented in 1833 by Degrand of Marseilles.

The water in this development, was not injected into a condenser, the steam ran

through a coiled fube on whose surface a sprinkle of water continuously fell. The

water evaporated through contact with the serpentine, causing the steam inside to

condense.2e lt is also possible that vacuum pans using the Derosne and Degrand

"double evaporation" principle were in use, however, I have not been able to

positively identify any on lndian at this time. This modification substituted syrup

for water as the cooling fluid, then evaporation of the syrup in the condenser

occuned at a similar rate as evaporation in the pan, allowing 'double evaporation'

to occur. ln this process, the energy produced was more efnciently used, thus

reducing fuel and water consumption.3o Vacuum pan technology underwent

almost constant improvement during the nineteenth century, and as shown in

chapter 3 above, these developments would have far reaching consequences to

East lndia sugar.

tt Dale Tomicta Slavery in the Circuit of Sugar, @altimore, t 990)' pp' 194- 195

3o Dale Tomich, p.797.
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Vacuum Evaporation pan

Wetzel Evaporator Mark 3.

30

3o NoelDeen, p. 599
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Appendix four indicates the wide geographical spread of steam powered

European sugar houses in Bengal and Madras, establishments equipped with the

whole range of technology, the appendix indicates some had vacuum pans while

other had a variety of other types of evaporators and equipment The following

discussion attempts to shed some light on the diverse nature of technology

present in the sub-continent. As mentioned above, the major advance in sugar

making technology was the Howard vacuum pan patented in 1813. VvYatt

developed the first disc type evaporator in 1821,tt in 1827, Cleland obtained a

patent tor a high-pressure version of disc evaporator;33 and the WeEal and

Gadesden pans were a further development of this tyæ of pan. Around 1844, it

is possible that the Wetzal evaporator (lllustration page 191), which acquired its

name ftom its inventor, a French chemist, came into use at a time when the sub-

continental industry was in its developmental stage. Deen suggests the pan was

initially used in Reunion before 1845, with another installed in Provineæ Wellesley

in 1845.3+ Leonard Wray claims to have achieved some familiarity with the

operation of a Wetzal and a similar evaporator, the Gadesden pan35 in Province

Wellesley.s He, however, was uncertain as to whether the pans installed in the

Province at that time, were Gadesden or Wetzal,37 but was certain of their

assembly in the colony trom imported drawings, and their use at the plantation

level in 1844. Apparenüy construction was not difficult, their assembly and

operational phase took just a few weeks. lf these drawing were also available in

Calcutta in 1844 or 1845, then Jessop and Company had the ability to construct

"W. C. Lock, et al, (London 1882), p. 533 British patent No. 4130
3Noel Deerr, History Vol. 2, P. 556
salbid, p.558.tlp. C. Locket alp.534theGadesdenpanreceivedaBritishpatentin l845No. 10474
36 Leona¡d Wray, fl8as) p. 369.
37lbid, pp.3ol-2.
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wood or by the coal mined in the Birbhum hills,aT the source of power and heat for

a process that would h.¡m cane juices, palm sap or re-melted crude indigenous

raw sugar into a product suitable for the British market.

Not all of these installatíons were state of the art. Arthur Crooke, a

Liverpool merchant, established a plantation at Jummoah in Tirhut in 1840 where

he utilised a mixture of old and new technology, investing Ê13,480.Æ ln Burdwan

and Jessore, the Dhobah Sugar Company invested 8130,000 in two main plants

and some outstations; the main plants used the latest technology to convert raw

sugars into export quality sugar. Other refineries equipped w¡th the latest

technology were the Gladstone Wylie plants in Jessore at Ghaugachha,+e the

Gossipore factory near Calcutta and most of the Parry and Binny factories in

Madras. ln addition to these were plants in northeast lndia such as Albion,

Ballicol, Bellaghattaso and the Rosa factory at Shahjehanpore in the North West

Provinces was an important gur refinery and manufactr¡rer of "country spirit,"

arrack.51

The older technology of open pans continued in use at the palm gur

refinery at Cuddalore in Madrass2 and in the smaller factories in Northeast lndia.

Of the eighty European factories fuund during research br this thesis in North-

eastem lndia and Madras Province, fourteen were equipped with vacuum pans.

Several of them, certainly the Madras f;actories of Parry and Company at

a7 Attoty*ous, The Right Bank of the Hooghly," pp. 476-520, Calcatta Review, VoI. M, July-December,

ß45. p:47g. This article claims that the Birdhum csalmines, owned at that time by a zubsidiary of the

Dhobah Company, provided coal for 150 steam engines in Bengal.
a8 Select Commitlee Sugar mdCofree, FirstReport, p. i8'
aeJ.Westland,AReportoftheDistrictofJessore, (Calcutta, 1871).Paragraph7.
50 

Thalcers Bengal Directory, (Calcutta, 1869) p. 380.
tr 

Sir George'Wafr. Commercial Producfs, (1908), p. 956.
52 Selecl Committee Sugar ønd Coffee, Third Report, p. 28.
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Bandepollium and Binny's at Nellikuppam, had two pans, as did Some of the

bigger factories in Bengal (Appendix 4, Table 1).

A comparison with contemporary sugar indusfies in an Asian context,

Java, Mauritius and the Straits Settlements, where European technology and

capital was also extensively in use, serves as a good yardstick by which to

measure the capital investment and modemity of the technology in the sub-

continent. Such a comparison shows quite incontrovertibly that the British lndian

sugar manufacfurers of the 1840s, were on the front line of technological

advance, and rather more problematically, in some aspects they might have been

in advance of any of their leading Asian counterparts.

The sugar plantations in Mauritius had been able to export to Britain at the

same duty as the British West lndies since 1825; consequently, some European

technology, particularly cane crushing mills and steam engines, were in common

use before 1840 (see Table X below). In Mauritius, steam defucation, the

separation of vegetable and other waste matter before evaporation did not

become widespread until well into the 1850s.53

Table Xll Gane mills in Mauritius 1828 and 184Íi

The Knellor system (above) first appeared here in 1838 at the Bassin

factory.ss The vacuum pan was first introduced to Mauritius in 1844 with one

each at the Phoenix and La Bourdonnais estates,sG and a further vacuum pan

was installed at the estate of H. Hunter in 1847; Derosne and Cail rnanufactured

t' Ibid,p. r2o.
5a A. North Combes, (1937) Appendix DL p. 165
tt lbid,p. l19.
56 Noel Deen, History Vol. 2, P. 562.

Steam power Water power Animal Power Wind oower Total

1828 51 106 20 176

1843 158 65 5 2 230*
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all three.s7 The first Wetzal, as mentioned above, came to Mauritius in 1845. lt

would seem, however, that much capital investment went into building fie

purgerie. This consisted of a large cistem, which received hot syrup fom üe

open pan; at the bottom was a lattice, on which were metal barrels with canes

inserted though the bottom, this allowed the molasses drained. The crystallised

sugar remained in the barrels.ss the purgenÞ produced good muscovado. The

molasses were re-boiled and these produced a low brown sugar, this apparenfly

was much in demand in the Australian colonies and the Cape of Good Hope.ut

Rum distillation was not particularly large until after 1848.60 Toþl investment in

sugar machinery was of the order of €500,000 1843 to 1848,61 little of this,

however, was invested in the latest technology. Technological progress in

Mauritius was slow; Combes tells us that e¡ghty percent of the estates were still

making sugar with a train of open pans in 1852.62 Despite being able to import to

Britain at lower rates of duty for eleven years longer than the sub-continent, the

technology in Mauritius, particularly in the sugarhouse, compares unfavourably

with indusfialised sugar manufacture in India.

ln Java during he 1840s, the number of factories fiell short of those in the

sub+ontinent, but the technology was of late origin.63 Some European owned

57 Select Committee Sugor and Coffee, First Report, p.210, Evidence of H. Hunter, sugar planter and

merchant of Mau¡itius.
58 A. North Combes (7937), p.120.
se Select Committee Sugar ød Cofree, First Report, p. 210, Evidence of H. Hunter.
uþ.p. tg+Z¿y (749) XLVI.323, Papers Relating to Distess in lhe Sugar Prútrcing Colonies, pp. 3,16-351

passim, Before 1949, the distillaúon of rum and arrack in Mauritius was predominantly for domesúc

consumption. This rum !\ras very cheap and caused considerable problems with dru¡kenness. As means of
disposing of the molasses other than by distilling run¡ Vesou sugar became a major export. This sugar

contained a high proportion of molasses, and was popular in some British colonies. In an efPort to relieve

the distress caused by the 1846 Sugar Act, from 1848 the British government allowed drawbacks on the

annual rate of still duty, providing the rum was exported-
6r Select Committee Sugm ød Coffee, Second Report, p. 24. Evidence of E. Chapmar¡ Merchant, Port

Louis Mauritius.
ut A. North Combes, (1937), pp. 117-118.
ó3 Soetrisno Loekma¡l The Sugar Industry and Rural Development: The Impact of Cane Culttvationfor
Export on Rurql Java,1830-1934 PhD Dissertation (I!fichiga4 1980), Imports of machinery to the Dutch
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factories in Java operated steam powered horizontal mills but many continued to

use water powered mills; the availability of flowing water during the sugar

campaign ensured this would continue for some years. By ig4g, twelve vacuum

pans were in operation, with another in the process of installation. The locations

were: Sourabaya 2, Besoeki 5, Samarang 1 and a further five grouped together at

Tegal' The majoris were Derosne and Cail pans or pans based on their designs,

with one Howard pan.64 Deerr points out that of the g5 sugar factories contracted

by the colonial government 54 were using vacuum pan technology.6566 The use

of charcoal to decolourise and clean juice befure evaporation came Ínto use in

Java during the 1840s, but it was not until the end of this decade that it was ñrst

used in lndia at the cossipore factory of Hardman, Howarth and company.oT

A sígnificant diffurence between the industries of British lndia and Java lay

in the local content of the technology; local manufacture of whatwas then modern

technology, resonates with possibilities for the export of skills ftom Britain to the

sub-continent. Engineering works such as Jessops of Calcutta were capable of

the manufacture of open pans, clariffers and other many basic pieces of

equipment and even sophisticated technology such as vacuum pans and steam

had an annual average of 1 .48 million guiders 1g30_

uikerfabnieken op Java [Batavia, lg4g]. I am indebtedto or G.R. Knight for this information.6s 
8.66 
of Sugar in the Colonies and at Home, (I-ondon, 1848), p. 91. Although

evidence of the effectiveness of zugar technolog¡r, particularly vacuum pans, is u*itu-Ut" in the zub-
con-tinent in only a small number of factories, it is-very likely thát in many läcatíons they were not used to
their fulI advantage, as u¡as the case in other colonies-during this period. Dr John Scolier' was critical of

þossibly E. W. Evans, the author of Ihe Sugar plan
pans in Iava being fitted with large aperhres ed ou! an
occurrence that slowed production and added t
b,e crystalline, still coated with molasses, damp and rear 

age should

"' W. W. Hunterl Statistical Account of Bengal, Vol., I I (Calcutt4 1875), pp. 288-g9:The English process.
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engines (above). ln Java, as G. R. Knight points out, from circa 1850 repairs

could be made to major pieces of equipment by resident engineers in some

factories, whích often called for the broken machine to be taken to the plantwhere

the engineer resided. The "motif in Java, however, was not of local manufacture

but importation of machinery and spare parts.68

Steam Powered Cane Crushing Mills.

Steam crushing mills are by many, seen to be the quite unproblematic key

hallmark of modemity for sugar production in the mid nineteenth cenfury. The

realíty is quite difþrent; they were Ín fact, still in an early developmental stage in

the 1840s, These extremely heavy pieces of equipment were difficult to transport,

capital intensive, and installation costs were hígh, successful installation required

the skills of an experienced engineer.Ge Operational problems were common,

amongst which was poor juice extraction, jamming through inconecüy feeding

cane into the rollers, breakdowns caused by inexperienced operators, the high

initial cost of spares due in part to the long distances from the plantaüon to the

manufacturers of origínal equipment. The mill had long been perceived by

planters as the botfleneck (below), because of diffculties in operation and

frequent breakdowns, the steam powered mill, was in effuct, the controlling

station: if it broke down juice extraction ceased, and if the breakdown was of long

duration, the process of sugar making also came to a halt.

The configuration of cane mills typical of this period was one of fiple rollers

set in an isosceles triangular mode with the top roller centrally located above the

two lower ones. ln the absence of hydraulic pressure, the early mills suffered

ut G. R. Knight, "Sugar Technology and Colonial Encounters: Refashioning the Industry in the Netherlands
lndies, 1800-1942, pp.218-250Jotnnølof Historicølsociologt, Vol., 12No.3 Septemberlggg, p.227and
232.
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from built-in rigidity. The gap between the rollers through which the cane passed

was pre-set at a fixed dimension; not until 1858 d¡d a patent appear utilising

hydraulic pressure to allow a measure of fluidity.7o This, however, was not in

common use until toward the end of the century. Consequentfy, varieties of other

devices were developed; in the 1870s, fior example, wrought iron rods fixed on the

top bearíng cap then passing down through to the casing plates below the mill

frame. The flexibiliff in this set up was due to wrought iron being able to stretch

without shearing (see illustration on page 20Ð.71 Because of this rigidity, cane

passing through the rollers received less pressure at the outer e>,ctremities of the

rollers than at the cenFe. This had two efþcts upon sugar production: it reduced

the juice extraction and any variation in thickness of cane or thicker cane joints

allowed the expression of additional impurities into the juice.72 The Iatter problem

was almost certainly, common in the sub-continent, where many indigenous

canes varieties had a harder outer rind. There is little doubt that Blake and

Henley met problems of this nature during their cane crushing operations, as did

other planters during the 1840s. Otahieti or other softer exotic canes were the

preferred option, where they could be successfully cultivated.tt Shortage of cane

oo I. A. LeorL The ,4 rt arrd MdnuÍãcture of Refiùng Sugar: Including the Manafacture and Re-vivification of
AnimalCharcoal, (Londor¡ 1859). p. 13
to Noel Deerr, History, VoL 2, pp.54l-2. A lever and weight mechanism fixed to the upper roller of some

mills overcame this rigidþ, circa 1830, Another similar apparatus appeared in Demerara in 1858, and yet

another received a US patent in 1890. Deerr is of the opinioq that until the early 1860s the majority of
crushing mills had a rigid roller set-up. Manuel Moreno Fraginals, The Sugørmill: The Socio-Economic

Complex of Sugm in Cuba 1760-1860 (New York & London, 1976) pp. 101-2. A lever and spring

.."ñanirnl probably similal to that discussed by Deerr, was relatively coÍrmon on iron horizontal mills in

Cubaaround 1840.
Ttlbid, pp, rl7-lr9t' 

Joho A. Leon, Art and Manufacture, (1859), p. 8.
7'H. H. Ghosh Sugar in India; Its Cultivation, Manrfaclure cmd Trade, (Calcutt4 1938) pp. 49-63 passim.

Many of the indigenous canes of India had hard outer rinds, particularly in those areas where jackals and

wild pigs were cotnmon, these pests tended to eat softer va¡ieties. The hard canes could survive inundation

and were less zusceptible to drought and the poor husbandry practised by the ryots. N. B. The names givur

to indigenous varieties by planters at the Select Committee of 1847-8 were not necessariJy correct. The

botanical science necessary to establish the identity of indigenous cane was not available until ci¡ca 1920.
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Front and side elevation of horizontal roller mill circa 1g7Lwith rnalleableiron borts, which wiil stretch under strain io';ii;," thicker canes to passthrough.

/J

7r 
Charles C. Warnford Lock et al, Sugar Growirtg and Ref ning, (London 1882) p. I I9
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setts frequent reduced this option. Robinson at BurdwanT5 and Crooke at

JummoaT6 had sufficient setts to grow only a portion of their total crop, primarily

they grew indigenous varieties, amongst which was the Chinea cane, introduced

by Dr Roxburgh in 1795 and noted fur its hard rind. Steam powered rnills

incorporating power, size and weight were powerful and crude insfument witl

which to crush vegetable matter. Despite this inherent strength, breakages often

occurred, particularly if cane was fed into the rollers carelessly, or cane supply

ceased before the engineer could reduce power. When this occuned, the mill

tended to "fly off at speed, placing additional sfain on pinions and other moving

parts in the drive train. Cane blockages also created serious problems, as did

sudden restarting of the mill.77 Both occurrences tended to 'seize' the mill. The

operation of steam-powered mills in the 1840s was still very much a work in

progress. Much remained to be leamed in regard to their optimum operation: it

was not a simple matter of feeding canes into heavy rollers that then easily

expressed cane juice. Operational factors such as the optimum revolutions per

minute of the rollers and the appropriate feed per minute were vital in obtaining

maximum juice extraction. lnformation on mill operation collated in the Caribbean

example, highlight the variability of extraction rates, indicating a variation of 54 to

68.5 percent for mills powered by cattle or steam. (See illustration page 203 for

t, S. H. Robinson (1849), p. ilT.Robinson's Burdwan plantation ratio of planting between ratoons and cane

settswas 25percenttoiSpe, centinfrvourofratoons. Ibid,p 15, TheChineacanesintroducedfromChina

in 1795, *.å th" only exðtic canes from which ratoons could be successfi.fly etrowll termites infestation

during the dry season desfroyed all other varieties.
76 Se-lect Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report, p. 15, Evidence of Arlhur Crooke. Chinea cane

performed well while 
"*õd" "un.r, 

particularþ Oøhieti, failed during the first year and gave a variable yield

at other times.
77 Leonard Wray, (1848) P. 301.
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steam driven mill, page 205 for cattle powered).7e Data gathered in Trinidad

duríng the 1847 and 1848 sugar campaigns offers perhaps the first real

understanding of the important relationship between roller speed and cane Ëed.

ln 1847 a 6 horsepower condensing engine powered a mill at 4 revolutions per

minute and 24 feet per minute feed, with this set-up the extraction rate was 67 lb.

of juice per 100 lb. of cane. ln 1848, a further trial produced an even higher

extraction rate of 71 lb. of juice from the same proportion of cane, this time the

rpm was 3 and the feed 18 þm. ln another test, a vertical mill operated at 57-56

fpm with 2}-inch diameter rollers and a horizontal mill operating at 18.84 ftm with

same diameter rollers; are also indícative of the importance of the ratio beh¡veen

feed per minute and roller speed. The latter, produced 50 percent more juice at

one-third feet per minute feed than the vertical mill.60 Leonard Wray, a planter

with considerable experience, five years of which were in lndia, wrote extensively

about the operation of steam crushing mills in 1848, a year after these

experiments in Trinidad. He gave no indication of any correlation between

revolutions per minute and feet per minute, recommending a speed of 47.98

fpr.tt However, Wray's 1848 publication has the appearance of being a sales

pitch for the British machinery manufacturers Messers J. Woods and Gompany.

The questíon of how expert some contemporaries actually were is also important.

7e John A. Leon, Art andMam{acture, (1859)p.lo.
to1,etter to the Editor of the Port of Spain Trinidad Gazelte 1848 cited in J. Leon. (1859), p. 12. See also

Charles G. Warnford Lock et al, (Londorq 1882), pp. 125-128. Mll speeds were still an open question in

thelate 1870s.
sl Leonard Wray, (1848) p. 296. Although Wray had professional a relationship with Woods a machinery

manufacturer, in common with marry planters, he may not have been fi¡ll aware of the difficulties met with in the

operation of these machines. See R. Authauser, "Slavery and Technological Change." The Joumal of
Economic History, vol. XXXIV, (March, 197$pp.36-50. p. 60.
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inches diamerer and 66 inches wide and a feed of 9 feet per minute. The rapid mill gave 59.9 pound ofjuice

from 100 pound of cane and the slow mill77.61 pound from 100 pound of cane.
tt G. R. Porter, Nqture and Properties, (London' 1843).
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Messers Wray and Crooke were both considered expert wihesses by the

members of the parliamentary Se/ecf Committee oÍ 1847-1848. They were

perhaps bypical of those given the label of 'experf at this stage of development of

sugar technology. Their expertise, however, came fom experience at plantation

level with sugar mills and in sugarhouses. They had litüe or no knowledge of

thermodynamics, metallurgy, or the stress f;actors of components subjected to

great pressures or heat. Their knowledge was experiential; there were no

technical schools or equivalent institutions of their time. Real experts were few,

but they did exist B. Moody, fur example, with both engineering and sugar

refining expertise, demonstrated to the Selecf Commíttee a wide knowledge of

sugar machinery gained from employment as an engineer with rnachine

manufacturers, and through the installation of machinery at plantation level in the

British West Indies.83

To the planter, probably lead astray by claíms of these so-called experts

and advertising material of machinery manufactures, the new steam powered

mills seemed to offier an answer to the bottleneck caused by single animal, water

or wind powered crushing mills. They believed that the new steam driven mills

offered greater úrroughput of cane. A consequence of this thesis was that cane

passed through too fast, and was not under the pressure of the rollers for a

sufficient time to gain good extraction rates.sa The actual extraction rate was

lower than those obtained with cattle or water powered mills that were well set up

and maintained.ss By the late 1850s knowledge of this problern led Messers

Fawcett and Preston of Liverpool to remark that a single set of rollers operating at

83 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee L847-48, Third Report, Evidence of B. Moody, engineer p. 89

'o lb¡d, Third Reporq p. 96, Evidence of S. B. Moody, engineer. Without close supervision, it was cornmon

practise among mill operators in the West Indies to overcome constant jamming by increasing the gap and

thus reducing extraction rates.
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important correlation beh¡veen rpm of rollers and the speed at which canes passed

through the mill.

tn addition to operational problems were the problems involved in moving

of heavy machines from the port of Calcutta to the interiors, a difficult proposition

in the middfe of the nineteenth cenfury, pre-railway lndia. Transportation

problems with this heavy equipment almost defy imagination. lndigenous

riverboats propelled by sail or pulled by ropes attached to the mast, were the only

means of tansport ftom the port to sugar "refineries" or plantation sugarhouses

hundreds of kilomefes inland. Long distances also presented a problem of

logis¡cs in transporting sugar to the port, and considerably lengthened the time

taken to obtain replacement parts should components fail during the sugar

campaign, a factor allowed for by Robinson in his costing of a sugarhouse

(above).

ln Madras, industrial sugar production lagged a few years behind Bengal,

beginning in earnest in 1841. By 1848, however, investment of capital in

buildings and machinery was some Ê200,000.e3 Much of this impetus was

through the efforts of the Madras agency house, Parry and Company. They built

major factories in North and South Arcot, the first at Bandepollium in 1842,

Kallakurichi 1844, Nellikuppam in 1845-6 and a further plant at Tiruvnanallur in

185S. They also had a small palm gur refinery at Cuddalore. All were equipped

with distilleries. Wth the exception of the Cuddalore plant, they were equipped

with steam engines and vacuum pans; those in North and South Arcot were also

equipped with steam-powered mills to crush cane. s Several processed both

e3 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report, p. 187, Evidence of A. F Arbuthnot.
ea lfilton Browq Parry's, (195a) P. 85.
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cane juice and the sap of the Palmyra spathes or Brab tree.es Another plant built

by Mackenzie at Vizagapatam was equipped with a vacuum pan, aS was the

larger installation of Binny and Company at Ganjam, the latter an investment of

Ê16,000 to €18,000.e6 (For some indication of the extent of the installations in

Madras province, see Appendix 4, Table 1).

The Production of lndustrialised Sugar from Grushed Gane'

The discussion in this section exam¡nes the small sugar

plantation sector, which grew and processed cane us¡ng industrial

technology in their sugarhouses. There is with such a discussion a

problem of definition arises, that is to say, what is a planter or a sugar

plantation in mid nineteenth century British lndia? The district reports

of British India and parliamentary papers of the period, suggest those

who grew commercial crops of sugar cane and processed it into sugar

were known as planters, the land on which they grew this crop was

called their plantation. ln chapter six (below) it will be shown that the

mode of agriculture and of land ownership in lndia was entirely

different from the plantation industry of other colonies, there were also

differences between Bengal and Madras. The nineteenth century

Sugar plantation, however, âs perceived by nineteenth century

Europeans, was a system in which Slaves, or from 1834 indentured

servants, oñ land owned by the planter, grew, cut, crushed and

t5 Sir George Watt, Economic Products, (1908) p. 928. The sugar palm in Madras province is Borassus

flabeltifer, also known in Madras and Bombay as the Palmyra palm or Brab tree.
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extracted the juice from cane, and processed it through a plantation

sugarhouse into crystallised muscovado sugar. Ïhe by-producb of

this process, molasses, were then distilled to rum and most of the

products of the plantations were then sent to Europe or consumed by

ethnic Europeans in North America. Some of this was also true of the

sub-continent, but there were also significant variants on the above

model. Nevertheless, where the term planter or plantation occurs it

usually refers to those who were involved in growing commercial

quantities of cane or purchasing cut cane to crush and process it into

industrialised sugar adjacent to where the cane was grown.

The production of industrialised sugar utilising cane grown in this manner

and crushed by horizontal steam powered mills began in the sub-continent around

1828. Two individuals have some claim as pioneer of this sector; one was C. H.

Blake, e7 the founder of the Dhobah Sugar Company at Burdwan. He was highly

thought of in Calcutta. In 1846, it was said that he deserved to receive an award

for his pioneering work.eB Another claimant to this title is a Bengali entrepreneur

Dwarkanath Tagore. The latter installed Steam engines and an industrialised

sugarhouse at Baniepore in the Twenty-four Pargannahs where he employed T.

F. Henley to supervise operations.se This project failed. Tagore, however,

persisted and went on to establish two other plants on his zamindari properties at

e6 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, Third Report, pp. L64-5, Evidence of W. Scott, senior partner Binny

and Company Madras.

" S. H. Robinson (1849), p. lo5
ntAnonymous, Calcatta Review Vol., fV, July-December (1821ó), pp. 42L. Colonel Sleeman called Blake

"Fathei of the Bengal sugar industry" and proposed that the Calcutta egricultural Society award him a gold

medal for his contribution to the sugar industry in India. Blake returned to England and formed the Dhobah

sugar company as a joint stock Company. He sold the company for Rs.450, 000 retaining 300 shares.
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Gazepore in Banaras and Syllidah in the Pabna district. S. F. Rice, an

experienced West Indian, was the manager of operations. Both factories used

horizontal crushing milts to process otahieti cane, which, was grown by the ryots

and financed with cash crop advances. They both encountered difficulties with

zamindari cultivation (Chapter 6 below). By 1838, however, only the Syllidah

factory continued in operation.100

The sector of the industry growing and crushing cane was rnost

widespread in the districts of Tirhut and Ghamparan, but some of these fiactories

also manufactured industrial sugar from indigenous raw sugar. lndigo planters in

Tirhut and in the adjacent Champaran were drawn into sugar production in 1842-

3.101 Reports of a poor cane harvest in the British West lndies, the high sugar

prices in London of around Ê38 per ton exclusive of duty102 and the profits made

by sugar factories already established in Bengal, were probably a crucial

influence.r03 Not all of these establishments processed cane growrì on their own

leases; some had out-stations, which suggests they purchased guror rab (a semi

liquid raw sugar) from the cultivator-manufacturers and processed into

muscovado along with the cane juice crushed at their own plantation.loa The

Tirhut phase would prove to be the most short-lived section of the industry and a

costly failure for its investors (Chapter 6 below).

ln this chapter technology and the scale of investment have been the

subject matter, in the subsequent chapter the discussion will be of problems

ee Blair B. Kling, Partner in Empire, (Calcutta, 1981), p. 88.
too lbid.
rltpmliamenlary Debates, Volume L)Õ(VI, (1844), pp. 30-31 John Gladstone told the House that in 1845

some 2,000 tons of sugar had been sent home from Tirhoot (Tirhut), an area that had not previously

produced sugar. He also predicted that in four to five years the region would produce 30,000 tons per year.
102 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee,Fksl Report, p.99, Evidence of H. M. Kemshead.
to3 lbid. The Dhobah Sugar Company made a profit of f,23,000 in 1839 and f36,000 in 1840.
r04 A. Wyatt Statistic of Sarun (1854)
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encountered in the sub-continent, with particular reference to agricultural,

operational, economic and logistical factors. A discussion which will help to

illustrate that the gradual equalisation of duties on all sugar entering the British

home market between 1846 and 1854, although of great importance, was by no

means the only reason for the failure of this industry.
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Chapter 6.

lndustrialised Sugar Production in British lndia 1829-1850:

Ag ricu ltu ral, Economic a nd Log istica I Ba rriers.

ln the previous chapter the discussion was of the capital invested in

technology and infrasfucture in the lndian sub-continent 1836 to 1853. This

investrnent created an industry with the potential to replace the British West lndies

as the "British sugar bowl." With this technology entrepreneurs believed they

could operate an industy producing industrialised sugar for export in Bengal and

Madras. Events, however, would prove this technology and inftastructure unequal

to the task and unable to overcome the plethora of difficulties encountered in the

sub-continent.

The argument pursued in the two previous chapters, will be elaborated

upon, that is to say, the centrality of the developments in the sub-continent to the

overall story of East lndia sugar. ln order to explain the full range of problems

encountered, the discussion will be of agronomy, costs and availability of raw

materials and the logistical, financial and economic problems of Europeans

seeking to grow and process cane to make industrial sugar, or those purchasing

raw sugar to process into industrialised sugar for export.

It will be argued that the entrepreneurs seeking to grow cane to feed steam

powered crushing mills and modern plantation sugarhouses in Bengal, met with

the zamindan system of land holdíng and cultivation. This mode of cultivation

complete with peasant cultivators and their traditional mores, proved to be neither

adequate nor cost effective. ln addition to the problems with cultivators and

leases, were difficulties with regard to the yields of sugar from indigenous and

exotic canes in the sub-continent, in that they were substantially lower than in

many other cane producing regions.
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It will also be shown that factories purchasing and processing indigenous

raw sugar encountered serious competition ftom the long established indigenous

sugar merchants. The sub-continent was, in effect, a highly competitive market

place with altemative outlets for the raw material sought by the makers of

industrial sugar: markets in Bengal, cenfal westem lndia and on the caravan

routes through Persia and Afghanistan. This competition ensured a steady

increase in the cost of raw sugar 1836 through to 1847, and served to erode the

profits of the industrialised sugar factories. The high sugar prices in Britain until

late 1847 ensured a reasonable level of profitability. However, several factors

were responsible for a sudden and sustained fall in the price of sugar, chief of

which was the Sugar Act of 1846, which brought gradual equalisation of all sugar

duties in Britain between 1846 and1854.

An additional problem came from an increase in maritime freight costs,

particularly in 1847, and the high cost of internal transport between factories and

plantations and the exit port of Calcutta. There were also problems with regard to

the efficient use of sugar by-products in Bengal, where molasses were not fully

recycled or effectively merchandised; their efficient use or disposal was and still

is, vital to the profitable operation of a plantation sugarhouse or industrialised

sugar factory. These problems were compounded, when in late 1847 a financial

crisis affected trade. Bengal was particularly hard hit and the sugar industry,

already suffering from depressed prices, foundered amid a chronic shortage of

working capital.

The European Planter and Zamindari Cultivation.

As has already been explained, there was a considerable difference

between sugar planters and plantations in the West lndian sense and the

definition of planter and plantation in the sub-continent. This difference was that a
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planter in the West lndies was invariably the owrìer-occupier of his plantation

employing either wage or slave Iabour- While those designated planters in lndia,

held a furm of lease on the land, usually employing cultivators who permanenüy

occupied and cultivated this land, this difürence should be kept in mind in the

ensuing discussion of commercial cane crops and plantation sugarhouses.

ln Bengal and Bihar, sugar planters leased land fom zamindars, the only

exception to this appear to be a few planters in the NWP, in Gorakhpurl and

Deyrah Dhoon,2. The Zamindar had a measure of control over this land and he

was responsible to the govemment for the payment of land revenue. Leases

acquired fom traditional titleholders did not give European commercial cane

planters freehold tifle or unresficted use of the land. lnstead, the planter had to

reconcile the growth of commercial sugar crops with the fact that peasant

cultivators also occupied and cultivated this land. ïhe planter had a measure of

control over land usage, but not vacant possession.3 Such a system tended to

create a conflict of interest between the planter and peasant cultivators. The

ímperative of the European planter was to grow commercial plantation crops such

as sugar or indigo, while that of the peasant cultivator was the cultivation of

subsistence crops for familial survival, such as legumes, groundnut and grains.a

From the ryofs perspective, sugar cane was an expensive crop to cultivate

requiring extensive labour resources; but cash and labour were seldom readily

available. Therefore the extent of cane crops was limited, govemed entirely by

I Select Committee of the House of Lords Appointed to Consider of the Petition of the Essl India Company

Jor Relief, (18a0) p. 70
tP. P 1859, Volume)OO(III, Land SettlementEuropeansDeyrahDhoo4p.2T2and2T4to36T passim.

' Burron Srein (ed.), The Making of Agrmiari Policies in British India 1770-1920, (New Delhi, 1992) p. l-
31 passim. The various models of land revenue systems in India and many aspects of agrarian policy of the

British krdian administration are explained in the introduction and in subsequent articles in this publication.
o Peter Robb, *Law and Agrarian Society in India: The case of Bihar and the Nineteentfi century Tenancy

Debate,"ModernAsiqnStudies,22,2(1988),pp.319-354. pp.336-340.Theinterrelationshipsinthelndian
village community and the role of credit and debt in village society are explained. Commercialisation of
agriculture did not open up new markets or opportunities for cultivators; instead they tended to tie the ryot to
an agent dealing in a specific commercial crop.
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the availability of family labour. Shahid Amin, discussing peasant cultivators in

Uttar Pradesh, explains: "Of all his various crops, sugarcane demands the most

time, and attention. The crop occupies the land for ten months or so, and the

manufacture of gur engaged the peasant for another ten to twelve weeks" ln an

attempt to emphasise the ryots labour difficulties he quotes an old Bengali poem;

"unless a man has seven sons and twelve grandsons he should not cultivate

sugarcane".s Clearly, cane cultivation and the processing of juice to gur occupied

both cultivator and land for nearly a year, on the other hand, a crop of rice took

three months from ploughing to haruest plus a few weeks to cut and thresh."6 lt

also left the ground available for an additional crop each year. Sugar, a labour

and capital-intensive crop,t offered returns little better than other crops, as a high

cost crop it carried the risk of debt bondage in the event of crop failure, and limited

the cultivators' cropping options.t Consequently the small cultivator was seldom a

willing participator ín commercial cane cultivation; when he grew cane to supply

sugar for the regional or wider market, coercion was usually involved. This took

several forms: debt bondage, honouring faditÍonal ties with the local zamindar or

a degree of coercion from European planters, particularly if the later had paid

additional fees to the zamindar to acquire the faloks, (a measure of confol of

crops planted by the ryots). The influence of the zamindar was sfong, for

although a European planter could come to an agreement direcfly with a village

t Shahid Antn, Gorakhpur, (1984) p. 42.
t N. K. Shth4 Economic History of Bengal Vol-,3 (1970) pp.290-292-
7 Robert Montgomery Statistical Report of the District of Cavnpore, June 1848, (CalcultU ßaÐ. p.22.

The cost per bigah for zugar was Rs. 15.E, with a gross return of about Rs. 24.8. The average ryot, however,

grew only -33 of a bigah; it is almost impossible to co
I Leonard Wray, (1848), p. 148. In an attempt ured by the ryot, Wray

commented: "Tñus we find the natives cuttivating th (often the same day) we

see them busily engaged in some other occupation. Which brings them in a few pence and that alone enables

them to bear up ug"i"rt oppressive rents, low markets, grinding usureß, and other ills that very numerously

beset them." Sèe aho H. R Ghosal, Economic Tronsition in the Bengal Presidency 1793-1833, (Calcutta,

1966). P. 60
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headman, the zamindar could intervene. Leonard Wray explained this to the

Select Committee, "He had not heard of any instance of this, the usual method

was through the zamíndar, and then a "douche' in cash was required."e

For the peasant cultivator the reward from cane cultivation was not

commensurate with efficrt, even in the event of a good cane harvest, and

particularly when the cultivator was beholden to his creditors through cash crop

advances. Arthur Crooke, although critical of ryot husbandry, explained to the

Select Committee, that when harvests were good middlemen purchasing gur for

the regíonal market or for the industrialised sugar industry, invariably paid the

cultivator less per maund than when gør production was low and all of it was sold

locally.lo

This combination of European planter and peasant cane cultivator was not

successful br either party. C. H. Blake, the founder of the Dhobah sugar

company (Chapter 5 above), experienced difficulties with lhe zamindaz system as

he sought to operate steam powered crushing mills. T- S. Robinson (a leading

participant in the mid nineteenth cenh.¡ry lndian sugar indusby) believed that Blake

used a system of payment similar to agreements between indigo growers and the

factory.l1 This was most probably the bhaolisystem, common in southem Bihar;

such agreements saw the crop divided equally between fre rent payer and the

rent receiver after it was harvested, this invariably left the cultivator short of

disposable income between planting and harvest.r2 Cane grown under these

agreements were usually on small scattered plots, this did not allow Blake to

erbid, p. r55.
lïSelect Committee Sugør and Coffee, Fint Report, p. 19.
It T. S. Robinsor¡ (1s49), p. 105.
tt Colin F. Fisher, "Planters and Peasants: The Ecological Context of the Agrarian Unrest on the Indigo

Plantations of North Bihar, 1820-lg2}." pp.11z1-149, in Clive Dewey and A G. Hopkins E;ds. The Inperial
Impact: Studies in the Economic History oJ Africa ønd India, Q-ondoq 1978), p. 116
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secure sufficient cane each day to keep his steam rnills in continuous operation,

and some cane juice was lost through drying, due to a long time lag between

cutting and crushing. Consequently, he turned to the purchase of raw gur either

direct from cultivators or through middlemen.

T. F. Henley the manager of Dwarkanath Tagore's plantation at Baniepore

also encountered problems with cane cultjvation. He planted 600 bigahs with

otahieti and indigenous canes, but the land turned out to be of low productivity,l3

possibly through salinity.ra The sugar produced was of such poor quality it could

not be sold for more than Rs.3 to 4 per maund in Calcutta, far below cost.15 Afrer

two poor seasons at Barriepore, Henley visited Mauritius to f'amiliarise himself

with the islands' sugar industry. On his return to the sub-continent, a third attempt

was made at Baniepore, this also failed; the whole venture cost Dwarkanaúr

Tagore Rs. 200,000.16 After losses of this magnitude, it is difficult to explain why

Tagore continued to invest in the production of indusfialised sugar. Perhaps he

believed it could be done profitably through investments in conjunction with his

large zamindans in the sugar growing districts of Ghazipur near Banaras and in

Pabna near Syllidah. The combination of zamindan system and European sugar

technology brought simílar problems to those encountered by Blake. After three

years milling operations ceased, and gur was instead purchased ftom the ryofs.

Sugar processed from gurwas actually only twenty-five percent of the cost of that

produced from cane crushed by modern steam powered rollers.lT The most

signifcant Êature of Tagore's failure, however, was that the last two operations

were carried on in conjunction with his zamindaris. As a rich and powerful

13 Blai.B. Kling, Partuer, (1981), p.88.
tu 

Charles C. Lock et al, (London, 1882). pp.24-25
tt Blait B. Kling (1981) p. 106.
tu rbid, p. 88.
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indigenous titleholder, it was not unreasonable to expect hím have a greater

measure of control or coercion over the ryofs than Europeans on zamindarí

leases. This does not appear to have been the case: he too was unable to

persuade them to cultivate larger plots of cane or grow the cane on land adjacent

to his factories.rs lf Dwarkanath Tagore could not profitably operate a plantation

closely integrated v,rth zamindan agriculture, then European planters, lacking

either his infiuence or coercive power, had less chance of success.

The most widespread attempt to establish European sugar plantations

occurred in the districts of Tirhut and Champaran where there were 86 plantations

during the second half of the 1840s (chapter 5 above). Here European planters,

predominantly indigo growers,tt attempted to combine sugar cane and indigo

cultivation, two crops to some extent complimentary. lndigo harvesting and

processing began in June,2o cane cutting and processing from January to the end

of March.2t Some of these plantations also processed locally grown gur; a report

of 1854, indicates that many of these factories had out-stations to purchase raw

sugar from other planters or local ryots.n

Although the failure of the Tirhut planters was quite spectacular, as we

shall see below, they were, perhaps, unfurtunate to encounter a series of climatic

problems during the first fuur years of this venture, although such problems were

tt rbid, pp. 88-9.
It Ralph Shlomowia, "Plantations and Smallholdings: Comparative Perspectives from the World Cotton and

SugarCane Economies, 1865-1936." pp. 1-16 AgriculturøI History Vol., 58,No. 1 January 1984. p. 2. The

trend in sugar cane production post 1865 was toward large-scale production, especially for producers zuch as

Cubq Javq The Philippines, Puerto Rico, Java and Hawaü.
Ie A. Wyatt, District of Tirhoot, (Calcutta, 1M8) pp. 58-9 Appendix B. This report indicates that the 28

r,rg"t .onc"*s were all indigo and zugar factories with steam engines. A Wyatt Statistics of the Distriø of
Sarun Consisting of Circars Sarun and Champarar¡ (Calcutta, l85a) p. 3. In this report nine indigo aad sugar

factories equipped with steam engines a¡e mentioned.
to ColinVt. fisher, "Planters andPeasants:"(1978), p. 120. Andselect Committee Sugcv andCoffeeFist
Report p. 182, Evidence ofNathaniel Alexander, East India merchant.

" iUi¿, Evidence of John Bagshaw MP, p. 32; the witness reported on a lenghy conversation on the utility

of growing sugæ in rotation with indigo with Mr A Nowell, an indigo planter of Tirhut
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not without precedent.23 The first year was one of widespread drought; the

following year the inundation was said to be "unusually severe and cane in some

regions was flooded for several weeks."24 Exotic canes, unlike some native

varieties, do not tolerate flooding, consequently much of the cane died. Termites

also proved a problem, particularly among the softer exotic canes. lnftstation

tended to be greater on land that had been recenüy reclaimed ftom waste,

although areas under cultivation also suffered infestatjon ftom termites and rats.

The traditional separation of family plots by narrow strips of uncultivated land was

apparently a breeding ground for these pests.25

Among the reasons contributing to their fiailure, planters cited soil salinity

and the tendency of otahieti and other exotic canes to yield poorly in lndia after

two or three years.26 This group also complained loudly about the poor

husbandry standards of the ryots contracted to grow their cane ," 
^s 

did Arthur

Grooke who had a plantation at Jummoa adjacent to Tirhut,ZE2e Leonard Wray3o

22 A. Wyatt, Statistic of Sarun, (1854).

" R. B. T. S Venkatraman and Syed Abbas Hussainy, "sugarcane Varietal Trials fo¡ Selecting lnproved
Types," pp. 1-15 Indian Journal of Agriculture Vol., 3 (1935). p. 7. Statistics collated during the late 1920s

and early 1930s indicate that conditions of both rainfall and tønperature at an optimum for cane growth

occur only one year in flve- The occurrence of drought and inundation are well documented in district

records written beforel840, information available to the Tirhut planters. See for example, Robert

Montgomery, Statistical Report of the District of Cøtwpore (Calcutta" 1849), pp. 8-9. There are reports in

this document of what a¡e called devastating droughts in 1804 and 1834-35, with another significant drought

during the 1837-8 season. There was also drought and famine in North-west India in 1836:7.
to 

S. H. Robinso4 (1849), p. 108.
25 rbid. p. t2o.
2u Waher J. Leather, "sugarcane in India'' pp.255-266 The Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. 4, (Calcutta

lgll), p. 262-3. Variation of soil types and minor variations in climate within the same district cause

fluctuations in cane grou¡th juice richness and the yield of ruw sugar. Indigenous canes planted a few just

kilometres from where they have become acclimatised, often gave lower yields. The planters may well have

been correct to equ¿te poor husbandry with the deteriorating yields, but good husbandry on soils unzuiøble

for the specific cane variety did not necessarily produce good yields.

" Ibid. p. ts.
28 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report, Evidence of A Crooke, p. 15.
2e Leonard Wray, (1848), p. 158. Wray obtained use of the land in earlyMarcli afterthe ryots harvested

their crops of wheat, barlery, rice and legumes. The land was t}ren prepared and planted with cane by early

April; the cane was then cut November to January. After one crop of cane the land was retu¡ned to the ryot.

'oS"le"t Commiltee Sugør and Cofiee First Report, pp. 48-9.
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and S. H. Robinson,3r also told how the ryofs " fell into wasteful traditional habits"

unless continually supervised by Europeans.3z

Of those who gave evidence before the Selecf Committee, only Leonard

Wray spoke of the poor correlation between efnort and monetary refums to

peasant cane cultivators. Nor did the witnesses give any credence to the

peasanfs extensive knowledge of cane agriculture. lnstead they cornplained

about traditional methods of cultivation, the peasanfs attachment to certain

indigenous cane varieties and insistence on planting a mixture of cane varieties.33

The ryofg however, were practising survival agriculture, they planted canes

inured to the sub-continenfs climate, and by so doing obtained a measure of

immunity fom total crop loss through periodic droughts or the annual

inundation.3a

The sugar indusfy in Madras suffered some problems similar to those in

Bengal. In North and South Arcot difficulties of small and scattered cane plots

made continuous operation of steam crushing mills difficult.3s During much of the

1840s cane cultivation in these two areas also incurred high land taxes,s the land

setflement was annual and based on the value of the crops. Along the Godavery

River delta and around Ganjam, the ryotwari setflement was subject to

agreements reached between the cultivator and the zamindar, as a consequenüy

3r S. H. Robinso4 (1849), pp.109-110.
t' Ibid, p. 110. Many planters leased whole villages from zamindars and paid considerable zums forthe
right to 

-oUtain 
the Taioks (the use of land at their own preference, with a provision that they paid a "fair

rent" to the cultivators).
33 Clive Dewey, "Images of the Vrllage Community: A Survey of Anglo-Indian Ideology," Moden¡ Asiqn

Studies, S,l (ten¡ pp. ZSt-lZt p. 305 The Utilitarian view that Indian viltage society was a stagnating

influence preventing the emergence of a modern economic system was at its peak circa 1850.

'þor an ãxplanatiõn of localised diversþ of indigenous canes see: H. H. GhostU Sugar in India, (1938),

passim.
3s Select Committee Sugar and Coffee,ThttdReport, p. 31, Evidence of John Uttay Ellis.
,6 R. A. Washbrook, The Emergence of Provincial Politics: The Madras Presidency 1870-1920, pp23'34

From the 1830s, the NWP and much of Madras had 3O-year settlements. The object r¡ras to encourage

Zamindars and thei¡ tenants to grow the most valuable crops. .
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of this they ryot suffered less oppression.3T The ryotwan system of land tenure

was common to much cultivated land in Madras, a system that to some extent

reduced the zamindars capacity to blatanüy exploit the ryot, it was more closely

linked with peasant rights and traditions than the zamindan system in much of

Bengal.38

ln North and South Arcot during the 1840s, however, the annual

assessment of revenue represented a considerable proportion of production

costs. Rent on land growing cane was Ê2 per hectare, with a yield of exportable

muscovado at 1 .69-2.2 tons per hectare.3e Land revenue cost g0 pence to â1.18

or some 5 to 6 percent of the value of muscovado at Ê20 per ton fee on board.

The land revenue charges and the intensive nature of cane cultivation made cane

an unpopular crop among local cultivators. Rice, groundnut and leguminous

crops needed less labour and offered equal or better retums, as they did in

Bengal.e A. F Arbuthnot for example, complained that his agents were unable to

persuade the ryofs to sell raw sugar at lower prices.al Parry and Company, with

long experience of dealing with cultivators, had similar problems; their agents at

Palghat and Tínnevelly were able buy large quantities of palm jaggery, but could

37 Select Committee sugar and Coffee, first report, p. 125, Evidence of F. W. Prideau¿ Examiner of East

India Corresponderice.
38see N. Mukherjee and R. E. Frykenberg, "The Ryotwari System and Social Organisations in the Madras

Province," in Frykenberg, (ed.), Land Control and Social Sffiicture in Indian History, (Madison, 1969), p.

220. Witliam J. Ba¡ber, British Economic Ihought and India 1600-1850, (Odord, 1975). p. 169 The

Permanerú Søtlement had increased the burden of taxation by 1831-2, whereas the Madras Ryotwari
system, which was zupposedly linked to the crop yield of tlre land, had not.
3e Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, Third Report, pp.3Q-32, Evidence of J. U. Ellis.
m A Sa¡ada Raju, honomic Conditions in the Maùas Presidency 1800-1850, (IUadras, l94l) pp.82-3,
Hilton Brown (1954) p. 86. Select Committee Sugar emd Coffee. Third ReporÇ pp. 3L-32, Evidence of J. U
Ellis. Ellis and other witnesses' spoke of the high cost of government revenue on land growing sugar v/as a

strong disincentive to its cultivation.
4r Ibid, First Report, p.190, Evidence of A. F. Arbuthnot.
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not ¡nduce the ryots to increase cane cultivation. They, too, were told that

groundnut and other crops needed less labour and produced better returns.a2

The weight of evidence overuvhelmingly indicates that the zamindari and to

a lesser degree the ryotwan system of agriculture was not viable when it was

called upon to supply cane to stream driven cane crushing technology or modem

sugarhouses. Leonard Wray believed that only a full-scale, self-contained

plantation equipped with an irrigation system, high quality work anímals and hired

wage labour, offered any real prospect of long-term viability in northeast lndia.ß

Problems associated with the zamindari leases in Bengal or ryotwan leases

m in Madras, were almost certainly behind a discussion about labour methods

and the growing of cane for the industrialised sugar factories of the sub-continent

at the Select Committee of 1847-48. These discussions were primarily of the

"Cultivation System" in the Dutch East lndies specifically in Java.e Here

European sugar manufactures received loans for infrastructure, equipment and

working capital to establish a modem sugar processing industry. These

establishments were fed with cane growrì on village land under the supervision of

headmen and colonial officials.as lt is possible that private talks between some

witnesses and committee members prior to or during the sitting of the Select

Committee prompted this discussion. These conversations may have touched on

the possibilities of operating some form of coercive labour system in Bengal. lt

at Hilton BrowrL Parry's, (195a) p. 86.
a3 Leonard Wray, (1848) pp. L92-3.* S"l""t Committee Sugar and Coffee First Report, Evidence of L. Wray pp. 4849, and Fifth Report, pp.

108-110, Evidence of John Crawfurd, Historian and diplomat, pp. 196-199, Ibid, Evidence of E. St. Martin,

Dutch businessman with Java connections, pp. 105 to 116, also ThirdReporÇ Evidence of W. Dennisoq

sugarplanter Java. pp. 32-45.
ot -G. iL K"ight, Colonial Production in Provittciql Jøva: the Sugar Industry in Pekalongan'Tegal, 1800-

1942. (Ãmstãrdam, 1993) p.2 See also: Setrisno Loekmaq "The Sugar Industry and Rural Development:

The Impact of Cane Cultivation for Export on Rural lava: 1830-1934". PhD Dissertation (Mchigan 1988),

chapteithree passim and RE Elsor., Village Java [Jnder the Cultivation System ]830-1870, (Sydney, 1994)

Chapter 3 passim.
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may be speculated that such discussions were encouraged by the resumption of

the recruitment of lndian workers, the so-called hill coolees, who were sent frorn

Bengal and Madras to work in the sugar industry of Mauritius. Such workers had

the right to return to the sub-continent after an agreed period of wage labour.

Coercive labour short of slavery was not out of place in the middle of the

nineteenth century, it was the rule rather than the exception, especially when

peasants were reluctant to grow labour intensive commercial crops for European

planters.6

Three witnesses were called to give evidence with regard to Java. The

first, Mr Eves St Martin was a member of a Dutch merchant family with long

involvement in the fade between Holland and the Dutch East lndies. He told the

Committee that the peasant in Java was not "compelled to work for private

individuals, but those that do are paid at a rate set by the government." Should

the peasant refuse to work for the government he will be "driven away from his

village."aT When asked if the system was analogous with slavery, as he

understood it, he replied "Not the least."a8 John Crav,¡furd diplomat and historian,

was unequivocal on "cultivation system". He explained that Java had a large and

rapidly growing population to feed on which the Dutch had forcibly superimposed

an export sugar industry. This industry occupied the best land, the fertile irrigated

rice paddy. He was also critical of the high levels of land tax imposed by the

Dutch East lndies government. With regard to E. St Martin's claim that private

growers were not as intrusive as the government system, he was adamant,

"There is not a straw between them." He refused to accept any differentiation and

6Emmanuel Wallerstein, "The Great Expansion: The Incorporation of New Zones into the Capitalist World

Economy, c 170-1850, Studies in History, Vol. I Nos. l&2 (January-December, 1988) pp. 85-156 p. 119.

ar 
Select Committee Sugar and Cofieø, Second Report p. I 1 1-
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sa¡d, 'So far as Government sugar, which is the main part of the production, goes,

it is produced by a species of forced labour-" Hís criticisms were so harsh; that

the chairman encapsulated them in a brief summing up of his evidence to that

point "The population is dense, the flandl rent high, and the labour forced."

Cravvfurd replied, "TheY are so."

Mr William Dennison, a sugar planter with twenty years experience in Java,

was asked the same question as Martin with regard to whether the labour was

forced or free. He chose to avoid a direct answer, reading instead a long

statement, in which he attempted to show continuity between the earlier period of

British occupation and "the cultivation system". He attempted to do this by

alluding to the descriptions of the land tax system operating in Java as described

by Sir T. S Raffles in his Hrsfory of Java, (London, 1817) and John Crawfurd's

History of the tndian Archípetago, (London, 1820).ae The Select Committee heard

a consideräble amount of evidence with regard to Java and the 'cultivation

system."so The final report, however, did not address the culture of sugar cane in

of Java, it had much to say about schemes to promote the imrnigration of ftee

black workers to bolster the labour force in the British West lndies,sl and

suggestions on extending the indenture labour system, contracting 'hill Coolees"

from Bengal and Madras to work in the sugar industry of Mauritiuss2 The

introduction of any form of coercive labour or changes to the agricultural system of

British lndia, were conspicuous by their absence'

ß lb¡d, p.lt2.
oe lhid, Third Report pp.32-33.t lb;i;, S"uetttr it"po.i Appendix 7 A. This appendix is a summation of a lengthy report submitted by the

Co*i*ury Geneå of thäOutch East Indies Van den Bouch, which amongst otherthings explained the

system offorced cultivation to 1806, land tax and cultivation system 1806 to 1834'
sr Ibid, Eight Report pp. X to XIII passim.
t'ibi4 pp" fl-)IV-
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Slavery had been an issue, which occupied the consciences of the British

people ficr half a century; and in the 1840s in India, it was an issue that had not

been entirely resolved.s3 lf indeed, commercially viable sugar plantations were to

be set up in the more productive sugar growing regions of Northeast lndia, then

the planter community probably envísaged a process similar to the 'cultivation

system" of Java, or perhaps the more er,clreme measure of the removal of the

resident cultivators from their land. This would give the planter free hold, or a

greater measure of tand use. Such actions, however, would almost certainly have

led to civil disturbances. In any event, the close conelation between sugar and

slavery would ensure that any dispossessions and civil disfurbances caused by

the tonnation of commercial sugar plantations in lndia would be met with anger

and hostility in Britain. Consequently, any overt coercion imposed on lndian

agriculturalists was unlikely to obtain the approval of the government in British

lndÍa or the British parliament. Coercive methods associated with commercial

agriculture were already creating problems in the sub-continent, such as conflict

between the ryofs and indigo planters. Later in the nineteenth cenfury, the Assam

tea industry would also extensively exploit lndian labour.sa

ln Chapter 4 above, it was argued that the land and economic policies of

the govemment of Bengal díscouraged the establishment of a sugar planting

53p.p. 1841,28, (328),PapersRepresentingSloveryintheEastlndies, offeragooddescriptionofthe
British understanding of the operation of slavery in India. Howard Temperley, British Slavery 1833-1870,

(London, 1972), pp.93-97 passim. British slave abolitionists were active in seeking legislation to abolish all

forms of slavery in India, particularly during the 1830's. p. 107 Lord Ellenborough pushed through another

bill to further tighten anti-slavery laws in India in 1843. James lvalvin Black lvory, (London, 1992), p. 311

British abolitionists were well aware of the n¿ture of slavery in India through debt bondage and forrns of
domestic slavery.
5aFor the exploitative nature of indþ European planters see: B. B. Kling The BIue Mutirry, @hiladelphi4
1966), C. M. Fisher, '?lanters and Peasants; The Ecological Context of the Agrarian Unrest on the Indigo
pla¡tæions of North Bihar, 1820-I920|'pp. 114-131, in Clive Dewey and A. G. Hopkins (eds.), Ihe
Imperial Impact: Studies in the Economic Hislory of Africa qnd hdia. (London, 1987). For tlre tea industry

r.ê W.H. Ukrrr, All About Tea, 2 vols. (New Yorh 1935) and Raymond K. Renford, The Non'Official
British in Indiq to 1920, @ellt11987) chapter 2 passim.
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industry. lt is surely worth observing that had viable sugar plantations been

established several decades earlier, many of the problems with husbandry and

poor yields, may have been overcome by the 1840s. The question, however, of a

fusion of British capitalism and 'víllage agriculture" in lndia, to the mutual benefit

of both parties, would remain unresolved. The sugar planters of the 1840s did not

find a way of satisfactorily overcoming these problems. The debate on the

origins, the historical values and policy with regard to landownership and use, as

Clive Dewey explains, remained a subject of hot dispute throughout the

nineteenth century.ss

Cane Sugar Yields.

As we have seen the commercial cane planters met with a variety of

problems that made the economics of cultivation problematical. Quite apart from

the alleged inadequacy of the husbandry of tte ryot, they also had to contend with

harsh climatic conditions, termites and other insect pests endemic in the sugar

growing regions of Bengal and, to a lesser extent, in Madras'

Leonard Wray, who Favelled extensively in the sugar producing regions of

North-eastern lndia in the 1840s, estimated the average yield of export quality

muscovado fom indigenous canes to be "0.6 to 1 ton per hectare in Bengal."56

Arthur Crooke suggested a slightly lower figure ot'0.5 tons".S7 These figures are

borne out by other data, which also indicates sugar yields in the sub-e¡ntinent

was low throughout the nineteenth century. Muscovado yields were 0.64 to 1-40

tons per hectare and fine sugar 0.3 to 1.82 tons per hectare (Appendix 1, Table

32).

ln a comparison with some tropical regions, which had moist and well-

manured soils, Leonard Wray pointed out that red sfiped or white otahieti canes

tt Cli.,e Dewey, "Images " Modern Asian Studies, 6,3 (1972), pp' 291-328, passim.
56 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, Frst feport, p. 48, Evidence of L. Wray.
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or the purple canes of southeast Asia, yielded around 5 tons per hectare;s8

considerably higher than those of northeast lndia. He believed that the primary

cause for this was that commercial sugar crops were usually grown on village

land, e.g. on zaminda¡i leases. This land was under constant cultivation, and

consequently low in nufients. Liberal applications of manure would have

overcome thís, but manure was usually in short supply, it was frequently used as

fuel for cooking in many of the drier areas where firewood was scarce. He

suggested the low nufient problem could be overcome through deeper ploughing

to turn up the nutrient rÍch sub-soil, untilled by the shallow digging ploughs

common to the sub-continent. These ploughs could be imported, but the cattle in

many of the sugar growing regions, were under-fed and too weak to pull them.ss

Wray's suggestion, however, did not present a long-term solution, since without

the addition of nutrients the deep ploughed soil would also become exhausted.

To the planters of the Tirhut region, exotic canes seemed to be fie answer

to lower yielding native varieties. From 1841 Europeans began to plant some

otahieti, the infoduction of these, however, was not conducted in a planned or

professional manner. lnstead of gradual introduction over a several seasons,

during which theses canes had time to acclimatise and possibly develop some

resistance to insect inþstation or disease, the trial period prior was just one year.

The planters sought to exploit the lucrative British sugar market in the shortest

possible time.

The best known of these trials was at an indigo factory at Bungong on a

plot of some 12 hectares, a very fertile piece of land where indigo seeth (refuse)

t7 lb¡d, First Report, p. 13, Evidence of A. Crooke.
tE L. Wray (1848), p.4.
t' Ib¡d, p. 155.
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was burned annually. The planters manured, irrigated and lavished a high

standard of husbandry on this small area, and met with some success, 4.91 tons

per hectare of muscovado in its first year.60 The actual yield fom otahieti of

muscovado sugar 1840 to 1847, was 1 to 1.3 tons in Bengal and a mere 0.9 per

hectare in Tirhut.Gt Poor yields and low returns on capital were something the

Tirhut planters could not sustain; they had invested a great deal of money

borrowed at interest to provide working capital. Their operations were in an early

developmental stage, they had sunk capital bonowed at interest to pay zamindan

leases, and cash crop advances to cultivators, payment of agents' fues, as well

investments in buildings and machinery.62 They also paid interest on monies

advanced to cultivators up to a year before the crop was processed into sugar,

and did not receive full retum on capital until the sugar was sold in Britain and the

bills of the hypothecated sugar returned to Calcutta (below).63 The sugar they did

produce was poor in quality, and deteriorated during the voyage to Britain, as did

all damp sugar. Merchants in Calcutta said, 'lt was weaker [had less

crystallisable sugar contentl than native sugar of similar refinement [sic].'il

That the sugar yield per hectare in British lndia was poor can be born out

by a comparison with contemporary sugar yields in other Asian regions. For

example, H. Hunter, a Mauritius planter with six sugar estates, claimed production

figures of 3.7 to 4.9 tons of good musepvado per hectare. Ratoons, however,

uo S. H. Robinsoq (1349), p. 110, and, Selecl Committee Sugar andCoffee, (1847-8) First Report, Evidence

of Arthur Crooke, p, 18. Crooke mentions this same crop of otahieti.
6L Select Committee Sugar and Coffes, Fhst Report, p.24, Evidence of A. Crooke'
u' 

S. H. Robinson, (1849), p. 107.
63 Select Contmittee Sugar and Coffee,First Report, pp. l2l-2, Evidence of Henry Tucker. Sugar and other

commodities when hypõthecated, were in effect, mortgaged to the Company for up to seventy-five percent

of their market value.
6o S. H. Robinsoru (18a9), p.108.
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produced only 0.6 tons.6566 B. Chapman, the agent for an estate in Mauritius of

over 243 hectares, indicated 3.1 to 3.5 tons per hectare.oT ln the tropical climate

of the Straits Settlements and Java, the production figures were also higher. The

ten estates in Province Wellesley on the mainland opposite Penang lsland and

two on Singapore lsland produced an average of 5.5 tons per hectare.6s ln Java,

2.25 to 3.6 tons of muscovado per hectare were said to be commonplace in the

1840's.6e

Although the Tirhut planters complained of poor yields from otahieti and

other exotic canes, and the poor husbandry of the ryots, evidence suggests that

the infoduction of new species of cane had a significant impact of sugar

production and were accepted and grovrrn successfully by the ryofs in other sugar

producing regions. At Jubbulpore, Rangpur, Dinajpur and Cawnpore fur example,

attempts to introduce exotÍc canes and encourage sugar making had a greater

level of success. lt may well be of some significance, that these were not entirely

tied to the demands of European planters, or as intimately tied to the export

market as those recorded by Wray, Grooke and Robinson. ln fact, some were

genuine attempts to improve the lot of indigenous cane cultivators and their sugar

making techniques. Jubbulpore in the Nurbudda valley, although in Central lndia,

offers us an example of joint European and lndian involvement in cane cultjvation

and sugar manutacture. Captain Sleeman, a senior government administrator in

65 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee First Report p.233, Evidence ofH. Hunter, planter Mauritius'
6u p. D. Reeves, (ed.f Sleeman in Oadh: An Abridgement of W. H. Sleeman's: A Journey Through the

Kingdom of Oudh. ¡n'iA¿g-SO, (Cambridge, 1971). In his journal SleemarL expresses the belief that as fa¡ as

t e is aw-", only the Oudh region of Bharwara and in the district of Alleegunge could ratoons be

zuccessfully 
'S"*á 

in the sub-continent. The sub-soil of this district remained damp throughout the dry

season und ttiu* prevented termite infestation and drying out ofthe roots. pp' 244.5.
ãi 5"k", Committee Sugar and Coffee, Second Report p. 24, Evidence of B. Chapman, merchant Port Louis

Mauritius.
ur Ibid,First Report, p. 56, Evidence of Leonard Wray.
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Jubbulpore until 1830 was instrumental in the introduction of exotic canes into the

Nurbudda valley, 1827 to 1829.70 He sought to improve the economic base of the

local population through improved sugar production, to achieve this he

encouraged indigenous khand makers to come from sugar manufacfuring areas

north of Ganges to teach the local halwais how to value-add gur.71 J. W. Payter,72

a planter of Rangpur and Dinajpur, who no doubt had some direct involvement in

the export of sugar, also encouraged the cultivation of exotics by local peasant

cultivators. ln the early 1840s he ordered vtrhite and red sfiped otahieti cane setts

from the gardens of the Calcutta Agricultural Society,t' as did Major General

Oglander a planter in the Cawnpore region.Ta The credit for this cooperation

between British admínisfators and commercial cane growers and the indigenous

sugar indusfy, properly belongs to these three individuals; govemment

involvement was minimal.

lndigenous cultivators successfully grew introduced varieties without

serious problems, for almost three decades. Reports suggest that the traditional

practise of growing mixed varieties, in this case white and red striped otahieti

ut lbid, Third Reporg p. 45, Evidence of W. Deîison, zugar planter Java. In Java yields of muscovado sugÍr

were said to be between 2.25 and 2.71 tons per hectare. Ibid, Fifrh Report, p. 10ó. Evidence of Eves St.

Martin, this witness put the yields of muscovado in Java at between 2.7I arLd 3.ó tons per hectare
7o I. O. O.C. Boards Collections 1834 1835 Vol. 1510, Letter ftom Captain V/ Sleeman, Princþal Assistant

Agent for Governor General at Saugar, to F.C. Smith Governor Gerierals Agent Jubbulpore, 5 Oaober 1832
ttp. D. Reeves, (ed.), Sleeman in Oudh, (1971). Sleeman had a very keen interest in most aspects of Indian

agriculture. He writes frequent notes in his journal as he travels through Oudh on sugar cane, its uses and

the va¡iation in cane husbandry. p. 24I, pp.244-5 and passim.
72W.Hunter, ASøtisticalAccountof BengalVol.3,RajshahiandBogra,(Londor¡ 1876). Thisreportrefers

to Payter introducing exotic canes on "his estates," indicating that he held title of some sort to agricultural

land-
ß lbtd, p.2tï.
to The Bota¡ical Gardens in Calcutta and the gardens of the Agricultural Society both grew exotic canes,

cuttings from which were sent to many places in Bengal. An example of this is seen rn Bengal Steam

proceâdings, 5 Juþ 1838 No. 5 OJ.O-C. Major General Oglander offered his services to the Agdcultural

and Horticultural Society of Calcutta to distribute otahieti cane cuttings to cultivators in the Cawnpore

district. These cuttings ï/ere sent via river steamer to Cawnporq ensuring their freshness on a¡rival.
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canes, possibly led to a dominant red sport susceptible to disease.tu This could

have been the cause in 1857-8 when disease, probably red rot,76 wiped out exotic

canes in many of the sugar growing districts.u When this occurred, local

cultjvators, concemed that the exotic canes would again fail, or lured by the easy

availability of indigenous cane setts, returned to the indigenous varieties.TE

ln some regions the infoduction of exotics had positive results with regard

to the economic welf;are of cultivators, particularly where inigation was abundant

and cheap, and the standard of husbandry was above average. The better yields

associated wifi exotic canes allowed cultivators to retrain a measure of

independence from mahajins or European merchants seeking sugar at minimum

p¡ces--a point strongly made by E Alexander, in his report on the Gorakhpur

tt C. A Barber, "The Origin of New Sugarcanes by Bud Variatioq The Agriculnnøl Joarnsl of hdiøn Vol.,

1, (1906), pp. 285-289, p.287. Bafter observes tlat
time, particularly when different va¡ieties are grown

major faotor of change; cha¡acteristics such as gr

change in colour.
tu E. C. Coles, 'lnsect Pests in Indi4" The Sugar Cane, No. 243, Yol., )O( (October 1889), pp. 597-60, p.

598. B. J. Mookerjee reported widespread devastation of red c¿nes in Burdwan, Rungpore and Hooghly

districts in the sameseasoi 1SSZ-8. rW. W. Hunter, A Statistical Report of Bengal Val. M (LonóorL 1876)

p. 3 9 I . Disease of this type occurred thnoughout this period. It was

iotting in the fields. E. J. Buder "Fungal Diseases in Sugar Cane in
Agriculture in India, Botanical Series, Vol., I p. l'47 . (Calcutt4 n/

o[.ur"* of Red Rot @ed Smut), the root borer Polycha Sacharella was also active. He did not believe the

borer to be the primary cause of the disease. The most probable cause of such devastation in 1857-8 was red

rot.
nE. C. Coles, "Insect Pests." (1389) p. 589. Root borers in Burdwa¡, Rungpore and Hooghly attacked canes

described as Bombay Red in the 1857-8 sea¡¡ons. Total crop frilure occurred amongst these caneg which,

atthough possibly oi lodian origq were not native to the area. See also Sir George Watt, Commercial
products, (t908f p. 93 It is probable that these red canes were Red Bombay a red purple cane introduced to

India from Singapàre and the Malay Straits. G. C. Stevensorl Genetics, (1965\, p. 60. Itis possible that

canes introduc.d-in ttt. period 1827 to 1850 were the source of the Vellqi (Indian otahieti), which Ba¡ber

crossed with a form of 
^S. 

Spontanium at the experimental frrm at Coimbatore early in the twentieth century.

From this he developed ttrã Co. 2O5 vanety, an Indian cane with a fairly high sugar yteld. First Anrual

Report of the Agricalarat Depørtment of Bengal, (Calcutta, 1886), p. 92. The following cane va¡ieties were

grõr"n at the department's experimental farm , Nepal yellow,

purpl" stripe or red brown, Otahieti yellow, yellow, Batavia
-setilementi 

Tibro Caffi¡, Straits Settlements Ribbon, No 14, as fodd

Caledonian Queen. C.F Batber, Memoirs of the Department of Agriailture in Indiø, Botanicql Senes Vol. 4

(Calcutta" N/D) p 1. Ba¡ber explains th -continent, a

èomplexiiy a¿¿ed to by the uncontrolled century' The

mult'itude-of varieties and the complioated syno the frequent

Variations of the silne cane in different iocalities, make a comprehensive study of them particularly
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district in 1880. This independence allowed them to maximise their profits during

periods of high demand, or when crops in other areas yielded poorly.Te

Palm Gur

Although cane juice was by far the largest source of raw indigenous sugar

in Bengal, it was by no means the only one. Palm gu4 derived from the sap of the

palm trees that grew in some regions was another. ln Bengal the sap of the wild

date palm phoenix sy/vesfn's was the source, while in Madras it was the palmyra

palm or brab tree, åorassus flabelliformis.

The Jessore region of lower Bengal was a major producer of palm sugar;

the sap from which date gur was produced, could be tapped from November to

early March, December and January being the peak months for quality and

yield.8o Date palms, an ancient source of sugar, first came to the notice of the

British in 1774,81 and date sugar was first exported from lndia to Britain in 1792.82

There value as a source of raw material for the industrialised sugar factories was

recognised around 1840. This recognition saw an exponential growth of palm

tress from small numbers grown on the borders of properties as boundary

markers and near watercourses or ponds, to a plantation industry. S. Robinson in

1840 suggested that the area of trees in sugar production in Bengal was some

2,500 hectaress3 or 6,390,590 trees, with a further 937,278 tapped to distil

difficult. See also: J. B Fuller, Field and Garden Crops of the Nortlruest Provhrces and Oudh, (Roorkee,

1882), and H. H. , Manufacture and Trqde, (calcutta 1938).
tt'W. w. Ìtunter, Izld (Londo4 1876)' P'391'
7e E. Alexander, Statistical, Descriptive and Historical Report of the Gorakhpur District, (Allahabad, 1880),

p.413.
8o J. A. R. Newlands, E. R. Benjnmin and F. L C. Newlands, Sugar: A Handbookfor Planters and Refiners,

(London & New York. 1909) p. 374. A explanation of the harvesting of palm sap and boiling to gur can be

seen in L. Aubert, "The lVfanufrcture of Palm Sugar in Upper Burma." Ihe Indian Jmrnøl of Agricalture,

Vol., VL (1911), pp.268-276.
tl 

Sir James Westland, Report on the Distict of Jessore 1774, (Calqút+ 1775), passim.
n E. L S App. I p.97,Bengal Board of Trade Consultations 4-9-1792.
tt J. A. R. Newlands et al., Handbook, (Londo41909), pp. 374-5 and C. C Wamford Loch G. W. Wagner

and R. HHa¡land, Sugar Growing ønd Refnrryl, (London, 1882), p. 419.
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arrack.84 Figures published in 1898 indicate 190,292 hectares of sugar bearing

palms throughout British lndia; another report indicates that between 1883 and

1885 some 12,059 hectares were cultivated in Madras Province.ss

lndications are that the yield per hectare of sugar ftom date palms was

higher than that of cane, but production figures ín nineteenth century British lndia

are problematical. Production of raw date gur was eertainly higher than cÂne gar,

a number of measurements taken suggest 19.786, 1987 or even 4088 tons per

hectare. Although an accurate estimation of yields per hectare is difficult, since

some of the above figures were taken fom trees grown in small numbers. A

reasonably accurate estimation might be gained by examining data from three

separate sources. ln a report submitted by J Wesüand in 1871, the actual nurnber

of trees per hectare was put at 815.8s W. W. Hunter in 1879 suggested around 42

pounds of gur per fee per annum, fom these h¡t/o sources a yield of 15.28 tons of

gur per hectare can be calculated.eo A third source, William Reed, using data

gained from indigenous sugar boilers, suggests that the above yield of gurwould

produce 2.44 tons of export qualihy paka chini and 1.22 tons of second grade

sugar, or some 3.66 tons per hectare. Paka chini being a refined sugar, would

require more palm gurthan second grade sugar, therefore per hectare the yield of

muscovado would be in the regíon of 5 tons per hectare. Palm guli however,

contained a high percentage of water and a high yield of uncrystallisable

* 
S. H. Robinso4 (1849) p.247 Appendix A.

tsAnonlnno,rs, "Sugaf Cultivation in India,' The Sugar Cæte,No.240, Vol. )Õil, (Iuly, 1998) p- 412.
tu 

S. H. Robinsoru (1840) p. 198.
tt J. A. R. Newlands et at., (1909),p.364.
ttEthetbertBlatter,ThePalmsof Britishlndiaandceylon, (Londoq 1920)p. 10.
8e 

J. WestlandA Report oÍthe District of Jessore, (Calcu6a. 1871), p. 209 para. ll.
no W. W. Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal, Vol. I, Districts of Nadiya and Jessore, (Londoa 1879)'

p.283.
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process of purification save the addition of a small amount of alkali or

other clarifying ingredient, and the removal of scums3.

Almost one hundred years later the problems besetting gur manufacture, such as

the lack of defecation, the inversion of juice through slow extraction and crude

methods of boiling to gur were still the bane of indigenous sugar productionea

(lnversion is caused by chemical changes ín the juice that produce laevulose, a

form of sucrose that will not crystallise, see also Appendix 5 Tables 1, 2 and 3 for

the amounts of crystallisable, uncrystallisable sugar and other impurities in a

variety of colonial sugars 1847, 1882 and 1902).

A raw material with such a highly variable yield of crystallisable sugar made

the problem of purchasing raw sugar probtematical, and tested the skills of

experienced sugar makers. The price paid in the mofuss4 (the interiors) the

riverine hat or the Calcutta market was to some degree the arbiter of the bottom

line. lt called for experience and skill. However, due to the short life span of

much of this industry such skills were in short supply, and as we have seen in

chapter 5 above, European sugar purchasing agents did not come cheap. The

employment of agents in distant parts was unavoidable, the indusúialised sugar

factories could purchase all their raw sugar requirements in Calcuttia, but prices

e' M. p. Gandhi, The Indisn Sugar industry: Its Past, Present ond Future, (Calcutta, 1934), p. 27 The

following publications were connrlted for inform¿tion with regard to the processing of raw sugar with in the

Sub-continent. G. Clarke, Department of La¡d Records and Agriculture Untied Provinces of Agra and

Oudh: ly'oles on Imprwed Methods of Cane Cultivstian, (Allahaba{ 1919); G. Cla¡ke and S. C. Banerjeg

,.The Efrciency of the Hadi Process of Sugar Manufacture," The Agricultural Journal of India Vol., V

7grc), pp. 28-41, Itlf E. Couchman, "Difficulties in the Improvement of Indian Agriculturg" 7hø

AgriculturalJournolof India, Vol. Vl, (1911), pp.282-288,R. C. Srivastav4 "ANoteontheProduciionof

Sugar Refined from Gur in Indian 1933," Indian Journal of Agriculùne, Vol. 4 1936, pp. 414-422 and *A

Note on the Production of Sugar direct from Cane During the Season !937-32,- The Agriculture Joumal of

India vol. 3 (1 935) pp. 77 -78.

'olbid, p. zB.
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there were usually much higher,ss and all raw sugar was sold under the single

heading of khaur, the vendor made no differentiation in quality. The buyer had

little if any redress should the raw sugar prove to be poor, as they did when

purchased through merchants and middlemen. Stones of clay and other items

were frequenüy added to increase weight. ln this market it was caveat emptor.

Close inspection of the whole batch befure purchase might overcome this, but

was usually not possible. Consequently, the factories used Calcutta as a market

of last resort, preferring to buy ftom middlemen or even become involved in some

vertical integration, securing gur directly from cultivators through cash crop

advances.

When purchasing sugar in the mofussil, a difficult task faced European

buyers, for quite apart lrom hazards such as travel and disease; the raw sugar

they sought to purchase had a multitude of different names, these varied from

region to region. ln Azamgarh for example, Arthur Crooke's agents purchased

raw sugar variously called dhosa, bhatee and gure6 each gave a different yield of

crystallisable sugar. Dhosa yielded sixty-five to seventy percent, bhalee sixty to

sixty-five and gur fifty percent or less.sT The buyer, for his part, possessed no

instruments, his only yardstick experience, his guide colour and texture. His

responsibility was to judge on the spot how much dross or good crystallisable

sugar each batch contained.

esselect Committee Sagør and Coffee, First Report, p. I24, Evidence of Sír Henry St. George Tucker. A
noticeable increase in ihe price of sugar had occurred on the Calcutta market, Tucker did not think the

increase in the interiors had been ofthe sarne order.
tu Shahid Amir¡, "Cataloguing the Countryside: Agricultural Glossaries from Colonial India," pp. 35-53,

History and Anthropology, 1994, Yol.8 Nos. I-4. An explanation is given of the compilation in 1879 of a

gfossai'V of agricultural ierms for the North West Provinces to be used by British administrators. See also:

William Crooke, A Glossary of North Indian Peasant Life, @elhi, 1989).
e7 Select Committee Sugør and Coffee, First Report p. 45, Evidence of Leonard Wray,
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Not only was the raw material of doubttul quality it was also subject to

regular price increases between 1836-1847, as can be seen in table Xlll below,

fine sugar rose by around 30 percent, coarser sugar by eighty-six percent and low

grade khaur by forty-five percent. Leonard Wray reported that in 1845 good

quality muscovado cost ftom Ê13.60 to 916.40 per ton to produce, its value in

Table Xl11 Price ton Calcutta '1832-1847
Khaur
Ê5.3
€5.8
E7

Britain was 824.60 a ton duty excluded, freight and brokerage €5 to €7 per ton

Leaving a profit margin of €1 to Ê4 per ton, this left litHe room for enor on the part

of the raw sugar buyer. An interesting comment on the buye/s ability is made by

H. M. Kemshead, Chairman of the Dhobah Company, who when asked why 'the

company made a trading loss in 1841," compared with a profit of Ê36.000 in 1840

and Ê35,000 in 1842.se His reply was that the company's sugar buyers were in

those years: "getting better to their work and making better arrangements [sic]".100

The Dhobah factory, in common with many others, purchased raw sugar through

European agents spread over much of the sugar producing regions, and only

limited amounts in Calcutta. This was a quite successful strategy fur several

years and retums on investment were good. The original investment was

Ê130,000, the price paid to Blake in 1838, and from 1830-to 1846 Dhobah made a

net combined profit of some Ê120,000. From 1844, however, (prior to the Sugar

Act of 1846), the effect of the rising price of raw sugar is evident fom the table

below. With the exception of 1841, a drought year when indigenous sugar was in

short supply, it shows a clear upward trend in production costs. ln 1846, for

CoarseFineYear
€10.8Ê18.61 836
Ê18.3î24.O183741
820.1824.8184247

" S. Robinson (18a8) p.248.
eeSelect Commi'nee &rgar and Cofiee First Report, pp. 98-9, Evidence ofIL M. Kemshead'



Profit LossProduction cost BenqalYear Price per ton London
Ê23,000N/A1839 N/A

Êso,oooEzs1840 îez.øz
*

Êss1841 È32.27
Ê3s,oooEzaÊst.oe1842
E3s,oooîzzîv.¿a1843

Ê4,sooÊso1844 Ezs.s+
Nit N¡IÊ301845 Ezg.to

€40-so,oooÊsz1846 Eza.at
Ê7o,oooEza1847 îza.ts
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Taþle XiV Profit and loss account from füe records of H. Kemshead Dhobah Co.

*Unspecified. Brokerage was not included in these prices and to allow for this they been

adjusted by five Percent.
eiample, the sale price was only 89 pence per ton below that of 1845 but the cost

in Bengal had increased by î7 per ton; the purchase price of raw sugar was

obviously a major cause in the deterioration of the compant's bottom line.

The careful buying strategy of Dhobah was not a feature at the more

successful Cossipore factory. Here the buyers did not concern themselves

overmuch with quality, but purchased raw sugar wherever it was cheapest.lo1

Obviously the variable quality of raws placed the onus on the skill of their sugar

maker, which as remarked in chapter five above, was of a high level. This factory

produced several grades: high quality sugar virtually equal to refined, good quality

white clayed sugar and a type of muscovado that became well known to the

British grocery trade as Cossipore yellow.1o2 The Cossipore hctory also

managed the sale of by-products quite well. ln common with other Êctories they

re-boiled the first drainings to obtain additional crystallisable material, the

remaining by-product they sold to distillers at Ê1.33 to t5.40 per ton, some to

lndian merchants, and the remainder they exported to Britain.lo3 ln view of its

looIbid.In this data H. M. Kemshead gave no indication of additional expenditure on plant or buildings,

increased sala¡ies or any other sigrrificant cost inputs.

'otlbid, p. 83, Evidence of L. Ha¡dman.
to'Ibid, p. Bs.
to3Ibid.
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ab¡l¡ty to ride out the depression of 1847-8 and continue to exist throughout the

nineteenth century, this was undoubtedly the most efficíent plant in Bengal.

Factories such as the Cossipore, Dhobah and Gladstone-Wylie were

equipped wìth recent developments in sugar technology and enjoyed a duty

advantage in Britain for some of their sugar exports until 1845. This took the

shape of a loophole in the duty regime, which allowed all East lndia sugar to be

imported as muscovado (Chapter 3 above). The new fegislation separating East

lndia sugar into three grades effectively changed the way in which they produced

sugar, in particular those that had been nearly equivalent to refined (fur details of

the production of liquored or clayed sugar, see Appendix 8).

Forced into change from 1845, the production of these factories became

almost exclusively museovado. The profit per ton fell, and although muscovado

was not separated from most of the molasses and was therefore heavier, unlike

the clean, strong-grained East India sugar, it did not sell at or near the top of üe

market range. Instead of producing liquored, sun dried sugar with a low moisture

content,lon they were now forced to rely heavily on muscovado sugar production.

This damp sugar deteriorated in humid hulls, a problem manifest during the earlier

phase of sugar production in the sub-continent circa 1787-1810 (chapter 4,

above). lt sufÞred weight loss and was subject to deliquesceneÆ during the tong

voyage to Britain. The legislation of 1845 reduced the diversity of fie extensively

capitalised factories, the muscovadoes they now produced competed in the

portion of the British market frequently subject to glut and low retums, with

adverse consequences for a bottom line already under pressure fom rising raw

material costs. An example of difficultjes arising ftom these changes was

104 Leonard Wray, Practical, (1848),p.371-2
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explained by L. Hardman: Cossipore yellow, still classified by customs as

muscovado on the basis of its colour, sold in September 1847 for 837.40 per ton

in London, whiter sugars deemed to be either white clayed or single refined both

sold at Ê39 per ton. Only an additional f 1.60 per ton was secured for sugar that

had lost a proportion of its bulk during the cleansing process.1os From 1845 the

net retum on higher grades of sugar was lower than for good muscovadoes. This

did not materially harm the Cossipore factory, which produced high quality and

much sought after yellow muscovadoes. The plants producing industrialised

sugar relied heavily on the production of high-grade clean sugars prior to 1845:

these did not yield an acceptable level of profit after the legislative changes of that

year.

The Gladstone Wylie factory106 at Chaugachha was unique among the

European factories in Bengal in the 1840s, in that it obtained all its raw material

from the wild date palm, phoenix sy/vesfris. The factory, equipped with the largest

vacuum pan in Bengal and experienced West Indian sugar makers, produced

1,OOO maunds or 32tons of sugar per day.1ot After a very promising start in 1842,

the factory encountered problems due to increased raw material costs. These

were due to the activities of local merchants at the sugar marts. From 1845, they

ro5 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report Evidence of L, Hardman p. 85
106 A factory here refeÃ to an establishment manufacturing industrialised sugar. There was a problem of

definition with regard to these establishments in Bengal and Madræ dunng the 1840s. See J. Leon, An

Exqmination o¡ tne Uimrtes of Evidence Taken Before the Select Committee on Sagar ond Coflee Planting in

Her Majestiei' n^t and Weit Indiøn Possessions and M&tritius, (London, I8a8). p. 172. In conjunction

with ú; evidence being given before the committee Leon discusses the probløns of defnition betweeri the

terms refiner, sugar makã¡ and sugar boiler. He saw the West Indian planter as a sugar maker, in that he

turns the sugar juice into the raw pioduø that the refiner converts into white sugar. The East Indians giving

evidence befor; the committe" utè itr his opinion refiners, they buy raw or semi refined sugar and refined it

into sugar of various kinds of sugar, which is then sold on the B
instead of being perceived as a refiner is usually referred to as

extracts the juice from the plant, concentrates it into a granulated

has produceã muscovado Jugar and molasses. Should the raw sugar be washed either by claying or sug¿f

syrup, then it is no longer muscovado but clayed sugar. The percefiion of the British public of the West

n¿iä" manufacturer is iíræ of a sugar planter. Despite the confusior¡ in the author's opinion the planters of

the West Indies and the refiners in Britain stand in the same juxtaposition as distillers and rectifiers-
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began to outbid the factory and divert the date gur to their karkhanas (Chapter 7

below). The vacuum pan of the Gladstone-Wylie factory obtained a higher

percentage of crystallised sugar than the indigenous khandisans- but the latter

had the advantage of profitable disposal of molasses via the sub-continental

merchant network- nor did they distil locally consumed toddy or anack; there is

no indication that the European refineries in norÛreast lndia other than Rosa,

actually distilled arrack, it was not possible to distil palm gur into rum, because

palm molasses are entirely deficient in empyreumatic oil, from which rum gets its

distinctive flavour. 1 oe

The legislative changes of 1845 also brought a measure of difficulty for

factories processing palm gur. Palm gur; when exported in a semi-refined or raw

state, tended to deliquesce even more than cane muscovado. The sap of the wild

date palm phoenix sy/vesfns or the brab fee åorassøs flabellifer had higher gluten

content.l0e Therefore, to survive the long voyage to Britain its state of refinement

needed to be fairly high. Date sugar, once the molasses are removed, is a grey,

crystalline sugar, an ideal feedstock for British refiners. lf, however, its colour

were too light, it too would pay higher duty. Hence the legislative changes

brought an added degree of difficulty to the cpntinued use of palm gur as a raw

material for export sugar, at a time vuhen the price was increasing in the Jessore

markets.

r07 J. Westland,, District of Jessore, (1871), paragraph 57.
108 Charles C. Lock Warnford et al; (London, 1882), p.423.
roe Thepresence of gluteninDate zugaris discussedby S. I{. Robinson, Planter, (Calcutta, 1849),p' 192,

and Newlands et al, (London, 1909), pp. 277-8.
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Gapitalisß, Engineers and Skilled Sugar Makers.

At the beginning of this chapter, it was pointed out that capital flowed into

British India in the early 1840s, much of it used to finance the embryonic

industrialised sugar industry. Some of this capital was speculative and short-

term sent out from Britain in search of quick profits; it had a transient nature and

was quickly withdrawn when hígh eamings were no longer anticipated. Not all

the capital was of this nature; some was of local origin, particularly in Madras

province. lndeed, the local and therefore more stable nature of this capital was

probably the reason why the Madras industry did not dissipate in the late 1840s,

as it did in Bengal. Consequently, a short discussion of the nature of this capital

and of some of the individual investors, will serve to throw some light on the

short-lived nature of the industry in Bengal. This section of the chapter will also

discuss the costs associated with using British personnel to install, manage and

operate these installations.

A measure of the speculative nature of the investors is obvious fom

evidence given by some to the Select Committee of 1847-8. For example, Arthur

Crooke, a East and West lndia merchant of Liverpool and sugar planter in Tirhut,

and Henry Kemshead, the Chairman of the Dhobah Sugar Company of Burdwan

and Jessore, both complained bitterly of Peel's betrayal of East lndia sugar

planters by the admission in 1E45 of free growrl sugar, and in 1846 of slave

grown; both claimed to be confident of the Peel adminisfation maintaining

imperial preferences. However, even as they made these complaints, they held

significant commercial holdings in sugar grown under slave conditions. ln late

1g46 Arthur Crooke was speculating heavily on sugar shipments fom Cuba to

Britain, and Kemshead had large investments in Santa Cruz, a Danish sugar
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island in the West Indies.l1o The senior partner of Gladstone-Wylie at

Chaugachha in Jessore, Sir John Gladstone, was another merchant capitalist

whose capital had some mobility; he was both an East and West lndia merchant,

who by the early 1840s committed himself to the sub-continental sugar industry,

after selling his West lndÍan plantations. An astute merchant with good contacts

within the British body politic, he was among the first to cut his losses and close

the plant in late 1847. A. F Arbuthnot, permanently resident in Britaín, had a

financial interest in a sugar refinery in Madras. He was representative of hose

who invested in the sub-continental indusby as part of the bubble of invesfnent

1g40-4S. His interest in the sub-continent was dictated purely by short-term

speculative profit; he was not prepared to continue his investment without a

return of at least ten Percent.lrl

Some saw their investments as long-term. Dwarkanath Tagore, a Bengali

banker and holder of large zamindan properties, was an early investor in

industrialised sugar production (above), as were the principals of the Cossipore

factory a few miles fom Calcutta, William Howarth and Laurence Hardman.

Howarth was an engineer and Hardman a merchant and inventor of the sugar

centrifugal.l12 ln Madras, the agency house of Parry and Binny, employing local

and some British invesûnent capital, also had a long-term interest in the

development of a sugar industry in that province. ln Bengal, the Union Bank and

agency houses also invested heavily in the sugar indusúy, and such invesbnents

were probably intended to be long-term. However, they were also partly

dependant on speculative capital acquired ftom British investors in the early

rlo Select Commiflee Sugar and Coffee First Report Evidence of A. Crooke, sugar planter Tirhut. 29-3I, and

ibid, Evidence ofH. Kemshead pp- 1024.

"' Ibid,Evidence of A. A¡buthnot p.p. 241-2.
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1B4Os, and the bank as will be shown below was wracked by comlption and bad

investment practises. ln short, much of the capital invested in the sugar industy,

was speculative and mobile; when profit margins were seriously threatened, it

quickly moved to a region that promised higher retums.

Another important invesfnent was in experientially skilled managers,

engíneers and sugar boilers, whose knowledge of the emerging technology was

indispensable but far from cheap. To attract such people to the sub-continent

salaries commensurate with their skills and the geographical remoteness were

required. A. F. Arbuthnot, a partner in the Chittwalsah factory in Madras province,

offered a quite detailed explanation of the cost of European labour to the Select

Commitree oÍ 1847-8. Five Europeans were employed to operate two sets of

machinery. The factory manager, for example, received Ê500 per annum, huo

engineers 8255 each and two vacuum pan men at €175 each.113 The Dhobah

Sugar Company paid its four European employees a salary range of Ê100 to â700

per annum. lndian public service salaries, might to some degree, have been the

yardsticks by which salaries were set. For example middle ranking civil servants

in lndia befure 1858, such as Collectors and Deputy Collectors received Ê1,576-

E2,O14per annum, a magistrate received 8945.11+

ln short, the successful operation of modem technology depended, to a

large degree, on the skills of engineers and vacuum pan operators, but the cost of

these skills in lndia were high, increasing the operational costs of the indusfy. A

comparison with Britaín and Mauritius does generally indicate a much larger

salary cÆmponent in the sub-continent. For example, vacuum pan men were in

tl' N. Deerr, Hi*ory Vol. I p. 56. The centrifugal is a rotating machine that throws offthe molasses from

processed sugar.
1r3 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report, p. 188, Evidence of A.F Arbuthnot.
ttnp.p. lB59(Ð,Vol.,)O(lV, DispatchesRelatingtotheCivilServices(Eastlndia),p.41.
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receipt of good wages in Britain, around 1860 they received Ê2.50 weekly (Ê130

per annum), the additional Ê0.86 per week, or nearly Ê45 per annum in lndia, was

poor for the dangers and difficulties involved.lrs ln this instance, the head

engineer in Britain actually received less than the pan man,ltt 12.38 or€124per

annum, less than half of his counterpart in lndia.117 ln Mauritius, some salaries

were also high. One large estate paid its manager Ê480 per annum, the person in

charge of milling and the sugar house received Ê168, the engineer, who in this

case happened to be coloured, Ê50 per annum. This estate had a steam engine,

a horizontal mill and probably a Knellor evaporation system.118

Salaries in nineteenth century India, however, needed to reflect the risks

that residence brought on Europeans whose natural environment was a

temperate climatic zone. lt was vital for them to possess a wide experience of

sugar manufacture, to function with litüe supervision, and, initially, oversee

inexperienced local workers. Additional costs were inherent in employíng

Europeans in the sub-continent, particularly in the common event of illness or

death. This procedure called for a representative of the company resident in

Britain to interview the replacement, or still more costly, a member of the

company's lndian establishment would need to úavel to Britain. ln addition was

the cost of transporting the replacementto lndia.11e

Although no record of the safaries paid by the Gladstone-Wylie factory

established in Jessore 1842, are available, these men also had considerable

115 Wi[iamReed, (1866), 134. The author alludes to the way in which the pan-man keeps some aspects of
pan operation secret.
íËÑå.io".n, History, VoI. 2, p.362. The skill of the pan man put him in a powerfi'rl position vis a vis his

employer, this situation did not change until late in t
itz þ i¡Áfmrt The Making of a Sugar Giant: Tate (Londoq 1990)' pp' a9-50'

"t i"l"ìt Cl*-inee Sugå *a Coþ"", Second Repo f B. Chapmaq merchant Port Louis

Mauritius.
rLe lbid, First Report, p. 191, Evidence of A. F. Arbuthnot.
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experience in the manufacture of industialised sugar; they came ftom

Gladstone's plantation in British Guiana. Initially the planfs manager was a Mr.

Smith,120 he was replaced after two years, possibly due to mortality or sickness,

by McLeod another experienced sugar maker.121 Their experience with vacuum

pans was of long standing; one was installed in 1832 at Gladstone's Demerara

estate, Vreed-en-Hoop, the first vacuum pan in the British West Indies'12z At the

Cossipore factory, the senior partner Hardman also had considerable knowledge

of some aspects of engineering in connection with sugar refining. 123 Howarth, his

partner and manager, was recognised by many in the Bengal sugar índustry to

have great skill and ability. Hardman, when asked at the Se/ecf Committee if his

company had taken full advantage of capital investment and the latest technology,

answered: "We have, and beyond that we have had other advantages in the

ability of our manager [Howarth], such as no other party has [sic]."124 The Ballee

sugar factory, some 226 kilometres miles north Calcutta also had experienced

European personnel. In 1869 when the plantclosed, the personnel were M' W'

Auger, R, White and W. Jordan.l25

Had this modem industry been able to continue operation on the same

scale over a longer period, the experienced Europeans may well have passed on

skills to an indigenous workforce. In the initial phase, which in many cases was

also the lifespan of the industry, some British enFepreneurs did not trust lndians

to handle business Fansactions. This may have been a widespread perception,

Ito S. G. Checkland, " John Gladstone as Trader and Planter," (1954), p' 228'
121 

J. Westland , A Report of the District of Jessore (Calcutta, 1871), paragraph 7.
122 Noel Deen, History Vol' 2, p. 561.
nz-5rflr, ç-o**ittee-Sugor *a Co¡ut, First Report, p. 38 Evidence.of Laurence Hardman. See also Noel

Deerr History vol., I p."56, Deerr i¡fe.s that rr-¿.uti must have had considerable input into the Cossipore

plant. He aló gives fiardman the credit for the earþ introduction of Centrifugals into this plant circa 1850'

iîardman, howãver, was not present in India during the construction and commissioning of this plant' The

manager, engineer and motivator of this factory were Howarth'
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which led to the employment of more Europeans than was necessary, thus

increasing productron cost further. Arthur Crooke was one example of this

perception at work. Instead of employing indigenous agents the region where he

did much business purchasing both gur for his plantatÍon sugarhouse at Jummoa

and khand for direct export to Britain fom the Azimghur district, he employed hrvo

Europeans at a cost of Ê180 per season.'26 lf the industry in Bengal had not met

with such an early demise, lndian labour would have undoubtedly proved both

trustworthy and capable of acquiring the skills to operate indusfialised sugar

making technology. These very skills and the indusfy, which brought them to the

sub-continent, had the potential to bring on an indusfial age much earlier than

actually fanspired. lnstead, the experience and skills lavishly invested in this

industry 1836-1853 was in large part lost to British lndia when the indusfy failed'

The obsfuctive nature of the policies of the Bengal government and their

lack of support to the industry, 179+1832 (Chapter 4 above), is also relevant to

the costs of raw material. Had a sugar planting sector become established in the

earlier period, and either become large enough to supply clean juice, or

alternatively, made mutually compatible arrangements with indigenous cultivators

to supply Êw gur. Then it may have made a sound working relationship with local

merchants and middlemen, and in so doing, the purchasíng raw sugars and a

profitably disposal of by-products, may have eventuated.

The Logistics of Sugar Manufacture for the British Market Bengal and

Madras, l8¡10-1846-

An informatÍon paper written from the Jamaica Assembly tabled in the

House of Gommons in 1805, pointed out that one of the advantages enjoyed by

124 rbid, p. 84.
125 Thqcker's Bengal Directory (Calcuna, 1869), p-380'
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sugar growers in Bengal 'the extensive inland navigation available to transport

sugar to the ports."rz7 The West lndians were, as usual, poorly informed about

the sub-continent. They were conect in believing that Bengal had many rivers,

and that innumerable riverboats sailed on them, and it is also true that they were

not expensive compared with other forms of fansport. However, the long

distances involved and the time taken to transport sugar from the interiors to the

port, losses through theft, spoliation due to heat and humidity, and the not

infrequent total loss of the riverboat and cargo, all added to costs'

The cost per ton for bulk cargo on riverboats was 83.10 per ton, Ê0.98 fur

freight and î2.12 to insure against robbery. lncluded in this cost were the wages

of a Churrundar, an indígenous ínsurance clerk, who accornpanied the cargo to its

destination,l2E 1An allowance for loss through deterioration of the sugar in transit

has also been included). The boats took two to three months from the Norh West

provinces to Calcutta; dependant on the amount of water in the river, low water

slowed the journey and at times brought it to a halt.l2e A journey of 1,000

kilometres cost52 pence perton per 160 kilomefes on the riverboats and Ê1.66

per ton or 28 pence per ton per 160 kilometres on one of the few river steamers,

sugar on the latter was not insured and took about fifteen days fom Allahabad to

Calcutta.13o Although these figures give an impression that the steamers were a

viable altemative, they were few in number and the demand for cargo space

ensured that bulk commodities, such aS sugar, were excluded.l31

tzíselect Committee Sugar mdCoffee, First Report, Evidence of A Crooke p. 19.
r27 ZacharyMacaulay (1823) P. 104.
r2s Select-Committee Sugar and Coflee, First Report, Evidence of Arthur Crooke, p. 19
t" rbid, pp.l9-2Q.
t'o H. T. Bernsteiq Steqmboqts on the Ganges, (London' 1987), p.84'
Hlelict Commiiee Sugar and Coffee 1841-8,First Rçort, pp. 19-20. Crooke's evidence can be confirmed

in Bernstei¡ (i987) pugé gZ; 
"o*try 

boats cost 0.5 new pence per mile down stream and 0.ó6 new pence per

mile up-streai. fitã ðort of sending freight by steaner is about the same. BernsteirL however, pohts out
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The Madras Presidency also presented some difficulties with intemal

transport costs. The Presidency was a vast tenitory, stretching from the westem

coast (Malabar), and encompassing much of the eastem coast of the sub-

contjnent. This vastness was a problem encountered by Binny and Company at

their modern plant equipped with Ê18,000 worth of buildings and machinery at

Ganjam-an investment made in the halcyon days of high prices, 184246- ln

Ganjam river fansport was not available, leaving little alternative but to transport

ouþut some thirly miles to the coast on the backs of bullocks or in bandíes,

bullock carts. When the sugar reached the nearest port, the facilities for loading

were minimal; the port was little more than an open sea road where coastal

vessels were loaded from lighters and then canied the sugar some 1,200

kilometres to the international port of Madras.l32

lntemational transport also presented problems to exporters of bulk

cargoes, particularly when the export of sucrose products increased significanfly

during the 1840s. lncreased demand meantcompetition forthe limited amountof

ærgo space, especially at the lower rates available to gruff or ballast

commodities. During the period 1836 to 1845, sucrose products could be

accommodated at ballast rates without too much difficulty. ln 1846, however,

rumours began to circulate that large quantities of cheap sugar were to be used

by British distilleries and brewers.l33 Khaur, which could be purchased in

Calcutta for as litfle as Ê5.50 per ton,13a was an ideal product to fill this demand.

that cargo space on the river steamers was sigrrificantly less than demand. Because of this, govemment

dispæcnãs, åuit *¿ smaller articles of high vJue were'the usual items ca¡ried. The actual cost per dead

weight ton \¡ras Rs. 140 to Rs. 200.
íá;'3;i;ct-C;nmíuee Sugør and Coffee, Third Report, pp. 164-5, Evidence of \ü' Scott, Pa¡tner with Binny

and Company in a sugar refinery at Ganjam.
iillát¿ fi;út Reeoñ p. )oilú. These rumours led to an expectation of some 50,000 tons of zugar being

used in breweries and distilleries.
rto lbid,First Report, p. 56, Evidence of Leona¡d Wray.
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ln the event, the speculative gains of some East lndia merchants would prove to

be at the expense of others. The requirements of ballast cârgo at cheaper rates

was finite, a sudden increase would force some sugar to pay the full fteight rates.

East lndia sugar imports to Britain by the mid 1840s were of three types:

20,OOO manufactured in the European factories, 35 to 40,000 tons of khandisari

sugar,135 and some low-grade khaur. From 1847 exports of khaur for the

speculative brewing and distillation market rose. A survey of the period 1845-49

clearly indicates this, in 1845 some 55,604 tons of East lndia sugar was imported,

most of which was khand and vacuum pan sugar. ln 1846 imports increased to

71,g79 tons and, as with the previous year, virtually all was of similar grades and

consumed in Britain.136 ln the next three years, 14,174,6,292 and 8, 961 tons of

East lndia sugar did not enter into home consurnption, it was low quality khaur

imported in response to this speculation.l3T ln 1850 all East lndia imports plus

6,627 tons of built up stocks were consumed in Britain.r3s The remainder, some

22,OOO tons, a build up in 1847-49 and adjudged unfit for the grocery trade or for

British refiners, was re-exported to Europe; as it tumed out, the amount of cheap

sugar used in distilleries was small.13e The speculative trade in khaur during this

r'5 Ibid, p.181, Evidence of A Alexander, East India merchant'
ttÞ. p. t+Zl >OOff¡m. 471 (1857) Imports to the United Kingdom of Colonial Goods Retainedfor Home

Consamption md Re-Exported I 800- I I 5 6.
ú, Srlrrt Committee Saþør and Colfee 1847 -8 Eight Report, Appendix I p. 4. Letters and Papers presented

by B. B. Greene Sugar Broker, Mincing Lane London. In the year ending April 1848 Greene's records

indicate that between 7,000 and 8,000 tons of khaur were imported with a value of f8 to fI4 per ton net'

The price in Europe was often f4 to Ê5 per ton higher than London this covered the cost of shipment and

insurance.
tttp. p. (47) )OOVItr. 471 (185Ð Imports to the Uníted Kíngdom of Colonial Goods Retained for Home

Consumption and Re-Exported I 800- I I 5 6.
trþ. p. jees-q (191) LVl.4B9 Accotmt of Sugar, Molssses, Rum, Coffee and Cocoa impot'tedinto UKfron

West Indies, Mauritius and India 1845-68. ¡" i¿ea of tÏe anount of sugar used in breweries can be gained

from this paper, which indicates that at by 18ó8, consumption in breweries in England, Scotland and Ireland

was 16,790 ioos per anmrm. By this period most of this sugar was khaur.
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period was of such magnitude that John Bagshaw MP brought it to the attention of

the select Committee. rÆ

This sudden deluge of khaur had a detimental effect on sugar shipments

ftom late 1846 and through 1847. Post monopoly ships plying the route between

lndia and Britain had increased significanüy, but high short-term demand for cargo

space coufd not be easily met. Sailing ships, as shown in (Chapter 1 above),

needed sugar or other 'grulf cargo as stabilising ballast stowed low in the hull.

On the British lndia-Britain route three commodities+ice, saltpetre and

sugar--competed for this cheaper space.1al The demand for salþetre was fairly

constant, while rice exports fluctuated, but during 1846 and 1847 rice shipments

increased considerably (Appendix 1 Table 34¡. t+z'n' Rice was also loaded in

Calcutta and Madras for Mauritius; where it was used to feed indentured lndian

sugar plantation workers, r* once again working in the islands' sugar industry.1a5

These shipments reduced the amount of space available at ballast rates; because

it was loaded on ships bound for Britain via Mauritius, where it was unloaded and

replaced by local sugar exPorts.

The acfual amount of cargo space available at ballast rates can be

ascertained from the known ballast space required per ship and the numbers of

vessels using the port of Calcutta. For example, a sailing ship required around

three fifths of the weight of cargo to be heavy or gruff items; this ratio per ship

ra' Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report, p. 34, Evidence of lohn Bagshaw M. P.

'41 Ibid, p.38, the cost per ton for gruffcargo, 184045, was usually 1,5.
r42 G. R. Porter, Progress, (1848), p- 573.
rq Se\ect Committee Sugør and Coffee, First Report, p. 28, Evidence of Arthur Crooke.
ra p. p. 784748 (749) )(L\T.323, Papers Relating to Distress in the Sugar Colonies. p.379. Rice was

generally shipped to Mauritius January-March the end of this period coincided with large-scale shipment of
õugar frbm Calcutta and Mad¡as. The increase in the number of bags shipped 1846'7 is demonstated by the

followine fisures: 1845 79.067, 1846 124,93t, 1847 104,885, 1 848 54,454.
r+s¡*""-Blennan, Iohn MacDonald and Ralph Shlomovnq The Geographical and Social Origins of
Indentured Labourers in Mauritius, Natal. Fiji Gryana and Jamaica, (Adelaide, 1995) Indentured labour
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multiplied by the number of ships sailing from Calcutta 1846-7 and 1847-8,

indicates an average ballast cargo space of 80,000 to 90,000 tons (Appendix 1

Table 3S).t* When in 1846 and 1847 gruff cargoes exceeded this limit, it had

three adverse effects on the sugar trade. Some sugar paid higher rates as

ordinary cargo, additional demand allowed ship owners to increase the rates for

all cargo and the shortrage caused some sugar to be loaded on unsuitable vessels

(only sound, dry ships were suitable to carry sugar).147 Sudden increases in

cargo could not be easily met through hiring additional shipping, fluch.¡aton in

demand was consíderable, for example, when rice crops in the Carolinas were

good, demand on lndia fell.rÆ

At a time when production costs in Bengal were increasing there was

upward pressure on freight costs, the Ê3.50-Ê5 per ton available in the early to

mid 1840s, had increased to t8.62-810 by 1 847.1+e Freight costs from Madras,

under similar pressure to those of Calcutta, also increased from Ê4 to t8.62 per

ton.150 The increase in khaur shipments put pressure on the available space, as

did the growing trade in rum and molasses; these were tansported in banels and

presented specific problems. For example, care was needed with the stowage of

banels: bags of sugar were stowed low in the hold, but banels were loaded

was used in Fiji, Natal , West Indies aand Mauritius from circa 1836. The use of this labour enabled planters

to control the wages and the length of the working da¡ but they were expensive to recruit-_
ifu B. WiU.i"tor{ fn" Commerõial Annual, or Tabular Statement of the Commerce of Bengal During the

years 1846-7 ø¡td 1847-8, (Calcutta, 1848), p. 2gTotal sugar loaded in Catcutta in 1846-61, 695 tons, 1847-

8, 59,908 tons. Ibido p. 104. 1n1847-7 243 ships sailedfromCalcutta. Their cargo capacþwas 119,348

tóns and their ballastìequirement 7l,609 tons. In 1847-8 the gross cargo capacity was 134,180 ballast

requirement 80,508 tons.
ra1'Select Committee Sugø øtd Coffee, Second Report, p. 5i Sir George Larpent was a merchant with long

East Indian experience and a zugar planter in Mauritius. .

*i¡-'Willi; Mft"nt Orientat Óo*."ru, (1825) p. 298. Rice grown in the American States of North and

South Carolina originated from a bag of Patna rice given to an American trader by Mr. Dubois, the Treasurer

of the East India ComPanY.
le tiø, p 30, Evidenie óf ettn* Crooke, p. 186, Evidence of Nathan Alexander. Eighth Report Appendix

I p. 17.In February 184E fteight from Calcutta cost f,5'25 per ton for sugar'
,t0 lb¡d, Third Repôrt, p-l:, nvidence of John Utlay E[is, senior partner Parry and Co. Madras.
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wherever space could be found. lf they seeped or were staved during rough

weather, spoilage to other cargo resulted. In short, a considerable cost problem

emerged form mid 1846 to late 1847, to capacity and to the cost of eporting the

sugar and by-products: due to indusffs growth being too rapid for the

Ínfrasfucture suPPorting iL

By-Product Production in Bengal and Madras

The commercial viability of plantations and refineries depended upon their

ability to efficiently utÍlise by-products, the European sugar factories in Bengal and

Madras were no exemption. lf indeed, the molasses content of indigenous raws

was as high as forty-percent, then it was of particular importance in the sub-

continent.l5r The industrialised sugar factories in lndia, however, did not

generally use by-products efficiently. Many were unable or unwilling to form links

with the large domestic merchants who had considerable experience in profitably

disposing of the by-products produced in karkhanas. ln contrast to the small

indigenous processors, the indusfialised sugar indusfi produced considerable

quantities of molasses. Although this presented a serious problem, surely the

indigenous middlemen, given time to adjust to higher production, would have

found customers amongst the large local population. The lndian people

consumed molasses in a variety of ways: by mixing with food grains, in sweet

meats, steeping tobacco, as a constituent part of pukka mortar, while palm and

cane molasses were distilled into toddy or arrack.152

The lndustrialised sugar factories received around E2 per ton from these

dealers, which was considered a poor return. The Cossipore factory, however,

ttt S. H. Robinsoq (Calcutta, 1849), p.116. Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Reportt P.?4,
Evidence of A¡thur Crooke: The molasses content of cane in Bengal was said to be substantially higher than

in West Indian canes. Crooke did not state what this percentage was'
tt' 

S. lL Robinson, (1848), p. 196.
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was able to do much better; they averaged Ê3.36 per ton. Their customers Ìvere

the nearby European rum distilleries.ls3 They also exported some molasses to

Britain to be used by food processors or brewers; some was processed to recover

any crystallisable sugar it contained. Molasses paid 33 percent of the muscovado

sugar duty.tun

The figures from the Cossipore factory, however, show that distilling to rum

was by far the most cost effective use of molasses. After 1836, just as sugar

began to have a higher profile in East lndia trade, Bengal rum was also granted

easier access to the British market.15s In 1837 the duty on East lndia rum was

reduced from Ê1.60 per gallon to t1.20;rs in 1841 a further reduction toE0.47

pence per gallon occuned, placing East India rum on the same footing as West

lndian.rsT These measures, although helpful to distilleries near to Galcutta, did

not redress problems encountered by those in the mofussil. The upcountry

distiller fell foul of the red tape of the Bengal excise regime, particularly in

securing movement passes; the issuing officials frequently resided in an

adminisfative cenfe some distance from the distillery. The payment of a bond on

rum in transit to Calcutta was an additional cost outlay. Difficulties encountered

during Fansportation, such as leakage through poor handling on riverboats,

evaporation due to exposure in transit, and the cost of the govemment agent

resident at the distillery, were all rnet by the distitler.rss These costs ensured

sugar producers in the interiors would not find a profitable outlet for their

ttt lbid. and Select Committee of the House of Lords 1840YoL VII, p' XL
trþ. p.1g57 (47) )OOffItr.+7i Quættity of Sugar, Moløsses and Ram Imported 183I-1856 Some 10,550

tons of molasr.. *.r. imported frãm India, with a further 41,375 tons imported and converted into sugæ.
itt Ibid ee- oz-g. F o*'lg3ó the Royal Narry purchased rum from Bengal. Bengali rum vÍas introduced to

Canada æ a¡ound the same time where it apparently so1 quite well'
It6 rbid.vt 1, p. ){L
tsz t. p. (1g41) Session I 4glt, BilI to Reduce the Duty of Ran Importedfrom British Possessions in kst
India:
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molasses. Arthur Crooke at Jummoa, for example, ran his molasses to waste;r5s

this may have been common occunence. Many of the larger indusfialised

manufactures were situated in a radius of 160 kilometres from Calcutta; it was

these establishments that produced the bulk of rum export.160

Although East lndia rum was not as popular in Britain as West lndian,161

the quantities exported were quite impressive. ln '1837, for example, the first full

year after equalisation of sugar duties, 65,731 gallons were exported to Britain

compared with 4,833,531 gallons imported ffom the West lndíes. During the ten'

year period 1842-1851, West lndian rum export to Britain averaged 3.8 million

gallons, East India 692,488.162 ln addition to this, some 113,467 gallons were

shipped from Calcutta to the Australian colonies from 1840 to 1847, wíth another

S,OOO gallons per year to Pegu and to France (Appendix 1, Tables 36 and 37).

The Dhobah Company, and therefore any other distillery near Calcutta under

efficient management, made acceptable profits from rum until the collapse of

prices in 1847-8.163 Apparently East lndia rum had its own distinctive taste, one

that was not popular among British consumers. This did not prove to be a barrier

as a profitable re-export market was found.16a

The efficient use of molasses by the European sector in Bengal was less

than satjsfactory, some profitable ouflets were found, but more efbctive marketing

158 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Report, pp. 15-16, Evidence of Arthur Crooke. Crooke also

complained of the excise duty in India-
tte lbid, p.23.

'ut Ibid, p. 33. Bagshaw told the Committee that E

strength than West Indian.
tut p]p. 1SSZ (42) )OOOnlI.47l Quøntities of Sugar Molasses snd Rum Imported into Briîain Retained for

Home Consumption and Re-exported 183i-56.
163 Select Committee Sugar ønd Coffee First Report, p.105, Evidence of H. M. Kemshead.
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in the sub-continent might have occuned with a better level of integration and

cooperation beh¡veen the Europeans and the indigenous merchants. Many East

lndia witnesses at the Setect Committee mentioned molasses, but they did not

speak of any discussion or cooperation between indigenous merchants and

Europeans.

The European factories of Northeast India, with the exception of Rosa, did

not distil arrack or toddy for local consumption; this reduced their viability,

particularly those processin g date gur. The European owners and investors were

intent upon the supply of one single market, the uK, which by late 1847 was

suffering from a price slump, and by 1854 it would be a ftee market with no

protection extended to the colonies.

The situation with regard to by-products was somewhat different in Madras,

for unlike their counterparts in Bengal, they distilled arrack for domestic

consumption;165 as well as small amounts of rum for export.166 lt was the

combination of anack distillery and sugar refinery that proved successful for the

factories owned by the agency house Parry and Gompany. Their factory at

Bandepollium, built in 1842, obtained a distillery licence in 1844. A second built at

Kallakurichi in 1g44 began distilling in 1849 and a third, erected at Nellikuppam in

1g45-6, opened a distillery in 1848.167 The processing of palm gør into arrack was

probably more important than sugar; much of the profit actually came from

distilling and vending arrack. Parry and Company obtained widespread abkani

licenses (the licensed disfibution of spirituous liquor over a defined area) and set

750,andP.P.(1847)Vol.,L)ÇImportsandExportsoftheUntied
Company's Territories. Ceyloq China etc. Some 3,104,230 gailons of
834-184ó.

t6t Select Committee Sugar antl Coffee First Report p. 127, Evidence of F. W. Prideaux Examiner of East

India Correspondence.ßl itra,Third Report, p.32, Evidence of J. U. Ellis, Senior Partner Patty and Co' Madras'
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up a distribution network covering much of the Province, this ensured the long-

term viability of all their factories.168 Binny and Co. were also engaged in the

distilling of arrack at the Asaka factory in Ganjam'

The Financial Grisis 1847'g-

When in 1¡847-1848 an economic crisis suddenly affected Britain, Western

European and the colonial economies, the industrialised sugar industry of lndia

received a near fatal blow. Among the several causes of this crisis were over

speculation in British railway infrastructuÍe, a drain on the gold reserves of the

Bank of England through payments for American cotton, a poor corn harvest in

Britain, costs associated with the lrish potato famine of 1845 and a financial crisis

aRd rèvolution in France.l6e The etfect upon trade was both sudden and dramatic

with the grain, East lndia and Mauritius trades worst affected,l7o Calcutta suffered

particularly severelY.

The tendency of the Government in Bengal, Agency Houses and Banks to

put their major emphasis on the remittance trade to the detriment of the fuller

economic development of the province has been discussed in chapter four above'

The general weakness of the financial sector of Bengal in the 1840s has also

been extensively analysed by economic historians, detailing corruption and

doubtful trading practices, banking institutions that lacked liquidity and were prone

to failure.171 With this tendency toward economic instability evident, the bank and

167 Hilton Brown, Parrlt's, (1954), p. 85

investment in railway companies."
1?0 lsecret) Select Committee on Commercial Disfress (1E4E),
tzt \. ç éinha, "European Banking in Bengal' 1,193-1u8,*

Part 1 No. 1ó5, (January-June, 1969), pp.lS-32' K' N' Chau

nast India Company's ectMiies, ';üonomic Hisîory Review, XtX, (Second series, 1966) pp. 345-363'
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agency house failures of 1847-8 should per haps not have been such a surprise.

For example, less than twenty years earlier, 1830-34, the Same financial

institutions became insolvent, due in part to poor investment practices.l72

Privately owned banks in Calcutta, faired little better, they were frequently under

the control of the Agency Houses, and tended to follow their fortunes. A few joint

stock banks existed; but they too possessed only small capital reserves.

The way in which East lndia commodity trade was financed was at the

heart of the problem. By 1840, much of it was conducted either by means of

hypothecation,lT3 in which the East lndia Company sold bills to the exporter based

on seventy-five percent of the value of the export commodities, or through bills

raised by the private merchants in Calcutta working in concert with agents in

London. The latter, often had a period of ten-month maturity, ¡t was this duration

of maturity, which led to highly speculative practices through the frequent

discounting and re-discounting of bitls during their currency. By means of this

virtually continuous use of a bills meant to cover one particular Fansaction,

mercantile houses in Calcutta were able to gain access to a continuous flow of

credit. Frequently, however, no actual produce existed as collateral,lTa This

Amiya Kumar Bagcchi, " Transition from Indian to British Indian Systems of Money and Banking 1800-

185ó,' Modern Asiqn Studies,19,3, (1985) pp. 501-519. "Banking in Bengal 1793-1E48," Bengal Past ønd

Present, VolumeL)OOOI Paft I No. 165, (January-June, 1969),pp. 18'32. K. N. Chaudhuri, "Foreþ
Trade and the Cessation of the East India Company's Activities," Economic Hi*ory Review, XD( (Second

series, 1966) pp. 345-363.
t72 The definitive work on Agency Houses is B. S. Sngh, European Agency Houses in Bengal 0783-1833),
(Calcutta, 1966)Ìt' Fo. the problems brought about by the Company governments operation of hypothecation of
commodities iuch as sugar, see: Amales Tripathi, "Indo-British Trade Betwæn 1833 and 1847 and the

Commercial Crisis of 1847,- The Indian Historical Review, pp. 304-319, andN. K. Sinha The Economic

History of Bengal, Vol. 3 (Calcutta I97O\ pp. 28-34.
t'o Parliameniary Debates, House of Lords Thursday 2-12-1847 p. 495. Lord La¡rsdowne reported:

"seventy-nine mercantile houses had failed in 1847, with a total capital loss of f15,969,000." Secret Select

Committee on Commercial Distress (1848), p.108 Evidence of W. P. Paton. The number of mercantile

houses that failed in Calcutta was 22, with a capital involvement of f'2-3 million. Ibid, p. 123. The average

total exports from India for the period 1E33-4 to 184ó-7 were Ê10,100,000. The failtues of 1847 represent

some thirty percent ofthis a¡nual trade.
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doubtful and risk prone means of financing much of the East lndia trade was

common practise.

When in late summer and early autumn of ß47 liquidity tightened, produce

brokers in Britain began to carefully scrutinise all produce bills to ascertain their

credit-worthiness. Enquiries that brought to light the parlous state of East lndia

trade and the bubble of credit created by this dubious use of produce bills: once

aware of this fraud brokers refused to discount them.175 The revelation of the

extent of over speculation and actual dearth of operating capital quickly rendered

many British based colonial mercantile houses insolvent. Houses in Calcutta had

the most exposure to this accumulation of credit, and they had little real capital;

some had produce in warehouses in Britain or en route to theoretically cover their

exposure. Unfortunately, these commodities, principally sugar and indigo, were

worth less than the bills drawn against them, due to the rapid fall in prices in

Britain late 1847. Consequently, twenty-two of the houses in Calcutta could not

cover their indebtedness and failed (Appendix 4, table z)'t'u N. K. Sinha and B'

B. Klíng have argued that the Union Bank not only suffered from the volatile

capital market, but also from the corrupt practices of the of British residents who

served as directors. When it collapsed, the Union Bank was Calcutta's largest

private bank with much of its capital tied up in mortgages to indigo and sugar

producers.177

rTsparlìamentary Debates, Third Series Volume XCV (1847), p. 391. Speech of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer.
t utb¡d)House of Lords Thursday 2-12-1847 p.495. Lord Lansdowne reported: "seventy-nine mercantile

houses had failed tn 1g47, with a iotal capital lõss of f 15,969,000." Secret Select Committee on Commercial

Distress (1g4g), p.10g Evidence of W. P. Paton. The number of mercantile houses that failed in Calcutt¿

was 22, *itn 
" 

ôapitaf involvement of Ê2-3 million. And Ibid, p. 123. The average total exports from India

for the perio¿ t3i:-+ to 184ó-7 were on average f10,100,000. The failu¡es of 1847 represent some thirty

percent ofthis annual trade.
Ttt Th. Union Bank was heavüy involved in Indigo plantations, particularly in Tirhut. For the Banks failure

see:N.K. Sinha(1970)pp.Of-6S.nlairB.Kling PartnerinEmpire,(Calcutta, 1961),pp. 198-229 passim.
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Quite apart from the sudden fall in prices of sugar, there were two other

reasons why the financial crisis of 184748 was particularly severe on the sugar

industry. Much of the industry was still Ín a developmental stage and had not yet

reached the point of producing any retum on capital, and there was also a strong

connection between many who had invested in the sugar installations and the

collapsed Union Bank and agency housesttt lAppendix 4, compare tables 1 and

2).

For the mercantile community in Calcutta 1847-48 was indeed traumatjc;

trade was at a virtual standstill for several months and when the extent of the

corruption surrounding the Union Bank emerged, it added to this sense of

shock.l7e Bengal, in late 1847, suffered from an almost total lack of capital. Little

of this was made available to an industry manufacturing sugar for the British

market, which at that time offered low returns or actual losses. ln late 1847 and

1848, many with investments in the manufacture of industrialised sugar in Bengal,

could see little prospect of a return to profitability. Their information was that by

1851 British sugar import duties were to be equalised; no longer would Colonial

sugar have the benefit of protection, and the higher prices this protection had

afforded; the date of equalisation was extended in July 1848 to 1854. ln 1847,

however, the prospect of profits seemed non-existent, had they known the

extension was coming it may have delayed their decision.

European entrepreneurs able to move their capital to greener pastures,

such as Kemshead, Gladstone or Crooke, were amongst the first to abandon the

ttt Sl'ahid Amin, (19s$ p. 30.
17e Anonymous, ih" Calbutta Review, Volume IX (January-June, 1848), pp. 163-180, passim. The author of
the article wrote of the problems cause by hypothecation and the shame felt by the community through the

sharp practices of many Errropean residents, particularly those with involvement in the Union Bank. Th9

a¡ticieias severe on the damage to the reputation of the commercial community in Calcutt4 and expressed

the hope of a future in which a fair and equitable system of finance would operate in Bengal.
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sub-continental sugar industry. The planters in Tirhut and Champaran, and those

in other sugar producing regions of Northeast lndia, however, did not enjoy this

mobilíty. Many had connections to the Union bank, but now they could no longer

access working capita, with sugar prices low, many to ceased sugar production

and fell back on indigo cultivation.

The lndustrial Sugar Factories Post 18Æ.

This chapter has demonstrated that a combination of factors brought a

sudden end to industrial sugar production ín most of the installations in Northeast

lndia: raw material costs, commerciaf depression in 1847-8, and the fear of

investors that the intemational nature of the British sugar market from 1846 would

continue to depress sugar prices. The sugar plantations in Tirhut and Champaran

were the first to close, they were closely associated of many with the Union bank

and insolvent agency houses. The largest sugar company Dhobah, also closed

its doors. Blake its founder went out to Bengal in 1848 in an attempt to save

some of the operation,l8o He failed and the company was spit up. Mr Newman

purchased Kotchandpur and Mr Saintsbury Trimohini, both factories worked

intermitten¡y until 1955. Newman actually invested in a new factory at Tahirpur in

Jessore in 18S3, but closed it some four years later. The Gladstone-Wylie factory

at Ghaugachha worked intermittently until 1853.181 By 1864, however, few

factories in Northeast lndia were left in operation. They were the Cossipore works

of Hardman Howarth, which continued into the h¡ventieth century, the Rosa hctory

at Shahjehanpore, Mcinnes at Seibpore, Robinson at Goosery, Bedford and

Company at Bellaghatta and the Ballee sugar works some 225 kilometres north of

Calcutta. Only Rosa and Cossipore survived through the nineteenth century. The

r80 Select Committee Sugør and Cofeø, First Report p. 170, Evidence of Nathaniel Alexander
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Ballee works closed in 1869,182 and a factory in Dacca also continued to export

sugar until circa 1865.183 The factories that survived the period 18ß-1854,

manufactured sugar for the small but growing market of British residents;

exporting their produce intermittently to Ceylon, or to Britain when shortages

forced the prices up. The Rosa factory at Shahjehanpore in the United Provinces,

essentially a gur refinery, produced arrack and good quality flavoured spirit that

looked and tasted simitar to brandy and whisky.lsa

The white sugars produced by the remaining factories, began frorn 1861 to

face competition from the light coloured sugars of Mauritius, in 1862, for example,

Mauritius sugar exports to the sub-continent increased, with much of the 7,834

tons going to Bombay and smaller quantities to Calcutta. These imports

progressively increased to 26,670 in 1869-70 (Appendix 1, Table 39). 185 This

market grew strongly from 1870, due in part to sugar producers in Mauritius

seeking an alternative market to the Australían colonies, where the domestic

product was now dominating sales.186 ln 1868 the production of "plantation

white", came into beÍng, due to M. lcefs pioneering work with the use of sulphur

to decolourise muscovado sugar. This direct consumption sugar enabled the

Mauritius to becoming the major supplier of white sugar to Bombay for the next

three decades.l87

The 1846 Sugar Act, and the colonial depression of 1 84748, did not cause

a mass exodus of Europeans ftom the Madras sugar industy, as it did in Bengal.

18r J. Westland,Jessore, (1871), paragraph 4'p.208.
r82 Thakers Bengal Direaory (Calcuna,1ao+¡, p. 116. And Ibid' (1869) p. 380 and Ibid (1E70).
ttt rüilliam Reed, Sugar Yielding, (1866), p. 94.
ttn Sir GeorgeWalt, Economic Products, (190E) p.956.
rss ¡to-"t[["r, ;Sug* Exports from Vauritius to India"' The Sugar Cane, Yol., 11, No, 24 (December,

l87l), p, 640.
ttu ¡íoly-ous, "Sugar Production in Mauritius,' The Sugar Cqne, VoI.,1 No. I (1870) p.240.
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The exporting of industrial sugar from Madras Province did not expand after 1850.

The índustry turned to processing palm gur into industrialised sugar. Cane

cultivation remained quite small at 15,378 hectares in 1852;188 and by 1883-84,

despite population growth only 25,091 hectares were cultivated.lse

The European factories of Madras also experienced customs problems

after the legislative changes of 1845; their best quality muscovado was

occasionally classified as white clayed or single refined.leo To overcome this

problem they produced strong crystalline brown sugars, which found a market at

the British refineries. This sugar, when landed in Britain had a value ol 826Ê28

per ton exclusive of duty 1849-1855, a period during which the wholesale price

was 822.4;24 per ton exclusive of duty (these are average figures and do not

indicate the highs and lows of the market). A retum to the period 1825-36 when

sugar exports from the suFcontinent were profitable, providing above average

prices could be obtained, and even then margins were small.1e1

After 1446, a few of the industriaf ised sugar plants in Madras Province also

closed, but the principle establishments owned by the agency houses of Parry1n

and Binny continued to operate. Parry actually went on to expand their sugar

operations, building a factory at Tiruvanallur in 1855 in the heart of palm growing

country, taking advantage of the profitable combination of sugar and anack

production.le3 In 1s56 F. J. V. Minchin came to the Binny's Asaka plant in

rsTNoel Deen History, Vol. 2 Q-ondorL 1950) p. 580. See also A. North Coombes, The Evolution\ion of

Sugmcane Culture in Mauritius, (Reduit- 1937\ p 129
r88 A Sarada Raju, (l9al) P,83.
rse *S 1898), p. 212.
rro 

^S" A. F A¡buthnot
u 1¡1ton Browr¡ (1954), p. 98. During the 1850s e largest manufacturer of sugar in

M¿dras frequently lost money on sugar exported to London.
6f iturtsti;al Abstqct of Colonial md'Other Possessions of the United Kingdom 1854-1860 (London,

lg70), p 6+66. Construction of a railway from Madras City to the fucot district began in 1853; when

"o.jí"æ 
it gave better access to the sea for the sugar produced in North and South Arcot.

Ie3 HiltonBrowru (1954), p. 85.
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Ganjam, then refining palm gur. He changed most of the factory's production to

cane sugar, but instead of using crushing mills he installed the then new diffusion

process, which leached the sugar ftom the canes.tna The Asaka plant and Parry's

factories continued to manufacture industrialised sugar throughout the nineteenth

century supplying intemal and export markets. lt was the production of anack

from palm gur and its distribution through abkani licenses that kept these plants

viable.

The Export Sugar lndustry and the Company Government 1836-1848.

ln Chapter 4 (above) it was argued that the policies of the Company

government were a major factor contributing to the lack of development of a sugar

plantation industry before 1836. The short sightedness of such policies came into

sharp focus during the 1840s, when British India increasingly looked to sugar

export earnings to pay the home charges. For example, by 1846 export earnings

of this industry were Ê1.6 to Ê1.7 million, a considerable proportion of the

Ê3,OOO,OO0 of commodity exports,ttu the home charges remitted primarily through

bills of hypothecation on exports amounted to Ê3.300,000 or Ê3.700,000 per year

when payment to East lndia stockholders was included. Yet despite the

contribution of sugar exports, virtually no effort was made by the government in

Bengal to enhance the prospects of the industry.tt'

The influence of the Company government in London, as shown in

chapters 2 and 4, was weak by 1813 and did not improve as the century

progressed. Their influence with regard to major changes in British policy toward

East lndia sugar was negligible. For example, when equalisation came in 1836

t'o Sir George li,latt Economic Products, (1908) p. 953
tes Select Committee Sugar and Coffie First Report, p.115, Evidence of H. St. G. Tucker
ttu Ibid, p. 77, Evidence of Col. W. H. Sykes, Director East India Company
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the government of India received no prior notification, and once again in 1846

when the British government did a volte-face with regard to colonial protection,

they were not consulted. Consequently they had tittle time for significant

adjustment to the problem of financing the remittance trade or of making changes

to the economy of Bengal. In short, British domestic politics and national

economics took precedence. The policy changes of 1845 and 1846; were

intended, in part at least, to lower the price of British food. The Bengal economy

and East lndian commerce, although significant, was barely considered. The

difficulties brought about by this change were quickly apparent by 1848, when the

government was forced to resorted to exporting bullion to meet its obligations to

the home government, causing a drain on gold and silver reserves in British lndia,

whenever this was resorted to ít tended to deepen trade depression in the sub-

continent.

Despite the serious effect of these changes, senior spokesmen for

Company, Tucker, Prideaux and Sykes, all gave a restrained performance before

the Se/ecf Committee of 1847-8. ln the face of the difficulties this policy shift

brought, a stiffer fight for a continued protection of the sub-continental sugar

exports was called for. lnstead they all acted in a manner suggestive of their

acceptance of a fait accompli: in modern parlance the Company rolled-over. They

were not consulted nor did they seem to object to the almost certain demise of the

export sugar industry. They were, and acted like, as C. E. Carrington describes, a

subsidiary organ of the British government, something akin to public utility:1s7 the

Company government was a body once removed, and as such, not central to the

thoughts of policy makers in London. By 1848, the ramifications of the Sugar Act

tn7 C. E. Caningtor¡ The British Overseas, (Cambridge 1968), pp' 429-30
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of 1846 and the commercial depression of 1847-48 had caused deep distress in

all the British sugar colonies. lndia, despite having a large export sugar indusby,

was not perceived as a sugar colony, and although the British govemment

listened to the complaints from all her sugar colonies, tndia was not included.leB

Those that spoke for the Company' before the Select Committee in 1847'

1g4g, such as Henry St. George Tucker chaÍrman of the East lndia Gompany,

Colonel W. H. Sykes Director, Francis W. Prideaux an Assistant Examiner of East

lndia Correspondence and James Cosmo Melville a Financial Administrator,

otfered very little detailed information on the extent and operatjon of the sub-

continental sugar industry. The Company had acted very differently in 1792

(chapter four above); at that time they conducted a comprehensive survey of the

sugar producing districts to ascertain all aspects of the industry. Yet in the 1840s,

when this industry had grown considerably, no govemment survey was taken, the

next comprehensive survey of sugar production and marketing was in 1898'1ee

The Calcutta Chamber of Commerce, however, did have the foresight to organise

such a survey in 1846: unfortunately its results were not available until after the

Select Committee had finished its work.200

Support with regard to the promotion or development of the agriculture of

exportable commodities, was not forthcoming from the Directors in London. ln

1g4g for example, they refused to provide additional finance to set up

experimental farms for cotton cultivation, insisting all such monies come from the

already hard-pressed revenues of Bengal.2ol Sugar cultivation on a Presidency

tet p.p. lg4i-4g (749) )fl-VI.323, Papers Respecting Distress in thg British Sugar Colonies.
ve 

"no 
**o ¡Sigari Co*rtervøiling Duties ln India. Correspondence and Act 1898 (C9267) LXV!

zooselect Comminee Sugar and Coffee, First Report, Evidence of F.W Prideaux p. 125-

'otAlbert Inttah, Lord Ellenborough, (London, 1939) p' 177
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wide basis, was not seriously investigated nor did it receive a budget allocation of

finance until 1886.2ct2

This was, after all, the mid nineteenth century, and British govemments did

not became involved in agricultural devolvement, even when it was an important

and growing primary industry, which by 1844-45 accounted for twenty-nine

percent of the value of sub-continent exports.zÛ3 The mind-set of free trade, of

non-interference, is obvious from the reactions of the four Company

representatives at the Se/ecf Commíttee. \A/hen asked how the decline of the

export sugar industry would impact on the remittance of revenue to Britain' They

all spoke of the downtum as a temporary difficulty, which would be overcome by

the export of other commodities, which by their own admittance were not yet

apparent. Tucker was confident that the profits from bonds on Calcutta in the

trade between lndia, China and London woufd prevent a large deficit ín lndian

trade; Sykes and Melville were not as sure of the China bond link, instead they

like Mr Macawber, insisted that "something would tum up."20a lt may well be that

their seemingly flippant attitt¡de to the financial welfare of British lndia was due to

a total lack of consultation with them with regard to policy, nevertheless, it surely

points to the existence of a fundamental problem with imperial financial st¡uctures.

The govemment of Bengal while not entirely inditferent to sugar producers,

was nor particularly active in support of its sugar manufacturers. From 17921o

1g22, as we have seen in chapters 1 and two above, the Company governrnent

chose to be passive with regard to securing a market for East lndia sugar in

Britain. Form 1823 to 1836 the pressure they placed on the home government

2o2Anonymous, First Annual Report of the Agricultural Department ofBengal, (Calcutta, 1886) chapter v,

p.29.
2ot Ib¡dE td"nce of H. St. G. Tucker, Chairman East India Co. p. 115

'oo Ibid, pp. 115-116, Melville, p. 135 and Sykes pp. 8l-2
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with regard to East lndia sugar duties was minimal. ln 1840, however, they did

successfully persuade the British government to reduce the British import duty on

rum. Having done this, they did not follow through with practical legislation to

facilitate the movement of rum within Bengal. Neither they nor the European

factory owners gave sufficient thought to the question of large-scale production

and disposal of by-products, despite it being self-evident that sugar could not be

profitably refined without the etficient use of by-products.2os Senior government

figures appeared to be in complete ignorance of problems with rum disÜlling.

Tucker, and Sykes were aware of town dutíes levied in Calcutta, but knew nothing

of the problems with the production of rum in the mofussil. Prideaux was aware of

the situation, but he took no action to remedy it, although he expressed sympathy

with those affected. The Company was obviously not prepared to enact

legislative separation for rum from the abkani duties levied on country sprits-

The centrality of capital remission to economic policy led to problems and

complaints with regard to the manipulation of exchange rates and the brokerage

of bills.206 These activities, which gave an air of hypocrisy to Company

government representations before the Select Committee on any economic

hardship caused by the Sugar Act of 1846. The Company's management of the

economy of the lndian Presidencies had always been conducted with a view to its

own agendas, a subject of complaint from private merchants for many years.

Lord Ellenborough, Governor General 184244, expressed concern at the lack of

fiscal direction, at attempts by officials to obscure government receipts and

205 E.I.S App. 1, pp,2-42 passirq Report of the ogly

impressed 
"po" 

ttt" directois that rum distillation stry

Seè ako Select Committee of The House of Lord
206 Select Committee 184748 First Report p' 83 The e

range 10 to 12.5 new pence sterling, the Company for

exchange rate at 9 new Pence.
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expenses, and the attitude of administrators, who often considered their lndian

posts as virtually a permanent sinecure. These attitudes and the lack of coherent

economic and fiscal policy led him to request the directors in 1842, lo create a

single office to oversee financial management of the Sub-continent.2o7 Economic

management was spread among the members of the Council, no single individual

guided the management of finances and expenditure; consequently policy was

formulated in an ad hoc manner. He failed to gain this approval, so in 1843 he

appointed a Financial Secretary, but fiscal policy continued to be a matter for the

council as a whole, it could not be effectively united under this one person without

the directors' approval. Consequently, economic and fiscal management

continued to have an ad hoc nature until 1858.208 The private sector, also firmly

wedded to capital remÍssion was plagued by the lack of liquidity and dubious

practises in Bengal's financial institutions. This ensured the banking and agency

houses of Bengal remained inadequate and unstable. These institutions failed to

promote a climate in which business activity could grow, and were particularly

vulnerable in a crisis such as occurred in 1847-8. The Sugar Act of 1846 may

have been the wind of change that brought down this "house of cards," but the

combination of factors outlined in this and the previous chapter strongly indicate

that this industry was already in a parlous state, and its collapse was virtually

inevitable.

ln Ghapter 7 the contribution of the indigenous sugar industry and

mercantile network to the capitalisation and distribution of sugar in the domestic

and international sugar market will be discussed.

'07 A. I-la¡ (1939) p.179.

"or lbidp. 180.
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Ghapter 7

The lndigenous Sugarc of British lndia,' lndigenous Merchants

and the Sugar Markeb of tfie Sub-continent 1792-1865-

The analysis of vtrhy it was that the lndian sub-continent failed to become

the sugar bowl of the Untied Kingdom during the first half of the nineteenth

century, when conditions for ¡t to do so were ostensibly favourable, has

concentrated so far on three main themes. They include the obstacles placed in

the way of such a development by the nature of the British sugar market, and the

disappointing outcome of attempts to introduce 'West lndian' style sugar

manufacture to the sub-continent in the period between 1790 and 1810. These

were followed by the failure of predominantly European entrepreneurs, operating

in Bengal and Madras during the 1830s and 1840s, to sustain the manufacture of

industrialised sugaç based on the mechanically powered milling of cane and, in

the boiling house, on the vacuum pan and other appurtenances of contemporary

technology of steam and steel. Yet the integration of sugar production in the sub-

continent into the evolving world market dominated, at this stage, by the refineries

and consumers of the United Kingdom and Westem Europe was not necessarily

contingent pre-eminently or exclusively on the successful transfer, under

European aegis, of the high technology of the Westem industrial revolution. ln

other parts of Asia, notably in the Philippine islands of Negros and Luzon,

essentially pre-industrial sugar production was incorporated very profitably into

the world market for much of the nineteenth century. ln the sub-continent itsell

as has already been made abundantly clear in previous chapters, there existed a

large, pre-industrial and old established indigenous sugar industry which both pre-

dated the European ventures of the period 1790-c. 1850 and long survived them-
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This chapter discusses this indigenous industry in the context both of its relation

to the attempts to introduce industrial production into the sub-continent in the

decades after 1830 and - crucially - in terms of its potential, in its own right, as a

key supplier to the British market. ln short, the chapter attempts to assess to

failure of the sub-continent to become the metrcpole's sugar bowl in terns not

only of newly introduced, 'European' systems of manufacture but also in terms of

the potential of existing indigenous production. Fundamentally, the chapter

argues that the single most important factor lay in the underlylng difficulties

inherent in re-orientating an old established production and trade in sugar to a

new 'window of opportunitf, a problem that was made signifrcantly more acute by

fluctuating conditions on the British market that deterred long term interest among

indigenous lndian Producers.

The sugar most prominent in the sub-continental export trade was not

produced by European technology, but was khandisari sugar (see glossary page

V1 for lndian terms), the best of which was white to pale yellow, with a small

crystalline structure, a product of the traditional technology of the numerous

karkhanas of the sub-continent. This indigenous product was manufactured in

sufficient quantities to supply the caravan routes to Persia and those passing over

the Hindu Kush to central Asia and customers in the sub-continent itselí ln

addition, khandisari sugar, a fine grained sugar that dissolved so readily in a hot

cup of tea, became the 'refined" sugar of the British lower middle class and

artisans, and would continue to do so as long as colonial sugar refined in Britain

remained exPensive.

The export of Asiatic sugars to Britain and the European continent began

early the seventeenth century, through the agency of the Dutch East lndia
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Company (VOC), whích began to ballast their homeward bound ships with sugar

from southem China.l Technological changes to Asian sugar production, such as

the development of two-roller vertical crushing mills and improved methods of

clarifying and claying of sugar, had led to a greater availability of clean pale

coloured sugar.2 In the sub+ontinent, however, a much earlier technology, the

kolhu mortar and pestle cane crushing mill continued to be widespread; as did the

practise of cleansing molasses from the sugar with aquatic weed or wet rags (see

Appendix 3). The shipments of Ghinese sugar to Amsterdam began in 1622:

unfortunately, the sugar canied in this first export phase was frequently damp and

tended to deliquesce gliquifu) on the voyage to Europe.3 By the late seventeenth

century, however, drier sugarc became available in China, which led to the

commodity featuring fequently in VOC cargo manifests- Exports of which reach

there highest point tn 1742 and 1749. The Dutch preferred Chinese to Bengali or

Siamese sugar because they considered it to be higher in quality- Sugar imports

to Amsterdam took three forms, powdered, crystalline and candy; it was value

added in Dutch refineries.o By 1637, the English also became involved, when four

vessels, the first China fleet of the English East lndia Company, loaded 1,750

tons for the London market.u Chinese sugar as a ballast cargo in English East

lndia Company ships continued until the early eighteenth century'6 From this

time, however, the Company no longer canied sugar ballast on the retum leg fom

Ganton. British involvement in the sugar trade in Asia did not cease; instead, it

I Sucheta Mazumdar, Sugar ønd SocieÍy in China: Peasanß, Technologt and the World Market'

(Cambridge Mass., 1998) Chapter 2 passim
2 lbid,pp.166-8.
' Ibid, p. 87
a tbid, p.as.
t Ibid, p.too.
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was now loaded as ballast in British owned Country ships, to stabilise them of

their retum trip to lndia after discharging lndian produce in Canton (chapter 1

above).

The importation of fine Asian sugar to Britain (sometimes called cured

sugars to diffurentiate it from clayed sugar produced in the Caribbean plantations)

was resumed in 1791. Although this sugar initially serve as feedstock fur

refineries, the E. l. Company came to understand that this fine clean sugar could

be sold more profitably as grocery sugaf: it was, as Noel Deerr describes,

"khandisari sugar fair and dry loafsugar suitable for use in tea."7

The Sugar Market of Northeast lndia and the Gapitalisation of Raw

Material 1792-1835.

ln chapter 5 above, itwas explained that during the period 1785 to 1810

those seeking to introduce West lndian sugar making techniques or, from 1828 to

1gSO, to manufacture industrialised sugar, did not find in lndia a tabula rasa on

which to create a sugar industry. lnstead, they found a sugar industry of ancient

origin, and a well-established trading network dealing in sugar and sugar by-

products. lt has also been pointed out that in the sub-continent, there existed a

difference in definition of a sugar plantation and a sugar planter when compared

with other sugar producing regions. A consequence of this was the manner

through which raw sugar fed into the sugar manufacturing industry of the sub-

continent, was also very different from that of the West lndian plantations.

Well before the East lndia Company began to show interest in carrying

East lndia sugar to Britain as ballast in the early 1790s, a thriving regional and

6 eE of Wa¡ehouses,2g-2-1792, p. 12. The East India Company 1664-

I ar from Bantarq Benjar and from Masulipatam @andar) in Madras

p .ome zugar from the zub-continent 1705-1712'
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export market was already in place, served by merchants expert in finding outlets

for sugar in central or Westem lndia, Kashmir, the regional makets of Bengal

and, the Calcutta export market. The Gompany's hope of easily securing dry

sugar for ballast, however, was partially fustrated when it was discovered that

production of fine khandisari sugar was quite limited. Consequently, competition

for this khand and the better grades of the coarser shakker, tended to be quite

intensive, particularly during the 1790s. lndigenous merchants, the East lndia

Compant's agents and private European merchants all sought to purchase this

sugar, a level of competition that tended to enhance prices. ln 1791 forexample,

good quality khand cost around Ê26 per ton, but by 1792, vigorous competition

forced the Company's agents to pay Ê32 per ton.8 The shortage of export quality

sugar, however, could not be easily overcome. As shown in chapter six above,

the ability of cultivator-manufacturers to respond quickly to increased demand

was limited by their need to grow food grains for familial survival and the

availability of working capital to grow a capital intensive crop of cane. (The

definition cultivator-manufacturers is used here because they grew the cane,

crushed it and boiled it to raw sugar in the cane field or nearby village),

Consequen¡y, the demand from the burgeoning export market was met by

diverting fine sugars from the intemal market, and not through increased cane

cultivation.s

With regard to the sugar trade within the sub-continent during this period,

there is at present no consistent account. C. A. Baylylo has comprehensively

88.1. S. App.l p. 70, Bengal Public Consultations, Board of Trade to Governor General in Council 15-8-

17920.

in the Age of British Expørsion 1770-

ing: Banaras, I 780-1830.pp- 171-193,

1e78)'
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explained the structure of lndian merchant f¿milies and the many aspects of the

workings of the intemal market; and his work has prcved invaluable to the writers'

understanding of the subject. However, in order to rcconstruct sugar prcduction

and the way in which it passed through the intemal mad<et system, the writer has

drawn directly on the records held in the Oriental and lndia Office Collection of the

British Library-

The regional sugar market was both long established and resilient, as the

Company must have been at least partially awatË. Because befure it became

direc¡y involved, the E. l. Companfs trade networks had reached deep into

northeast lndia since obtaining the'Dewani" in 1765. Company agents dealing in

textiles and other goods, were sources of knowledge of all the various

commodities passing through the regional markets. ln addition, the records of

Company customs posts (chokees) at the northem and westem borders of Bengal

had records of the passage of sugar in and out of Bengal'

The regional markets of northeast lndia, however, had experienced

substantial change due to the decline in Mogul authority, and disruptions caused

by British conquest and the consolidation of British power in Eastem lndia- One

significant branch of fade, that of luxury goods had collapsed, due to British

action of deposing faditional rulers and dispersing their armies and entourages,

effectively removing the customer base of the trade. Gonsequently, merchants

sought and found new markets. Examples of this diversification were the

merchants vtrho linked into the commodity fade Êeding into the commercial

networks of the East lndia Company. One example was the growth of the cotton

trade through Mizapore, Agra and down to Calcutta to supply the China trade.

The retum trade from Canton saw Chinese sugar and sugar candy and some
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metals imported via Calcutta, Madras and Bombay (Chapter I above). On the

intemal trade routes, change and continuity existed side by side; the luxury trades

suffered but traditional inter-regional trade in lac-dye, indigo, opium, salt and

sugar continued.ll This inter-regional trade carried goods over great distances,

as exemplified by the merchant networks between Rohilkund and the Bengal

presidency. European merchants dominated the trade in piece goods through

this region but merchants whose traditional base was Nejebabad (Najiibahad) and

Chandowsy (Chandouse) and other cities in central north lndia werc able to

establish trade links through familial ties among merchants in the bazaars of

Calcutta. They canied Kashmir shawls, dried fruit, horses and other many articles

and retumed laden with Bengali produce such as silk, silk piece goods, coarse

cloth, fine sugar and jaggery þrown sugar).r2

ln the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the Calcutta market attracted

increasing amounts of sugar for the export tnade direct to Europe or via the east

coast of the USA. For example, 18,715 maunds (approximately 518 tons) of all

grades of sugar were imported via Banaras into Bengal 1787'8, this rose

considerably to 101,839 maunds (3,285 tons) by 1790-91.13 The customs

chokees on roads leading into Calcutta also record this increased volume, 6,406

maunds in 1785 increased to 83,383 maunds in 1789. Some 240,413 maunds of

all types of sugar and by-products entered Galcutta from North-eastem lndia

during this five-year period, 156,470 maunds or 65 percent of this sugar was

chini, (fine khandisarí sugar).14

tt lbid, Rulers qnd Townsmen, P. 175.
t, ft o*s Brown, Report of tñe Commerce of the Ceded Provinces, Enclosed in a Letter from the Reporler

merce20-10-1803;cited inN. K. Sinha, (Calcutta" 1970), p' 159'

Q7e$,p.3.
p- 37, Bengal Public Consultation 17-12-1790'
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This information, when added to the reports sent in by District and Political

officers in 17g1 (below), offered the Company further insight into the nature and

extent of the regional mad<et. The agents also reported on sugar cultivation, gur

production and the processing of fine sugar in Bengal and Bihar. Ïhe survey (as

with all lndian agriculture statistics before the twentieth century, is suitable only as

a guide) was conducted in some 20 divisions of Bengal and Bihar in 1791 -2- fhe

results, although wide ranging and comprehensive, gave a less than full

assessment of the actual production of gur but were more specific on the

production and exportation of khandísan sugar, amongst which, were chini,

shakker, (similar to West lndian muscovado), and duhulua, a soft paste-like white

sugar.

Table XV Extract from the 1792 Survey Showing the Six Major Districts Refining and

Jessore mainly date tree sugar * Sugar refers to "refined' or semi refined as opposed gur

The report indicated the existence of a thrivÍng intemal maket for gur and

molasses, the latter an important part of the diet of the poorer castes as well as

being distilled into spirituous liquors such as anack or toddy.lu (S. H. Robertson,

a Bengal sugar planter of the 1840s, when discussing the extent of the molasses

trade, remarked on the large number of riverboats loaded with pots of molasses

stacked in tiers plying the river system of Bengal).17 A disappointment to the

,tIbid, pp.180-2, Bengal Public Consultations, Abstract Statement of Sugar and Gur production in Bengal

1792.
fu'n¡¿, p.41, From 1781 to 178i 3,831,928 pots of gur and molasses and327,659 factory maunds of

shakkar passed through the Calcufia customs houses from the upper provinces.
tt 

S. H. Robinson, Planter, (Calcutta, 1849)' pp-195-ó.

Amounts in cwt. Produce of district. Local Cons. District Exports

District Suoar* Gur Sugar Gur Suoar Gur

Sircar Sarun 5,064 207 859 b 44 143 416

Dinaqepore 6,045 550 N/A 137 N/A 413 N/A

Burdwan 8,264 1.638 6,696 N/A NIA 1,638 N/A

Midnapore 1.134 1.023 ¿160 N/A 5il N/A

Beerbhoom 4,847 671 168 N/A 146 N/A

Jessore* Palms 549 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Total 25.354 4.638 7,555 771 44 2,904 416
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Company was the availability of only 3,OOO tons of khand for the export market-

Despite increasing demand fom the Galcutta mad<et since 1781, production was

apparently stagnant.

This intemal market was well serviced by merchants and middlemen

varÍously called pykars, beparis and dallals, along wÍth Kharkhanedars (the

proprietors of indigenous refineries), the latter often merchants or cultivators who

owned much larger acreages than the average ryot. Sugar dealers could be seen

actively operating at large seasonal sugar mad<ets such as Goragaut, or markets

that dealt in a wide range of commodities (see map page 281.18 The sugar they

purchased often travelled considerable distaneæs, chiní or shakker, for example,

purchased at Goragaut was sold in the bazaars of Dacca or Naraingunge,tn a

trade impossible without hundis, or bitls of exchange backed by sårofü, lndian

bankers or moneylenders. The report also recorded the towns that were

traditional regional export centres. Maldah, for example, produced shakker

almost entirely for the Calcutta export market.2o Rungpore, a manufacturing

centre for both chini and shakker, sent sugar to the export market of Calcutta, or

along the internal trade routes to Moorshedabad and Dacca.21 The Commercolly

district prcduced gur which was exported to Calcutta, Patna and Moorshedabad,

while shakker and chini refined in Patna and Moorshedabad, was sold fur

consumption in Commercolly.z Tirhut was another link in the internal market, the

district supplying Patna with locally produced and Gorakhpuf gur, while importing

" E.I. S. App I pp. 135-159 Passim.
to n¡a,i fåö een;¡ Commerciat Conzultations 1-3-1793, Letter from Commercial Resident Dacca'

'o ttiã pp t¿S- t¿SI Letter from G Udney Commercial Resident at Malda 18-2-1793 '

" Ibid, ip. 16E-lTO,Leuer from Resident at Rungpore 24-ll-1792'
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khand from Patna and Banaras.23 The Ramghur district made and consumed its

own gur, but it too received khandísalT sugar, ftom Banaras, Burdwan and other

centres.2a The Burdwan district, traditionally a centre for good quality khand, was

by 1792exporting shakkar and chiníto Calcutta, Hooghly and Channock'2s

As has already been discussed, the intemal tade of the sub-continent was

of great antiquity, but sugar as a commodity in this market, was perceived by the

merchant community as high-risk; those participating required sufficient capital

reserves to cover a number of potential risks, as will be shown below- The risks

were such that they detened some merchant families; particularly long

established ones, who had leamed through experience that other commodities

offered more security. An exception to this were recenfly established merchants

attempting to rapidly increase the tumover and influence; to these, sugar offered a

risky but potentially highly profitable branch of commerce; a Êw good seasons of

high profits allowed these newcomers to quickly accrue liquid assets'26

Gur, was a commodity produced by thousands of small-scale cultivators-

manufacturers and processed through many karkhanas, the latter often producing

less than 30 tons each season.z7 To profitably operate in this environment a wise

sugar merchant sought to do two things, minimise exposure to losses and ensure

supply sufñcient to fulfil market obligations. To do this they vertically integrated;

i.e. took control of the commodity fiom the point of cultivation through to the point

of sale. In this way, they prevented the sugar ftom entering the maket system

21 lbid, p,p- 163-4, Letter from Collector Tirhut 13-12-1792.

'o ni¿-i.170, Letter from Collector at Ramghur.
25 lb¡d, p. 172, Letter fuom Collector at Burdwan 2-12'1792'

'u C. A.Bayly,Rulers (19E3) P.399.,I. Ii. M"¿kút"-lt, nàpt t'oi tn" Settlement Operations in the District of Ammgarh' (Allahahad' 1881), p

.6. There rict producing an average of 28 tons. See also W. W'

Hunter, z4 Gondon 1871)' In the Sasseram zub division of the

Shahabad roducing 55 cwt ofsugar each per season'
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The E. L Company, despite toying with concepts such as import

replacement and enhancing the economics of the agrÍcultural sector of Bengal,

had a more mundane aim, to obtain sufficient high quality sugar for ballast

purposes. What ensued, was a struggle between the Company and independent

merchants, British and fureign, to obtain relatively small quantitÍes of sugar as

profitable ballast. The Company, as shown in chapter 4, did little to actually

increase production of Khandisar sugar, despite strong demand and short supply.

Moreover, high import duties in Britain and high transport costs ensured that even

the best quality khand could not be guaranteed to show a profit when ofþred at

the Compant's sales in London. ln 1794 and 1795 for example, losses were

made despite the high prices of sugar in London, almost certainly due to much of

the sugar being poor quality shakkar or khaur. A few years earlier in 1792, a

break-even point for sugar exports had been calculated at Ê54.80 per ton in

London, to achieve this, the 'free on board' price in India had to be Ê21 a ton,28

but the vagaries of costs in Bengal made such calculations problematical. ln

lgOO for example, despite paying 821.80 in Calcutta, the consignment lost Ê19.25

per ton.æ The transport component suggests the sugar was exported to Britain in

the holds of expensive lndiamen, as opposed to the cheaper extra ships. By

1794, however, it was already becoming increasingly clear that only Ãne khand

offered any prospect of profit. When sold to the wholesale groeæry sector it was

worth from Ê72 to Ê99 per ton.30 Yet, despite these seemingly high prices,

betweenl3gg and 1821, with the exception of 1813 to 1815, all sugar landed in

London made a loss, often in excess of E2O per ton. The problem were two-fu|d,

288. I- S. App. I pp.ll-2Bengal Commercial Consultations 4-9-I7g2,Letter From Board of Trade Calcutta

to Directors IndiaHouse London-
t'Ibid, App. rv p. 34.
30 Lowell !.Ragatz, (1928) P. 358
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the continued purchase in lndia of poor quality sugar and the high cost of cargo

on the Companfs chartered vessels (see Appendix 1, Table 44 for a breakdown

of cost through this Period).

From the end of the lndia monopoly in 1813, vessels loading sugar in India

ports began to increase in number, but the by now almost exclusively indigenous

sugar indusby, found it difficult to meet this increased demand. As explained

above, cultivator-manufacturers did not posses working capital, but relied on cash

crop advances fom sugar merchants or kharkhanedars. Consequently, as the

table below indicates, itwas 1819 befure a significant increase in exports to the

British market occuned.

TableXVl East lndia Retained for Home 181

During the ten-year period post monopoly, the indigenous sugar industry,

given a couple of years in which to increase cane cultivation, proved capable of

producing significant export tonnages. From 1793 through to equalisation of

duties in 1836, however, the export market to British and European destinations

continued to be unstable and unpredictable. Consequently, the lndian merchant

capitalists perceived the export sugar trade to Europe and North America as risk

3rE.LS, App. IV p. 4, Customs House Report of sugar Imported into Britain 1792-1822.
tz p.p- f SL-q (:f 9) XVII. 369: Account of Quantities of British Plantation and Foreign Sugar knported and

Exported from GB 1819-1828.

Retained for Home Gonsumption.Total lmportsYear
2,4991814 2,492

6,282 2,2521815
1,6996,3821816
1,366'1817 6,295

8120 1,2531818
5,00213,8611819
4,24013,6111820
6,0101821 13,458

11.318 6,8541422
5,14510,9791823
7.63413,5921824

5,360" s27,3001825*
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prone. The traditional markets of Bengal, central lndia and the caravan routes

through Persia and the Hindu Kush, ofÞred greater price stability.

Despite the ability of the indigenous sector to produce considerable

amounts of sugar, European merchants seeking sugar for the British market were

either unwilling to risk capital investment or did not fully understand the need to

inject capital into production at grass roots level. ln 1823, as discussed in chapter

2 above, a 'window of opportuni$ came into being to supply a virtual quota to the

British market. British merchants, however, having fiailed to establish a secure

relationship with indigenous sugar producers, were purchase sugar in Calcutta at

sustainable prices. Had such an aflangement been in place, it may have ensured

khand a stronger place in European markets and, even allowed it to compete

successfully with Chinese and Batavian sugar in the markets of the Arabian

Peninsula, Persian Gulf and East Afüca. The formation of such a relationship,

however, required an investment by Europeans in cash crop advances and

perhaps in building and financing sugar production in karkhanas, rather than

investing in West lndian technology.

Table X\fl1 Value of ine Brown and Date Tree Galcutta 1812-1821

The failure of British merchants to invest in the production of raw sugar or

to establish a cooperative arrangement to facilitate movement of sugar from the

cane field to the export market ensured the price of indigenous sugar increased in

SuoarDateChini BrownYear
HiohLow Hioh LowLow Hioh

818.2 î21.4820.6 821.4î21.8 È23.41812 Jan
20.6 21.427.6 23.0 23.827.01813 Dec.
24.5 25.729.8 27.4 28.228.91814

24.224.8 26.51 23.329.2 29.81815
26.5 27.4130.6 31.632.6 33.81816
29.21 30.0r30.5 31.333.2 34.31817
28.2t 28.4t34.3 29.8 30.532.61818

29.0t31.6 27.834.8 30.81819 34.0
28.0530.8 32.5 27.0634.5 35.31820

21.3 22.629.0 29.7032.8 34.01 92100
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tandem with export demand. This is illustrated in the above table, which shows

that the price in Calcutta increased by over Ê5 per ton when the monopoly was

removed and demand increased. The resÍictions placed on the tade by import

duties and economic policies in Bengal, ensured lhat khand would not be

integrated into a world market 1790- 1835. However, shorfly after the

equalisation of duties on "British plantation' sugar in 1836, indigenous sugar

became the largest component of sugar exports from the sub-continent to the

BrÍtish home market, and would remain so for over a decade.

The Availability of Khand 1æ6-f 865.

The long awaited equalisation of sugar duties came in July 1836, the actual

change being kept secret until the Chancellor announced it in the House of

Commons (prior notification, would almost certainly have seen large fluctuations

in sugar prices). Consequently, indigenous sugar makers, merchants and lndian

capitalists, had no immediate opportunity to stimulate cane cultivation.il ln the

sugar growing regions of Bengal, Bihar and the NWP the cane-planting season

varies, it is usually February to March around Shahabad, and as late as April in

lower Bengal. The news of the duty change, however, probably reached lndia in

August, by which time the planting season was over and any increase in cane

crops, was impossible that year. The industrialised sugar sector in 1836, as

discussed in chapter 4, was still quite small, Consequently, most of the initial

increase in production had to be met by the indigenous industy. However, a

period of time was required to find additional investnent capital, or for the ryofs to

33 E I S App. IV pp. 35-36.
to Two pèütionJ were puJ before the House of Commons in 1E36, pray,og for the equalisation of sugar

duties, one on March 25ü 1836, Pmliamennry Debates Vol. 32 (1836) pp. 591-2 and Vol. 33 p.471-2.

When the Chancellor announced the change 22lvne 1E36, members represøting both the East and West

Indian interests did not appear to have any prior knowledrge, see Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 34, (1836), pp.

724-746, passim.
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substantially increase cane crops, and karkhanaE to expand facilities; response

was slow, pre-industrial production is not attuned to rapid changes.

The indigenous industry respond fairly quickly, but much of the initial

increase in sugar exports to Britain post 1836 would not be through increased

production but by diverting sugar from other export markets. For example,

exports by sea 1833-38, to France, United States of America, the Red Sea,

persian Gulf and East Afüca had been around 6,000 tons, and predominantly of

khand or good quality shakkar. Exports fom Galcutta to Britain were quite small,

1,SS4 tons in 1834 and 2,435 in 1835. From 1836, exports increased lo 7,523

tons and increased further to 28,401 tons by 1840.35 During 1846-7, the

combined total of indigenous and European produced sugar reached 82,021 tons,

of which some 45,OOO tons was khandisari sugar. Exports from Calcutta to non-

British destinations fell to only 1,200 tons per annum between 1840 and 1847.æ

Not only were sea-bome exports redirected, so was much of the sugar

coming into Calcutta market: sugar from the Azamgarh district, one of the major

contributors to exports immediately after equalisation. lnitially, sugar coming to

Calcutta from Azamgarh was financed with European capital to the extent of Rs.1,

90O,O0O, indigenous merchants provided only Rs.35O, 000.37 Between December

1836 and November 1837, virtually all of the 7,413 tons of the districts fine

khandisarí sugar exported via Calcutta, was redirected from the intemal markets.

As shown in chapter four, at the cessation of Company purchases in 1831'2,

Azamgarh sugar was redirected via Mizapore to Gentral lndia and the Western

Provinces. Post 1836 it was once again redirected, this time back to the Calcutta

35 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, First Reporf, Evidence of John Bagshaw M' P. p. 32'
36 Ibid,

"Anonymous, Chuklah Azimgurh, (1837). p. 7, Paragraph 18.
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export market.38 The increases in production capacity in the Azamgarh region

1gg2-1g36, was entirely due to the increased demand from the domestic markets.

ln 1g36-1g37, the region produced 57J78 tons of gur, vrhich when processed

through local karkhanas, produced somel 4, 447 tons of fine sugar and 5,800 of

shakkar, all of which went to the Calcutta export market'3s

These figures are indicative of the strong demand from the British grocery

trade (see below), and the impact of the lower import duty post 1836; this ensured

that khand offered as good or perhaps better retum to East lndia merchants, than

industrialised sugar. Good profits Írom khand exports saw British merchants

active in the export of this sugar. Arthur Crooke, for example, was involved in both

the production of industrialised sugar and the export of khand.&, Andrew Sym and

a few other Europeans even produced khand for export.a/ Khand was not

processed into industrial sugar, but exported to Britain without value adding-

The lndustrialised sugar makers, as with their predecessors, do not appear

to have been extensively involved with the capitalisation of raw gur through

vertical integration. As in the earlier period, lndian capitalists provided much of

the capital to indigenous merchants who channelled it into cash crop advances to

the cultivator-manufacturers. Often the same merchants owned and marketed the

produce of the karkhanas and dealt in raw sugar through the internal market and

for export via the industrial sugar factories.

Equalisation in 1836, for the first time since the mid 1790s, offered a

degree of surety to East lndian sugar exporters. lndigenous merchants and

39

'+{r andCoffeelS4T4SFirstReportp' 17'
f nrds Appointed to consider of the Petition of the Easl

67 Evidence of Andrew Sym, sugar planter

ocal HaÍwais
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capitalists, however, thinking of substantially increasing capital investments with -

manufacturers, must have had some reservations, since the trade had long been

inconsistent. Capital investment, however, was not just a question of providing

cash crop advances to cultivator-manuËcturers; merchants were also the

proprÍetors of the karkhanas that processed the gur into khandisari sugar. An

example of this was Dip Chand Sahu of Azamg arh.Q Another merchant family

heavily involved in the sugar trade was the Banaras firm of Moti Chand Gupta. ln

1g40, this family business moved from Azamgarh to Galcutta, where sugar

became one of the firm's main trading commodities.a3 Bangshi Badan, called

Sadhu Khan, a merchant in the Jessore area, was another with a considerable

stake in the export of sugar via Calcutta 1840-1860. He owned several

karkhanas, controlled a large network of agents, paid crop advances to

cultivators, and purchased raw sugar from middlemen'4

These rich and influential merchant families, however, were not inclined to

immobilise capital in crop advances unless they had previously secured sales

ouflets. Their market was not amongst loeal peasant cultivators who consumed

their own gur or molasses, or purchased them from neighbours, they were in

Calcutta, the regional markets of Bengal and central westem lndia or through the

caravan trade over the Hindu Kush to central Asia. ln all four markets fine

khandisari sugar or coarse¡ shakkarfound a ready and profitable market, the soft

white Duola was usually consumed domestically by wealthy Muslims'

o2 Anorrymous, Chuklah Azimgurh (1837), p. 5 paragraph nine, He was tlre proprietor of the largest

Khandisari in the Azimgurh area and another at Nuchaitee near Jaunpore'
Economy and Society, 1830-1850, in Phillips C' H
eginnings of Moderni sati on' c I I 30-1850, (Londor¡

)p.221, paragraPh 56.
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As it transpired, equalisation in 1836 proved a tuming point for indigenous

sugar exports; lndian merchants found that the British export market offered

consistent grovuth. Under the circumstances they could with some assurE¡nce

invest, additional capital in crop advances and build new or expand their

karkhanas. lt was a booming maket, in which sub-continental merchants were in

good position to profit. Bengali merchants for some years had obtained

partnerships in European agency houses; they were also major stockholders in

the Union Bank of Galcutta.as They, however, bore much less responsibility for

the Bank's collapse in 1847 than its European stockholders (chapter 6 above), in

the aftermath of the Bank's collapse in 1848, it was the Bengali shareholders that

paid the bulk of recovered liabilities. This left a lasting impression on the Bengali

merchant community of them facing up to their financial responsibilities, while

European stockholders escaped very lightly.6

With regard to the export sector, the lndian merchants' role was more

direct than in the earlier period. They were no longer iust Banians (bankers and

facilitators of business between lndian and European merchants);az they exported

sugar to Britain as merchants in their own right, or in European terms 'on native

account' (lndigenous capital invested in commodities but exported via European

mercantile houses).

a5 Blair B. Kling, Partner in Empire:(7976), p. 75. Betü,een 1830 and 1855, many Bengalis became

involved "o.-oäty 
exports via the British mercantile system. Most prominent anong the'm were

Dwarkanath Tagore, tr¿oiil¿ Seal and Ram Gopat Ghosb al senior partners in Agency Houses. Such houses

not have been perceived as trading onnqtive account. Prajnananda

-A Study of Economic History in India, 1833-1900, (Calcutta" 1975),

companiej and their proprietors during the first half of the nineteenth

century, see chapter V, pp. 139-166 passim.
*Blri'B.tcÏrrrgfarnåi,ê981), ppZZt-ZZl,formanyyearsafterthecollapseBengaliswithdrewfrom
mercantile activity in conjunction with British merchants.
ït;;öt6 B*i ;rn"'eøy Banians of Calcutta. The Setts and the Bysakhs in their own Image", Bmgal
past and ùesent, vol., XC úan-June 1971) pp. 30-46, and "The Banian and the British in Calcutta' 1800-

lS3O,BengalPastandPresent,VoI.,XCIl Pqrt2, (July-December, 1973)pp. 157'17O.
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ln Madras too, there was a similar trend, Indian merchants exported brown

indigenous sugar, often purchased direct f.om kharkhanedars or ftom cultivator-

manufacturers. They would, however, have only a brief period of sunshine-

lnstability, so often a fuature of the East lndia sugar ffade, once again became

maniËst from 1 846-7, driven by speculation surrounding possible demand from

British brewers and distillers (Chapter 3 and 6 above).Æ lt was almost certainly

this speculation that caught out Shui Sahai, a sugar merchant of Ghazipur and

Azamgarh. He bought heavily into sugar in the late 1840s, a speculation that

ruined him and many of his financial backers, amongst which were some wealthy

merchants and landed f;amilies.ae

Before instability again became maniËst, some lndian merchants and

capítalists were able to take a measure of control of both production and prices-

This was certainly the case with regard to paka khand produced fom the sap of

the wild date tree or sugar cane, and the many furms of indigenous sugars, which

came down the rivers of Bengal to Calcutta fom sugar producing districts such as

Shahabad, Patna, Azamgarh and Jessore.so

From the mid 1840s, indigenous merchants in and around Jessore began

to play a more prominent role in the production and supply of fine sugar to the

British market. This development did not please the management of the

Gladstone-Wylie factory in Jessore, who had found a plentiful and cheap source

of raw sugar in the shape of gurtrom the local wild date palms. Such competition

ß Select Committee Sugar and Coffee, Thi¡d Report, p. 28, Evidence of John U. Ellis, partner sugar refinery

lvladras.

East India
1847, only
p. 20, also

confirms this giving the proportion of fine zugar produced by indigenous refineries as two thirds of the total

exPort.
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brought increased production costs and coincided with John Gladstone's attempts

to sell his factory. lt is tempting to speculate that a person as well connected

politically as Gladstone, might have heard a whisper of the changes to legislation

of March 1845. Just prior to this he offered to sell his factory to the Dhobah

Company, an offer they felt disposed to decline.sl Gladstone also conesponded

with another sugar producer in Jessore, Henry Mackenzie, seeking his support fur

a proposal to bring .orde/'to the way in which factories purchased raw material.s2

Was it inside knowledge or simply palm gur appreciating in price that prompted

this flurry of activity by lndian merchants vigorously purchasing palm gur at the

sugar marts of Kotchandpur, Chaugachha, Jingagachha, Trimohiní, Keshabpur

and Khajura. At these markets, they outbid Gladstone's agents and redirected

the date gurto be processed in the karkhanas of Jessore,s3 where they produced

soft duhulua sugar for domestic consumption and frne pakka chini tor export to

Britain or via the caravan trade.sa The¡r advantage over the European factories

lay in their low cost infrastructure, the ability to fiall back on the domestic and the

c€¡ravan trade, and more importantly, the profitable disposal of by-products.

The actual amount of sugar manufactured by fre indigenous industry,

although ultimately impossible to quantiff, was considerable. ln addition to the

Calcutta export market, large amounts of fine sugar were sold via the markets of

Westem, Central and Northem lndia and in central Asia. Transactions on this

long distance trade were made possible by bills of exchange that underwrote

tr 
S. G. Checkland, "fohn Gladstone," (1954), p- 228

5' Ibid.
53 J. Westland,Jessore, (Calcutta, l87l), p. 222,patagraph58-
tory. W. Hunter, A Stsist¡cal Accounl of Bengal Vo ume 2, Districts of Nadiya ønd. Jessore, (LondorL 1875)

p.29t.
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most of the trade of the lndian mercantile network.ss Something of the scale of

the overland markets is indicated by the retums of the customs post on the nortt

and westem borders of Company administered tenitory. For example, in 1843-

1844, 42,095 tons of fine sugar passed through, 38,405 tons in 1844'1845 and

4g,ooo tons in 1g45-1g46.s6 Nathan Alexander, a long-time East lndia merchant,

predicted that this trade would continue to increase. His claim, somewhat

premature as it transpired, was based on an improved trading environment and

greater economic stability had been achieved through the victory of British forces

in the recent war with the Sikhs-the treaty Dalhousie had struck with the Sikhs in

1g46, did not bring lasting peace. This was not achieved until British forces

commanded by Gough won a decisive victory at Gujarat in the second Sikh war in

March 1g4g.57 The fine sugar that passed through these inland customs posts

had a value of 826.60 per ton, indicative of the overland export market being as

lucrative as the export market via Calcutta.s8 Where Banaras khand was worth

t24-26 a ton 1g45-1g46 and Ê21.60 per ton in late 1847;ss these prices are

indicative of the difficulties involved in redirecting khand to the new 'window of

opportunity.'

The capacity of Bengal and the Gangiatic valley to produce a considerable

volume of sugar is evident from the figures above. An average of 42,833 tons per

annum went through the customs posts on the land borders of British lndia and

61,925 exported overseas via calcutta 184+18ß, a combined average of

55 ital in the Age of European Domination: The Rise of the Bazaar, 1800-

19 3 (Igg5) pp. ul-ss+. well into the nineteenth century the caraYan routes

ov Russian iJia and through the Gobi desert to China and the overland trade

links to Kabul, Bo*hara and Asfrakúran, were all financed by the Indian bill of exchangg the Hundi'

underwritten by the shroffs ofbankers ofthe sub-continent. p. 472
56 Evidence ofN. Alexander.
57 ford, 1997) pp.222-225 Passim.
58 e ofN. Alexanderp. 169.
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104;58 tons per annum.to As shown in (Ghapter 3 above), some 40,000 tons of

khand per year was exported ftom Calcutta to Britain at the high point of exports,

and virtually all of the sugar exported overland was of similar quality, indicating

that some 77,OOO tons of khandisarí Sugar was exported fom the region each

year. ln addition to this was Sugar candy, shakkar and raw gur consumed within

North-eastem lndia, molasses consumed with a variety of food grains, alcoholic

drinks such as toddy or anack distilled fom the molasses of palm or cane sugar

and canes consumed by chewing. This indeed, was an industry producing a

great deal of sugar and other products for domestic and export consumption; such

an indusby had a considerable mercantile infrastructure, to which we now tum-

The Kharkhanas and the lntemal MarkeL

An important dimension of the dynamics of the attempts to integrate lndian

sugar production into the British domestic market was the strength and resistance

of sub-continental merchant communities, which had to be subjugated or brought

into collaborative arrangements if these attempts were to succeed. The longevity

of the internal sugar market and ability to sustain itself during a long period of

adverse trading conditions has already been shown (above). Yet despite an

indifferent relationship with Europeans in government and trade, indigenous

capitalists and merchants were able during the period of exponential growth in

sugar exports 1g3g-46, to capitalise the production and organise the distribution

of, virtually all raw and khandisan sugar for export and internal markets'

That this could be achieved, suggests that sub-continental merchants and

their mercantile infrastructures were sophisticated, organised, and able to operate

over vast distance. They were not, (as Niels Steengaard has suggested), a

te lbid, p. t74.
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peddling trade.61 lnstead, the sub-continental network was a branch of commerce

with an inftastructure as sophisticated as that of pre-railway nineteenth century

Britain, but with an infinitely larger market to service'

This was evidenced (above), by the large amounts of cane boíled to gur by

the cultivator-manufactures, and the thousands of tons "refined' into khandisari

sugar by an indigenous industry comprised of small establishments, the

production of each just a few tons per season (above). The raw material used, as

was the case with that procæssed into indusÍialised sugar, often suffered from the

damage inflicted upon it in the initial slow process of expressing juice from the

cane, and suffered further damage when boiled to gur.æ This pre'industrial

industry bears no comparison with the contemporary British refining industry,63

which in the 1850s, was increasingly tuming to vacuum pan technology. lnstead,

lhe karkhanas were equipped with open pans, and implements and methods used

for millennia (see Appendix 3). The raw material processed came from many

small-scale cultivation-manufacturers spread through the sugar producing regions

of northeast lndia. ]he khand after processing was transported to its exit ports on

bullocks, riverboats or overland on the caravan fade'

The primary medium via which the industry dishibuted large quantities of

sugar was the river system, down which the riverboats delivered raw or refined

han Alexander, Merchant pp' 169-70'

ies: The Stucfitrql Crisis in the Etnopean-Asiæt

pp.22-59 Passim'
\ryrote a memorial explaining indigenous sugar

Kingdom, Passlm'

Virtualty all of the 72 British refineries don, t-ive s of the

ni*, Cfv¿. in Scotland, and drew the nearby 6 Robert
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sugar to rivenine commercial centres. From these centes sugar passed to other

smaller internal markets or on to the export market of Calcutta. The railway

network would be put in place later in the century, but prior to this development,

riverboats were the linchpin, canying sugar to the market place, and on the retum

trip to the sugar growing districts, canyng fuod, manuÞctured items, fuel and a

variety of other commodities'tn

The Jessore region was a particularly interesting example of this trade

network in action, although it was not entirely typical due the predominance of

palm gur as the raw material. This cheap and plentifi.rl raw palm gur from the

early 1 g40s was the feedstock for indigen ous khandisarís and indusfialised sugar

processors. The source of this was the sap of phoenix syluesfns, the wild date

tree, which drew some of the largest industrialised sugar factories to this district

(Chapter S above). The sap of palm trees was tapped by the ryof who then boiled

it to gur. The dark brown raw sugar was then sold, either directly to

kharkhanedars or to daltats. ln common with cane cultivators, cash advances

were often paid, but were less prevalent, because gur denved from palm sap

offered a better retum than cane gør (chapter 6 above)'

This growffr in export demand of the early 1840s, led to the establishment

of many kart<hanas in the Jessore district, which frequently had a larger ouþut

than those of the cane growing regions. Many of the proprietors were affluent

merchants with investment in other branches of commerce.uu The raw material

Níchol, Essoy on Sugar and Generql Treatise on Sugar R

Embracing the Latest Improvemenfs, (Greenoch i864)'
6an. elexãnder Compiler, (ed.) H. C. Conybeare and Edwin

Account of the Gorakhpur Distriø (Allahabad, 1880)' p' 413

ofBengal vol. )(I (London, 1877'¡p26-
ãr;. i}ã-ti*d,í{"p*t oi the o¡tt ¡"t of Jessore: Its Antiquities, Its history, and its Comnlerce, (Calcutta,

tgZt), p. zZí n¿ )ZS. øangsn Baden 
-Sadhu 

Kharl a braisware manufacturer also owned zugar refineries

æ *Á. ma¡ket towns in Jessore and a large sugar depot in Calcutta.
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processed into the exportable paka chíni manufiactured in these karkhanas was

purchased fom the middlemen or agents of the khandisaris at the local sugar

hafs. While the mid 1840s promised an almost limitless demand from the British

market, consequently the number of palm trees was seen to be insufficient

Traditiona¡y palms were planted at the borders of family plots or around ieels

(small ponds or dams), but demand saw the sowing of palm plantations. New

plantings, however, did not offer immediate retums, since palm trees usually take

seven years to reach profitable yields.66 lnsufficient supply and rising demand'

saw the value oJ date gur increase exponentially in the Jessore markets, (see

map page 301) of Kotchandpur and Sulimanpur in the Westem districts, Keshapur

in the south, and also atTrimohini, Jingagachha and Narikelbaria.oT The 1840s

also saw Keshabpur, on the banks of the River Bhadra, become the major cenfe

for palm sugar, large quantities of which passed through its many sugar hats and

loæl karkhanas where much of it was processed into export pakki chini and

transported down the river system to Calcutta. The other major product of these

karkhanas, was duhulua, a soft, white paste'like sugar consumed by many high

caste Hindus and affluent Moslems.Gs This sugar was loaded on riverboats and

sold in the markets at Nalchiti in Bakarganj; on their retum leg, they canied rice to

feed those employed in growing or processing sugar'6e

The export boom of the forties gave birth to a variety of industries. At

Keshabpuç for example, there were several pottery manufacturers making clay

vessels for use in the karkhanas.To The industry created other spin-ofib; the

66 Colonel J. E. Gastrell , Geographic qnd Statistical Report of the District of Jessore Fureedpore and

Bakergtmge, (Calcutra 1868)' paragraphs 42to 48 passim'
ut W.'W. Hu¡ter Jessore (1875), p.291
u'Ibid,p.285.

" J. B. Westland, Jessore (1871), p.225 paragtaph'74'
70 Ibid.
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demand for firewood for example, to heat the sugar pans created employment fur

log cutting castes in the Sunderbunds, fom where it was picked up by riverboats

on the return leg from Calcutta.Tt By the late 1840s, Keshabpur had become the

hub of a network of merchants who not only employed sugar buyers in local hafs

but also had familial ties throughout the regional trading centres of Bengal and in

Calcutta.Tt Not all Jessore sugar went directly to Calcutta via the Sunderbunds;

some passed through the gur markets of Jingagachha and Jadapur in the

Northwest. ln these two centres, beparis (middlemen) purchased sugar and

transported it to Santipur via the imperial highway. By the 1860s, they were able

to use the facilities of the Eastern Bengal railway and send the sugar to Calcutta

from the stations at Kishnaganj and Ramnagar.T3

The afflueneæ this export sugar industry brought to Jessore during the

1840s did not continue tond into the 1850s. This and the following decade saw

much price volatility in the British sugar market, and the demand for, and the

value of, date khand and gurpaffa (crystalline date sugar) fluctuated accordingly.Ta

The first half of the 1850s was a particularly low point; export tonnage ftom the

sub-continentfell from over 70,000 tons in the late 1840s to only 15,153 tons in

1g54. The situation improved a litHe in 1855, with 22,863 tons and in 1856 with

g2,9og tons of imports.Ts These fluctuations in price and volume created liquidity

7r Ibid, Paragraph 74, pP.223-5 passim.
-- ¿.'L-p,"ñ, "fo¿ìt Merciants," (1978), p.178. Alon Goghra rivers

specialised t åOä gr.* up around rivenine entrep s' These at building and

,äU.ing and insurance, ai well as the services of roffs who funds invested

(1866), pp. 153-161 Passim.
2, Consumption of Tea and Sugør, pp'6'7'
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problems amongst the sugar merchants of Jessore, particularly the smaller ones,

many of whom went out of business.T6

Although Jessore was an important cenfe of production in the 1840s, it

was but one district among many others. For example, khand and other

indigenous sugars came down to Calcuttia from sugar markets and refining

centres suCh as Mirzapur, Jaunpur, Azamgarh, Ghazipur, Banaras, Cawnpore,

Gorakhpur and the towns and markets of many other sugar growing districts of

the Ganges valley.77 A great deal of the sugar from the sugar regions to the

northeast of Jessore passed through the several sugar markets of the riverine

trading centre of Patna, which by the 1840s had become an important sugar

market and the largest trading centre on the Ganges river system after Calcutta.

patna markets specialised in specifc commodities, and some handled a large

throughput of raw or fine khandisari sugar. The Pafra market was both

sophisticated and structured. For example, sugar purchased upriver anived in

patna and then progressed through a series of markets; within each separate

market, beparis or daltals haggled with the arithia, and struck bargains when the

optimum price was obtained. The latter generally acted as commission agents for

larger merchants in Calcutta;7t his function here was pivotal, for he was the

facilitator of trade.Te Frequently he had his own extensive warehouses that

allowed him deal extensively in his own right or act as a stockholderfor other

7u W. W. Hurrter Bengal VoL 2, (1875), p- 291'

tt 
!V. W. Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal Vol' XI, p' 26'

, n.¡.iriunãí"v, "Asian Capital," Modern-As¡sn Sndiàs, 29, 3 (Igg5) pp. 445-554' p'ala The arithia

tarrruüvaÐ and the bankers tr^t.oml u/ere very influential in intand trade. They controlled the flow of
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merchants; in short, he was the vital link between the seller and buyer.8o W¡th

regard to sugar exports to Britain, the aríthia was fequently a commission agent

for merchants in Calcutta; in this capacity, his primary function was to supervise

weighing and dispatch of the sugar. His role in this mercantile system cannot be

overvalued, for apart from mercantile activities, he also acted as agent fur

bankers in cities where the banker had no kothi (branch).81 As British exports

declined, Patna gradually fell out of the export fade, and by 1870, in common

with most other riverine sugar entrepots, it served the intemal maket almost

exclusively, with Maldah and Moorshedaþad its most important markets.s2

The intemal mercantile system of India, was serviced by merchant famílies,

dallals, beparis, arithia and shrorTg and capítalised by the wealthy landed elites.

Without the capital of the latter, sugar production in the sub-continent throughout

the period 1792-1865, would have been greafly reduced. Hundis, bills payable on

Galcutta or other large centres, provided the capital and cred¡t to lubricate this

system. These bills facilitated the passage of considerable amounts of sugar

from the boiling vessel of the cultivator through lhe karkhanas and into the

markets and bazaars of much of the sub-continent, and to the point of export in

Calcutta.Et By the late 1860s, sub-continental sugar production was

predominanüy for the intemal market, sugar exports to Britain were declining.

the hundi, and delivery of goods at the price agreed. Any failure in transaction via the arithia would be

covered by the arithia.
*o C. A Bayly, Rulers, é983) p. 414. The arithia charged a relatively cheap brokerage service of around one

percent to both seller and buyer. At important trading centres such as Mirzapur and Strikapua on the borders

ôf a¡eas with different cultural mores and languages, the arithia role was pivotal. He could speak a variety

of languages and was able find a way of redressing or getting round caste problems. This offered a measure

of rituã sêcurity to merchants. tfis knowledge of customs and other informæion vit¿l to merchants tradins

outside their own localities was usually comprehensive. Most a¡ithia also carried blank customs passes and

could facilitate passage through customs without great efficiency.
tt Ra¡at K. Ray, "The Rise of the Bazaar," (1995), p. 495.
t' W. W. Hunter, (London, 1877), p. 102.
*' C. A Bayly, (1983). For an explanation of hundis and how they operated see pp.50-53 and 375-6. See

also Prakash Tandon, Banking Century: A Short History of Banking in India, (New Delhi, 1989).
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Decline and Stagnation 1855-65-

The decline of the export trade, particularly in the Jessore disfict, was

quite rapid. For example, in the early 1860s Keshabpur and Trimohini had 120

and 12 karkhanas respectively: by 1871, there were forty in Keshabpur, most of

which made sugar for the internal market, and none at Trimohin¡.e All the sugar

producing districts suffered a similar decline when export demand Íor khandisa¡i

sugar reduced after the full equalisation of all sugar duties in Britain in 1854

(Chapter 3 above).

Good quality khandisari sugar had never been cheap; in 1847 Henry St. George

Tucker, Chairman of the East lndia Company, said: 'l do not recollect sugar [in

Calcuttal being under those rates, eight rupees ten annas or Ê0.90 per maund,

lE24 per tonl".8s From 1846, the economics of the export trade were inexorably

moving against pre-industrial fine sugars. Simply put, industrialised sugar could

and did, obtain greater efficiencies due to the new technologies available to it, and

began to produce a sugar comparable to khand but at a lower price. The

kharkhanedarwas not able to increase his yield or lower overheads. The process

was labour intensive and slow, due to the poor quality of gur, the indigenous

industry tended to produce a large percentage of low quality sugar and molasses,

only twenty-five percent of the weight of the raw material finished up as fine

khandísari sugar (see Appendix 3). Production statistÍcs from Azamgarh are

indicative of this. ln 1880 for example, the district produced some 1,300,992

maunds of khand, in so doing used 5,203,929 maunds of raw sugar, indicating

to 
J. B. Westland, Jessore, (I871), p.291.

"t-Sil""t Committee, &rgor ar¿ 
-Coffee, 

First Report, p120, Evidence of Sir Henry St. George Tucker,

Chairman of the East India Company.
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that only 25 percent of gurfrnished up as khand.86 This low yield and the ongoing

strong demand within the sub-continent, kept upward pressure on the domestic

price ol khand; in Azamgarh, 1859-60 to 1863-4, for example, the average price

was Ê20.30 per ton.87 The cost of this sugar when landed in Britain can be seen

in table )O/111 below. Strong intern demand plus that of the caravan trade

ensured that the price of fine sugar remained at high. Consequently, there was

lit¡e incentive for many kharkhanedars to attempt to supply an export market,

which from 1864 saw an almost continuous decline in price.

Table XVll I Gost o'Í Khandisañ Landed in Britainl 859-1 864.

During the period 1859-63, the wholesale price of fine Bengal sugar in the

UK was 842 to 851 per ton. Consequently, by 1863 fine khand had virtually

disappeared from the British market. Date tree sugar, frequently called gurpatta,

still held a small share of the market, but this sugar also became uneconomic

after 1864, a year during which its price in the UK fell from â51 to f33 per ton.8e

The British sugar market changed dramatically after 1846, by 1854 al

sugar duties, foreign or British colonial had been equalised. Large quantities of

cheap colonial cane sugar were available to a British refining industry increasingly

employing vacuum technology and achieving higher yields of finished product'

Consequently, khandisari sugar was squeezed from the Brítish market.

tu 
J. H. Mackintostr, Azømgørh (1881), p' 160' para- 547.

"' Ibid, p. 161, para. 548.
stThesources^ofthedatainthefollowingtablearesugarpricesinBritain,WilliamReed(1866),p' 166'

Rates of duty, Command paper 8706 (1894) p. 219. Freight cost between India and Britain, Asiya Siddiqi
..The Business World of Jamsetjee Jejeebhoyj Indian Economic ønd Social history Review Vol )( no. 3

o.319.
ä'wi[iu.R"ed, (1866) p. 166.

s20.40 ton1859to 1864cost in ton
l, 3.20 *to CalcuttaCost of g 4.0 a( aa

to Britain
1,13.90 " aa

Muscovado
!,45

f45.40 Per tonTotal cost per Ton in Britain
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Traditional technology with its high labour inputs and ínflexible cost sFucture, did

not lend itself to production efficiencies that would allow it to be competitive with

industrialised sugar, consequenily khand could not retain its niche on the British

market. lndian capitalists and European sugar merchants were becoming aware

of this trend, and no doubt, saw little poínt it continuing to export to this market.

Demand 'Íor khandisan sugar within the sub-contínent remained firm; there was

even a gradual upward movement in prices. This secular trend ensured by 1865,

thal khand had all but disappeared fom the shelves of British grocery shops, to

be replaced by a clean small-grained sugar, quite similar to the traditional khand,

but produced with the latest vacuum pans, known to British consurners as

"pieces and bastards."
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Gonclusion

ln the early 1840s it looked as if the lndian sub-continent might well develop

into a major producer of sugar for the British market ln the event this did not

happen. For a brief period, one quarter of the sugar consumed in Britain came from

the East lndies. From the early 1850's, however, sugar imports from lndia began to

fall off, until by 1865 they were less than one percent of British consumption. lnstead

of achieving the status of the British sugar bowl, the sub-continent proved to be only

a stopgap supplier to the British market during the period in which Britain's economy

made the transition from enclosed imperial trade to free trade.

ln arguing this I have touched on a number of major themes. One is the

problem of protection of the West lndian sugar colonies through discriminating import

duties, and the use of sugar import duty both as a major arm of government revenue

and as a way of subsidizing the re-export of West lndian sugar from Britain. Despite

this barrier, East lndia khand was able to find a breach in the wall of protection and

establish a niche market in British grocery shops. Another significant factor was the

almost complete lack of viable sugar plantations in the sub-continent as a result of

the self-interested economic policies of the Company government. ln addition,

European planters and merchants failed to establish mutually benef¡cial links with

indigenous sugar producers or share with indigenous capitalists the burden of

financing sugar cultivation through vertical integration. The European and lndians

were socially separate: neither trusted the other-sometimes with good reason, ln

short, they failed to establish an industry based on Western technology and to

encourage integration of pre-industrial sugar into the world market. The was equally
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applicable to the early attempts to introduce West lndian technology and agricultural

methods, circa 1787-1809 as it was to the later phase 1836-1853 within lndia's

factories produced industrialized sugar. At the beginning of this latter period, tariffs

ceased to be a restrictive barrier to East lndia sugar exports; capital to finance

infrastructure and industrial related technology was exported to the sub-continent;

and an industry capable of supplying much of Britain's sugar requirements came into

being. However, the entrepreneurs and modern technology proved to be unequal to

the task. ln the sub-continent the would-be planters and entrepreneurs met with a

number of serious difficulties, amongst which were the natural environment, the

zamindari system of agriculture, and competition from the long'standing indigenous

sugar industry. Many of the European plantations and factories producing

industrialized sugar, particularly those in Bengal, ceased to operate 1848-53 after

legislation converted the British market from one protected by imperial tarifis to an

open and free market. That is to say, they were unable to maintain their position on

the British market without the benefit of tariff protection.

I have argued that problems in the sub-continent were central to the failure of

the industry. None-the-less, changes in trade and revenue policy in Britain also had

a significant bearing on the viability of the sugar industry in the sub-continent. ln

direct connection with the sugar industry and possibly with regard to the making of

policies specific to British lndia, attitudes and theories held by many influential

members of the body politic also had a bearing on the economic management of

British lndia.
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West lndian Sugar Protection and Subsidy.

Merchants seeking to bring East lndia sugar into the British market for home

consumption or re-export 1792-1836 found much opposition and little tangible

support for their efforts. The support of the East lndia Company was at best luke-

warm, differing considerably from the support given, accompanied by strong rhetoric,

from their unwanted allies, the emancipationists. ln opposition to the East India

sugar trade was a formidable alliance, the West lndia lobby and influential groups

w1hin the British body politic, which together held a community of interests. Further

diminishing the prospect of change to the duty regime was the presence among the

body politic of those with investments in both lndies. From 1792 Io 1813, the East

India Company, despite its apparent wealth in the 1790's and what remained of its

oneÆ considerable political influence, was neither willing nor able to seriously dispute

the issue of equal import duties for East lndia sugar. lnitially, economic ties with the

slave trade ensured the Company stood aside from the debate on emancipation.

When this economic tie ceased in 1807, due to the abolition of the salve trade to the

British West lndies, the Company díd not press the issue of duties; they after all,

were the holders of the lndia monopoly and the West lndians were sugar

monopolists. A serious dispute between these two parties might well have brought

the issue of monopoly before the body politic to the detriment of both'

The West lndia Committee's opposition to East lndia sugar imports was driven

by a combination of factors, such as the fear of the productive capacity of the sub-

continent and problems of restricted access of sugar re-exports to the European
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markets 1g0O-1813. The presence of East lndia sugar in the British market atthis

juncture, not only offered competition for the West lndians, it was also used as a

propaganda tool by the emancipists in their campaign to end slavery. The

emancipists promoted it as an alternative to West lndian sugar, which they labled, as

'tainted with the blood of slavery." The government, for its part, was concerned with

the economic viability of its Caribbean colonies and the value to the exchequer of

West lndian sugar import duties. This ensured East lndia sugar imports would

continue to pay higher duties until emancipation changed the economic equation in

favour of the East lndies.

The East lndia Gompany, and Land and Economic Policy 17A3;-1832.

The East lndia Company, although initially drawn to the idea of developing the

East lndia sugar trade, lost interest after 1800, due to the failure of European

attempts to manufacture sugar in Bengal and Madras, the cost of war, and

restrictions caused by the lndia monopoly, thereby seriously affecting the economics

of freight. ln the suÞconünent, this failure of the European sugar planters coincided

with changes to the Company's policy with regard to sugar purchasing" No longer

interested in promoting the índusfy, it adopted policies of self-interest with regard to

sugar production and its export These coincided with the implementation of

economic and land ownership policies, vtrhich also affect the economic development

of plantations and therefore, sugar exports from the sub-continent. The Company

govemments adoption of these policies effiectively stifled the groraffr of a capital-

intensive sugar plantation industry. tn the absence of a planter economy, and with

sugar production largely pre'industrial, a significant planter interest did not emerge-
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A Window of Opportunity 1815'1825.

When the first glimmer of free trade shone at the cessation of the lndia

monopoly in 1813, the East India sugar trade appeared to be in for a period of

substantial growth, insofar as a real opportunity existed to integrate pre-industrial

sugar into the British and world markets. However, European attempts to grow and

produce sugar in lndia were by that time virtually in abeyance. Consequently, the

export opportunity, which favoured the fine indigenous sugar khand, a grade of sugar

that had already established a niche market in Britain and Europe via American and

Danish vessels 1790-1807, was to remain unexploited. An opportunity was to some

extent enhanced by Huskisson, to who belongs much of the credit for laying the

foundation stones of British free trade. He was able to negotiate an agreement that

approximated to a quota for East lndia sugar in the home market to facilitate ballast

requirements in the lndia shipping. British merchants, however, failed to establish a

cooperative alliance with indigenous merchants and capitalists. Consequently, when

demand grew, supply was invariably deficient and lndian pre-industrial sugars

became too expensive for the British market.

During the 1820s, there were in effect, two serious barriers to the expansion of

the East lndia sugar trade: the policies of Company government, which effectively

prevented the growth of a European sugar plantation industry, and the penchant of

European merchants to batten onto indigenous production in the hope of speculative

gain. These problems would cast a similar shadow over the reinvigorated industry of

the 1840's.
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From Equalisation to Free Trade.

The decision to equalise the duty regime in 1836 câme after the West lndian

planters had received compensation for their emancipated slaves. W¡th slavery no

longer a burning issue, and the abilrty of the British West lndies to supply sufficient

sugar now coming into question, they no longer retained the support of the British

body politic. The government of the day sought additional sugar to feed a growing

population and contain the price of food, but were bound by the constraints of the

impe¡al trade policy, which dictated that this sugar must come from the plantations

within the empire. W¡th these conditions working in favour of East lndia sugar

imports, once again the perception held currency that the sub-continent might, given

a few years in which to expand cane cultivation, become a potential 'British sugar

bowl'.

The rationale behind such an expectation was, however, hard to understand.

ln 1836 there were only two or three sugar plantations equipped with iron steam

powered milts and modem sugar houses in the entire sub-continent The pr+'

industial nature of the lndian sugar industry had changed very litüe since 1800' Ïhe

economic policies of the Company govemment and the fragile nature of Bengal's

financial institutions had prevented any real development lt may have been that the

British govemment was unaware of the economic conditions in Bengal, but such

ignorance was unlikely; only a few years had passed since the default of the Agency

Houses in 1830-34. The e>çectaüon of the British govemment of substantial sugar

exports from the suFcontinent c¡ntrasted sharply with the consensus among the

British body politic, just 13 years earlier in 1823, a year in which, the subconünent
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was judged by parliament to be incapable of exporting substantial amounts of sugar

to the UK. There had been no great leap forward in the agriculture of sugar cane

and Bengal remained a ditficult climate in which to establish plantations. lt is true

that a few exotic canes were introduced to lndia with varying degrees of success, but

problems such as pest infestation, poor cane husbandry and insecure land title

remained. ln 1836, the sub-continent could offer the British market a few thousand

tons per year of indigenous sugar and some few hundred tons of sugar produced in

European ventures; potential beyond this levelwas an entirely unknown quantity-

The efforts of producers in the period 1836-40, most of whom made pre-

industrial sugar, were quite remarkable: but by 1840 it was obvious to the Whig

government that the British West lndies, Mauritius and India would not supply Britain

w1h sufficient sugar at an acceptable price level. Consequently, they sought to

reduce sugar duties and imperial protection. Defeated in the Commons in 1841 on

this issue, the subsequent election ushered in a Peel government, ardently

protectionist and confident the British sugar plantations could meet all British

requirements.

This belief was more likely founded on poor or incorrect information about the

potential of the sub-continent, and driven by their conservative economic rationale.

The B¡tish government, in common with all other Britons, understood sugar

production in terms of a plantation industry similar to that of the Caribbean, which

had successfully supplied the British home market for 150 years. Yet, in 1841,

based on a handful of plantations and factories producing industrialised sugar widely

scattered over the Gangiatic plains, they expected a substantial increase in the sub-
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continent's supply capability. Apparently, Britain by1841, could now rely on the

efforts of a few Europeans and the toil of thousands of peasant cultivators, the latter

once pejoratively described by Huskisson as Hindoo weavers, who did not have the

necessary skills to produce significant volumes of sugar. The evaluation of their

abilities had apparently undergone a dramatic change by 1841. Now the British

government expected these same peasant cultivators on their small plots, using

primitive boiling utensils, to not only fll the breach caused by emancipation, but also

the growing demand for sugar from the expanding industrial work-force. lf indeed

they held this view, it was ironic that British industry, having driven Bengalis from

their traditional employment as weavers and spinners into subsistence agriculture,

would now cal upon them to feed workers in industry, which in effect, had taken their

traditional livelihood. Many thousands did turn some of their productive capacity

from growing subsistence crops to the production of sugar cane. Their contribution

was considerable, motivated in large part by the coercíve power of indebtedness to

zamindars, middlemen and moneylenders.

The British government, for its part, placed much faith in the European

component of the sugar industries of Bengal and Madras, yet after a mere four-year

development period, this same government began to enact legislation, which

betrayed the protectionist rhetoric o'Í 1841, and the trust entrepreneurs investing in

the sub-continental sugar industry placed in the Tory party. The desire to continue

protectionism drove the frst sudden change in policy in 1845, which allowed free

grown foreign sugar into the home market. This eventuality did not cause great

concern in the sub-continent, but accompanying this legislation were changes to
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regulat¡on, which inflicted severe restrictions on the industrialised sugar factories of

Bengal and Madras. This took the shape of Peel's decision to alter the duty system

with the intention of preventing high quality sugar from Demerara and Bengal

receiving the lowest duty classification of muscovado. Legislative changes to sugar

import duties in the 1820s, presented sugar refiners in these two regions who had

installed vacuum pan technology, to enhance their bottom line at the expense of the

exchequer. Peel's speech in parliament with regard to the changes in the duty

regime in 1845, have left him open to an accusation of being a Luddite, in that he

discriminated in favour of the older technologies used by West lndian planters and

some British refTners, instead of encouraging newer technologies. His rationale was

in part to recoup revenue lost when these high quality sugars entered Britain at the

old muscovado grade. The amount of revenue saved, however, was minimal, while

the effect on the factories ín the sub-continent was considerable; it was a policy

change poorly thought through.

Tory policy o'l 1841, called for increased production in the British sugar

plantations, which in turn helped to encourage large-scale capital investment. A

short five years later, Peel condemned those who answered this call and acted to

diminish their viability; having invested capital in response to his election promises,

they were, at least, entitled to a period of readjustment.

The volte-face of 1846 came as a complete surprise to colonial producers.

Although it was Russell's Whigs, with the help of Peelite Tories that passed the act, it

was Peel's apparent sudden conversion to free trade that effectively created the

possibility of change. The actions of the home government, although justifiable in
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terms of Britain's expanding economy, acted as bludgeons to the head of colonial

trade. The demise of industrialised sugar processing in Northeast lndia was,

however, not solely the product of these changes. The entrepreneurs directly

involved in these enterprises, particularly those in Bengal, must also bear much of

the blame. As in the earlier period, they failed to forge mutually benefcial and

cooperative links with indigenous merchants and capitafists, an arrangement vital for

an industry lacking sugar plantations to supply them with raw material (i.e. gu).

lnstead, they battened on to the indigenous sugar-trading network in the hope of

obtaining raw material at very low prices. Consequently, they had no real control

over cost inputs or the quality of this material. To remain viable, these high cost

installations were in need of a fully developed plantation industry to supply clean,

uncontaminated juice for processing with their modern industrial technology.

Such plantations, however, had not come into being. The policies of the

Company government, not only undermined the earlier formation of a viable

plantation industry, but also failed to offer substantial support for this industry after

1836. Land tax, the revenue basis from which the home charges were derived,

remained high, while by-product production in the interiors, vital to the developrnent

of the industry, was hampered by red tape. Secure land title in the more productive

areas of Bengal was unavailable; where it was granted, it was in regions far from the

exit port of Calcutta, such as Gorakhpur and Deyrah Dhoon. ln these regions, the

yield per hectare was too low to sustain the high investment in technology and

infrastructure.
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Pre-industrial Sugar in Competition with lndustrialised Sugar: Khand in
the British ltlarket 1846-65

The export of indigenous sugar, khand, continued to enjoy some success in

the British market untÍl the early 1860's. This suga¡ a product of a pre.industriaf

technology, was not subject to the development and economies of scale as was the

technology bom in the fumace of the European indusÍial revolution. lt could hold its

place in the British home maket however, only so long as clean raw sugar continued

to hold a price advantage over British refined sugar. From the early 1850s vacuum

pan technology was Ín a state of progressive development, which led to greater

product efficiencies and control over production, the ready acceptance of this sugar

among the working poor also gave them efficiencies of scale. These improvements

at refinery level in Britain were assisted to a large degree by the availability of cheap

colonial sugar wtlen British duties on all sugar, imperial or foreign, were equalised in

1854- This was an environment in wtrich pre-indusbial sugar, manufactured with

traditional techniques, pre-industrial technologry and fixed costs, was unable to

compete. From 1864, subsidised European beet sugar began to anive on British

home market, ímports of refined sugar began to grow, and the price of sugar

progressively dropped as sugar duties were reduced and bounty fed sugar began to

take a major slice of the British markel ln this highly competitive market, the now

too expensive pre.industrial fine sugars of lndia, received the coup de grace.

British Perceptions and EconomÍc Policy in lndia.
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The importanee of the sugar industry to Bengal or Madras, or the loss of

technology, skills, infrastructure and capital invested, were not subjects that received

a high príority during the sessions of the Seleqt Committee of 1847-8. The general

opinion, even amongst those with some knowledge of Bengal, was that the

inhabitants of the sub-continent would consume most of the additional sugar

produced through the stimulus of the protected British market place, or they would

turn from sugar cane production to other crops. No allowance was made or

consideration gíven, to the ryots, even though they suffered from some level of social

disruption and indebtedness as they cultivated a crop, which offered them little

incentive.

The Select Committee did propose continuation of some tariff protection, but

in the event the sub-continent received neither subsidy nor tariff help, other than that

gained in the short reprieve when the period of gradual equalisation was extended in

1848 from 1851 to 1854. The legislative changes of 1846 and the financial crisis of

1847-8 dealt a severe blow to Mauritius too. Here the British govemment assisted

planters with carry-on finance and some reduction through drawbacks with rum

export duties in 1848, the rationale being the islands almost total reliance on sugar.

The West lndies also suftered severely from the effect of emancipation, followed a

few years later by the Act of 1846 and the colonial depression of 1 847-8. They

received a small measure of relief ürrough the import duty strucfure of 1854 and

1867, framed to offer some assist¡ance to their low-grade muscovadoes. lndia,

however, with few ftiends in Westminster, receíved only the syrnpathy expressed in

the findings of the Selecf Committee of 1847-8. ln the plethora of papers discussing
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distress in the British sugar cotonies post 1847-8, mention of the sub-continent is

notable by its absence.

During the ten-year period after complete equalisation of duties in 1854,

exports of sugar from the sub-continent fell dramatically. The major contribution by

British lndia to the colonial sugar industry during the second half of the nineteenth

century would be the labour of thousands of indentured workers sent to Mauritius,

British West lndies and Fiji to be cheap labour in sugar plantations and, the odd

momentary Surge in imports when crops in the Americas or Europe failed.

The Act of 1846 dealt a severe blow to the European sector. Without viable

plantations to feed the modern factories, sugar production in the sub-continent could

not compete with nations possessed of a plantation industry, some of which were

from the late 1840's, beginning to move toward the more efficient central factory

production. Although this legislation was a significant factor in the closure of much of

the Bengal industry, the policies of an eartier era and the poor fiscal health of British

lndia also contributed significantly.

Policy formulations, which retarded and stifled economic growth in Bengal,

were due in part to the nature of government in the lndian Presidencies. The

evolution from a predatory mercantile state to a colonial one was never complete.

Consequently, the Company's role as collector of revenues, acquired with the

Dewani, changed only in that it became a collector of revenue to pay the home

charges. This drain of agricultural revenue from lndia significantly influenced the

economics of the presidency and the formation of economic policy throughout this

period.
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There was also something contradictory with regard to British perception of

government in lndia. The concept of trusteeship was, from circa '1820, a strong

motivating ideology among administrators in the sub-continent and at Leadenhall

street. Yet, it is not without foundation to suggest that those involved in the framing

of the trade policy of British lndia perceived lndia in an unequal manner, as a

potential market for British wares and supplier of raw rnaterial, the latter, only at

Britain's convenience. Their understandíng of lndia was also coloured by their

orientalist perceptions of India. To many, the sub-continent was an exotic other, and

as such an entity they less than fully understood.

By leaving the administration of Brítish lndia, albeit partially, in the hands of

the East lndia Company, long after its role as a mercantile entity ceased, government

in the sub,continent effectively was given a once removed status, segregated and yet

included. This tended to put the sub-continent at the periphery, not at the centre of

British thinking with regard to policy, a perception, which, as far as agricultural

commodities were concerned, led to a perception of the sub-continent as a reserve

supply to Britain when other sources failed.

The British government did not afford the sub-continent the same priority as

colonies settled by British .citizens: it was instead, seen as a largely mercantile

economy. On the other hand, the Garibbean sugar colonies, until the late 1830's,

had an intimate relationship with the mother country. Given the longevity of this

relationship, this was to some degree unavoidable, akin to that of a mother and her

first born.
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ln 1846, the European sector of the sub'continental sugar industry was

vulnerable. lt was an industry with considerable modern infrastructure, but its

sources of supply were another matter entirely. The entrepreneurs did not seek

partnership or cooperation with the indigenous sector. lnstead, they were a

parasitical entity reliant upon their host for sustenance and, as such, unprepared for

sudden or radical change to their market place. ln Britain, however, the pressure for

change was immense; the world's greatest industrial power was intent on seeking

markets for its industrial produce and cheap food for its people. Britain in the mid

eighteen-forties was on the cusp of creating a change that would wreak havoc

among those of its colonies with serious structural economic weaknesses. Free

trade, cheap raw materials and a cheap British breakfast table were the popular

phrases in 1846. Consequently, the government spared little thought for the

potential of the modern sugar industry recently built-up in the sub-continent. An

investment, given some long-term encouragement by the home government, may

well have formed a gateway through which industrial development and attendant

skills were introduced to British lndia much earlier than actually eventuated
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Statistical APPendix
The calend at year in which British sugar statistics were calculated has changed several times

during the peri'od 1792-1865,for example, lrish sugar imports and consumption are also included

in Udstatistics from 1822. ln order to show consistent year-by-year figures for imports, re-exports

and home consumption, tables in this appendix have been collated to factor in these changes.

The parliamentary'papers cited in this appendix are usually those giving long runs of statistics.

Many other papers ènowing shorter periods were also consulted these are shown in the

bibl iography pp. 327 -329.

Table 1 : Value of Exports of Sugar from the British Territories in lndia 17956¡ 819-20, based on

an rate of I sicca = Ê sterlin

The years 17954 to 1801-2 are for Bengal only, form 1802-3 all three presidencies are included.

'Data from tables on Pages 66€8, * data from Pages 37 to 60 East lndia Sugar.

# 1806-07 the records of imports and

$ lncludes sugar exported to Siberia.
exports of Bombay and Surat were lost at sea

t E. L S. App IV, pp. 62-65, estimated quantities are based on value given in these tables and the price per

ton paid by tñe East India Company as indicated in Table 55 below'

Year U.S.A. Gulfs G/Brit Europe Other Total Est. Tons

17956* Ê16,088 81.781 838.147 e33,571 8776 [90,360 2.999

1796-7* 41,793 889 59,625 38,667 11.266 152,250 6.070

17978* 65,117 774 22.831 6.437 2.273 97.432 4.053

1798-9* 213,575 9.291 47,000 26.924 4.150 169,783 7.731

1799-0', 82,417 5.156 86.333 16,744 2,541 193.'191 11,141

1800-1* 68,831 2,689 14,926 5,004 6,705 98,155 4.525

1801-2' 38,926 6,165 27,899 3 4.808 77,801 3,569

1802-3* 63,173 4s,414 ß.748 1,781 10,207 171.323 8,736

18034. 106,664 38,196 11,322 4 24.953 181,139 6.1U
1804-5* 82,035 46,306 176 3U 8,009 136,860 5,490

1805€* 1Æ,210 118,513 6.849 6.851 4,480 282,903 10.576

1806-7 121,850 103.085 4,303 8,205 39.950 277,393 11,006

1807-9', 34,765 61,181 37 63 16,983 113.029 4.422

1808-9* 2.046 70,674 21 Nir 17,640 90,382 3,327

09-10* 11,914 104,116 2,422 Nit 12É26 130.877 4,159

10-11* 4,414 45,580 11,418 Nir 16,058 77,500 3.316

11-12* 4.295 68.112 1,367 689## 20.153 94,616 4.277

12-13* 7,046 131,177 1,191 42ffi 5,689 145.531 6,311

13-14* Nir 94,883 3,583 6W 6.760 105,226 5.135

14-15* Nil 89.917 142,425 2,991# 22,416 257.749 11,894

1 5-16* 31,587 78,571 132,636 1J51## 53.485ô 297,430 11,745

16-17" 130,807 61,086 142,639 19,270A 36,446 390,248 13,247

17-18* 159,001 130,006 166,186 40j29 33,058 528,352 18,038

18-19' 156,470 120.970 173.723 113,699 17,O78 581,940 18,117

19-20 189,082 98,455 281.005 52,272 33,790 654,604 22,154
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Table 2 Value and Estimated tonnage of Sugar Exports and lmports of the British Territories in the
Sub-conti nent 1 795€-1 I 19-20.

Year Value
lmports

Estimated
Tonnage

Value Exports Estimated
Tonnaoe

17956* Ê90.360 30.13 2.999

1796-7', 152.250 25.O8 6.070

17974' 97,432 24.O4 3,993

1798-9* 169.783 21.96 7.731

1 799-0* 193,191 17-52 11.0261

1800-1' 282,637 10.196 98,155 21.69 4.469

1801-2* 131 .310 4,737 77.801 19.61 3,967

1go2-3* 250,152 I,O24 171,323 29.26 5.855

18034* 126,724 4.s71 181.139 25.92 6.988

1804-5* 16.922 610 136.860 26.75 5,166

1805€* 257.368 9,284 282,903 25.17 11.239

1806-7 209,849 7.570 277.393 25.66 10,810

1807-8* 157.577 5,684 113.029 17.16 6,586

I 808-9' 1#ì,055 5.160 90,382 31.44 2.875

1809-10* 146,703 5,292 130.877 23.36 5,602

1810-1 1 ' 101.694 3,668 77,500 22.38 3,643

1811-12' 97,il8 3.524 94,616 23.06 4,103

1812-13* 170.356 6,145 145.531 20.49 7,102

1813-14' 199.ß2 7,194 105.226 21.67 4.856

1 814-1 5* 159,466 5.752 257.749 ?5.92 9,944

1815-16* 204.046 7,361 297.430 29.46 10,096

1816-17' 322.258 11.625 390,24f, 29.06 13.429

1617-18* 286.748 10,u4 528.352 32.12 16,468

1818-19* 203.937 7,357 581,940 29.52 19.713

1819-20 146,703 5.292 6il.604 31.23 20,960'

2 E. L S. App.IV, pp. 62-68
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Table 3: Value of lmports of Sugar and candy to Calcutta from Various Asian Ports17956-1801'2,
and to the Ports of Calcutta Madras and ßa2-3-1821-22.

Other Value
lmports

Estimated
Tonnaqe

Manila P&E*Java MauritiusYear China

Ê1 98 Ê3,980Ê608î281795€ Ê3,146
6.0218755.1451796-7
3,4723.47217973
3.9931 798-9 3,993
3.7453.7451799-00
7.6807.6801800-01
4.Æ86431801-O2 3,825

3.009 282.637 10,1961.277 4,61366/02 N¡I1802-03 207,336
53 131,310 4,737N¡I 1,86492.215 353180344 36,825

LO241.M9 250,152Nit 5,0091.733 Nit1804-05 206,444
126.724 4.5715.009 338N¡I 13119.631 92,2161805-06

16.922 5102.624 1,695N¡I Nit12.359 2441806{7
257.368 9,28410.1 98 384Nil4,854 N¡I1807-08 241,932
209.U9 7.5703.O47 33Nir Nit206.769 Nit180849
157.577 5,68419,191 878Nit Nit 9,086128.4231809-10

3.847 143.055 5,1609,435 7,509Nit Nil1810-1 1 122,264
146.,703 5,29222.231 35,45,+ 15,2793 14073,6161811-12

3.6689.152 101,6943.212 49,59712.185 3,0391812-13 24,509
97.648 3.5161687,530 15,09468.178 6,468 2101913-14

170.35623.211 413Nit 45,73798.700 2,2951814-15
69 199,48261,802 19,497107 Nit1815-16 118,007

159.46633,978 NilNil 4€i,15679.312 N¡I1816-17
204,04621,063 2,901Nil 410 59,133120,5661817-18

15 322.2586,073Nit Nil 58,9391818-19 257,555
2,151 286,748Nil 23,3661,924 8,3901819-20 250,931

203.937 J
30.015 Nil23.328121.345 N¡I 27,O551820-21

Penang and Eastward: includes sugar
Peninsula and the Dutch East lndies. 1

via the Presidency of Penang from the Malay
represents import to BombaY onlY.

traded
820-21

3lbid.



1807-8 1808-91804-5 1805-6 1806-71802-3 18034Year
103.083 25,865 13,87612.764 67J56Calcutta 10,805 6,855

2 2471Madras *35,352 35,3't5 56,53833,541 51,365Bombav 38,609 31,340
70.661118.512 138.437 61,18038.195 46,306Total 49,414

161+15 1815-161812-13 1813-141809-10 1810-11 1811-12Year
41.206 52,23545,963 52,58538,165 21,709 13,222Calcutta

2,4182U 1125 143Madras
42.297 48.713 26,33554.747 82.79565.666 22,745Bombay
94.882 89,919 78,57068.112 131,176104,115 45,579Total

1818-19 1819-201816-17 1817-18Year
71 ,1 09 55,30734,596 67,475Calcutta

793Madras
43.14762.531 49,861Bombav 25,700
98.454 I

130,006 120,970Total 61,089
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Table 4: Sterling Value of Sugar Exports from British lndian Ports to Persian Gulf and Red Sea,
the sterli values are converted at I Sicca to the

* The records for BombaY in 1 806-7 were lost in a Maritime accident, consequently the average of
the period 1802-3 to 1808-9 has been applied for this season

Table 5: Quantity of Muscovado Sugar Domestic and Foreign Exported or Re-exported from the

United Statesl 800-1 820.

Year Domestic Foreiqn Total

1800 25,651

1801 44.348
1802 27.775

1803 1.5 10.555 10,556

1804 372 33,703 34,074
1805 114 55,808 54,559

1806 95.o 66,194 66,288

1 807 8.0 66,054 65.062

1808 5.6 13,619 13.619

1809 9.7 20,574 20.583

1810 6.4 21.374 21.381

181 1 78.6 8,303 8,381

1812 60.0 6,330 6,390

1813 332 3.008 3,339

1814 0.3 0.4 0.7

1815 2.8 1,449 1,452

1816 8.0 7.963 7,971

1817 16.5 9,163 9,180

1818 24.O 10.026 10,o50

1819 14.6 5,121 5,136

1920" 28-5 14,267 14,296

4 lbid. pp. 66-74



Year Brown Other Year Brown Other Year Brown Other

1791 260 N/A 1792 N/A N/A 1793 N/A N/A

1794 N/A N/A 1795 504 N/A 1796 1,346 1.05

1797 1,627 0.18 1798 3,918 '11.o7 1799 768 N/A

1800 3.404 0.03 1801 2.544 21.8o 1802 1.651 0.15

1803 2.727 o.45 1804 3,820 1.77 1805 2,105 53.55

1806 3,865 151.00 1807 2,968 1.50 1808 1,524 0.09

1809 94 o.o2 1810 438 0.05 181 1 195 o.42

'1812 146 N/A 1813 141 Nir 1814 N¡I Nir

1815 Nit 11.00 1816 1,061 2.18 1817 5,631 143.00

1818 4,952 40.00 1819 5.008 2.OO 1820

1821" 1,972 't825 99 1823
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Table 6: Tons of Sugar lmported into the United States of America from British lndia 1791-1819,

1821 and 1825.

Table 7 in American Vessels from lndia 1795€-1819-20

This estimate of tonnage is again arrived at by dividing the sicca rupee values in the

records by 8 and dividing the sum of this by the average príce paid by the Company as shown in

table 28.

5 The llorld's Sugar Production and Convmption: Shov,ing the Posilion at the End of the Nineteenlh

Century. Summiry of Commerce qnd Finance for November 1902 United States Bureau of Finance,

(Washington 1903), p. 1379.
u lb¡d.
7 E. I. S. App.IV pp.66-72

Est. tonsValueEst. tons YearValueYear
34.765 1,3601807-085341795€ Ê16,088

752,0461.667 1808-0941.7931796-7
3781 809-1 0 11,9142,7081797-8 65J17
1904.4441810-11213.575 9,7251798-9

4,295 1924.704 1811-1282,4171799-00
3051812-13 7,04668,831 3,173180041

Nil1.785 1813-1438,926180142
181+15 Nit3,221180243 63,173

31.587 1,2181 81 5-16106.6æ 3,6411803-04
4.440130,8073.209 1816-1782,0351804{5
5,4281817-18 159,0015,4661805{6 146,210

156.470 4,3101818-19121.850 4,8411806-07
6.602189,082181920



Table 8: of lndia to North America 17956 to 1819-20

ln an attempt to establish an estimation of the actual tonnages exported the ste
exports has been divided þy the average prime cost ín lndia paid by the East lndia
its sugar exports in the appropriate year as indicated in Table 28.

Table 9 British Duties o¡vt and Ad-val 1 789-1 800.

' Ibid, pp, 66-72 and Table of sugar exports, Freights and costs. P. 76.
e Command Paper 8706, (1894), Reporl of Customs ntd Tmifls, p. 215.
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rling value of
Company for

Port Value Est. Tons Year Port Value EsL TonsYear
Calcutta 11,9051795-6 Calcutta 816.088 539 1 809-1 0

41.793 1.666 Madras I1796-7
Total 11.91365,117 2,708 375179708

1810-1 1 Calcutta 4,4381798-9 21,357 975
82.417 4.706 Madras 61799-00

Total 4.444 190¡ 68,831 3,1731800-01
1.802 1811-12 Calcutta 3,5781801-02 38,926

63.068 Madras 5371802-3 Calcutta
Total 4.215 188Madras 105

3.221 1812-13 Calcutta 3,478Total 63,161
Madras 3,568Calcutta 106,664 3,6411803-4
Total 7,M6 3051804-5 Calcutta 82.032

2 1813-14 NitMadras
Nil82.O34 3,290 1814-15Total

1815-16 Calcutta 31,578 1,2181805€ Calcutta 146,182
130,807 4.m29 1816-17 CalcuttaMadras

Calcutta 157.O20Total 1ß.211 5,465 1817-18
Bombay 1,9811806-7
Total 159.O01 5.428Calcutta 121.820

1818-19 Calcutta 146,126Madras 30
121.850 4.U1 Bombav 10,344Total

Total 156.470 4.871Calcutta 34.765 1.3611807€
1819-20 Calcutta 182,7651808-9 Calcutta 1,133

Bombav 6.317Madras 913
Total 189,082 6,377o Total 2,0ß 75

East lndia E/ lndia ad-valorem dutyYear Brit-Plantation per o¡vt
1789 80.62
1790 8O.62

Ê37.838O.62 Ê0.131791
€0.13 e37.831792 80.75

Ê37.83Ê0.75 Ê0.131793
€0.13 837.83€0.751794
80.13 Ê37.831795 80.75

e37.8380.75 c0.1 31796
80.26 €37.831797 Ê0.87.5

[40.83Ê0.261798 Ê0.96.6
90.16 842.83E11799
Ê0.16 r42.831 800" E1



3.90 1818 €5.00 1826 4_151802 €3.85 18101794 84.20
€3.85 3.402.25 3.853.65

4.00 1819 84.75 1827 4.101803 4.00 18111795 4.30
3.503.80 83.753.70 2.50

1820 î4.50 1828 3.954.50 1812 4.501796 4.70 1804
3.503.75 Ê3.403.754.OO

î4.20 1829 3.901813 4.70 18214.20 1805 4.601797
83.30 3.153.60 3.803.40

1830 3.65€4.85 1822 â4.201806 4.60 18141798 5.00
83.40 2703.65 €3.833.80

3.401823 84.30 18311807 5.00 1815 Ê5.001799 3.30
2.75Ê4.00 83.503.202.25

1824 3.80 1832 3.454.75 1816 85.301800 4.20 1808
2.75î4.10 3.303.202.35

4.25 1833 3.451817 €5.3 18253.80 1809 4.301801
2.75r410 3.503.50IU 2.75
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Table 10: Range of the Wholesale Prices per Cwt of East lndia Muscovado Paid by the English
181+1826

Table 11 of Wholesale Prices of West lndian Muscovado 1 794-1833.

Table 12 British West lndian, Mauritius and East lndia Sugar Retained for Home Consumption and

ofF for 1790-1

r0 Lowell J. Ragae, The Fall of the Planter C/ass, Chart 21, p. 358
tr lbid. chart 20, p. 350.

4.90 1826 4.004.20 1810 4.40 181884.20 18021794
2.803.502.40 3.952.30

4.65 1827 4.001811 4.35 18191 803 4.201795 4.50
2.9 3.352.75 2.753.00

1828 3.854.40 1820 4.301804 4.90 18121796 4.90
2.70 2.653.403.60 3.60

3.501821 4.25 18294.70 1813 N/a1797 4.90 1805
2.55 2.203.003.70

3.201822 4.15 18304.70 1814 N/a1798 5.15 1806
2.202.503.854.10

4.05 1831 3.201815 5.50 18235.50 1807 4.301799
2.204.05 2.602.652.70

375 1832 3.201816 4.70 18241808 4.701800 4.65
2.452.753.80 3.453.00

1 833 3.254.75 1825 4.051809 4.40 18171801 4.60
2.353.052.90 3.40'lt

2.75

Hl H/ Cons. For. lmportsE/l lmoortsW/l H/ Cons.Year Wlimports
94.120 76,8111790
90.448 70,1601791

68,079 3511792
2.Æ52,005105.765 83,8551793
4.40374.Æ9 4,915104.9851794

8.659 8,16666,8111795 83,639
8.1668,25485.461 77,7031796
5,29663.686 5,8241797 78,896
5,8248,47173,8271798 98,196
8.1606,024125,593 138,6071799

11.747 6,023104.7481800 145,136
11.741 9,0063.061191.550 156,8541 801

3.3103,060143.289 2,8861802 147j82
2,869 7,3214.896148,767 99,4931803

7.3384.8956,2751ß.128 127,2251 804
6.5936.218 6,275115.5321 805 150,592
5.6076.2151,8611806 190.219 158,154
1,6305,929 1,861138.7141 807 182.474



1808 184.386 169,993 3.629 5,929 11,2A3
1809 177,960 159.254 1,310 3.619 29.144
1 810 193,991 194.O54 2A62 1,310 49,573
1811 188,855 186,071 1.O20 2,462 13,152
1812 '186,977 157.633 3,582 1,O15 6,863
1813 174.157 138,786 2.500 3,643 15,497

1814 178,980 1'.19,882 2,4'.92 2.499 29.181
1815 182,1& 122.152 6,282 2,252 18.294
1816 178,016 137,587 6.382 1,699 9.639
1817 183.768 182.436 6,295 1.366 5,296
1818 188,186 104,864 8.120 1,253 6,902
1819 195,375 150,536 13,861 5,002 4,292
1820 188,473 154.543 13,611 4,244 8,150

1821 195,348 164,588 13.458 6,010 9.852
1822 171,753 152,276 11.318 6.854 5,648

1823 188,676 168,159 10,979 5,145 10.430

1824 196,752 171,921 13.592 7,634 10.287

1825', 175.064 158,058* 7,300 5.360 8,357
1826 200.121 182.258 7.799 7,165 3,695
1827 177.546 173,491 8,029 3,493 9.558
1828 215,671 189.099 6,638 4,862 8,O27

1829 207,641 184,565 8.702 5,920 11.578
1 830 195.663 196,261 10,675 6.599 15,176

1 831 205,187 198,132 8,089 5.677 29,159

1832 189.212 189,980 4.412 3,980 22,674

1833 182.780 183.402 5,586 4.914 22,130
1834 192,212 190,375 3.830 6,050 13,335
1 835 176.197 196,206 5,066 4.923 13,237
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Until 1825 East lndia sugar includes sugar from Mauritius, from this date West
lndian and Mauritius sugars for home consumption are combined-

Table 13 Average Price London Gazette Exclusive of Duty, British Plantation, Muscovado
Sugar1793-1864 and The Mercantile Price Current for Ordinary Havana Yellow and Brazilian
Brown and Yellow

Havana Yellow Brazil Brown &
Yellow

Mauritius East lndiaWest lndian

î2.831793
1794 82.16
1795 €3,73

83.211796
1797 È3.20
1798 83.47

83.481799
1800 Ê3.40
1801 82.97

81.821802
1803 î2.15
1804 22.65

82.581Ê805
1806 î2.18
1807 81.70
1808 €,1.93
1809 82.31

82.451810
181 1 81.97

82.251812
1813 82.99

84.4883.861814
î3.711815 83.09
î2.681816 î2.43
82.571817 t2.48
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1818 82.50 82.61

1819 82.O7 î2.11
1820 11.81 î1.92
1821 81.56 il.52
1822 81.55 e1.33
1823 81.64 81.65 81.43
1824 î1.57 €1.35 81.21
1825 81.92 81.87 81.76
1826 c1.53 î1.64 î1.44
1827 81.78 Ê1.85 81.49
1828 È1.57 81.73 81.38
1829 81.42 Ê1.53 81.08
1830 Ê1.24 È1.21 81.95
1831 Ê1.18 81.19 81.90
1832 Ê1.38 î1.24 21.O7

1833 81.Æ î1.24 î1.11
1834 E1.47 î1.24 Ê1.16

1835 €1.56 81.30 81.37

1836 82.O4 e1.56 Ê1.39
1837 81.73 Ê1.66 Ê1.06
1838 Ê1.68 e1.39 Ê1.06

1839 r,1.96 Ê1.36 Ê1.10
1840 82.45 81.33 e1.08
1841 t1.97 t1.26 81.O4

1842 î1.84 81.10 e0.91
1843 Ê.1.77 €1.69 Ê1.88 81.00 Ê0.86

1844 î1.67 81.64 81.75 81.06 Ê0.85

1 845 Ê1.65 €1.59 81.67 e1.09 81.O2

18Æ î1.73 81.67 9.73 21.32 Ê1.00

1947 Ê1.43 î1.52 81.35 81.22 81.06
1848 81.18 Ê1.16 81.26 î1.29 €

1849 81.26 81.25 Ê1.36 81.O7 E

1850 Ê1.30 81.25 Ê1.36 e1.13 î.

1851 81.27 €1.30 Ê1.29 Ê1.06 E

1852 81.12 €1.15 Ê1.19 81.17 Ê

1 853 î1.22 81.20 il.34 e1.10 t
1854 î1.23 Ê1.09 81.21 81.19 È

I 855 81.25 81.21 81.40 Ê1.33 î.
1856 €1.50 81.46 81.56 Ê1.57 e

1857 81.84 Ê1.80 î1.87 Ê1.90 Ê

1858 81.87 Ê1.81 e1.31 €1.48 î
1859 €1.33 î.1.37 81.31 81.42 E

1 860 î1.37 81.45 Ê1.45 81.46 Ê

1 861 81.22 Ê1.05 Ê1.33 Ê1.32 e

1862 Ê1.11 81.14 81.21 ü.14 Ê

1863 €1.08 Ê1.08 81.23 Ê1.10 E

1864 81.38 81,44 Ê1.',14 â1.38 Ê

1865 Ê1.10 81.20 80.98 È1.24 E

1866 Ê1.01 81,12 €0.85 81.O7 t

Table 14: of East lndies Retained and 1792-1848.
Year Total lmports Retained lmports Re-exported

1792 350 175 175
1793 2,005 2,405 714

1794 4.915 4.403 1.018
1795 8,659 8,166 1,655
1796 5.2U 8,166 2,170
1797 5.824 5.296 3,551

1798 8.471 5,824 6,086
1799 6,O24 8,160 2.972
1800 11.702 6,023 4 701
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1801 3.217 11.741 3,394

1802 2,851 3,060 1,178
1803 4.896 2,869 1.747

1804 6,272 4,895 2,521
1805 6.2i8 6,275 769

1806 1.861 6.215 543

1807 5,929 1,861 1.O20

1808 3,629 5.929 2.453
1809 1,010 3,619 844
1810 2,462 1,310 355

191 1 1.O24 2.Æ2 202
1812 3,582 I,015 348

1813 3.844 3,643 500

1814 2.492 2.405 2.065
1815 6,282 2,252 5,103

1816 6.382 1.699 3.421

1817 6,295 1.366 5.103

1818 8120 1.253 4,775
1819 10.276 5.002 5.516

1820 13,861 4,240 4.411
1821 13.458 6,010 9,330

1822 1 1.318 6,854 4.914
1823 10,979 5,145 5.240-
1824 13.592 7,634 7,318
1825 7,300 5,360 1.831

1826 7.799 7j65 2,333
1827 8,029 3,493 3.204
1828 6,638 4,862 2.127

1829 8.702 5.920 2.808
1830 10,675 6,599 1,670

1831 8,089 5,677
1832 4,412 3,980
1833 5,586 4,914
1834 3.830 6.050
1 835 5,066 4.s23
1 836 7.611 5,511
1837 26,898 13,532
1838 21,442 20,919
1839 25.916 23,862
1840 24141 25,916
1841 61,987 52,770
1842 47.O23 46,797
1e43 55,109 52.783
1844 55,063 52,260
1845 66.772 61.889
1846 73.5Æ 72.054
1847 70,587 59,121
1848 68,021 67.ß7itz

t'p. p.l8t3 Imports of East hdia Sugar for Home Consumption and Export fio! V\1, l8l2-13. Customs

House Report of the Quantiry of Sagar Imported into G¡eat Britqin 1793 1822 East India,Srgar App. Iv p'

4. p.p. l-SfZ-fã (150J(t5tivrUi.¡s:, 3i5. Accountsof GoodsandProduceof theEastlndiesandChina
Imported and Exported from GB 1 792- l 8 1 1 .



Total Raw.Col. 3Col.2Col. 1Year
*1793

1794 ,1795
18,2881,1704,6141796 12,504
18,3322,1736,9949,1651797
28,06235826,52917,9521798
40,0365.7767.6401799 26,620
20.5022.9725.60111.9291800
49,0863,0378.26120,4551801
31,7531,2774.69951.6101802
57j361.4266,92729.5921 803
u,4351.4257,90325,1071804
22,7072,5206,86613,3211805
21,9837196,34614,9181806
15.3915424,1911807 10 656
32,9911,0152.1331808 29,843
17,7182.4533.0491809 12,216
35.37284421.O1113.5171810
30.84535525,9664.524181 1

25,95920211,95813,7991812
33,71534817.82715,5401813
42.52550020,50021,5251814
52,9002.06523,1471815 27,688
43.5493,42115,5701816 24,557
33,5255,1039,5651817 18,875
24.3354.7756.60212.9101818
24,3305,5165.43413,3801819
20.Æ44,4105,13510,9191820
25,2159,3306,9158,9701821
24.1407.3649,0161922'" 7,ÆO
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Table 15: Tons of Raw and Refined from Great Britain 1793-1822

Column 1 British Plantation sugar Column 2 Foreign Plantation sugar. Column 3 East lndia

sugar. Column 4 Total raw sugar Exported.

Table 16: Re-export Bounties, Drawbacks, Net Sugar Revenue and Total Yield of lmport Revenue

G8.1801-1832.

t3 E. L S. App.rv, p. 5.
t- p.p.Jsii, rsozl2o Ø42) XVII.178 and 1823, 1822 (63). XIIL579: Accor¡nts of Sugar Imporred and

Exportedfrom GB. Andthe Amount oJDuties Received.

Year Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Golumn 4

1801 E 604.776 î.486,544 Ê2,395,106 86,784,637

1802 902,111' 968;690 2,302,339 8.757184

1803 1,191.967 737,624 1.O14.O47 7,698,958

1807 1.143,051 Ê138,550 3,O29.484 10,799,041

1 808 9U,220 59,310 4,074,531 12.647,899

1809 gæ,220 219,009 3,273,995 12,606,782

1810 1,124.251 123.334 3,117,330 14.375.388

181 1 392,149 119,991 3.339.218 14.395,600

1812 693,650 260.761 3.939,939 13,O25,502

181 3 1.162,794 120,785 3,481,350 13.936,537

1814 1,133,958 139.661 3.276.513 11,365,875

1815 1.465.289 87.246 2,957.403 11.817.718

1816 1.492,800 47,342 3.166.851 11,276,352

1817 1.641.736 43,788 3,967,154, 11,896,311

1818 1,683,158 42,713 2.331.472 13.398,852
3,507,8A4 1 0191819 788 21.362

1820 1.608.480 11,467 3,477,770 12.974,357

1821 1,381,721 * 3.494.470 11,857,624

1922'" 916,872 4,410,O70 12.734.560



1823 844,536 4.æ5,U3 12.958.101

1824 777,634 4,168,517 13.854.536

1825 735,310 4,953,816 13,519,151

1826 839,886 4.218,623 18.749.O76

1827 920,718 5,003,982 19.457.O24

1828 920.701 4.576.287 20,070.086

1829 998,610 4.452,793 19.2U.434

1830 1.286,753 4,767,342 19,161.113

1831 1.123.434 4,219,U9 19,349,635

1932'o 949,128 3,986,518 18.248,929
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excluded. umn I Refined Bounties 2 Raw sugar Duty Drauðacts Column 3

Net Revenue from suger duties. Column 4 Total Yield of Sugar Revenue
* From 1821 raw sugar drawbacks of duty have substantially dimi9nished and are included with

bounties.

Table 17: Tons Muscovado from Great Britain 1807-1830.

Table 18: Sugar GonsumPtion in Great Britain 1823-1865 witr Prices per ton and, per Pound

inclusive of and Annual Fluctuations in Tons Consumed.

tt p.p. 1g29 )Õfl, Quantities of Sugar Imported to UKfor Home Convmption and Re<rportvith Duties

B ountie s and Drawbacks I I I 9' I I 2 I'
tt P.P. lCommand) 8706, (1894) Report of Customs md TúiÍÍs-
ttp. p, ìeZq (¡f Sj XVU.S6g, Sritish Plantation and Foreign Sugar Imported and Exportedlrom GB l8l9'
1828.

'" Ibid.

East lndia TotalMauritiusForeiqnWest lndianYear
1020 32,99429.U3 2,1331807

17.7182,4533.04912.2161808
35.67484421.O1313,8171809

355 30,84525,9661810 4,524
202 25,98511.95713.799181 1

33.71534417.82715.5401812
500 42.57220,50021,5271813
2.065 52,90023,1471814 27,688

43.5693,42115.57124.5571815
5,103 33.5249,56418,8571816
4.775 24.3346,6,4612,9131817

24,O305,51613.380- 5,1U1818
20.0214,4116.91510.9191819
17.0249,3309,3168,9701820"

7.216 13,7936,0851821 492
12.3294.911533 6,8851822
14.6375,2408.8365611823

7.318 18,45910,6994421824
1.831 12,1401,0798,6&1825 576

15.0152,3335.290 2.2775.1151826
15.7722.324 3,2045.1982.0461827

2.127 18,5715,8998,0162,529'lg2g'"
2,808 14,8802,6168,6471829 809
1,6702,4196681 830

Year Column 1 Column 2 Golumn 3 Golumn 4

1823 Ê59.9 îo.0267 173.300

1824 858.5 €0.0261 179,500 + 6,200

1825 Ê65.5 EO.0292 163,500 - 6,000

1826 Ê57.6 ro.0257 189,400 +25,900

1827 7 Ê0.o279 176.900 -12.500
1828 858.6 Ê0.0261 193,900 +17,000

1829 €55.5 EO.0247 190,400 3,500

1830 Ê50.4 EO.0225 202,800 +12.¿ßO

1831 î47.6 EO.O212 203.800 + 1.000



1832 Ê51.6 Ê0.0230 198,900 - 4.900

1833 Ê53.2 80.0237 188.300 600

1834 854.0* EO.0241 196,400 + 8,100

1 835 857.4* Ê0.0256 201,100 + 4,700

1 836 Ê64.8 Ê0.0289 179,600 - 21.500

1837 €58.6 î0.0261 202.40 +22,800

1 838 €57.6 80.02.57 201,000 - 1.400

1 839 Ê63.1 EO.0281 191.500 - 9,500

1840 î73.5 €0.0328 179.700 - 11,800

1841 864.8 80.0289 202,800 +23.'lO0

1842 s:62.1 8O.0277 19e,400 - 6,400

1843 858.9 EO.0262 201.400 + 3,000

1844 858.9 80.0262 206.400 + 5.000

1845 f.47.1 EO.O210 24,O00 +37.600

1846 î48.5 €0.0216 261.300 +17,300

1847 f42.4 80.0189 290.700 +29.400

1855 g40.02 Ê0.0178 1,394,950

1865 844 €0.0196 1.407.700

355

Column 1 value per ton ínclusive of duty Column 2 Price per pound. Column 3 Total

consumptíon. Column 4 tncrease/decrease in Consumption. * 1834 and 1835were exceptíonal
years for ftuit harvest and sugar used to preserve this fruit accounts for these two years being

ägainst an establ¡shed trend oi nigner pricàs leading to lower consumption.tn.NB. The values per

põund are inclusive of duty at the point of entry ¡nto home consumption, they do not include

wholesale or retail mark-uPs.

Table 1g: Total British Sugar Consumption, Consumption Per Capita, Availability of West Indian,

Mauritius and East lndia Year Periods 1815-19 to 1835-39.

te Select committee Sugar andCoffee,Eigþt Report pp. )Oil-)OilI.
'o J. A. Banks, Social Structure of Nineleenth Century England ãs seen Through the Cenms, pp. 179-268 in

R. Lalvton (ed..,) The Census and Social Structure Qondon, I97S) p.188. I have extrapolated the actual

class sizes using Bank's modelling for the Counties of Devon and Lancashire. These indicate tle average

number of midãle and upper class males over 20 in various occupations represented an average of 20'1

percent of the population.

PerPounds
Caoita.

Excess/deficit PopulationlmportsPeriod Consumption

17.265.000 18.451.993,2631801-14
16.219,756,400878,338 + 9,209869,1291815-19
17 -821.534,600927.831 + 84,7O71820-24 8¿ßj24

22.907.400 17.8+ 36.499914.439 950,9381825-29
24.328.200 18.6967.404 - 17,999985,4031830-34
25.653,200 17 -O840.400 -117,415957.8151 835-39

16.2827.023.000954,198 - 29,730184044 983,928
22.5-152.42 27,929,0001.251,072184549 1,403,514

27.595.000 29.061.360545 428,O701.788.6151 850-54
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Table 2O:Population of GB, Per Capita Consumption of Sugar of Working and Higher Classes

1801 -1814 and Five Year Periods 1815- 19- 1845-9 and Annual 1823-32.

Estimated Working Class PoPulation
39.5 % of Total ConsumPtion. Col- 5
of Total Consumption. Dudley Baxter
in receipt of indePendent incomes in

18792,053,300 of 9,838,300 were lower middle class or better, this equates to 20,8 percent. 2.

East lndia unreñned sugar Retained for Home Consumption showingTable 21: lmPorts to UK of
Each Grade and Total East lndia 1845-63.

tt p. p. Vol., )O(Xil 1857, pp. 17-21. A survey of major torvns and cities in the United Kingdom

conducted in ísso indicated *" *rf.iog class poprfation consumed 39.5 % percent of sugar and the middle

and upper classes 60.5 %.
22: JohnBurdett, Useful loil, (Londo41974), pp. 260-1-
t'p.i. r-S531+ér¡xCXC.5àTAccountofíne-þuøntitiesofsugar,RumandMolasseslmportedintotheUK
frin West Inà"t,'B¡nth Guiana. 831-52'
ã1.i. tsSie3;7\L:¡l¡.673 Acc Rum, Colfee øndCocoafrom

W. Indies, British Guiana, Mauritius and India I83I-53'

Column 4 Column 5Column 3Column 2.Column 1Year
55.99.1413.804,800142.37617.256.0001801-14
48.97.9815,812,000142,73219,765,0001815-19
50.08.118,325,600169,28522,907,O001820-14
50.568.3219,426í00182.88724.328.OOO1825-29
52.05a.4920.522.ßO197,08225,653,0001830-34
48.97.9821,618,400195,16327,023.0001 835-39
47.77.7922.343.200196.78527,929,000184044
68.91022,O76,000280,70327,595,00018r'.549

54.18.817,337,600173,31021,672,0001823
55.39.017.592,800179,55821.991,0001824
48.66.318,243,200163,56922,804,OOO1825
56.79.218,084,000189,42522,605,0001826
52.28.518.314.400176,99322,893,0001827
56,39.218,560,000193,96323.200,0001828
54.88.918,828,000190,48523,535,0001829
57.69.419.067.200202,8610001830
57.39.319,266.400203.81224.083.0001 831
53.9''8.019.474,400193,99024.343.OOO1832

EWC NEWC EBC NEBC Total lmports Retained
lmports

1836 7,611 7,611 5,511

1837 14.834 14,834 13,503

1 838 21.442 21,442 20.918

1839 25pß 25,9aß 23,863

1840 24j42 24j42 25,91ô

1841 61.987 61,987 53,271

1842 47.O22 47,O22 ¿[6,797

1843 55,109 55.109 52.783

1944'o 55,063 55.063

1845 1,106 57.450 66,940 58,566

1846 1,830 70.225 71,613 72,055

1847 842 58,279 70.857 59.121

1848 1,981 65,506 66.637 67.487

1849 4,255 63,457 73,724 67,712

1850 2,300 67.555 67,514 69,855

1851 1,756 61,126 74.542 62.822

1852 1,416 75,184 65.082 76,906

1 953'" 5,734 60,834 61.197 66,568

1954 "1.589 13.O72 24,673 39.334 49.522

1855 6,687 29,289 8.089 44,065 42.987



156 2,758 33,348 25.414 60,019 42,988

1857 1.257 29,289 28,830 59.376 46.715

1 858 1.72e 22.591 28,530 52,849 37.090

1859 763 25,665 15,346 43,774 39,758

1860 375 22,1Æ 18,807 41,330 27.898

1861 1.135 19.396 16.555 37,086 42.988
29,696 22,2791862 1.040 10,903 17,753

1863 23 3,552 8,943 12.518 16.132

1864 1.402 17,812 11.582 13,782 M.578 15,073

1865 646 7,044 8,285 10.855 26,U7 26,830

1866- 24 1.818 3.514 11.327 19.827 16,683
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Table22'. UK lmports of East lndia Sugar1867-73 Showing Each Class and Quantity Retained for

Home

Table 23: Foreign Sugar lmported to UK and Quantity Admitted for British Home Consumption

1841-1868

2t p.p.ls66 (193) LXVI.6B3, Return of the Quantities of Sugar Importedfor Home Conwmptionwith Rale

oÍdu!.
tÉ p.i.reoo (349) L)otr.561 1831-59, lB70 (203) Lxi.559 1845-69, 1871 (187) L)ilI, 557 1845-70, 1873

(243) L)il.s1 S ßqS-12,1E74(}OO)UAü,O¡S't¡iS-lZ,Imports to uK sugar, Molasses Rum øndcocoa.

il r rl¡rLr\
lmports Retained lmportsClass 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

1867 10 869 1.168 1,783 3,830 15,676

1868 I 1.022 4,026 8.397 13.4æ 9,068

1869 47 1.311 5,751 21,300 28.409 18,843

1 870 166 8.554 3,489 10,920 15.431 16,091

1871 509 1,652 4.128 10,739 17,018

1872 573 2,138 4,618 31.121 38.450

1873 155 834 3,010 21.111 25j20

Year lmports Home Gonsumption Year lmports Home Consumption

1841 Æ,157 116 1855 129,966 116,071

18/,2 30,866 13 1956 93,792 80,937

1843 45,895 5 1857 145,686 130.808

1844 39,271 5 1858 168,252 155,856

1e/.5 45,596 3.864 1859 187,723 175,æ3

1846 59,868 30,137 1860 188.023 174,797

1847 120,449 48,701 1861 189,539 177.400

1848 92.779 61,048 1862 236,288 222.942

'l8/i9 æ.257 24,824 1863 ?26,156 213,705

1850 67,526 45,419 1864 324,171 277,886

1851 114,815 68,952 1865

1852 53,428 u126 1866

1853 98.870 76,590 1867

1954 160,987 121,964 1868 325.673 302.794



Column 3 Golumn 4Column 2Column 1Period
54%oî2.40î3.362.702 81.311801-14
61o/oÊ1.45 82.5183.649,787181s-19

81.65 83o/o81.3783,380,6701820-24
4o/oÊ1.64î4.244.899 81.391825-29

Ê1.35 90o/o81.2284,557,2191830-34
81.81 ffio/o81.2084.571,1311835-39

65%81.9284.943.574 ú.26184044
57olo80.75 î1.42Ê4.069.199184549
48o/o''€0.58 81.2084,116,5661850-54
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Table 24: Net Revenue Price in Price lnclusive of and of

umn 1 Net Revenue after the deduction of drawbacks and bounties. 2 Average duty
Column 4 Dutypaid for British plantation sugar in each period. Column 3 Average price in bond

as a percentage of bond price
ort and Ton 1601-1856.Table 25: Value in Bond and Paid

Bond orice oer 6/vt. Per Gwt. Per Ton lnclusive of dutYDutv oer cwt.Year
82.71 Ê54.20Ê1.4081.311801-14
84.62 92.40Ê3.09Ê1.531815
83.85 77.00î2.431816 81.46

î2.49 83.84 76.80Ê1.351817
Ê4.00 80.00Ê2.50€1.501818
€3.49 69.80€2.061819 21.43
83.22 64.N12.811820 81.36

60.40Ê1.36 î2.661821
î2.92 58.40Ê1.5581.371822
e3.02 60.¿10Ê1.651823 î1.37
12.94 58.8081.37 81.571824
83.29 65.8081.92î1.371825
92.90 58.00Ê1.531826 î1.37
Ê3.15 63.0081.791827 Ê1.36

81.58 Ð..94 58.8â1.361828
î2.78 55,6081.4381,361829
î2.54 50.8081.251830 81.29
f2.39 47.80Ê1.181831 81.21
82.61 52.2Ê1.4081.211832
î2.69 53.881.ßî1.211833
î2.68 53.6Ê1.471834 81.21
f2.88 57.6e1.671835 81.2'.1
æ.24 64.8n.o481.201836
î2.93 58.6î1.7381.201837
î2.88 57.681.681838 81.20
83.1ô 63.2Ê1.961839 î1.20
82.71 54.281.26 81.451840
83.26 65.6Ê1.98î1.261841
92.75 55,0Ê1.5581.261842
12.95 59.0e1.691843 81.26
82.95 59.081.691844 81.26
î2.37 47.480.74 Ê1.631845
82.41 48.281.668O.751846
î2.14 42.8Ê1.38€0.761847
Ê1.91 38.281,171848 g:o.74

Ê1.91 38.281.261849 t0.65
€1.89 37.881.26Ê0.631950
81.86 37.281.26€0.601851
81.68 33.681.141852 80.54
€1.80 36.0Ê0.55 81.251853
Ê1.6581.088O.57185/.
82.05 41.OÊ1.381 855 €0.67
î2.22Ê1.508O.721 956'o

,t p.p. (1857) Session 2 (47) )OOMtr.471, Consumption of Tea and Sugar in United Kingdom lE0l-185ó



Foreion SuoarOther British TenitoriesBritish Plantation Per ton
EBC NEBC EWC EBC NEBCNEWC EWCYEAR EWC

f20.0 Ê18.40817.O 815.80 821.60815.20 t13,0 818,201848
14.45 19.80 18.45 16.012.O 17.0 15.60014.001 849
13.20 18.0 17.0 15.4011.0 15.40 14.301850 12.80

14.40 14.014.0 13.00 12.0 16.2011.60 10.01851
15.20 13.60 13.013.Æ 12.40 11.Æ11.60 10.01852

12.O11.0 14.O 13.010.0 13.0 11.801853 11.60
15.0 13.6013.60 12.60 16.1013.Æ 11.40 14.801854

NEBCNEWCEWC
811Ê12.005nn854 Ê14.00

13,0017.OO 15.0012t411855
13.83 12.6616.005t411857

EBM NEBM
9.33 8.1610,4116t411864 11.66

Fourth ClassSecond Class lassFirst Class
88.0810.50 89.58811.251t5/,1867

4.75 4.O5.255.66215t1870
2.O2.412.668t5t1873 2.83

Dutv FreeDutv Free Dutv feeDutv Free1t511874
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British es ton 1848-1874.

= Equal to White NEWC= Not Equal to White Clayed, EBC= Not Equalto
Clayed but Equalto Brown Clayed. EBC=Equalto Brown Clayed.

æ
EBM Equalto Brown Muscovado. NEBM. Not Equalto Brown Muscovado.

Table 27: Sugar lmports in Tons, Home Consumption and Re-exports from United Kingdom 1841-

1850.

Table 28: East lndia Raw and Refined Sugar, and Foreígn Beet sugar Admitted br Home

Consumption 1853 to 1883, with duty per orvt refined sugar and the per capita British consumption

ofF Refined

2t rbid, pp. 4-5.
tt P.P. (Command) 8706, (1894) Report of Customs and TariÍÍs-
30 p. p.' lt12-54 Vol., LVII, Accoint of Foreign and Colonial Merchandise Imported, Retainedfor Home

Consumpti on and Exported 1 841 - 1 850.
tt p. P. vol., )oo(vlr.490, (1857) pp.4-5.

Year Total lmports Retained Home Consumption Re-exported

1841 245,401 202,881 42,519
1'U2 237.800 193.423 44.377

1843 251.O28 201.415 49,612

184r' 244,OO3 206,472 37,531

1845 291_O44 242,830 44,214

1846 283j25 261.O12 22.114
1847 410,476 288.975 121,500

1848 343,496 307,115 36,381

1849 3/¡6,867 295,284 51.583

1850 314.577 304.575 10.002 "u

Cwt.
Duty Refined Consumption per

Capita Refined.
E/lnd.
Refined

Beet RefinedYear E/lnd. raw.

1.25 Pounds€0.81.66128.11852
1.160.93773.21853 61,000
1.O415.2062921854 40,000
1.19557 14.43236,000'1855
1.02252 12,79664,8101856
o.9517.8 14,9471857 79,605
1.0312.8673.81858 48,828
o.9434.6 12.17757.5951859
1.0332.7 13,30443,6451860
0.9542,92e 178 12,2361861
1.0313/82 80.91/61Æ1862 35,966



1863 13.894 8.75 12.545 € 66.25 0.95

1864 925 40,123 3.03

1865 24,213 540 36.423 2.73

1866 21.738 8.5 38.571 2.87

1867 11,179 9.8 38,576 2.85

1868 5,829 5 37.613 2.76

1869 24.495 51,299 3.73

1870 19,634 80,094 80.35 5.83

1871 17,524 74.U7 5.29

1872 21.279 88.286 6.19

1873 34,087 109,872 Ê0.17.9 7.63

1874 17,126 128,901 D/repealed 8.89

1875 28,383 129.732 8.88

1876 34.800 129.913 8.79

1877 58,050 162,761 10.90

1878 46,O74 154.9z2 10.27

1879 18,705 143,508 9.41

1880 18.924 145,541 9.46

1881 32,710 131,660 8.44

1882 72,479 131.947 8.38

1883 156,902 9.97"'
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Table 29: Tons of Cane Sugar and Saccharine Products lmported to UK from East lndia and

Mauritius 1853-1882.

sugar of all nds. #Exclusive of Molasses or Low Khaur

32 Command paper 8706 Report of the Sugar Trade 7 August 1884 p. 26Tahle 1 p. 40 Table xüi Compiled

by Messers Rueb & Co.
t5 lb¡d, Tablemi pp. 58-59.

Year MauritiusYe¿r E/lndiaYear MauritiusE/lndiaYear
103.06622.502 186988.373 1869#1853#1853* 73,883
98.72419,282 187081,768 187c#54.741 '1854#¡1854*

1871 118,8431871# 17,265122,61247.928 1 8551855*
1872 122.2881872# 20,9641856 113,59564,2561856*
1873 111,718111.851 1873# 30,88378,428 18571957*

93.38816.873 1874114.320 1874#.48.689 18581858*
87.44927.963 1875119.312 1875#56.744 18591859*

1876 115.801187æ 25,3701860 126,196¿13,6981 860*
136,29257,223 1877106,376 1877#18611961*
128.28745,410 1878129.292 187æ35.434 18621862tt
103.54218.423 1879132.372 1E7W13.6E8 18631863#

1880- 108,4391880# 18,622112,55132.111 18641864+
108,76232,226 18811881#1865 130,19123,8551865#
115.24249.417 1882188¡2#21.417 1866 119,2741866#
113,97671,418 188396.860 1883#18671867# 11,050

95,753 s
4.7¿ß 1 8681868#
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Table 30: Tons of East lndia Sugar lmported to GB and Value at Sale Per ton, East lndia

and Private -1821

Column 1 Tonnage of East lndia CompanY sugar. Column 2 Prime Cost. Column 3 Value at sale

London. Column 4 Tonnage Private Traders Sugar. Column 5 Value at sale GB.

Table 31 Value of Chini line Brown and Date Ïree Calcutta 1812-1821

1

lolumn 5Column 4Column 3Column 20Column 1Year
882.661.5Ê90.14€18.36248.51791
96.7626.4î105.71Ê31.341792 165.5

342.2 54.47€:60.14E26.541,8191793
57.29282.1853.50e33.732,8791794
57.75296.1€56.09930.1 37,7951795

'l.127.4 65.31€25.08 e59.044.2301796
55.851,716857.Æ824.O43.5441797
þþ.þ3,226.5E 65.78î21.966,9551798

2.804 46.15î17.52 837.111799
54-545,488.3î44.40Ê21.695.5531800
52.26955.5852.75821.802.7901801
40.541,385.2836.62819.612,7891802
41.841.088.4î29.29 Ê41.361.3751803
51.381,273.8852.92î24.933,9311804
36.551.45857.36î26.755,1371805

.307.8Ê43.94î25.173,2901806
399 22.98825.56 Ê38.385.2751807

29.77296.8Ê36.28î27.162.4221808
40.55.95843.48831.471,5811809
4.974É.2.9Ê46.882,026 823.371810
41.52602.9€38.60î22.38911811
45.01482.3f46.07€23.063,3801812
59.991,131.6862.49Ê20.492,3781 813

669.7 70.37821.67 879.691814 2,127
61.786.051.6851.26125.92166181 5
45.414,538.5Ê43.30î29.Æ9471816

3.652.5 47.68î47.66î29.291381817
44.564.912.4î32.12 Ê46.1E9541818 v.385.732.4€38.83â29.551,O371819
29.527,717.6€36.30831.139191820
26.31*7.082.6828.64 €2g.gg$q1.9861821

Year Month Chini Brown Date Sugar

Low Hioh Low Hiqh Low Hioh

1812 Jan 821.8 î23.4 €20.6 î21.4 818.2 Ê19.0

May 27.6 28.4 26.O 27.O 24.4 25.2

Seot. 25.4 26.O 23.8 24.4 21.4 22.2

1813 Jan 26.0 27.O 23.O 23.8 20.6 21.4

May 29.2 30.0 26.0 27.O 23.8 24.4

Sept. 27.0 27.6 23.0 zi.8 21.4 22.O

1814 Jan 27.6 28.4 26.0 27.O 23.O 24.4

Mav 30.8 31.8 29.2 30.0 26,0 27.0

Sept 28.4 29.2 27.O 27.6 Nil Nit

1815 Jan 26.0 27.0 Nir Nit 23.O 23.8

May 30.0 30.4 20.4 23.0 23.6 24.4

Sept 31.6 32.4 29.2 30.0 27.8 28.4

1816 Jan 33.2 34.8 31.8 33.0 Nit Nil

May 32.2 33.3 29.2 30.0 26.O 27.O

Seot 32.4 33.2 30.8 31.8 27.0 27.8

1817 Jan 31.8 32.4 30.0 30.8 Nir Nit

May 35.4 æ.4 32.4 33.2 29.2 30.0

to Et L S., App iv,p.76



30.0 Nil Nit29.232.4 33.2Sept
Nil Nit29.231.8 28.4Jan 30.81818
30.8 31.833.20 34.037.2 38.0Mav

28.4 25.4 26.O31.0 27.830.0Sept
Nit31.8 Nit34.8 30.834.01819 Jan

27.8 29.O29.2 30.034.0 u.8Mav
33.0 Nit NíI34.8 32.434.0Sept

31.834.O 30.836.4 31.035.41820 Jan
26.0 27.O30.8 31.834.8Mav u.o

25.431.8 24.430.834.0 34.8Sept
22.230.0 21.434.8 29.234.01821 Jan

21.4 22.229.232.4 28.4Mav 31.8
21.430.0 20.629.232.4 33.0SeptJtt
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Table 32: Sugar Yields From to Time in the in Tons per Hectare of Raw Gur

and Muscovado

Table 33: lmports in Tons of East lndia Sugar Showing the Surplice and Deficit Between Total

and Hole 1845-1850,

36lbi{ pp. 35-36.
37lbid, Appendix 1 pp. 102-5.
,t nrríg"I Sug*t *i ¿.""o*x of the Method and Fscpense of Cuttívøting Sugar C,ane in Bengal, (LondoU

1794) p.20.
ú iípirt i¡ the Collector of Azimgurh on the Settlement of the Ceded Portion of the District Commonly

Catled Clruktah Azimguth, (Aga 1837). p. 4, patagraph7 -

o¡ w. w. Hunter, a s;atis;i;al Account of Bengal,vol. vtr, (Londoq 1876), p. 247. * Estimate.
ot 

J. B. Fuller, (1883) ParagraPh 5.* Willññm uná n. È'. Sinehi. A Note on the Improvement of Gur and wgar Making in the United

P.rovinces' (Allahabada 1916)' p' 3' 
- - -^:- e-.-- D-,---) t^e Lrnmo (-nttctmntintt

Muscovado SuqarChiniGurYear District
0.30 to 0.521792 Banares
0.80 to 1.15Runqoore1792
1.821792
1.55 to 1.91792 Radnagore
0.66 to 0.751792 Santi
1.72Burdwan1792
1.35Sulkee near Calcutta1792"'

2!ß1794 Beerbhoom
2.O1794
1.211794
1.70Garagaut1794*
1.232.46ß37
0.641,291877
1.402.80Central Provinces*t1882
o.671915 Úntied Provinces"'

Year Home consumption lmports Surolice/deficit

1845 55,804 54.779 + 1,025

1846 72,425 71.379 + 1,046

1847 59,121 73,295 +14,174

1848 67.487 73,779 + 6.292

1849 67.711 76,672 + 8,961

1850 69,8il 63.227 - 6,6274ÑJ
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Table 34 Bulk Goods in Tons and Rum in lons from British lndia 1834-1846.
Cotton WoolSuqarS/petre RumSaqoRiceYear
14.697 30.25,10012.884 53713.848 1,2U1834

1326,899 18,49514,068955 9,70614.6791835
33.906 4858,5888,897 38,1391.241836 18,408
23,005 83915,14711,130 67,0647641837 20,722

84723.705 17.95453,309908 11,70410.2131838
93929,357 21,059170,3851.033 13,62117,4221839

34,380 1,09024,9369,480 312,0312,5941840 17,498
43.477 1,34363,57910,o77 1,008,93319,848 3,7921841

1,895.547.304 41,505670,4502.2e2 11,06621,99618r',2
85555,843 29,335835,3901,161 17,2911843 18,189

1.z]539,57155,43310,304 339,81319.363 1,859184ø
1.77566,922 26,088701.12815,38525.557 2,1001845
2.O40*71,613 15,420892,9851,910 10,58934,5511846

Year lnwards Tonnage Outward Tonnaqe

No. AveTons lnwards No AveTons Outward

1834 186 405 75,461 197 ¿ß1 90,833

1835 216 414 89,449 219 439 96.157

1936 228 427 97.371 267 Ml 117.7U

1837 282 422 119,069 231 ¿ß3 106,927

1838 186 405 75,461 197 461 90,833

1839 216 414 89,449 219 439 96.157

1840 288 479 137.883 380 471 179.204

18/'1 444 466 207,O75 461 467 215,421

18/,2 430 445 191,378 397 509 202.101

1843 441 475 209,600 374 451 168.672

184ø; 4Æ* 450 197.979 470 469 220,350

184ffi * Calcutta only Calcutta only 267 522 138,575

1U6-7 4t 244 490 119,670

184748 262 513 134.360

Table 35 and lnwards/Outwards lndia and Britain

Nathan Alexander in his evidence before the Se/ecf Committee Sugar and Coffee First report

p.ìOg, explained that 267 vessels sailed from Calcutta in 18456, with a combined tonnage of

ì36,575, an average tonnage of 511. Of these from 180-200 ships were availaÞle b ship the

6Z,jOO tons of sugãr. Taking the lower figure f 180, e-ach would ærry 372 tons of ballast car9o,

20b ships would carry an avèrage each of 335 tons. On a basis of sixty perge¡t9! the tonnage

Oéing ¡äitast, ships läaving Calóutta in 1845-6 could carry 83,145 tons, 1846-7,71,8O2 and for

1847-8 80,616 tons.

* G. R. porrer, Progress (IS4S) p. 750, and P. P. (1547) VoI., LX Imports and Exports ol the Antied

Kingdom the west Indies, fust India company's Territories, ceylon, china etc.
ot 

G. RPorter, (1847), p. 753
ot Sel""t Co.m¡tt"e"Sits* and Cofiee 1847-8, First Report p. 169. Evidence of Nathan Alexander, East

India mercha¡t.;G. Wilkil oi fn" Commercial Anmtal or Tabular Statement of the Commerce of Bengal ùñng lhe Yesrs



Table 36: to UK of Rum and Molasses from the East Indies 1831-1849

18ø;041,46,405, 1

and 184647 40,627

364

u142,7,036, 184243Exports of Rum exported from to
3,877, 1 84344 2,510 1 8Á*55 3, 173,1845Æ9,794

Table 37: ftom East lndies 1841-57 Unretined Molasses and Molasses.

llolasses on importation pay Duty on the Basis of 3 pound Molasses equates 1 Sugar

o* P. P. 1856 Vol. Ltr 29-April 1356.
ae Select Committee Sugm and Coffee Planting 184748, First Report, p. 23
50 Þ p 11R57ì Secsinn 2 14ô )lffXIOII 499

Molasses Rum Year Refined Molasses RumYear Refined
Cwt. GallonsTons Galls. Cwt.Tons

2.828 '1832 1,015.031831
.5 26 1834 93.3 5371833 39.35

38,1395.1 14,068 1836 43.75 1.451835 18.0
1838 11 23.2 s3.30614.1 4.3 67,0ù41837

21.A 170,386 1840 45.5 15.s 311,8861839 66.15
669.979233.9 1.006,549 1842 3.3 2671841 2.3

2Æ.5 336.116539.6 835,162 18441843 02
707.424 18Æ 5.790 2.513 828,O771,247.41845

808.2442.739.3 818.214 1848 1,543.4 2,4741847 575.8
2j50 672.881 1850

¿to

1849 2891.9

*Molasses Rum sUnrefined
suoar

Sugar extrac'ted from MolassesYear

GallonsTons TonsTons
1841 63,579

203 833,57651.471 2911842
532 875,46559.044 5371843

464.684504 5031844 41,628
676 520,1006781845 62,931

1.329 738j281.4161846 76,099
2,763 791j6566,169 3,9391847

860.0224.497 2.241848 70,127
862,05510.131 1,0771849 63,138

551 515,2943.2041850 76,399
672 464,U365.842 6,2131851

326,8661.r58 1211852 79,888
297.7481.389 3791853 60,983

561 203,1902,3071854 50,650
7 664,96836.957 1,8841855

753.47029237.&2 1,1311856
490,8431.416 1,0861857* 70,277
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Table 38: UK from British 1845-1

"lncludes Penang until 1850. Column 1 West lndies. 2 Mauritius
Column 6 Combined East lndia.Column 3 Bengal. Column 4 Madras.

Coh¡mn 7 Ceylon, Penang and Singapore
Column 5 BombaY

Table 39: Mauritius to lndia 1862-3lo 1871-2.

5t p. p. lg65 (235)L,843 Imports of Sugar to UKfonn British West Indies, British Gaiana, Mauritius and

Col.7Col.5 Col.6Gol.4CoL2 Col.3Col. 1Year
66.771 26235.81118/i5 142,883

28073,25242,260107,6071846
1,03670,00159.697160,1381847

66,477 4974.3161848 139,866
88273,55744,892142,1131849

BombavMadrasBenqal
65,865 2,6576558,51150.165 56,6991850 129,468
77.101 2,1674f,662.594 14,10150,013153,7941851

1.95663,23714.08549,15156,103170,3971852
3,09635 58,17214,65643,48162,613142,1481 853

35,783 3,465117,903 17,87983.1091854 172,154
3.29933,302222,346 10,95468,156145,7681855
4.2361.317 57,10423.01732,77082,363140,5281856

54.670 4,M48621,10833,07659,2161857 147,731
3.58036,1353123.183 12,92154,325174,8451858
5.05641,70314.154 4327,50658,Æ7156,3841859

32.753 5.2915214.45218,24958,186168,7801860
33,497 3,9605812,51120,98275,1981861 184,515

4.93215,88825,050 10,38534.321193,2381862
11 1 3.00210.928 1771681,783181,0941863
35.576 4,832"'7711.41152,721 24,068163,0131864
20.171 1,877114,08549,616 6,8051863 178,O54

89717,13s23,681 13,45650,312220,5381866
1,1012 2,1221.21091029,787191,5651867

Year ln pounds Long tons

1862-63 17 ,551,200 7.835

1863-64 1 1 598 8.571

22,853,945 10.2031864-65
1865€6 708 13,709

1866€7 743 20.062

1867€8 51 761 23.107
1 1,900186869

1869-70 59,209,365 26.433

1870-71 587 ó 14,994"¿

East Indies, 1845-64.
52 L.õ s^- rr^,,..:+:,,. +^ r-ãia ', TT¡o q.t¡ony (me 1'/ol I I No- 24 (December. 1871). p.644.
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Table 40: Extract from the 1792 Survey of the Sugar Producing Districts of Bengal, Showing the

Six Disficts and

Jessore mainly date tree sugar

Table 41: Quantities and Price per Ton in Calcutta of Sugar Exported to Europe, American and

Great Britain 1816-17 to 1818-19

The value per ton in umn 2 includes sugar exported by the East lndia Company, who usually

purchased khand at prices lower than that purchased by private merchants, consequently the

percentage of this sugar that was probably amount of khand is enhanced by this factor. The

shonger commercial position of the Company compared to private merchants was the factor that

makes this possible. lt ensured that capital was readilY available in the localities from land

revenue; the Company also had people on the ground in the
directly and with middlemen.

sugar disficts dealing with people

t?¡.S App. 1, pp. 180-2, Bengal Public Consultations, Abstract Statement of Sugar and Gur production in

Bengall79?.
to Ibid- App.IV, pp.35-3ó CalcuttaMarket price of Chinee.
55 r:s ^ t< ¡<

ns.Local District Exports.Produce of district.Amounts in cwt.
Suqar GurSuoar GurSuoar GurEno. AcresDistrict
2.e57 8,321128 8884,133 17Jeg5,0æSircar Sarun

N/A 8.262 N/AN/A 2,75211,0106,045Dinaqepore
N/AN/A N/A 32,768133,9288.264 32,768Burdwan

11.290 N/A9.196 N/A20/,601.134Midnapore
N/A 2,928 N/A3,35613,4274,847Beerbhoom

N/AN/A NIAN/A10,982PalmsJessore*
58.105 8.32115.432 88892.780 151,11625,354Total

Ave. per ton. Chin Per ton. C 3Tons C. 2Destination C.1.
î24.98 833.65,222Britain1816-17
826.43729Europe
826.734.890United States

833.6€23.336,692Britain1817-18
32Europe 1,244

830.335.174United States
Ê25.59 Ê34.8;il6,099Britain1818-19
Ê28.894.O4Europe
Ê30.574.775oo United States
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Table Volume in the Sea Bourne Trade 1 -1821

Table Price cwt of British

Duty lowered by 80.70 per orvt froml March 1845.

tu rbid, passim.

and Refined 1845-8.

ToFromYear
È107.147GuzeratBombay1802-3

51.543Cutch & ScindI

1,439Taniore
Malabar Coast(

E1

8168,812Bombav & Malabar1805€ Bengal
1230,982e62,118Madrae & CoromandelBengal

î204,533Bombav & MalabarBenoal1806-7
î263,21058,677Madras & Coromandel
8177,æ3Bombay & MadrasBenoal1807€
[90,076Bombay & MalabarBengal1808-9
879,205Bombav & MalabarBengal1809-10

€18,903To Gutch & Scindf
1810-1 1

€59,899To BombayBenqal1810-1 I
Ê1321To CoromandelBombay
s13,233To Cutch and ScindBombav!

e1æ,356Total
æ0,461BombayBenoal1811-12
874,2961812-13

a

1813-14
Ê86,420((

181+15
t46,810llll

1815-16
838,397Bombay1816-17

9,688Madras
Ê48,085Total
î19,122BombayBenqal1817-18
€19,031ÍI

1818-19
846,O724¡a

1819-20

MauritiusJamaiæ

1820-21

Year Rtrned
Low Highto fine

White
Low
brown

Low
Brown

To fine
Yellow

To fine
Yellow

Low
Brown

1845

83.62 €3.70Ê3.5081.9281.90 83.3083.42î2.55January
€3.5083.27Ê1.35 f2.90î2.9590 Ê1.65Aoril* €1.90

83.37 83.62î2.9581.7581.77 €2.80€2.8082.12Julv
83.25 €3.35î3.2081.8081.75 Ð.82î2.8082.30October

1846
83.2783.2081.77 Ê3.0082.20È1.8212.7081,77
83.20î2.82 î3.1781.82â2.80€2.80 81.87î1.87April

Ê3.27 83.47î2.8781,75â1.90 e2.80î2.80€1.90Julv
83.15 83.3082.87È1.75Ê1.60 Ê2.80F2.8081.60October

1847
83.25 €3.5582.90Ê2.00î2.9582,80 Ê1.80î2.OOJanuary
æ.17 î3.25î2.7081.75E1.EO Ð.75î2.70È1.75April

€2.95â2.80ç2.65ç2.50 â1.6581.65F2,6581.65July
î2.62 î2.7581.40 î2.60î2.5581.40î2.52October î1,40

1848 î2.2712.20[2.00î2.37 81.4081.30€2.0081.40
f2.80î2.7081.40 22.22t2.20ü.4.Oî2.2281.Æ

.le¡Jelv-
April

82.67 î2.80î2.2581.42î2.2082.25 il.4081.42
î2.60-82.2021.3781.35 82.1012.2081.37October

57 n r r^;^- E-,^^o (-aøøav¡inl (1vìçít llR4g\ nn 141-146.
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Table 44. An Account of lndia

Table 45 Selections of

A=London Building Trade Artisan.
C= Artisan Spinners. D=Textile Unski

1791-1821

in Britain 1810-1870.

lding Trade Labourer. Manchester and District:
lled. E=Textile Female. F=Engineering Tradesmen
General Average.æManchester. G=Agricultural Workers

tt lbr{ App. iv p. 34.t' Arthur Bowley, Wages in the United Kingdom in the Nineteenth Century, (Cambridge 1900), passþ and
F. H Htrnt Rp-sion¡il Waçre Vorintinns in R¡itîin lRlll-lOI¿I ll.}.rÊn¡¡l 107?\ noccim

Year Tons FOB lndia Freisht Mercantile Charges Sale Price Profit Loss
1791 249 Ê.tatz Êor.e4 î+.re Eeg.zq î.+.tz
1792 165 31.43 58.68 5.30 106.03 10.59
1793 1829 26.39 27.97 2.99 59.81 2.ß
1794 2879 33.73 26.00 2.67 53.5 €a.go
1795 7795 30.13 33.98 2.79 55.83 11.07
1796 4230 25.08 26.72 2.95 59.04 4.29
1797 3544 24.O4 18.85 2.86 57.40 11.65
1798 6955 21.96 28.75* 3.28 65.80 11.81
1799 2334 17.52 26.52" 2.65 53.O7 6.37
1800 5553 21.69 39.73* 2.22 44.40 19.2s
1801 2790 21.80 37.77* 2.63 52.76 9.45
1802 2789 19.61 35.52 1.83 36.62 20.35
r803 1376 29.26 38.64 2.06 41.33 28.64
1803 1376 29.26 38.64 2.06 41.33 28.64
1894 3781 25.92 26.80 2.75 55.02 0.45
1805 5137 26.75 33.82 2.86 57.36 6.08
1 806 3290 25.17 37.38 2.19 43.94 20.81
1807 5275 25.56 37.47 1.92 38.51 26.44

24221808 17.16 45.75 1.81 36,30 28.43
1609 1581 31.44 41.57 2.26 43.48 31.8
1810 2027 23.36 26.9 2.34 46.86 5.74
1811 91 22.38 17.86 1.93 38.60 3.57
1812 3380 23.06 35.11 2.29 Æ.o7 14.40
1813 2378 20.49 32.45 3.12 62.49 6.43
1814 2127 21.67 25.05 3.98 79.69 28.99
1815 166 25.92 18.21 2.56 51.26 4.57
1816 947 29.ß 26.94 2,16 43.30 15.27
1817 139 29.08 18.79 2.æ 47.92 2.91
1818 954 32.12 24.35 2.30 46.18 12.59
1819 1038 29.52 25.65 1.94 38.79 18.32
1820 916 31.23 12.75 1.82 36.42 9.20
1821 1 986 28.64 9.22 1.44 28.88 cat

10.43

1810 1820 1833 1836 1841 1849 1859 1870
A 81.45 81.46 Ê1.35 81.4 81.48 Ê1.50 €1.50 Ê1.65
B Ê1.00 Ê0.93 Ê0.95 €0.96 Ê0.97 Ê1.00 Ê1.00 Ê1.05
c 81.70 €1.60 81.42 [1.36 81.25 81.20 €1.31 €1.50
D E0_81 80.76 80.82 80.74 Ê0.62 îo.71 Ê0.73 e0.80
E Ê0.51 Ê0.53 80.42 80.43 Ê0.40 Ê0.43 Ê0.46 Ê0.60
F 81.40 €1.38 Ê1.33 81.46 e1.30 il.45 81.71 81.75
G 80.40 î0.47 E!.53 80.55 Ê0.49 Ê0.48 Ê0.58 80.72
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Appendix 2

Sugar Agreement Between Halwais (sugar boiters) and East lndia Company
1793.
Engagements of Mr. with Mr. John Cheap, Resident Sonamukhi for the
delivery of maunds on account of the Hon'ble Company.
I agree to deliver at the Cootey of maunds of sugar, at the price, and upon
the conditions hereínafter specÍfied.
The sugar to be of strong grain, clean and dry, the price of the awul, or first sort, is
settled at Srs. p. Maund of 60 sicca weight of the seer, agreeable to which
muster, my delivery shall be made.
When I deliver my sugar, it shall be prized, taking the awul muster as a standard, and
according to such valuation my amount shall be credited.
lf upon inspection my sugar is ferreted, I bind myself to substitute fur it sugar of good
quality which when approved of, I shall then b at liberty to carry away what was
ferreted. Sugar which is soft and wet, or of a bad colour, or quality shall not be
tendered.
Should I make a tender of sugars that have been adulterated with Raw Sugars
(Doluah and Bourra) upon sufficient proof being given, I subject myself to pay a
penalty of 59 percent, upon the whole amount of the advances I may have received.
The advances to be made at the rate of Sa RS. Per maund, at the f,rllowing
periods -:
Vzwhen the engagement is signed
Tol month afterwards, and
% I month afterthe date of the 2d advance.
At the time I make my deliveries, the Sugar to be inspected and prized, and whatever
it may be valued at over and above the rate advanced, shall be paid in ready money
on the day of prilng.
Whatever advances I receive, shall be wrote on my Haut chittie* as well as my
deliveries of sugar when approved of.
The deliveries to be made at Factory from the 1st Choytee (March-April)
to 30 Bysack (April-may) 1201 B- S- at the period stated underneath After
the Expiration of these dates, I subject myself to a penafty of 25 percent, upon the
deficient maunds, valued at the awul, or first suga/s price, to be aid by me in rcady
money, without fail or litigation.
I hereby acknowledge the receipt of the first advance and bind myself to abide by the
considerations of this agreement.
Periods for delivery
Witness J. Cheap
Resident Soonamukhi

1

t B*g"l Board of Trade Consultations 2I-lL-1793
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Appendix 3

Pre-industrial Sugar Technology and Manufacture

The traditional process of sugar manufacture is an important part of the story

of East lndia sugar, as is shown above, indigenous sugar was by far the largest

component of all sugar exports from the sub-continent to Britain and the European

continent. This appendix examines the indigenous sugar making process from the

point where juice was extracted and boiled to gur or rab, crude raw sugar, explaining

something of the work of the halwais, (sugar boilers), the makers of the fine white to

yellow sugars that sold in the markets of Europe and Asia. The technology used to

express juice in the various regions of northeast lndia and Madras, is also part of this

discussion.

The indigenous industry did not invest ín expensive infrasfucture, such as

stone built sugarhouses or buildings to house steam engines, iron crushing mills,

clarifying cistem, evaporators or rum stills. lnstead, the cultivator used low-cost and

often portable equipment, the origins of which were centuries old. A varieff of cane

crushing mills came into use in lndia, some of local origins others endogenous in

their origin; it was not unusual for a particular technology to be isolated to one area or

district

The most widely used mill was the kolhu; a mill often owned cooperatively or

hired out by a wealthy cultivator for a fee or a share of the produce. This mill, still the

most common type in the mid-nineteenth century, was in effect a mortar and pestle,
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and in use throughout much of the sugar producing regions of northeast lndia.2 The

mortar made from a hollowed out tree stump or carved from stone, and the pestle,

often the trunk of a tamarind tree, with one end crafted into a bulbous shape.

Bullocks providing the motive power and the pestle turned inside the mortar. The

câne was cut into short sections before insertion, and the action of the mill reduced

the cane to pulp, with the extracted juice draining through an aperture into a pot or

nand under the mill (see illustration page 351).3 The process of crushing cane in the

kothu consisted of two separate operations, one of cutting the cane into short lengths

and stacking it into baskets, usually sufficient to feed the mill for two hours. At this

point, it became necessary to stop and clean out the accumulated trash. The second

section had a bullock driver and a person to insert the cane into the mill; five to seven

people were involved in the operation.a

A smaller mill with two horizontal grooved rollers, turned manually by handles,

the upper and lower roller turned in opposite directions, required four operators, two

on the handles, one feeding the mill and another handling and twisting the canes as

they emerged from the rollers. This milt appears to have been most commonly in use

in the Burdwan area where softer varieties of cane were generally grown

t 
S. lrf- Hzdt, The Sugarcane Indury of the Uniled Province oÍ Agra qnd Odh, (Allahabad, 1902), pp. 5+55.

The author mentions-th¡ee varieties of the kothu; a stone one used in eastem districts, a wooden mill used in

Oudh and eastern Doad and the Gorakhpur wooden mi1l For what is perhaps the best and most døailed

description of the kolhu see this publication pp. 55-61-
tloft" 

-¿ Christian Daniels, 'lfhe Origin of the Sugatcaoe roller Mill, Teclmologt and Culîme, Vol', 29 No. 3

(19gg), pp. 493-53 ce between roller technology and the mortar and pestle

tì"f,"óioþ may be en mills and inigtion
made bot!, *ú"te for inigation i'e' the

technology were also part of tle carpenter's skill rang In those parts of India

and bucÈet, the simpler mortar technology prevailed. pp- 508-9 Note 65'
¿J. ff. fufa&i"torh Report of the Settlemànt Operations in the District of Azømgarh, (Allahabad, 1881). p.126'

paragraph436.
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Kolhu Mortar and Pestle Mill
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5 lvilliam Crooke, A Glossary of North Indian Peasant Life; (Delhi, 1989).
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;-2;'

Hand operated ¡'oiier mill: B urdwan , Kishnagur, Hooghli and 24 pargannahs

6 Vertical roller mill Fandipur. Probably imported from Western lndia

'))-:

-rf

TCharki: three roller mill Central Provinces

-\.'-.'

6 Noel Deerr, History Vol. I
t Willia- Crooke, (Delhi, 1989)

1¡
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(Sketch l, page 352 above)8 A third mill, largely confined to the Fureedpore district,

was introduced from Western lndia, it consisted of two vertical rollers connected by a

worm type drive, like the kolhu, it was driven by bullocks (sketch 2, page 352).e

Two other mills were in use in the western and southern districts of the Central

Provinces. ln the southem districts, a bullock mill called the Ghanra was common; it

had two vertical wooden rollers. This millwas set into the ground with the tops of the

rollers just above ground level. Because of this, the cane was cut into short lengths

of about a metre to be fed through the rollers. One roller was much bígger than the

others, bullocks hamessed to a crossbeam tumed the large roller, wooden teeth

mortised into each roller interlocked and effected the rotatÍon of all three rollers.

The mill of the western districts of the Central provinces was the Charki, a

three-roller mill, some of which had rollers 1.3 metres long, the central roller had a

larger diameter and was fitted with a series of teeth through which the two smaller

rollers were driven; bullock power also drove this mill (sketch 3, page 352).

Apparently, this mill needed to be constantly lubricated with castor oil; the loud

rumbling of the rollers could apparently be heard for some distance.lo

The slow extraction of cane juice with both the small Burdwan roller mill and

lhe kolhu, combined with a general low level of cleanliness to both the mills and the

pots receiving the juice, frequently led to fermentation.ll There was also a

correlation between action of a mortar and pestle action of the kolhu and the mineral

t 
S. Il Robinson, (1349.), p. 14. This small mill was predominantly in use in the are¿s ne¿r to Caletta, Ifooghli

and Bu¡dwan where irrigation was widespread and softer varieties of cane were gfo\ryn.
n 

S. I1 Robinson(18a\.p. a9.
to 

J. B. Fuller, Sugar Production in the Central Provinces, (1883), p. 13 paragraph 16.
TLE.LS AW.l pp. 271-2l2,Bangat Commercial Consultations, 6-2-1793 lililliam Fifznaurice's Memorial. J. H.
Mackintosb, SettlementAzangmh, (Allahabad, 188f). p.126, paragraph 444. The cultivators of Azamgarhwere
aware of the problems of ferrnentation due to slow extraction ofjuice. The problem was nade worse dwing
humid weather and when strong easterly winds blew.
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and vegetable impurities expressed with the juice. These impurities hindered

crystallisation; and the problem was made worse by the almost complete lack of

defecation or cleansing of the juice before boiling tended to be minimal.l2 When

impurities are left in juice for more than thirty minutes they contribute to an increase

in levulose or grape sugar, a chemical reaction that prevents the juice from

crystallizing fully.

After expressing the juice, the cultivators boiled it until they felt a satisfactory

evaporation of the water content was reached. The raw sugar produced was called

by a variety of names, such as gur, rab or behle. The juice was boiled in vessels

made of clay; metal became more common later in this period. Cane trash or wood

was usually the fuel used for boiling to gur, however, when the kolhu was the mill, its

mortar and pestle action crushed the cane to pulp rendering it unsuitable for fuel,

consequently, cane tops or wood were then used-

The refined indigenous sugar had many variations, for the purpose this

discussion of the refinement of chini, shakkar and other sugars, the process common

to Azamgarh has been chosen, 'for pakki chini it is the method common to the

Jessore district; two regions that produced much of the sugars for the export trade

during the nineteenth century.

lnitially the raw gur or rab was brought to the boil, and any impurities skimmed

off, the liquid when adjudged ready was transferred to a second pan. Here the sugar

boiler added a getatinous mass called dulla, obtained from the roots of a hibiscus

plant, which acted in the same manner a bullocks blood used in contemporary

tt George P. Meade, Spencer-Meade Ccme Sagar Handbook, (New Yorþ 196a) p. 61. The kolhu probably

.*pr"rrá more juice than the lighter roller mills used in other regions of India. The additional pressure of the

toihu, howwer, easiþ ruptures the zucrose cell parenchyma as it did other cells so¡leining impurities'
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Britain, it acted as a coagulant bringing rnuch of the impurities to the surface, where

they were removed with a wooden spatula. When manufacturing sugar consumed by

lower castes, rab was boiled from 3 to 5 hours, depending on the type of cane and its

condition at harvest, some bruised castor seed were thrown into the boiling mass

toward the end of this process, when adjudged ready, the syrup had the consistency

of a thick, black semi-solid mass. At this point it was removed from the fire and

allowed to cool, while cooling the sugar was beaten for two or three hours with tool

resembling a wooden mallet or club to assist crystallisation, and when completely

cool decanted into earthenware jars; the state in which it was sold'

Raþ could also be value added by refining il to Katchcht chini. The sugar

maker would decant the raw sugar into vats with outlet holes to allow the molasses to

drain, or the rab could be left in bags and the drainage assisted by placing heavy

lumps of dried clay over the bags of raw sugar. After draining it was boiled and

skimmed, and then allowed to cool, when cool a covering of an aquatic weed called

siwar (Hydrilla veriticillata), was applied to a depth of 75 to 100 millimetres. This

cleansing process took from 20 to 30 days; the sugar became white as the water

from the siwar percolated through cleansing it of the remaining molasses (chota). ln

the final stage of the process, the Katchcht chini was spread over a mound covered

by sacking, and trodden into a fne powder, a process that took 2 days for each

batch, it was then packed into bags for export'

Also derived from rab or gur was Shakkar: in this process sacks of raw sugar

were stacked on a rush covered raised platform, the molasses were squeezed from

the sugar by the weight of large lumps of dried clay about 40 kilograms each, the
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molasses drained into earthenware containers beneath the platform. The semi-

refined sugar that remained was damp and light brown, similar to muscovado. When

the market allowed Shakkar was refined further into chini; this usually led to around

half of its bulk becoming molasses, these, however, could be sold for direct

consumption or distilled lo toddy or arrack.13

Pakki chini was another refned sugar frequently sold on the export markets,

and usually made by professional refiners. The cane or palm gur'lrom which this

sugar was refined received similar treatment to the Katchcht chini. After draining, a

further boiling and skimming cleansed the syrup of impurities; the first drainings of

molasses was usually boiled again, and this produced additional paka chini. The

liquid after undergoing a second boiling and further straining, was decanted it into flat

basins to cool. After cooling, the raw sugar was decanted into shallow containers

with drain holes and cleansed of molasses by the use of aquatic weed. Very little of

the original gurwas lost in the process, even the poorest drainings, called in some

regions Chita gurhad a market among the poorer castes.

tt lbid, para.454, p. 130-132
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Appendix 4

Table l: Sugar Factory Locations in Eastern and Southern lndia Showing
and were this information is available.

ra A. Wyatg Geogrctphicat and Støistical Report of the District of Tirhoot (Calcutta" 184_8Ì
15 A. Wyatt, yat¡st¡cs of the District of Sørun Consisting of the Sircars of Sarun and Champaran, (Calcutt4

lEs4).

District Parshanah. TechnologryProprietor
1Burdwan lron Mils, S/Eng.T.S. Robinson
1Gowhatti, Assam lron Mill S/EngDr Keith Scott
1S/Ens. V/pansChaugachha JessoreGladstone.Wylie
1lron Mill S/Ens.SvllidahDwarkanath Tagore
3S/Enq. V/pans 3Jessore BurdwanH. N Kemshead
1lron MillS/Ens. Wetzel panJummoa TirhutA. Crooke
1Gorakhpur lron Mill SÆng WeEalL. Wray
1Boqra S/EngJ. C. Abbott
1VillaseParqhanahTirhut C. 1848
1Chuk Saleh SingheeaBisarehSingheea
1DeoreeaDittoDeoreea
1Moorwah Khoord NurawahNurawah
1KuruhraRutteeSurya
1Bureyl OthurBuhrampoor
1Puri hamoor GowseeputreePuriharpoor MowasinPuriharpoor
1Belsund kulanBubra Zillah ToorkeeBelsund
1Tureanee ByfnathpoorByjnathpoor
1ShirkhundeaDittoShirkhundea
1Tirsuth Tulkapoor DoomraDoomra
1SagupoorHattePundowl
1BelowanOawanRunyam
1HateeAhis
1BurgawanHimeeHimee
1BÍsuhureeal+DittoBísuhureea

Circa 1854Sarun Factories
1MyseirBara Seeraha
1

tr
Pureywa

1
í

Raypoor
1

I
Telureea

1
l¡

Amooa
1

L

Jumooanryan
1BubraPeeprah
1

ßToorlowulleea
1

ß
Moleeheree,

1
15tt

Bhakhuruha
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Table I ix 3 Continued.

All plants were equipped with steam engínes some with horizontal iron crushing mills,
18 are known to have Vacuum pans and many more had Wetzal or Gadesden
evaporators or trains of open pans, some may have had a Knellor evaporation
systems. * Distilling a¡rack.
A Further factory equipped with steam engines was located in Tirhut, it_ ac'tual
location is unknown the existence of this planiis mentioned in: W. W. Hunter. t6

tu The locæions of these frctories and some indicæion of the tecbnology in use wâs found in: Hilton Brown
Pøry'sofMadras(1954), SelectCommitteeSugøøtdCoffee1847-48,First,ThirdætdFourthReports,W.W.
Hunter A Statistical Account of Bengal Vol. ilII Tifimt and Cltøtnparan (London, 1877), Lærral.dWruy, The

Practical Sugu P|øtter, (Londo4 1843); A. Wyatt, Geographical and Staústical Report of the District of
Ti¡hoot (Calcutta" 1ME), and A Wyatt, Statistics of the District of Sa¡un Consisting of the Sirc¿rs of Sarun and

Champaran, (Calcutta, 1854.

Proprietor Location Technology
Rosa Shaianapur S/ Eng. Gurrefrnery* 1

Hardman-Howarth Gossipore S/ens. V/Pans 1

Cossipore S/Ens. V/Pans 1Bagshaw
Bellaqhatta S/Ens. VlPan 1Bedford
Padruana V\l/l M¡ll, khand.Andrew Sym 1

Azizour N/A 1

Mothari ll
1

Seeraha ta

1

Barria Chaka É
1

Birdpur I
1

Belsund ta
1

Azizour ¡t
1

It
1Mothari

T. & H. Murray Jessore S/Eng. V/Pan 1

Seibpore S/Ens, 1Donald Mcinnes
Ballicoli, NWP SÆno. VIPan 1

Tahirpur Jessore SlEns. V/ Pan 1Newman
Gossioore S/Enq. VlPan 1Turner & Cardogan

Madras
Bimlipatam
Viziqapatam

S/Eng. V/Pan* 1Mackenzie

1Parry & Co. Cuddalore Palm Gur Refinery S/Eng.
Binnv & Co. Asaka lron Mills S/Eng, 2 V/Pans* 1

Bandelpollium SÆng, V/Pan* 1

Kalakuurchi S/Ens. V/Pan& 1

Neliuppaam S/Ens. 2VlPan*s 1

Venkataqir S/Eng open pan*s 1Norman Monison
Í I Palimore

q aac
1

James Rundle Razole 1

Tirhut (below) S/Ens. 1

Total 78
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Table 2: Mercantile Houses in Britain, lndia, Geylon and Mauritius that became
insolvent d the Gornmercial CrÍsis o17847-8.
Name of Establishment Branch of fade Office
1 Akland, Bovd and Co., Merchants *Ceylon

Mauritíus Trade2Barclay Bros. ****London
3 Boyds & Thomas East lndia merchants London
4 Brightman J. & Co., Dítto Ditto
5 Barton, lrlam & Higginson E/ West lndia merchants Ditto
6 Brownrisg & Co., East lndia merchants Ditto
7 Birlev, Conie & Co., Ditto Manchester

aataI Ditto Calcutta **

Ditto9 Cockerell, Larpent & Co., London
10 Cargifl, Headlam & Co., Ditto Newcastfe upon Tyne
11 Cockerell & Co., Ditto Calcutta **

12 Church & Lake & Co., Ditto Ditto
13 Colville, Gilmore & Co.. Ditto Ditto

Ditto14 Crooke H. & A. Ditto
15 Garr, Tagore & Co., Ditto Ditto
16 Ewing, Anderson & Co., Ditto Manchester
17 Ewins & Go Ditto **Calcutta
18 Fraser, W. Tulloch Ditto London
19 Farbridqe R. & S. E/lnd. & Russian Trade Manchester

East lndia Trade20 Ford B. T. & Co., **Calcutta
21 Gouger & Stewart Ditto London
22 Gemmel Bros. Ditto Glasgow
23 Huqhesdon Bros. Ditto **Calcutta
24 Howarth Hardman & Co., Ditto Ditto

Ditto25 Hickey, Bailey & Co., Ditto
Ditto26 Johnstone, Cole & Co., London

27 Kelsall & co., Ditto London & Manchester
28 Kelsal & co., Ditto **Calcutta
29 Lvall Bros Ditto London
30 Lackersteen A. A. Ditto Ditto
31 Lackersteen & Crake Ditto Dítto
32 Lysasht, Smithett & Co., Ditto Ditto
33 Lake, Calrow & Co. Ditto Liverpool
34 Livinqstone & Co., Ditto Ditto

Ditto35 Lyall, Matheson & Co., **Calcutta
36 Lackersteen Bros. Ditto Ditto**
37 Lake, Hammell & Co., Ditto Ditto**
38 Livinqstone & Co., Ditto Ditto**
39 Layard H, L. & Co., Merchants *Ceylon

East lndia Trade Liverpool40MurrayT&H
41 McKenzie D Jun Ditto Glasgow
42 Owen, Allhusen & Co., Ditto **Galcutta
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Table 2 Continued.

* 22 of these commercial houses or banks were
* 2in Ceylon, ***1 in Madras and **** 2 in Mauriti

situated in Calcutta
us.1t

43 Oswald & Co. East lndia Trade Calcutta**
44 Philli Lawrence & Sons Ditto London

45 Ph Samuel & Co. Ditto Ditto

46 Schlusser & Mullens East lndia & Baltic Trade Ditto

47 Robinson E Mauritius Trade London *g

48 Reid, lrvine & Co., Ditto Ditto

49 Rickards, Little 7 Co,. East lndia Trade Ditto

50 Wienholt & Co. Ditto Ditto

51 Bell & Co. Ditto Ditto

52 Sau &F Ditto Calcutta **

53 Sherman Mullens & Go, Dito Ditto**

54 Smith, Cowell & Co., Ditto Ditto*
55 Thurbum & C0., Ditto London

56 Union Bank of Calcutta Bankers Calcutta **

57 Cardoza & Co. East lndia Trade Madras ***

58 Weber & Co., Ditto London

t7 Secrel Select Committee to Inqrire inlo Con¡mercial Distress 18'18. Passim and D. Morier Evans, Ihe

commercial crisis 1837-48: Facts and Figures, (London 1849), Appendix p. XCU-CI.
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Appendix 5
Table 1: Measurements of Sugar Content as calculated by Professors B¡ande
and 1847.

1. Specific gravity of sugar in test sample when converted to syrup. 2. Crystallisable
sugar. 3. Percentage of Crystallisable sugar when acted upon by solvents. 4.

Percentrage of Uncrystallisable sugarwhen acted upon by solvents. 5. Loss in weight
by drying at,212 degree F. 6- Gain by moisture.
The difference between the laboratory test and the saccharometers were between+ 4
o/o ?t1d 4"75 o/o. *These two grades are of European manufacture.

62 .J 4 5Description of sugar
97.0 3.0 1.5 1.751.1158 97.90Havana fine white
97.8 2.2 1.0 1.01.1161 98.00Good whiteg

4.5 1.25 2.251 .1 136 95.00 95.5ta Fine
5.5 2.5 0_731.1111 93_75 94,5¡l Good

2.0 1.51,1111 92.75 93.2 6.8Bengalfine crystalwh.*
3.0 4.01 .1 135 93.00 90.0 10.0yellow*¡a ßu

4_090,8 9.2 3_01.1121 91.50Fine white$

3.089.5 10.5 1_01.1128 92.00Low yellow(

93.5 6.5 1.0 3.01,1111 92.75Demerara vac/pan
8.0 1.5 2.01.1128 93.25 92.0Jamaica fine white

3.5 3,71,1123 89.75 89.5 10.5Antigua Average
2.5 3.21 .1 105 89.50 85.5 14.5Trinidad low muscovado

3.791.75 94.0 6.0 4.51,1111Manila white
90.2 9.E 3.2 3.71.1117 89.50tr Brown
87.0 13.0 4.0 4.01.1112 89.00China, white
94.0 6.0 2.5 2.71.1111 91.50Behea, fine white

5.5 3.0 3.51.1123 92.00 94.5Good whiterI

4.5 4.51.1157 97.59 93.0 7.0Í Brown
1.795-50 95-0 5.0 1.51.1131Java Standard sample

100_01.1141Sinqle Refined
1.1171 100.0Loaf Double refined
1-1172Single taI

'lõ
1_1012Antigua molasses

t8 Select Committee Sugar and Coffee 1847-8, Forth Report, Appendix I, p.l



Source Col. 1 Col.2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5

Dominica 88-3 3.36 1.22 4_95 2.17

Grenada 87.0 3.61 0.90 4.74 3.75

Guatemala 82.4 s.48 0.78 6.30 5.04

Havana 91.9 2.98 o.72 1.74 2.70

Jamaica 90_4 3.47 0.36 4.22 1.55

Porto Rico 87.5 4.84 0.81 4.25 2.60

St Kitts 88.7 4.18 1.02 2.79 3.21

St Lucia 84.2 5.38 1.32 2.39 6.71

St Vincent 92_5 3.61 0.63 0-81 2.45

Surinam 86.8 4.31 2.18 5.27 1.34

Trinidad 86.0 5.14 0.96 4.23 1.67

Grainy Peruvian 94.8 1.4 0.60 1.02 2.14

G 87.4 3.18 1_33 2.74 5.35

China 72.50 9.19 1.80 6.76 9.75

Banares 94.50 2.6 1.50 0.98 0.39

E.l Date 86.00 2_19 2.88 6.04 2.89

White Java 99.2 o.20 0.20 0.40 Trace

Manila Unclayed 82.0 6.79 2.00 5.97 3.24

Refined T

Tate's 99.2 None Trace Trace None

French Pulverised 99.7 Trace 0.10 0.20 f¡

Martineau 99.7
( 0.10 0.24

Í

Duncan's Granulated 99.8
Í 0.10 0.10 6

Sav's Loaves 99.8
ß 0.10 0.10

(

Martineau's Tablets 99.8 None 0_10 0.10
¡l

Titlers 99.7 Trace 0.10 0.20
(

Beet Loaf 99.6
Í 0.15 0.25

I

( c 99.9 None Trace Trace f
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Table 2 Content of raw sugars compiled in l88l by Wigner and Harland for the
food collection of the Bethnal Green Museum.

Golumn 1 Crystallisable.
Column 2 Un-crystallisable.
Column 3 Ash.
Column 4 Moisture content.
Column 5 Organic matter.
19

re Warnford Charles Locþ Wigrrer G. rtr. and Harland R. H. ^!agø Growing and RefinÌng, (Londoq 1882), p'

60E.



MoistureCrvstallisable Uncrystallisable. Ash OrganicRaw sugar
3.70 1.5591.55 2.50 0.70Barbados

2.80 0.72 3.55 1.0391.90Jamaica
4.80 1.30 3.86 2-74E7.30Trinidad
1ta 1.24 3.30 2.8691.50Brazil Musco
0.75 0.20 o_37 0.4898.20Java

4_50 4.00 7.0076.00 8.70Manila
3.38 3.30 5.1984.5 3.63Mauritius
4.00 5.94 4.6683.20 2.20lndia Palm Jag
5.66 5.70 4.846_8077.00!I

7.13 3.37 6.46 4.O479.00lndia Cane Jag
16.40 2.95 7.92 8.7364.00! ((

2.93 3.38 3.6490.05 NitSuoar beet
2.18 3.31 3.2191.30 NitI

3.09 2.93Trace 1.9592.01I

2.26 2.18Nil 1.2694.30ß

Nir 0.93 1.50 1.4796.10(

Refined sugar
Trace Traces N¡199-95 NitGranulated
Trace Traces N¡I99.90 NitCube sugar
Trace Traces Nil99.90 NitGrvstals
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Table 3: Com of Commercial S c. 1900.

to J. A. R. Newlands and Benjamin E. R. Newlands, Sugar: A Hat¡dbookfor Planters ad Refiners, (London,

te09), p.772.
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Appendix 6

Value Adding of Sugar in Golonial Sugarhouses c,1840-1850.

The process began with the raw sugar, in lndia gur being mixed with water

and the pumped into steam-heated clarifiers. Here it was heated to about 80 C,

limewater was added to assist in the separation of impurities, and the low heat

combined with the action of lime, allowed the largest of the impurities to separate

from the eåne juice. The clearer liquid was then drained into a steam-heated pan

and the temperature increased, as the temperature rose, further smaller impurities

were skimmed off. After this it was strained through a blanket filter leaving almost

clear juice, which could now be further evaporated, in a steam heated open pan or in

some cases a vacuum pan, until it achieved the consistency of about 24 Baume. At

this point, the now, highly concentrated liquor, was sucked into a vacuum pan and

evaporated under vacuum until the desired point of crystallisation reached. From the

vacuum pan, it was decanted into a vessel with a steam-heated jacket and agitated

either mechanically or by hand, thus achieving further growth in crystal size. At the

optimum point of crystallisation, the still hot crystalline mass was decanted into small

carrying vessels, which were emptied into the conical curing moulds. These moulds

had a hole at the pointed end, which initially was blocked, the muscovado sugar was

allowed to cool, and as ¡t did, the molasses drained to the bottom. When the mould

showed indications of being cured, the plug of paper or rag blocking the hole was

removed allowing the molasses to drain away, leaving a brown crystalline sugar.2t

't w. w. ttunter Vol. ü' Nadiya ønd Jessore (1875) pp.2&8'289
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Should the manufacturer wish to value-add the muscovado at plantation level,

he could do this through liquoring or claying the sugar. Claying was a simple

process: the top of the sugar in the mould was made flat, and any loose sugar was

pressed until firm. Pipe clay was then mixed with water to a consistency similar to

wet concrete, this was spread on top of the mould to a depth of about 25 millimetres.

The moisture in the clay slowly percolated through the mould, carrying away some of

the mother liquid (molasses) clinging to the crystals, leaving some of the sugar, the

top half to two-thirds, a cleaner crystalline sugar, the sugar at or near the bottom of

the mould usually remained quite dark. Prior to the changes to the Act of 1845

(chapter six above), some refineries in Bengal and Madras subjected their

muse¡vado to a process called liquoring, similar to claying but more effective.æ ln

this process, clay was substituted by a solution of clean white sugar saturated in

water, which in the same manner as pipe clay, was spread over the top of the mould.

Saturated sugar contained more water than clay, consequently the whitening

process, if carried out correctly, tended to be more complete.23

The clayed or liquored sugar, when tipped out from the moulds, in the same

manners as with clayed sugar, tended to be whitest at the broad or top of the mould.

ln Cuba and Brazil this whiter portion was cut off and sold as high quality clayed, the

dark end was either sold as muscovado, or the mixed some of the lighter top portions

t, Wi[iam Thomas Brande, Chemistry, (London, 1s19) p. 358. Brande discusses and criticises the use of
satuated white sugar for liquoring, a practice already in use in France by 1819'
ttlo¡" i.of"ttr, in" V"*¡*t*" oj Sug* in the Colonies øtd at Home, (London, 18!5)r pp, 92'3 - T\e process

described can bá seen in cläse detail in this publication. Select Committee Sugar and CoÍf?! First Report, p. 86,

Hardman's explanation was not given in detail, the indications, however, were that the liquoring process was

used at Cossþore.
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to enhance the sugars' value.24 ln the dryer climate of Bengal, liquored or clayed

sugar could be sun dried for a few days prior to bagging, thus ensuring a low moister

content. This enabled the factories producing industrialised sugar to produce high-

grade muscovado, which lost less value during transit than damp muscovadoes, i.e. it

did not deliquesce. This practice of liquoring, mixing and drying prevailed at all the

modern industriat plants in the sub-continent. The affects of the changes of 1845 are

evident from the evidence of Laurence Hardman. He pointed out that the net return

on sugar, now classified, as "equal to white clayed,' or "equal to single refined," was

80.17 per ton above the return on good quality muscovado such as Cossipore

yellow.2s This small differential could not make up for the loss in weight or the

additional labour, particularly in view of the poor use these installations made of by-

products (chapter 6 above).

to lbid, Third Report, Appendix 6, Re,port submitted by IL Crosley, refining engineer, on the quality of imported

sugar.

'5 lhid, First Report, Evidence of I Ha¡dman pp. 85-6.




